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Preface

The goals� To make decisions optimally is one of the most basic desires of a human being�
Whenever the situation and the targets admit tractable formalization� this desire can� to some
extent� be satis�ed by mathematical tools� speci�cally� by those o�ered by the Optimization
Theory and Algorithms� For our purposes� a general enough mathematical setting of an opti�
mization problem will be the Mathematical Programming one�

minimize f��x	
subject to

fi�x	 � bi� i 
 �� ���� m�
x � X � Rn�

�P	

In this problem� we are given an objective f��x	 and �nitely many functional constraints fi�x	�
i 
 �� ���� m� which are real�valued functions of n�dimensional design vector x varying in a given
domain X � Our goal is to minimize the objective over the feasible set of the problem � the set
which is cut o� the domain X by the system of inequalities fi�x	 � bi� i 
 �� ���� m�

In typical engineering applications� the design vector speci�es a decision to be made �e�g��

the parameters of certain construction	� the domain X is the set of 
meaningful� values of

the design vector� and the functional constraints represent design speci�cations � restrictions

on certain characteristics of the decision�

The last decade has witnessed a tremendous progress in Optimization� especially in the area
of Convex Programming� progress which has improved dramatically the abilities to build and to
analyze theoretically optimization models of complex real�world problems� same as the abilities
to process the resulting models computationally� However� high applied potential of modern
Optimization not always is properly utilized in practice� mainly because potential end�users �
engineers� managers� etc�� � typically have a regrettably poor impression of the state�of�the�art
in Optimization� The goal of the our course is to contribute to shrinking the gap between
those developing optimization models and techniques and those who could use these models and
techniques in practice� to demonstrate what is modern Optimization� what it can do well and
what is problematic� This �nal goal determines the approach we are taking� same as several
speci�c targets which we are trying to achieve�

� Theoretically speaking� what modern Optimization can solve well� are convex optimiza�
tion problems� The applied essence� of the two�decade�long investigation of complexity
issues in Optimization can be summarized in the following conclusion�

��	 As far as numerical processing of problems �P	 is concerned� there exists
a �solvable case� � the one of convex optimization problems� those where

� The domain X is a closed convex subset of Rn ��

�� Recall that a set X � Rn is called convex� if along with every pair x�x� of its points it contains the entire
segment linking the points�

x� x
� � X � x � ��x� � x� � X �� � ��� �	



�

� The objective f��x	 and the functional constraints fi�x	� i  �� ����m� are
convex functions on X ��

Under minimal additional �computability assumptions� �which are satis�ed
in basically all applications�� a convex optimization problem is �computation�
ally tractable� � the computational e	ort required to solve the problem to a
given accuracy �grows moderately� with the dimensions of the problem and the
required number of accuracy digits


In contrast to this� a general�type non�convex problems are too di�cult for
numerical solution � the computational e	ort required to solve such a problem
by the best known so far numerical methods grows prohibitively fast with the
dimensions of the problem and the number of accuracy digits� and there are
serious theoretical reasons to guess that this is the intrinsic feature of non�convex
problems rather than a drawback of the existing optimization techniques


Just to give an example� consider a pair of optimization problems� The �rst is

minimize �Pn
i�� xi

subject to
x�i � xi  �� i  �� ���� n�

xixj  � ��i� j	 � ��

�A	

� being a given set of pairs �i� j	 of indices i� j� This is a fundamental combinatorial
problem of computing the stability number of a graph� and the corresponding 
engi�
neering story� is as follows�

Assume that we are given n letters which can be sent through a telecommunica


tion channel� say� n � �� usual bytes� When passing trough the channel� an input

letter can be corrupted by errors and as a result can be converted into another letter�

Assume that the errors are �symmetric� � if a letter i can be converted into letter

j� then j can be converted to i as well� and let � be the set of �dangerous pairs of

letters� � pairs �i� j� of distinct letters i� j such that sending through the channel the

letter i we can get on output the letter j� If we are interested in error
free trans


mission� we should restrict the set S of letters we actually use to be independent �

to be such that no two distinct letters from S can be converted by the channel one

into another� And in order to utilize best of all the capacity of the channel� we are

interested to use a maximal � with maximum possible number of letters � indepen


dent sub
alphabet� It turns out that the minus optimal value in �A� is exactly the

cardinality of such a maximal independent sub
alphabet�

�� Recall that a real
valued function f�x� de�ned on a convex set X � Rn is called convex� if its epigraph

f�t� x� j x � X� t � f�x�g

is a convex set in Rn��� or� equivalently� if

x� x
� � X � f�x� ��x� � x�� � f�x� � ��f�x��� f�x�� �� � ����	�
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Our second problem is

minimize ��Pk
i��

Pm
j�� cijxij � x��

subject to

�min

�BBB�
�BBB�

x�
Pm

j�� bpjx�j
� � � � � �

xk
Pm

j�� bpjxkjPm
j�� bpjx�j � � � Pm

j�� bpjxkj x��

�CCCA
�CCCA � ��

p  �� ���� N�Pk
i�� xi  ��

�B	
where �min�A	 denotes the minimumeigenvalue of a symmetric matrix A� This problem
is responsible for the design of a truss �a mechanical construction comprised of linked
with each other thin elastic bars� like an electric mast� a bridge or the Eifel Tower	
capable to withstand best of all to k given loads�

When looking at the analytical forms of �A	 and �B	� it seems that the �rst problem

is easier than the second� the constraints in �A	 are simple explicit quadratic equations�

while the constraints in �B	 involve much more complicated functions of the design

variables � the eigenvalues of certain matrices depending on the design vector� The

truth� however� is that the �rst problem is� in a sense� 
as di�cult as an optimization

problem can be�� and the worst�case computational e�ort to solve this problem within

absolute inaccuracy ��� by all known optimization methods is about �n operations�

for n  ��� �just ��� design variables corresponding to the 
alphabet of bytes�	� the

quantity �n � ����� for all practical purposes� is the same as ��� In contrast to this�

the second problem is quite 
computationally tractable�� E�g�� for k  � �� loads of

interest	 and m  ��� ���� degrees of freedom of the construction	 the problem has

about ��� variables �twice the one of the 
byte� version of �A		� however� it can be

reliably solved within � accuracy digits in a couple of minutes� The dramatic di�erence

in computational e�ort required to solve �A	 and �B	 �nally comes from the fact that

�A	 is a non�convex optimization problem� while �B	 is convex�

By the outlined reasons� in our course we restrict ourselves with Convex Programming
only� Moreover� our emphasis will be on well�structured convex problems like those of
Linear� Conic Quadratic and Semide�nite Programming� These are exactly the areas
which are most of all a�ected by recent progress� areas where we possess well�developed
techniques for building large�scale models and their instructive theoretical �on paper�	
and numerical processing� And these areas� except Linear Programming� simply did not
exist �� years ago� so that most of the users who could bene�t from recent developments
just do not suspect that something like this exists and can be utilized�

� Restricting ourselves with well�structured� convex optimization problems� it becomes
logical to skip a signi�cant part of what is traditionally thought of as the theory and
algorithms of Mathematical Programming� Those interested in the Gradient Descent�
Quasi�Newton methods� and even Sequential Quadratic Programming� are kindly asked
to use excellent existing textbooks on these important subjects� our course should be
thought of as a self�contained complement to� and not as an extended version of� these
textbooks� We even have dared to omit the Karush�Kuhn�Tucker optimality conditions in
their standard form� since they are too general to be algorithmic�� the role of the KKT
conditions in our course is played by their particular � and much more algorithmic� �
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form of the Conic Duality Theorem�

� The course is primarily addressed to potential users �mainly� engineers	� not to the new�
comers of the professional optimization community� Consequently� the emphasis is done on
building and processing instructive engineering models rather than on details of optimiza�
tion algorithms� The underlying motivation is twofold� First� we are trying to convince
an engineer that Optimization indeed has something to do with his professional interests�
Second� and mainly� we believe that the crucial necessary condition for successful practical
applications of optimization is understanding of what are optimization models which can
be e�ciently processed and how one can convert a �seemingly bad� initial description of
the situation to an �e�ciently processable� model� what is desirable and what should be
avoided at the modeling stage� And we believe that the best way to provide a reader with
relevant insight is to present� along with general concepts and techniques� non�toy� ap�
plications of these concepts and techniques� As about optimization algorithms� we believe
that their presentation in a user�oriented course should be as non�technical as possible �to
drive a car� a person should not be an expert in engines	� More speci�cally� the part of
the course devoted to algorithms focuses on the Ellipsoid method �due to its simplicity
combined with capability to answer a�rmatively on the fundamental question of whether
Convex Programming is computationally tractable�	� Initially we intended to outline the
ideas and to present a summary of the polynomial time Interior Point methods as well�
however� teaching practice has demonstrated that this will be too much for a semester
course��

� In spite of the fact that the course is user�oriented� it is a mathematical course� and
we did not try to achieve the �unreachable for us	 goal to imitate engineers� In this
respect� the goal we did try to achieve is to demonstrate that when processing meaningful�
mathematical models by rigorous mathematical methods �not by engineering surrogates of
these methods	� one can obtain results which admit meaningful and instructive engineering
interpretation� Whether we have reached this goal � this is another story� and here the
judgment is upon the reader�

Audience and prerequisites� Readers are supposed to know basic facts from Linear Al�
gebra and Analysis � those presented in all standard undergraduate mathematical courses for
engineers� As far as optimization�related areas are concerned� readers are assumed to know
the de�nitions of a convex set and a convex function and to have heard �no more than that�	
what is a Mathematical Programming problem� What is highly desirable� are basic elements of
mathematical culture�

The exercises accompanying the course form its signi�cant part� They are organized in
small groups� each group being devoted to a speci�c topic somehow related to the corresponding
lecture� Typically� the task in an exercise is to prove something� Most of the exercises are not
too easy� those we �nd relatively more di�cult� are marked with �� The results stated by the
exercises are used in the sequel in the same way as the statements presented and proved in the
main body of the course� consequently� a reader is kindly asked if not to do� then at least to

��For a brief overview of polynomial time IP methods in Convex Programming� see �	� as about detailed
presentation of the subject� there are several books�lecture notes available� the closest in style to the present
course being ��	�
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read carefully all exercises� The order of exercises is of primary importance� in many cases the
preceding exercises contain information�hints necessary to succeed in the subsequent ones�

Some exercises have to do with modeling issues and are not formulated as rigorously posed�
mathematical questions� Well� this is the type of situations our potential readers are supposed
to survive� and the only thing we apologize for is that the number of exercises of this type is
less than it should be�

Grade policy� An exercise in the Lecture Notes starts like Exercise X�X�X Y �� and the
superscript Y is the weight of the exercise �the � of points earned by a complete solution of the
exercise	� The grade policy will be based on the total weight of exercises solved by a participant
of the course� The preliminary version of the grade policy is as follows� in order to get full grade�
a participant should meet the following two requirements�

�� The total number of points for the exercises solved by him�her should be at least ���

�� He�she should solve at least one exercise from every one of the assignments�

The policy may be modi�ed during the �rst four weeks of the course�

The contents of the course is as follows�

Part I� Generic convex optimization models� theory and applications in

Engineering

� Linear Programming� with applications to design of �lters� antennae and trusses
� Conic Programming

� General theory

� Conic Quadratic Programming� with applications to Robust Linear Programming�
Robotics����

� Semide�nite Programming� with applications to Stability Analysis�Synthesis� Struc�
tural Design� synthesis of chips����

Part II� Algorithms for solving convex optimization models

� The Ellipsoid method and computational tractability of Convex Programming
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Lecture �

Linear Programming

Our �rst topic is Linear Programming� Our primary goal to present the basic results on the LP
duality in a form which makes its easy to extend in the mean time these results to the nonlinear
case�

��� Linear programming� basic notions

A Linear Programming �LP	 program is an optimization program of the form

cTx� min j Ax� b � �� �LP	

where

� x � Rn is the design vector

� c � Rn is a given objective

� A is a given m 	 n constraint matrix� and b � Rm is a given right hand side of the
constraints�

As any other optimization problem� �LP	 is called

� feasible� if its feasible set

fx j Ax � b � �g
is nonempty� a point from the latter set is called a feasible solution to �LP	�

� below bounded� if it is either infeasible� or its objective cTx is below bounded on the
feasible set�

For a feasible below bounded problem� the lower bound of the objective on the
feasible set � the quantity

c� 
 inf
x�Ax�b��

cTx

� is called the optimal value of the problem� For an infeasible problem� the optimal
value� by de�nition� is  �� while for feasible below unbounded problem the optimal
value� by de�nition� is ���

��
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� solvable� if it is feasible� below bounded and the optimal value is attained� there exists
feasible x with cTx 
 c�� An x of this type is called an optimal solution to �LP	�

A priori it is unclear whether a feasible and below bounded LP program is solvable� why should
the in�mum be achieved� It turns out� however� that a feasible and below bounded LP program
always is solvable� This nice fact �we shall establish it later	 is speci�c for LP� E�g�� a very simple
nonlinear optimization program

�

x
� min j x � �

is feasible and below bounded� but is not solvable�

��� An example� Tschebyshev approximation and its applica�

tions

In the majority of textbooks known to us� examples of LP programs have to do with economics�
production planning� etc�� and indeed the major applications of LP are in these areas� In our
course� however� we would prefer to use� as a basic example� a problem related to engineering�
Let us start with the mathematical formulation�

����� The best uniform approximation

Problem ����� !Tschebyshev approximation" Given an M 	 N matrix A 


�����
aT�
aT�
� � �
aTM

����	 and a

vector b � RM � solve the problem

min
x�Rn

k Ax� b k�� k Ax� b k�
 max
i�������M

jaTi x� bij� ������	

As stated� problem ������	 is not an LP program � its objective is nonlinear� We can� however�
immediately convert ������	 to an equivalent LP program

t � min j �t � aTi x� bi � t� i 
 �� ����M� ������	

t being an additional design variable� Thus� ������	 is equivalent to an LP program�
A typical origin of the Tschebyshev problem is as follows� we are interested to approximate

best of all a given target� function ��t	 on� say� the unit segment !�� �" of values of t by a linear
combination

PN
j�� xj�i�t	 of N given functions �j�t	� the quality of approximation is measured

by its uniform distance from �� i�e�� by the quantity

k � �
NX
j��

xj�j k�
 sup
��t��

j��t	�
NX
j��

xj�t	�j�t	j ������	

As we shall see in a while� the problem

min
x�RN

k � �
NX
j��

xj�j k� ������	
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is important for several engineering applications� From the computational viewpoint� the draw�
back of the problem is that its objective is implicit� � it involves maximization with respect
to a continuously varying variable� As a result� already the related analysis problem � given
a vector of coe�cients x� to evaluate the quality of the corresponding approximation � can be
quite di�cult numerically� The simplest way to overcome this drawback is to approximate in
������	 the maximum over t running through !�� �" by the maximum over t running through a
�ne �nite grid�� e�g�� through the �nite set

TM 
 fti 
 i

M
j i 
 �� ����Mg�

With this approximation� the objective in the problem ������	 becomes

max
i�������M

j��ti	�
NX
j��

xj�j�ti	j 
k Ax � b k��

where the columns of A are the restrictions of the functions �j��	 on the grid TM � and b is the
restriction of ���	 on the grid� Consequently� the optimization problem ������	 can be viewed as
a discrete version of the problem ������	�

����� Application example� synthesis of �lters

As it was already mentioned� problem ������	 arises in a number of engineering applications�
Consider� e�g�� the problem of synthesis a linear time�invariant �LTI	 dynamic system �a �lter�	
with a given impulse response� ��

A �continuous time	 time�invariant linear dynamic system S is� mathematically� a trans�
formation from the space of 
signals� � functions on the axis � to the same space given by
the convolution with certain �xed function�

u�t	 �	 y�t	 

Z �

��
u�s	h�t � s	ds�

u��	 being an input� and y��	 being the corresponding output of S� The convolution kernel

h��	 is a characteristic function of the system called the impulse response of S�

Consider the simplest synthesis problem

Problem ����� !Filter Synthesis� I" Given a desired impulse response h��t	 along with N �build�
ing blocks� � standard systems Sj with impulse responses hj��	� j 
 �� ���� N � assemble these

�� The ��lter synthesis� and the subsequent �antenna array� examples are taken from ��	
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building blocks as shown on Fig� ���

u(t)

S1

S2

SN

y1(t)

y2(t)

yN(t)

z1(t)

z2(t)

zN(t)

+

x1

x2

xN

y(t)

u(t)

u(t)

u(t)

yj�t	 

R�
�� u�s	hj�t� s	ds

zj�t	 
 xjyj�t	
y�t	 
 z��t	  z��t	  ��� zN�t	�

Figure ���� Parallel structure with ampli�ers

into a system S in such a way that the impulse response of the latter system will be as close as
possible to the desired impulse response h���	�

Note that the structure of S is given� and all we can play with are the ampli�cation coe�cients
xj � j 
 �� ���� N �

The impulse response of the structure on Fig� ��� clearly is

h�t	 

NX
j��

xjhj�t	�

Assuming further that h� and all hj vanish outside !�� �" �� and that we are interested in the
best possible uniform on !�� �" approximation of the desired impulse response h�� we can pose
our synthesis problem as ������	 and further approximate it by ������	� As we remember� the
latter problem is equivalent to the LP program ������	 and can therefore be solved by linear
programming tools�

����� Filter synthesis revisited

In the Filter Synthesis problem we were interested to combine given building blocks� Si to
get a system with impulse response as close to the target one as possible� It makes sense�
but a more typical design requirement is to get a system with a desired transfer function� the
latter is nothing but the Fourier transform of the impulse response� The role of the transfer
function becomes clear when we represent the action of an LTI system S in the frequency

�� Assumptions of this type have a quite natural interpretation� Namely� the fact that impulse response vanishes
to the left of the origin means that the corresponding system is casual � its output till any time instant t depends
solely on the input till the same instant and is independent of what happens with the input after the instant t�
The fact that impulse response vanishes after certain T � � means that the memory of the corresponding system
is at most T � output at a time instant t depends on what is the input starting with the time instant t� T and is
independent of what was the input before the instant t � T �
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domain� � in the space of the Fourier transforms of inputs�outputs� In the frequency domain
the transformation carried out by the system becomes

U��	 � Y ��	 
 U��	H��	��� � � � �� ������	

where upper case letters denote the Fourier transforms of their lower�case counterparts� U��	
stands for the Fourier transform of the input u�t	� Y ��	 � for the Fourier transform of the output
y�t	� and the characteristic for the system transfer function H��	 is the Fourier transform of
the impulse response� Relation ������	 demonstrates that the action of an LTI system in the
frequency domain is very simple � just multiplication by the transfer function� this is why the
analysis of an LTI system usually is carried out in the frequency domain and� as a result� the
reason why typical design requirements on LTI systems are formulated in terms of their transfer
functions�

The frequency domain� version of the Filter Synthesis problem is as follows�

Problem ����� !Filter Synthesis� II" Given a target transfer function H��t	 along with N �build�
ing blocks� � standard systems Sj with transfer function Hj��	� j 
 �� ���� N � assemble these
building blocks as shown on Fig� ��� into a system S in such a way that the transfer function of
the latter system will be as close as possible to the target function H���	�
Assume that we again measure the quality of approximating the target transfer function by the
uniform� on a given segment !�min� �max" in the frequency domain� norm of the approximation
error� Thus� the problem of interest is

sup
�min����max

jH���	�
NX
j��

xjHj��	j � min�

and its computationally tractable approximation� is

max
i�������M

jH���i	�
NX
j��

xjHj��i	j � min� ������	

f��� ��� ���� �Mg being a grid in !�min� �max"� Mathematically� the latter problem looks exactly
as ������	� and one could think that it can be immediately converted to an LP program� We
should� however� take into account an important consideration as follows�

In contrast to impulse response� transfer function is� generally� complex�valued� Con�
sequently� the absolute values in ������	 are absolute values of complex numbers� As
a result� the conversion of ������	 to an LP program now fails � the crucial for it
possibility to represent the nonlinear inequality jaj � t by two linear inequalities
a � t and a � �t exists in the case of real data only�

The di�culty we have met can be overcome in two ways�
� �rst� the inequality jaj � t with complex�valued a can be represented as the inequalityp���a	  ���a	 � t with real data� As a result� problem ������	 can be posed as a conic

quadratic problem we will focus on in Lecture ��
� second� the inequality jaj � t with complex�valued a can be easily approximated by a

number of linear inequalities on ��a	 and ��a	� Indeed� let us inscribe into the unit circle D on
the complex plane C 
 R� a ��k	�vertex perfect polygon P�k�

Pk 
 f�u� v	 � R� � ju cos�l�	  v sin�l�	j � cos����	� l 
 �� ���� kg


� 


	

k

�
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We claim that for every z 
 �u� v	 � R� one has

jzj � pk�z	 
 max
l�������k

!u cos�l�	  v sin�l�	" � cos����	jzj� ������	

Indeed� the left inequality in ������	 follows from the Cauchy inequality�

ju cos�l�	 � v sin�l�	j 
 jzj
q
cos��l�	 � sin��l�	  jzj � pk�z	 
 jzj�

The right inequality follows from the fact that Pk is inside D�

jzj  �� z �� int Pk � p�z	 � cos����	�

whence pk�z	 � cos����	jzjwhenever jzj  �� Since both jzj and pk�z	 are of the homogeneity
degree ��

pk��z	  �pk�z	� j�zj  �jzj �� � ��

the validity of the inequality pk�z	 � cos����	jzj in the case of jzj  � implies the validity of

the inequality for all z�

We see that the absolute value jzj of a complex number can be approximated� within relative
accuracy �� cos����	 
 �� cos�	���k		� by the polyhedral norm� pk�z	 � the maximum of k
linear forms of ��z	 and ��z	� E�g�� taking k 
 �� we approximate jzj within the ���# margin�

The contours jzj 
 � �circle	 and p��z	 
 � �polygone	
For most of the engineering applications� it is basically the same � to approximate H� in the
uniform norm on a grid $ 
 f��� ���� �Mg or in the polyhedral norm

max
i�������M

p��H���i	�
NX
j��

xjHj��i		

� the corresponding measures of quality of an approximation di�er from each other by less than
�#� Consequently� one can pass from the problem ������	 to its approximation

max
i�������M

p��H���i	�
NX
j��

xjHj��i		� min � ������	
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Problem ������	 is equivalent to the program

t � min j 	��H���i	�
NX
j��

xjHj��i		 � t� i 
 �� ����M�

or� which is the same due to the structure of p���	� is equivalent to the LP program

t	 min j
������cos�l�	�H���i	 �

NX
j��

xjHj��i		 � sin�l�	��H���i	�
NX
j��

xjHj��i		

������ 
 t�
i  �� ����M
l  �� ���� �

������	

����� Synthesis of arrays of antennae

Among the engineering applications of the Tschebyshev approximation problem an important
one is the synthesis of arrays of antennae� An antenna is an electro�magnetic device capable to
generate electro�magnetic waves� The main characteristic of an antenna is its diagram Z�
	� To
understand what is the diagram� let us �x a direction 
 � R�� k 
 k�
 �� and look what is the
electro�magnetic �eld created by the antenna at a point P 
 r
 �we assume that the antenna is
placed at the origin	� i�e�� when we move away from the antenna by a distance r in the direction

� Physics says that the electric and the magnetic components of the �eld are� respectively�

E�r
	 
 a�
	r�� cos���
	  t� � �	r��	�
F �r
	 
 a�
	r�� sin���
	  t� � �	r��	� �������	

where t stands for time� � is the frequency of the wave� � is the wavelength� and a�
	 � � is
responsible for the energy sent in the direction 
 and ��
	 is the initial phase of the signal sent
in this direction ��� It is convenient to treat E�r
	 and F �r
	 as the real and the imaginary
parts of the complex�valued function W �r
	�

W �r
	 
 a�
	r���cos���
	  t� � �	r��	  i sin���
	  t� � �	r��		

 r�� expf��	r��gZ�
	 expfi�tg�

where

Z�
	 
 a�
	!cos���
		  i sin���
		"�

Note that if our antenna is comprised of N components with diagrams Z��
	� ���� ZN�
	� the
function W of the antenna is just the sum of similar functions of the components �electro�
magnetic equations are linear�	� so that the diagram of the antenna is the sum of those of the
components�

Z�
	 

NX
j��

Zj�
	�

Now� when designing an array of antennae � a complex antenna comprised of a number of
components � an engineer starts with N given building blocks� with diagrams Z�� ���� ZN�
When arranging the array� there is a possibility to amplify the signal sent by a block by an

�� Relations �������� work when the distance r between P and the antenna is much larger than the linear sizes
of the antenna� Mathematically� the di�erence between the left and the right hand sides in �������� is o�r��� as
r �	�
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amplifying factor j and to shift the initial phase �j��	 by a constant �j � In other words� the
engineer can modify the original diagrams of the blocks according to

Zj�
	 
 aj�
	!cos��j�
		  i sin��j�
		" � Z	
j �
	 
 jaj�
	!cos��j�
	  �j	  i sin��j�
	  �j	"�

Thus� there is a possibility to multiply the initial diagram of every block by an arbitrary complex
constant

zj 
 j�cos�j  i sin �j	 
 uj  ivj �

The diagram of the resulting complex antenna will be

Z�
	 

NX
j��

zjZj�
	� �������	

A typical design problem in the area in question is to choose the design parameters zj � j 

�� ���� N � in order to get a diagram �������	 as close as possible to a target diagram Z��
	� In
many cases a relevant way to measure closeness� is to use the uniform norm� the corresponding
synthesis problem becomes

max
��k�k���

jZ��
	�
NX
j��

zjZj�
	j � min�

the design variables being N complex numbers z�� ���� zN� or� which is the same� �N real numbers
��zj	� ��zj	� Mathematically� the resulting problem is completely similar to the one discussed
in the previous section� up to the fact that now the outer maximum in the description of the
objective is taken over the unit sphere in R� rather than over a segment on the axis� even this
di�erence disappears when we approximate the maximum over continuously varying direction by
the maximum over a �nite grid on the sphere �this in any case is necessary to get an e�ciently
solvable optimization program	� Thus� the problem of synthesis of an array of antennae is�
mathematically� identical to the problem of synthesis an LTI system with a desired transfer
function� in particular� we have a possibility to approximate the problem by an LP program�

Example� Let a planar antenna array be comprised of a central circle and � concentric rings
of the same area as the circle �Fig� �����a		� The array is placed in the XY �plane �Earth�s
surface�	� and the outer radius of the outer ring is �m�

One can easily see that the diagram of a ring fa � r � bg in the plane XY �r is the distance
from a point to the origin	 as a function of a ��dimensional direction 
 depends on the altitude
�the angle � between the direction and the plane	 only� The resulting function of � turns to be
real�valued� and its analytic expression is

Za�b��	 

�

�

Z b

a


Z ��

�
r cos


�	r��� cos��	 cos��	

�
d�

�
dr�

� being the wavelength� Fig� �����b	 represents the diagrams of our �� rings� the wavelength
being ��cm�

Now assume that our goal is to design an array with the real�valued diagram which should
be axial symmetric with respect to the Z�axis and should be concentrated� in the cone 	�� �
� � 	���	���� In other words� we are interested in real�valued Z� depending on the altitude �
only� the resulting function Z���	 is � when � � � � 	��� 	��� and somehow approaches � as
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� approaches 	��� The target diagram Z���	 used in our design is represented on Fig� �����c	
�the dashed curve	�

In the case in question the outlined approach is simpli�ed a lot by the fact that the diagrams
of our building blocks�� same as the target diagram� are real�valued� as a result� we have no
troubles with complex numbers� and the problem we should �nally solve is

max
��T

jZ���	�
��X
j��

xjZrj���rj��	j � min�

where T is a �nite grid on the segment !�� 	��" of values of � �in the design represented on Fig�
�����c	� the ����point equidistant grid is used	� r� 
 � and rj � j � �� is the outer radius of the
j�th element of the array� Both the data and the design variables in the problem are real� so
that we can immediately convert the problem into an equivalent LP program�

The solid line on Fig� �����c	 represents the diagram of the array of antennae given by the
synthesis� The uniform distance between the actual and the target diagrams is � ������� Table
� displays the optimal ampli�cation coe�cients �i�e�� the coordinates xj of the optimal solution	�
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�a	 �b	 �c	
Figure ���� Synthesis of antennae array

�a	� �� array elements of equal area in the XY �plane
the outer radius of the largest ring is �m� the wavelength is ��cm

�b	� 
building blocks� � the diagrams of the rings as functions of the altitude angle �
�c	� the target diagram �dashed	 and the synthesied diagram �solid	

Table �� Optimal amplifying coecients �rounded to � signi
cant digits�
element � � � � �  � � � � ��
coe�cient ������ 
����� ��� 
������ ���� ����� 
������ ������ 
����� �����

Why the uniform approximation� The Antenna Array example inspires a natural question� why
the distance between the target diagram Z���	 and the synthesized one Z��	 is measured by the uniform
norm of the residual k Z� � Z k� max� jZ���	 � Z��	j and not by� say� the ��norm k Z� � Z k�pP

� jZ���	 � Z��	j�� With this latter norm � i�e�� with the standard Least Squares approximation �
the �squared	 objective to be minimized would be a sum of squares of a�ne forms of the design variables
�recall that for every � Z��	 linearly depends on the amplifying coe�cients	� i�e�� it would be a convex
quadratic form �

�x
TAx � bTx � c of x� and we could immediately write down the optimal solution�

x�  �A��b� thus avoiding any necessity in numerical optimization�
The answer to the outlined question is as follows� the only advantage of the k � k��accuracy measure

is that it leads to a computationally cheap approximation routine� from the modeling viewpoint� Least
Squares in many cases are not attractive at all� Indeed� consider the case when the target function is

nearly singular� � it is close to one constant� say� to �� in the 
major part� A of its domain and is close
to another constant� say� to �� in another� relatively small� part B of the domain� This is the case in our
Antenna Synthesis example� we are trying to concentrate the signal in a small cone� and what is of actual
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interest is exactly the 
nearly singular� behaviour of the signal� Now� with an 
integral�type� norm of
residual� like the k � k��norm� the squared 
typical� deviation between an approximation and the target
in A is taken with relatively large weight �proportional to the cardinality of A	� while the squared typical
deviation between the functions in B is taken with relatively small weight� It follows that in order to get
a better k � k��approximation� it makes sense to use the 
�exibility resource� of our approximation in
order to reproduce �rst of all the 
background� behaviour of the target � the one in A� even at the price
of poor reproduction of the 
singular behaviour� of the target � the one in B� As a result� the Least
Squares usually result in 
oversmoothened� approximations badly reproducing the 
nearly singularities�
of the target � i�e�� the features of the target we indeed are interested in� In contrast to this� the k � k��
norm of the residual 
pays the same attention� to how well we reproduce the 
background� behaviour
of the target and to how well we reproduce its singularities� this feature of the uniform norm makes it
a more preferable quality measure in 
approximation problems with singularities� than the k � k��norm�
To illustrate this point� let us look at what the Least Squares yield in our example�
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We see that the Least Squares approximation indeed 
pays more attention� to the 
background� than

to the 
singularity�� The uniform distance between the target and the Least Squares approximation is

������ � more than twice as much as the distance corresponding to the best uniform approximation�

��� Duality in linear programming

The most important and interesting feature of linear programming as a mathematical entity
�i�e�� aside of computations and applications	 is the wonderful LP duality theory we are about
to consider� The question we are interested in now is�

Given an LP program

cTx� min� Ax� b � �� �LP	

�nd a systematic way to bound from below its optimal value
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Why this is an important question and how the answer to it helps to deal with LP programs�
this will be seen in the sequel� For the time being� let us just believe that the question is worthy
of e�ort�

A trivial answer to the posed question is� solve �LP	 and look what is the optimal value�
There is� however� a smarter and a much more instructive way to answer our question� Just to
get an idea of this smart way� let us look at the following example�

x�  x�  ��� x�


 � min j

�����
x�  �x�  ��� ����x�

� ����x�


� � � ��

����x�  ����x�  ��� �x�

� x�


 � ��� � ��
����� ��� ���

We claim that the optimal value in the problem is � ���
���� � If you would ask how one could

certify this bound� the answer would be very simple� add the �rst two constraints to get the
inequality

�����x� x�  ��� x�

�  x�


	� ��� � ��
and divide the resulting inequality by ������ The LP duality is nothing but a straightforward
generalization of this simple trick�

����� Certi�cates for solvability and insolvability

Consider a ��nite	 system of scalar inequalities with n unknowns� To be as general as possible�
for the time being we do not assume the inequalities to be linear and allow for both non�strict and
strict inequalities in the system� as well as for equations� Since an equation can be represented
by a pair of non�strict inequalities� our system always can be written down as

fi�x	 $i �� i 
 �� ���� m� �S	
where $i� for every i� is either the relation � � � or the relation � � ��

The basic question about �S	 is
��� Whether �S	 has or has no solution


Knowing how to answer the question ��	� we are able to answer many other questions� E�g�� to
verify that a given real a is a lower bound on the optimal value of an LP program �LP	 is the
same as to verify whether the system�

�cTx a � �
Ax� b � �

has no solutions�
The general question above is too di�cult� and it makes sense to pass from it to a seemingly

simpler one�

���� How to certify that �S	 has� or does not have� a solution

Imagine� e�g�� that you are very smart and know the correct answer to ��	� how could you
convince somebody that your answer is correct� What could be an evident for everybody�
certi�cate of the validity of your answer�

If your claim is that �S	 is solvable� a certi�cate could be very simple� it su�ces to point
out a solution x� to �S	� Given this certi�cate� one can substitute x� into the system and check
whether x� indeed is a solution�
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Assume now that your claim is that �S	 has no solutions� What could be a simple certi�cate�
of this claim� How one could certify a negative statement� This is a highly nontrivial problem
which goes far beyond the bounds of mathematics� E�g�� it is crucial in law� how somebody
accused in a murder should prove his innocence� The real life� answer to the question how
to certify a negative statement� is discouraging� such a statement normally cannot be certi�ed
�this is where the rule a person is innocent until his�her guilt is certi�ed� comes from	� In
mathematics� however� the situation is di�erent� in some cases there exist simple certi�cates� of
negative statements� E�g�� in order to certify that �S	 has no solutions� it su�ces to demonstrate
that one can obtain� as a consequence of the system �S	� the contradictory inequality

�� � ��

For example� assume that �i� i 
 �� ���� m� are nonnegative weights� Combining inequalities from
�S	 with these weights� we come to the inequality

mX
i��

�ifi�x	 $ � �Cons��		

where $ is either � � � �this is the case when the weight of at least one strict inequality from �S	
is positive	� or � � � �otherwise	� The resulting inequality� due to its origin� is a consequence of
the system �S	 � it for sure is satis�ed by every solution to S� Thus� if �Cons��		 happens to
be contradictory � has no solutions at all � we may be sure that �S	 has no solutions� whenever
it is the case� we may treat the corresponding vector � as a simple certi�cate� of the fact that
�S	 is infeasible�

Let us look what does the outlined approach mean when �S	 is comprised of linear inequal�
ities�

�S	 � f�Ti x$i bi� i 
 �� ���� mg


$i 


�
� � �
� � �

�
Here the combined inequality� also is linear�

�Cons��		 � �
mX
i��

�ai	
Tx$

mX
i��

�bi

�$ is � � � whenever �i � � for at least one i with $i 
 � � �� and $ is � � � otherwise	� Now�
when a linear inequality

dTx$ e

can be contradictory� Of course� it can happen only in the case when the left hand side in
this inequality is trivial � identically zero� i�e� only if d 
 �� Whether in this latter case our
inequality is contradictory� it depends on what is the relation $� in the case of $ 
 � � � the
inequality is contradictory if and only if e � �� and in the case of $ 
 � � � it is contradictory
if and only if e � �� We have established the following simple

Proposition ����� Consider a system of linear inequalities

�S	 � aTi x$i bi� i 
 �� ���� m�

with n�dimensional vector of unknowns x� where for every i the relation $i is either � � ��
or � � �� to simplify notation� assume that $i is � � � for i 
 �� ���� ms and $i 
 � � � for
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i 
 ms �� ���� m� Let us associate with �S	 two systems of linear inequalities and equations with
m�dimensional vector of unknowns �	

TI �

���������
�a	 � � ��
�b	

Pm
i�� �iai 
 ��

�cI	
Pm

i�� �ibi � ��

�dI	
Pms

i�� �i � ��

TII �
�����
�a	 � � ��
�b	

Pm
i�� �iai 
 ��

�cII	
Pm

i�� �ibi � ��

Assume that at least one of the systems TI� TII is solvable� Then the system �S	 is infeasible�
Proposition ����� says that in some cases it is easy to certify infeasibility of a linear system of
inequalities� a simple certi�cate� is a solution to another system of linear inequalities� Note�
however� that the existence of a certi�cate of this latter type to the moment is only su�cient�
but not necessary� condition for the infeasibility of �S	� A fundamental result in the theory of
linear inequalities is that the su�cient condition in question in fact is also necessary�

Theorem ����� !General Theorem on Alternative" In the notation from Proposition ��
��� sys�
tem S has no solution if and only if either TI� or TII� or both these systems� is�are solvable�

The proof of the Theorem on Alternative� as well as a number of useful particular cases of it�
form one of the topics of the assignment to the lecture� It makes sense to formulate explicitly
two most useful principles following from the theorem�

A� A system of linear inequalities

aTi x$i bi� i 
 �� ���� m

is infeasible if and only if one can combine the inequalities of the system in a linear
fashion �i
e
� multiply the inequalities by nonnegative weights and add the results�
to get a contradictory inequality� namely� either the inequality �Tx � �� or the
inequality �Tx � �


B� A linear inequality
aT� x$� b�

is a consequence of a solvable system of linear inequalities

aTi x$i bi� i 
 �� ���� m

if and only if it can be obtained by combining� in a linear fashion� the inequalities of
the system and the trivial inequality � � ��


It should stressed that the above principles are highly nontrivial and very deep� Consider�
e�g�� the following system of � linear inequalities with two variables u� v�

�� 
 u 
 �
�� 
 v 
 ��

From these inequalities it follows that

u� � v� 
 �� ��	
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which in turn implies� by the Cauchy inequality� the linear inequality u� v 
 ��

u� v  �� u� �� v 

p
�� � ��

p
u� � v� 
 �

p
�	�  �� ���	

The concluding inequality is linear and is a consequence of the original system� but in the
demonstration of this fact both steps ��	 and ���	 are 
highly nonlinear�� It is absolutely
unclear a priori why the same consequence can� as it is stated by Principle A� be derived
from the system in a linear manner as well �of course it can � it su�ces just to add two
inequalities u 
 � and v 
 ���

Note that the Theorem on Alternative and its corollaries A and B heavily exploit the
fact that we are speaking about linear inequalities� E�g�� consider the following � quadratic
and � linear inequalities with two variables�

�a	 u� � ��
�b	 v� � ��
�c	 u � ��
�d	 v � ��

along with the quadratic inequality

�e	 uv 
 ��

The inequality �e	 clearly is a consequence of �a	 ���d	� However� if we extend the system

of inequalities �a	���b	 by all 
trivial� � identically true � linear and quadratic inequalities

with � variables� like � � ��� u� � v� � �� u� � �uv � v� � �� u� � uv � v� � �� etc��

and ask whether �e	 can be derived in a linear fashion from the inequalities of the extended

system� the answer will be negative� Thus� Principle A fails to be true already for quadratic

inequalities �which is a great sorrow � otherwise there were no di�cult problems at all�	

We are about to use the Theorem on Alternative to obtain the basic results of the LP Duality
Theory�

����� Dual to an LP program� the origin

As it was already mentioned� the motivation for constructing the problem dual to an LP program

cTx � min j Ax� b � �

�����A 

�����
aT�
aT�
���
aTm

����	 � Rm�n

����	 �LP	

is the desire to get a systematic way to generate lower bounds on the optimal value in �LP	�
Now� a real a is a lower bound on the optimal value if and only if cTx � a whenever Ax � b�
or� which is the same� if and only if the system of linear inequalities

�Sa	 � �cTx � �a� Ax � b

has no solutions� And we already know that the latter fact means that some other system of
linear equalities �more exactly� at least one of certain pair of systems	 does have a solution�
Namely� in view of the Theorem on Alternative
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�%	 �Sa	 has no solutions if and only if at least one of the following two systems
with m � unknowns�

TI �

���������
�a	 � 
 ���� ��� ���� �m	 � ��
�b	 ���c 

Pm
i�� �iai 
 ��

�cI	 ���a Pm
i�� �ibi � ��

�dI	 �� � ��

or

TII �

�����
�a	 � 
 ���� ��� ���� �m	 � ��
�b	 ���c� Pm

i�� �iai 
 ��

�cII	 ���a�Pm
i�� �ibi � �

� has a solution


Now assume that �LP	 is feasible
 Our claim is that under this assumption �Sa	 has no
solutions if and only if TI has a solution


Indeed� the implication �TI has a solution � Sa has no solution� is readily given by
the above remarks� All we should verify is the inverse implication� Thus� assume that �Sa	
has no solutions and the system Ax 
 b has a solution� and let us prove that then TI has a
solution� By ��	� at least one of the systems TI� TII has a solution� assuming that the solvable
system is not TI� we should conclude that TII is solvable� and ��  � for �every	 solution to
TII �since a solution to the latter system with �� � � solves TI as well	� But the fact that TII
has a solution � with ��  � is independent of the values of a and c� if this fact would take
place� it would mean� by the same Theorem on Alternative� that� e�g�� the following modi�ed
version of �Sa	�

�Tx � ��� Ax � b

has no solutions� i�e�� a solution to TII with ��  � would certify that already the system

Ax � b has no solutions� which by assumption is not the case�

Now� if TI has a solution� this system has a solution with �� 
 � as well �to see this� pass
from a solution � to the one ����� this construction is well�de�ned� since �� � � for every
solution to TI	� Now� an m  ��dimensional vector � 
 ��� y	 is a solution to TI if and only if
the m�dimensional vector y solves the system of linear inequalities and equations

y � ��
AT y 
 Pm

i�� yiai 
 c�
bTy � a

�D	

Summarizing our observations� we come to the following result�

Proposition ����� Assume that system �D	 associated with the LP program �LP	 has a solution
�y� a	� Then a is a lower bound on the optimal value in �LP	� Vice versa� if a is a lower bound
on the optimal value of feasible LP program �LP	� then a can be extended by a properly chosen
m�dimensional vector y to a solution to �D	�

We see that the entity responsible for lower bounds on the optimal value of �LP	 is the system
�D	� every solution to the latter system induces a bound of this type� and in the case when �LP	
is feasible� all lower bounds can be obtained from solutions to �D	� Now note that if �y� a	 is a
solution to �D	� then the pair �y� bTy	 also is a solution to the same system� and the lower bound
on c� yielded by the latter solution � i�e�� bT y � is not worse than the lower bound a yielded
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by the former solution� Thus� as far as lower bounds on c� are concerned� we lose nothing by
restricting ourselves with the solutions �y� a	 to �D	 with a 
 bTy� the best lower bound on c�

given by �D	 is therefore the optimal value in the problem

bTy � max j AT y 
 c� y � � �LP�	

The problem we end up with is called the problem dual to the primal problem �LP	� note that
this problem also is a Linear Programming program� All we know about the dual problem to
the moment is the following�

Proposition ����� Whenever y is a feasible solution to �LP�	� the corresponding value of the
dual objective bTy is a lower bound on the optimal value c� in �LP	� If �LP	 is feasible� then�
for every lower bound a on the optimal value of �LP	� there exists a feasible solution y to �LP�	
with bTy � a �i�e�� a feasible solution y yielding� via the corresponding value of the dual objective
bTy� a lower bound not worse than a�

����� The LP Duality Theorem

Proposition ����� is in fact equivalent to the following

Theorem ����� !Duality Theorem in Linear Programming" Consider a linear programming
program

cTx � min j Ax � b �LP	

along with its dual

bTy � max j AT y 
 c� y � � �LP�	

Then

�	 The duality is symmetric	 the problem dual to dual is equivalent to the primal�

�	 The value of the dual objective at every dual feasible solution is � the value of the primal
objective at every primal feasible solution

�	 The following � properties are equivalent to each other	

�i	 The primal is feasible and below bounded�

�ii	 The dual is feasible and above bounded�

�iii	 The primal is solvable�

�iv	 The dual is solvable�

�v	 Both primal and dual are feasible�

Whenever �i	 
 �ii	 
 �iii	 
 �iv	 
 �v	 is the case� the optimal values in the primal and the dual
problems are equal to each other�

Proof� �	 is quite straightforward� writing the dual problem �LP�	 in our standard form� we
get

�bTy � min j
��� Im

AT

�AT

��	 y �
�� �
�c
c

�A � ��
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Im being the m�dimensional unit matrix� Applying the duality transformation to the latter
problem� we come to the problem

�T�  cT�  ��c	T� � max j

���������
� � �
� � �
� � �

� � A�  A� 
 �b

which is clearly equivalent to �LP	 �set x 
 � � �	�

�	 is readily given by Proposition ������

�	�

�i	��iv	� If the primal is feasible and below bounded� its optimal value c� �which
of course is a lower bound on itself	 can� by Proposition ������ be �non�strictly	
majorated by a lower bound on c� of the type bTy� given by a feasible solution y� to
�LP�	� In the situation in question� of course� bTy� 
 c�� on the other hand� in view
of the same Proposition ����� the optimal value in the dual is � c�� We conclude
that the optimal value in the dual is attained and is equal to the optimal value in
the primal�

�iv	��ii	� evident�
�ii	��iii	� This implication� in view of the primal�dual symmetry �see �		� follows
from the already proved implication �i	��iv	�
�iii	��i	� evident�
We have seen that �i	
�ii	
�iii	
�iv	 and that the �rst �and consequently each	

of these � equivalent properties implies that the optimal value in the primal problem
is equal to the optimal value in the dual one� All which remains to prove is the
equivalence between �i	��iv	� on one hand� and �v	� on the other hand� This is
immediate� �i	��iv	� of course� imply �v	� vice versa� in the case of �v	 the primal is
not only feasible� but also below bounded �this is an immediate consequence of the
feasibility of the dual problem� see �		� and �i	 follows�

An immediate corollary of the LP Duality Theorem is the following necessary and su�cient
optimality condition in LP�

Theorem ����� !Necessary and su�cient optimality conditions in linear programming" Con�
sider an LP program �LP	 along with its dual �LP�	� and let �x� y	 be a pair of primal and dual
feasible solutions� The pair is comprised of optimal solutions to the respective problems if and
only if

yi!Ax� b"i 
 �� i 
 �� ���� m� !complementary slackness"

as well as if and only if

cTx� bTy 
 � !zero duality gap"

Indeed� the 
zero duality gap� optimality condition is an immediate consequence of the
fact that the value of primal objective at every primal feasible solution is � the value of the
dual objective at every dual feasible solution� while the optimal values in the primal and the
dual are equal to each other� see Theorem �� ��� The equivalence between the 
zero duality
gap� and the 
complementary slackness� optimality conditions is given by the following
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computation� whenever x is primal feasible and y is dual feasible� the products yi�Ax� b�i�
i  �� ����m� are nonnegative� while the sum of these products is nothing but the duality gap�

yT �Ax� b�  �AT y	Tx� bT y  cTx� bTy�

Thus� the duality gap can vanish at a primal�dual feasible pair �x� y	 if and only if all products

yi�Ax� b�i for this pair are zeros�

����� Illustration� the problem dual to the Tschebyshev approximation prob�
lem

Let us look what is the program dual to the �LP form of	 the Tschebyshev approximation
problem� Our primal LP program is

t � min j t � !bi � aTi x" � �� t� !�bi  aTi x" � �� i 
 �� ����M� �P	

Consequently� the dual problem is the LP program

MX
i��

bi!�i � �i"� max j

�����
�i� �i � �� i 
 �� ����M �PM

i��!�i  �i" 
 ��PN
i��!�i � �i"ai 
 ��

In order to simplify the dual problem� let us pass from the variables �i� �i to the variables
pi 
 �i  �i� qi 
 �i � �i� With respect to the new variables the problem becomes

MX
i��

biqi � max j

�����
pi � qi � �� i 
 �� ����M �PM
i�� pi 
 ��PM

i�� qiai 
 ��

In the resulting problem one can easily eliminate the p�variables� thus coming to the problem

MX
i��

biqi � max j
� PM

i�� qiai 
 ��PM
i�� jqij � ��

�D	

The primal�dual pair �P	 � �D	 admits a nice geometric interpretation� Geometrically� the primal
problem �P	 is�

Given a vector b � RM and a linear subspace L in RM spanned by N vectors
a�� ���� aN� �nd a closest to b in the norm

k z k�
 max
i�������M

jzji

on RM element of L


The dual problem �D	 is

Given the same data as in �P	� �nd a linear functional z � qT z on RM of the
k � k��norm

k q k�

MX
i��

jqij

not exceeding � which separates best of all the point b and the linear subspace L�
i
e
� which is identically � on L and is as large as possible at b
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The Duality Theorem says� in particular� that the optimal values in �P	 and in �D	 are equal to
each other� in other words�

the k � k��distance form a point b � RM to a linear subspace L � RM always
is equal to the maximum quantity by which b can be separated from L by a linear
functional of k � k��norm �


This is the simplest case of a very general and useful statement �a version of the Hahn�Banach
Theorem	�

The distance from a point b in a linear normed space �E� k � k	 to a linear subspace
L � E is equal to the supremum of quantities by which b can be separated from L
by a linear functional of the conjugate to k � k norm �


����	 Application� Truss Topology Design

Surprisingly enough� Linear Programming in general� and the Tschebyshev approximation prob�
lem in particular� may serve to solve seemingly highly nonlinear optimization problems� One of
the most interesting examples of this type is the Truss Topology Design �TTD	 problem�

Truss Topology Design� what is it

A truss is a mechanical construction comprised of linked with each other thin elastic bars� like
an electric mast� a railroad bridge or the Eifel Tower� The points where the bars are linked
to each other are called nodes� A truss can be subjected to an external load � a collection of
simultaneous forces acting at the nodes�

A
B C

D

A’
B’ C’

Figure ���� A simple planar truss and a load
nodes� A�A��B�B��C�C��D
bars� AB�BC�CD�A�B��B�C��C�D�BC��B�C
forces� arrows

Under a load� the construction deformates a bit� until the tensions caused by the deformation
compensate the external forces� When deformated� the truss stores certain potential energy� this
energy is called the compliance of the truss with respect to the load� The less is the compliance�
the more rigid is the truss with respect to the load in question�

In the simplest Truss Topology Design problem� we are given
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� a nodal set � a �nite set of points on the plane or in the space where the bars of the truss
to be designed can be linked to each other�

� boundary conditions saying that some nodes are supported and cannot move �like nodes
A�A� on the wall� AA� on Fig� ���	�

� a load � a collection of external forces acting at the nodes�
and the goal is to design a truss of a given total weight capable to withstand best of all the
given load� i�e�� to link some pairs of the nodes by bars of the given total weight in such a way
that the compliance of the resulting truss with respect to the load of interest will be as small as
possible�

An attractive feature of the TTD problem is that although it seemingly deals with the sizing
�volumes of the bars	 only� it in fact �nds the structure of the truss as well� Indeed� we may start
with a dense� nodal grid and allow all pairs of nodes to be connected by bars� In the optimal
truss yielded by the optimization some of the bars �typically � the majority of them	 will get
zero weights� in other words� the optimization problem will by itself decide which nodes to use
and how to link them� i�e�� it will �nd both the optimal pattern �topology�	 of the construction
and the optimal sizing�

Model�s derivation

In order to pose the TTD problem as an optimization program� let us look in more details what
happens with a truss under a load� Consider a particular bar AB �Fig� ���	 in the unloaded
truss� after the load is applied� the nodes A and B move a little bit� as shown on Fig� ����

dA

dB

A

B

Figure ���� A bar before �solid	 and after �dashed	 load is applied

Assuming the nodal displacements dA and dB small and neglecting the second order terms� the
elongation dl of the bar under load is the projection of the vector dB � dA on the direction of
the bar�

dl 
 �dB � dA	T �B � A	� k B � A k �
The tension �the magnitude of the reaction force	 caused by this elongation� by Hooke�s law� is

�
dl	 SAB
k B �A k 
 �

dl	 tAB
k B � A k� �

where � is a characteristic of the material �Young�s module	� SAB is the cross�sectional area of
the bar AB and tAB is the volume of the bar� Thus� the tension is

� 
 �tAB�dB � dA	T �B � A	 k B � A k�� �
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The reaction force at the point B associated with the tension is the vector

���B �A	 k B �A k�� 
 �tAB !�dB � dA	T �B � A	"�B �A	 k B �A k��

 �tAB !�dB � dA	T�AB "�AB�

�AB 

p
��B � A	 k B � A k�� �

������	

Note that the vector �AB depends on the positions of the nodes linked by the bar and is
independent of the load and of the design�

Now let us look what is the potential energy stored by our bar as a result of its elongation�
Mechanics says that this energy is the half�product of the tension and the elongation� i�e�� it is

tension�elongation
� 
 �dl

� 
 �dB�dA�T B�A�kB�Ak�����tABdB�dA�T B�A�kB�Ak���
�


 �
�tAB

h
�dB � dA	T�AB

i�
�

������	

Now it is easy to build the relevant model� Let m be the number of nodes in the nodal grid� and
mf be the number of the free� nodes � those which are not �xed by the boundary conditions
��� We de�ne the space RM of virtual displacements of the construction as the direct sum of the
spaces of displacements of the free nodes� thus� M is either �mf or �mf � depending on whether
we are speaking about planar or spatial trusses� A vector v from RM represents a displacement
of the nodal grid� a free node � corresponds to a pair �planar case	 or a triple �spatial case	
of �indices of	 the coordinates of v� and the corresponding sub�vector v!�" of v represents the
physical� �D� or �D�displacement of the node �� It is convenient to de�ne the sub�vectors v!�"
for �xed nodes � as well� by de�nition� these sub�vectors are zeros�

Now� a load � a collection of external forces acting at the free nodes�� � can be represented
by a vector f � RM � for every free node �� the corresponding sub�vector f !�" of f is the external
force acting at ��

Now let n be the number of tentative bars �i�e�� pair connections between distinct nodes from
the grid� at least one node in the pair being free	� Let us order somehow all n our tentative bars
and consider i�th of them� This bar links two nodes ���i	� ����i	� i�e�� two points Ai and Bi from
our physical space� �i�e�� from the �D plane in the planar case and from the �D space in the
spatial case	� Let us associate with tentative bar � i a vector bi � RM as follows �cf� ������		�

bi!�" 


���
�AiBi � � 
 ����i	 and � is free
��AiBi � � 
 ���i	 and � is free
�� in all remaining cases

������	

Now� a particular truss can be identi�ed with a nonnegative vector t 
 �t�� ���� tn	� ti being the
volume the tentative bar � i is assigned in the truss� Consider a truss t� and let us look what
are the reaction forces caused by a displacement v of the nodes of the truss� From ������	 and
������	 it follows that for every free node � the component of the reaction force caused� under
the displacement v� by i�th bar at the node � is �ti�bTi v	bi!�"� Consequently� the total reaction
force at the node � is

�
nX
i��

ti�b
T
i v	bi!�"�

�� We assume for simplicity that a node is either completely �xed or is completely free� In some TTD problems
it makes sense to speak also about partially �xed nodes which can move along a given line �or along a given �D
plane in the �D space� this option makes sense for spatial trusses only�� It turns out that the presence of partially
�xed nodes does not change the mathematical structure of the resulting optimization problem

�� It makes no sense to speak about external force acting at a �xed node � such a force will be compensated
by the physical support which makes the node �xed
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and the collection of the reaction forces at the nodes is

�
nX
i��

ti�b
T
i v	bi 
 �

�
nX
i��

tibib
T
i

�
v�

We see that theM �dimensional vector representing the reaction forces caused by a displacement
v depends on v linearly�

fr 
 �A�t	v�
where

A�t	 

nX
i��

tibib
T
i ������	

is the so called bar�sti	ness matrix of the truss� this is an M 	 M symmetric matrix which
depends linearly on the design variables � the volumes of tentative bars�

Now� at the equilibrium the reaction forces must compensate the external ones� which gives
us a system of linear equations determining the displacement of the truss under an external load
f �

A�t	v 
 f� ������	

To complete the model� we should also write down an expression for the compliance � the
potential energy stored by the truss at equilibrium� According to ������	 � ������	� this energy
is

�
�

Pn
i�� ti

h
�v!����i	"� v!���i	"	T�AiBi

i�

 �

�

Pn
i�� ti�v

Tbi	
�


 �
�v

T
hPn

i�� tibib
T
i

i
v


 �
�v

TA�t	v

 �

�f
T v�

the concluding equality being given by ������	� Thus� the compliance of a truss t under a load
f is

Complf �t	 

�

�
fT v� ������	

v being the corresponding displacement� see ������	�
The expression for the compliance possesses a transparent mechanical meaning�

The compliance is just one half of the mechanical work performed by the external
load on the displacement of the truss till the equilibrium


Remark ����� Mathematically speaking� there is a gap in the above considerations� the
linear system ��� ��	 can have more than one solution v �same as can have no solutions at
all	� why do we know that in the former case the value of the right hand side of ��� ��	 is
independent of the particular choice of the solution to the equilibrium equation� And what
to do if ��� ��	 has no solutions�

The answers to these questions are as follows� If ��� ��	 has no solutions� that means that
the truss t cannot carry the load f � it is crushed by this load� In this case it makes sense to
de�ne Complf �t	 as ��� If ��� ��	 is solvable� then the quantity fT v does not depend on a
particular choice of a solution to the equation� Indeed� if v solves ��� ��	� then

f 
nX
i��

tibi�b
T
i v	� fT v 

nX
i��

ti�b
T
i v	

��

the resulting quantity is independent of a particular choice of v due to the following obser�
vation�
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Whenever t � �� for every i such that ti � �� the quantity bTi v does not depend
on a particular choice of a solution to ��� ��	�

Indeed� if v� v� are solutions to ��� ��	� thenPn
i�� tibi�b

T
i �v � v��	  ��

�v � v��T
Pn

i�� tibi�b
T
i �v � v��	  ��P

i�ti�� ti
�
bTi �v � v��

��
 ��

Now we can formulate the problem of designing the sti�est� with respect to a given load�
truss of a given weight as the following optimization problem�

Problem ����� !The simplest TTD problem" Given a �ground structure�

M �n� fbi � RMgni��� ��

a load f � RM and a total bar volume w � �� �nd a truss t 
 �t�� ���� tn	 with nonnegative ti
satisfying the resource constraint

nX
i��

ti � w ������	

with the minimum possible compliance Complf �t	 with respect to the load f �

When speaking about the TTD problem� we always make the following

Assumption ����� The vectors fbigni�� span the entire RM �

This assumption has a very transparent mechanical interpretation� Let us look at a full� truss
� one where all tentative bars are of positive weights� Assumption ����� says that there should
be no nonzero displacement v orthogonal to all bi� or� which is the same� an arbitrary nonzero
displacement should cause nonzero tensions in some bars of our full truss� In other words� the
assumption just says that our boundary conditions forbid rigid body motions of the nodal set�

LP form of the TTD problem

As stated above� the Truss Topology Design problem ����� does not resemble an LP program at
all� although the constraints

t � ��
nX
i��

ti � w

are linear� the objective Complf�t	 given by ������	 � ������	 is highly nonlinear�
Surprisingly enough� the TTD problem can be converted into an LP program� The corre�

sponding transformation is as follows�
For a loaded truss� a stress in a bar is the absolute value of the corresponding tension �i�e��

the magnitude of the reaction force caused by bar�s deformation	 divided by the cross�sectional
area of the bar� the larger is this quantity� the worse are the conditions the material is working
in� According to ������	� ������	� the stress in bar � i is� up to the constant factor

p
� which is

of no importance for us� a simple function of the displacement v of the truss�

si 
 jbTi vj� ������	

Now let us formulate the following intermediate problem�

�� From the engineering viewpoint� a ground structure is the data of a particular TTD problem� i�e�� a particular
nodal set along with its partition into �xed and free nodes� the Young modulus of the material� etc� The
�engineering data� de�ne� as explained above� the �mathematical data� of the TTD problem�
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Problem ����� Given a ground structure M�n� fbigni�� and a load f � �nd displacement v which
maximizes the work fT v of the load under the constraint that all stresses are � �	

fT v � max j jbTi vj � �� i 
 �� ���� n� ������	

A computation completely similar to the one in Section ����� demonstrates that the problem
dual to ������	 is �equivalent to	 the program

nX
i��

jqij � min j
nX
i��

qibi 
 f� �������	

Note that both the primal and the dual are feasible �for the primal it is evident� the feasibility
of the dual follows from Assumption �����	� By the LP Duality Theorem� both problems are
solvable with common optimal value w�� Let v� be an optimal solution to ������	 and q� be
an optimal solution to �������	� It is easy to see that the complementary slackness optimality
condition results in

jq�i j 
 q�i �b
T
i v

�	� i 
 �� ���� n� �������	

Assuming f �
 � �this is the only case of interest in the TTD problem	� we ensure that w� 
Pn
i�� jq�i j � �� so that the vector

t� � t�i 

w

w�
jq�i j� i 
 �� ���� n

�w is the material resource in the TTD problem	 is well�de�ned and is a feasible truss �i�e�� is
nonnegative and satis�es the resource constraint	� We claim that

�%	 The vector t� is an optimal solution to the TTD problem� and v	 
 w�
w v� is

the corresponding displacement


Indeed� we have Pn
i�� t

�
i bib

T
i v

� 
Pn

i�� jqijbi�bTi v�	
�by construction of t�� v��


Pn

i�� qibi
�by ��� ���	�

 f
�see ��� ���	�

so that v� indeed is the displacement of the truss t� under the load f � The corresponding
compliance is

Complf �t
�	  �

�f
T v�

 �
�

Pn
i�� q

�
i b

T
i v

�

�since f 
P

i q
�
i bi�

 �
�
w�

w

Pn
i�� q

�
i b

T
i v
�

 w�

�w

Pn
i�� jq�i j

�see ��� ���	�

 w�

�

�w �

��� ���	

Thus� t� is a feasible solution to the TTD problem with the value of the objective
w�

�

�w � To
prove that the solution is optimal� it su�ces to demonstrate that the latter quantity is a
lower bound on the optimal value in the TTD problem� To see this� let t be a feasible solution
to the TTD problem and v be the corresponding displacement� Let also

qi  ti�b
T
i v	�
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We have
nX
i��

qibi 
nX
i��

ti�b
T
i v	bi  f ��� �� 	

�the equilibrium equation� see ��� ��	 � ��� ��		� Thus� q is a feasible solution to ��� ���	�
and

Complf �t	  �
�f

T v
 �

�

Pn
i�� ti�b

T
i v	

�

�see ��� �� 	�

 �
�

P
i�qi ���

q�i
ti

� �
�

hP
i�qi ��� jqij

i� hP
i�qi ��� ti

i��
�since by the Cauchy inequality

�
P

i jqij	� 
P

i�t
����
i jqij�t���i

��

 �P

i q
�
i �ti

�
�
P

i ti	�

� �
�
w�

�

w
�

Q�E�D�

Note that �%	 not only provides us with a possibility to compute an optimal solution to the TTD
problem via LP techniques� but also establishes a very important fact�

�%%	 When optimal truss t� is loaded by f � the stresses in all bars which are
actually present in the design �i
e
� get there positive volumes� are equal to each
other� so that the material in all bars is under the same working conditions


Indeed� as stated by ��	� the displacement of t� under the load f is v�� i�e�� it is propor�
tional to v�� and it remains to use ��� ���	�

Strictly speaking� the above reasoning is incomplete� First� v� is a solution to the

equilibrium equation associated with t�� why do we know that ���	 holds true for other

solutions to this equation� The answer� the stresses in those bars which are actually present

in a truss are uniquely de�ned by the truss and the load� see Remark �� ��� Second� ���	 is

established for an optimal solution t� to the TTD problem� one which can be obtained� in the

aforementioned fashion� from an optimal solution to ��� �� 	� A priori it may happen that

the TTD problem has other optimal solutions� why ���	 is true for every optimal solution

to the TTD problem� It indeed is the case � it can be shown that every optimal solution to

the TTD problem can be obtained from an optimal solution to ��� �� 	�

Remark ����� Note that Problem ��� ���	 is� basically� the Tschebyshev approximation problem� In�
deed� instead of asking what is the largest possible value of fT v under the constraints jbTi vj 
 ��
i  �� ���� n� we might ask what is the minimum value of maxi jbTi vj under the constraint that fT v  �
� the optimal solutions to these two problems can be easily obtained from each other� Now� the second
problem is nothing but the Tschebyshev approximation problem � we can use the equation fT v  � to
eliminate one of the design variables� thus coming to the Tschebyshev problem in the remaining variables�
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��� Assignments to Lecture �

����� Around uniform approximation

As we have already indicated� the Tschebyshev approximation problem normally arises as a
discrete version� of the best uniform approximation problem on a segment�

Given a segment & 
 !a� b"� N basic functions f�� ���� fN on the segment and a
target function f� on it� �nd the best� in the uniform norm on the segment� approx�
imation of f by a linear combination of fi�

k f� �
NX
j��

xjfj k�
 sup
t��

jf��t	�
NX
j��

xjfj�t	j � min � �Appr�&		

The discrete version of the latter problem is obtained by replacing & with a �nite set T � &�

k f� �
NX
j��

xjfj kT��
 sup
t�T

jf��t	�
NX
j��

xjfj�t	j � min � �Appr�T 		

Whenever this indeed is the origin of the Tschebyshev approximation problem� the following
questions are of primary interest�

A� What is the quality of approximation� of �Appr�&		 by �Appr�T 		� Speci�cally� may we
write down an inequality

k f� �
NX
j��

xifi k�� � k f� �
NX
j��

xifi kT�� �x ������	

with appropriately chosen �� If it is the case� then � can be viewed as a natural measure
of quality of approximating the original problem by its discrete version � the closer to � �
is� the better is the quality�

B� Given the total number M of points in the �nite set T � how should we choose these points
to get the best possible quality of approximation�

The goal of the subsequent series of problems is to provide some information on these two
questions� The answers will be given in terms of properties of the functions from the linear
space L spanned by f�� f�� ���� fN�

L 
 ff 

NX
j��

�jfjg	�RN��

Given a �nite set T � &� let us say that T is L�dense� if there exists � � � such that

k f k�� � k f kT�� �f � L�

the minimum value of ��s with the latter property will be denoted by �L�T 	� If T is not L�
dense� we set �L�T 	 
�� Note that �L�T 	 majorates the quality of approximating the problem
�Appr�&		 by �Appr�T 		� and this is the quantity we shall focus on�
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Exercise ��� � Let L be a �nite�dimensional space comprised of continuous functions on a
segment &� and let T be a �nite subset in &� Prove that T is L�dense if and only if the only
function from L which vanishes on T is 
 ��

Exercise ��� � Let � � �� and assume L is ��regular� i�e�� the functions from L are continu�
ously di�erentiable and

k f � k�� � k f k� �f � L�

Assume that T � & is such that the distance from a point in & to the closest point of T does
not exceed � � ���� Prove that under these assumptions

�L�T 	 � �

�� ��
�

Exercise ��� � Let L be a k�dimensional linear space comprised of continuously di�erentiable
functions on a segment &� Prove that L is ��regular for some �� consequently� choosing a �ne
enough �nite grid T � &� we can ensure a given quality of approximating Appr�&	 by Appr�T 	�

To use the simple result stated in Exercise ���� we should know something about regular
linear spaces L of functions� The most useful result of this type known to us is the following
fundamental fact�

Theorem ����� !Theorem of Sergei N� Bernshtein on trigonometric polynomials" Let & 

!�� �	"� and let f be a trigonometric polynomial of degree � k on &	

f�t	 
 a�  
kX
l��

!a� cos�lt	  b� sin�lt	"

with real or complex coe�cients� Then

k f � k�� k k f k� �

Note that the inequality stated in the Bernshtein Theorem is exact� for the trigonometric
polynomial

f�t	 
 cos�kt	

of degree k the inequality becomes equality�
We see that the space of trigonometric polynomials of degree � k on !�� �	" is k�regular�

What about the space of algebraic polynomials of degree � k on the segment� say� !��� �"�
Consider the Tschebyshev polynomial of degree k de�ned on the segment & 
 !��� �" by the

relation

Tk�t	 
 cos�k acos�t		

�check that this indeed is a polynomial in t of degree k	� This polynomial possesses the following
property�

�A	 k Tk k�
 �� and there are k  � points of alternance of Tk � the points

tl 
 cos

�k�l�

k

�
� &� l 
 �� ���� k� where the absolute value of the polynomial is

equal to k Tk k�
 �� and the signs of the values alternate�
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Tschebyshev polynomial T� and its � points of alternance

The derivative of Tk at the point t 
 � is k
�� thus� the factor � in an inequality

k T �k k�� � k Tk k�
is at least k�� We conclude that the space Lk of real algebraic polynomials of degree � k on
the segment !��� �" is not ��regular for � � k�� Is our space k��regular� We guess that the
answer is positive� but we were too lazy to �nd out whether it indeed is the case� What we shall
demonstrate is that Lk is �k

��regular�

Exercise ��� �� Prove that if f � Lk and k f k�
 �� then

jf ���	j � k� 
 T �k��	� ��	

Hint� assuming that f ���	 � T �k��	� look at the polynomial p�t	  Tk�t	 � T �

k	��
f �	�� f�t	�

Verify that the values of this polynomial at the points of alternance of Tk are of the same

alternating signs that the values of Tk� so that p has at least k distinct zeros on ���� �	�
Taking into account the latter fact and the equality p���	  �� count the number of zeros of

p��t	�

Derive from �%	 that
jf ��t	j � �k�

for all t � !��� �" and conclude that Lk is �k��regular�

Now let us apply the information collected so far to investigating Questions A and B in the
two simplest cases� where L is comprised of the trigonometric and the algebraic polynomials�
respectively�

Exercise ��� � Assume that & 
 !�� �	"� and let L be a linear space of functions on & comprised
of all trigonometric polynomials of degree � k� Let also T be an equidistant M �point grid on &	

T 
 f��l �		
M

gM��
l�� �

� Prove that if M � k	� then T is L�dense� with

�L�T 	 � M

M � k	
�

� Prove that the above inequality remains valid if we replace T with its arbitrary �shift modulo
�	�� i�e�� treat & as the unit circumference and rotate T by an angle�


 Prove that if T is an arbitrary M �point subset of & with M � k� then �L�T 	 
��
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Exercise ��� � Let & 
 !��� �"� and let L be the space of all algebraic polynomials of degree
� k�

� Assume that �M � 	k and T is the M �point set on & comprised of the M points

ftl 
 cos
�
��l �		

�M

�
gM��
l�� �

Then T is L�dense� with

�L�T 	 � �M

�M � 	k
�

� Let T be an M �point set on & with M � k� Then �L�T 	 
��

Exercise ��� � The result stated in Exercise ��� says that when Lk is comprised of all real
algebraic polynomials of degree not exceeding k on !��� �" and we are interested to ensure
�L�T 	 
 O��	� it su�ces to take M 
 card�T 	 
 O�k	� note� however� that the corresponding
grid is non�uniform� Whether we may achieve similar results with a uniform grid� The answer
is no��

Prove that if T 
 f��  �l
M gMl�� is the equidistant M �point grid on & 
 !��� �"� then

�Lk�T 	 � c�M
�� expf�c�k�

p
Mg�

with absolute positive constants c�� c�� Thus� in order to get �Lk�T 	 
 O��	 for an equidistant
grid T � the cardinality of the grid should be nearly quadratic in k�

Hint� let t�  ��� ���� tM��� tM  � be the points of the M �point equidistant grid T �
Reduce the question to the following one�

given a polynomial f�t	 of degree k which is 
 � in absolute value on ���� tM��� and is

equal to � at the point �� how large may be the polynomial at the point ����tM�� � �	 �

To answer the latter question� look how the Tschebyshev polynomial Tk grows outside the

segment ���� �� �note that for t � � the polynomial is given by Tk�t	  cosh�k acosh�t			�

����� Around the Theorem on Alternative

The goal of the subsequent exercises is to prove the General Theorem on Alternative�

From the Homogeneous Farkas Lemma to the Theorem on Alternative

Consider the very particular case of the Theorem on Alternative � the one where we are interested
when a speci�c system

aTx � �
aTi x � �� i 
 �� ���� m

�F 	

of homogeneous linear inequalities in Rn has no solutions� The answer is given by the following

Lemma ����� !The Homogeneous Farkas Lemma" System �F 	 has no solutions if and only if
the vector a is a linear combination� with nonnegative coe�cients� of the vectors a�� ���� am	

f�F 	 is infeasibleg� f�� � � � a 

mX
i��

�iaig�
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Exercise ��	 � Prove that Lemma ����� is exactly what is said by the Theorem on Alternative
as applied to the particular system �F 	�

Our plan is as follows� right now we shall demonstrate that the General Theorem on Alternative
can be easily obtained from the Homogeneous Farkas Lemma� and in Section ����� we shall
present a direct proof of the Lemma� Thus� for the time being you may use Lemma ����� as
something granted�

Exercise ��� � Consider the same system of linear inequalities as in the Theorem on Alterna�
tive	

�S	 �
�

aTi x � bi� i 
 �� ���� ms�
aTi x � bi� i 
 ms  �� ���� m�

Prove that this system has no solutions if and only if this is the case for the homogeneous system
of the type �F 	 as follows	

�S�	 �

���������
�s � ��

t � s � ��
aTi x� bit � s � �� i 
 �� ���� ms�

aTi x� bit � �� i 
 ms  �� ���� m�

the unknowns in �S�	 being x and two additional real variables s� t�
Derive from the above observation and the Homogeneous Farkas Lemma the General Theorem

on Alternative�

The next exercise presents several useful consequences of the General Theorem on Alternative�

Exercise ���� � Prove the following statements	

�� !Gordan�s Theorem on Alternative" One of the inequality systems

�I	 Ax � �� x � Rn�

�II	 ATy 
 �� � �
 y � �� y � Rm�

A being an m	 n matrix� has a solution if and only if the other one has no solutions�

�� !Inhomogeneous Farkas Lemma" A linear inequality

aTx � p ������	

a consequence of a solvable system of inequalities

Ax � b

if and only if
a 
 AT�

for some nonnegative vector � such that

�T b � p�


� !Motzkin�s Theorem on Alternative" The system

Sx � �� Nx � �
has no solutions if and only if the system

ST�  NT� 
 �� � � �� � � �� � �
 �
has a solution�
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����� Proof of the Homogeneous Farkas Lemma

Here we present a series of exercises aimed at proving the Homogeneous Farkas Lemma� In fact
we present two proofs� a quick and dirty� one based on the Separation Theorem� and a more
intelligent� proof based on the Helley Theorem�

From the Separation Theorem to the Farkas Lemma

Exercise ���� � Let K be a nonempty closed convex set in Rn� and x � Rn be a point not
belonging to K�

� Prove that the distance from x to K is achieved	 there exists y� � K such that

k x� x� k�
 min
y�K

k x� y k� �

� Prove that e 
 x� x� strictly separates x and K� namely�

eT �x� y	 �k e k��� � �y � K�


 In the situation in question� assume in addition that K is a cone� i�e��

y � K� �� �� �y � K�

Prove that in this case
eTx � � ' eT y � � �y � K�

Exercise ���� � Let a�� ���� am � Rn� Consider the conic hull of these vectors� i�e�� the set K
of all their linear combinations with nonnegative coe�cients	

K 
 fp 

mX
i��

�iai j � � �g�

� Prove that the set K is convex and� moreover� it is a cone�
�� Prove that the set K is closed

Hint� Let pj 
Pm

i�� �ijai with �ij � �� and let the sequence fpjg converge to a point
p� we should prove that p also can be represented as a linear combination� with nonnegative
coe�cients� of a�� ���� am�

A� Assuming that p � � �this is the only nontrivial case	� for every j with pj � � consider
the minimal in the number of nonzero �ij!s representation of pj as a linear combination� with
nonnegative coe�cients� of ai!s� and prove that the ai!s participating in this combination are
linearly independent�

B� Derive from A� that the weight vectors ���j� ��j� ���� �mj	 associated with minimal
representations of pj!s form a bounded sequence�

C� Derive from B� that p � K�


 Given �� � and the results of the previous exercise� demonstrate that for any vector
a �� K there exists a vector x such that

aTx � �� aTi x � �� i 
 �� ���� m�

and derive from this fact the Homogeneous Farkas Lemma�

Hint� use as x the negation of the vector which separates a from K�
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An �intelligent� proof

We start with the following basic fact�

Theorem ����� !The Helley Theorem" Let A�� ���� AM be a collection of convex sets in Rn�
Assume that the intersection of every n  � sets from the collection is nonempty� Then the
intersection of all M sets from the collection also is nonempty�

Let us derive the Homogeneous Farkas Lemma from the Helley Theorem�

Exercise ���� �� Let a� a�� ���� am be vectors from Rn such that the system of inequalities

aTx � �
aTi x � �� i 
 �� ���� m

�F 	

has no solutions� We should prove that under this assumption a can be represented as a linear
combination� with nonnegative coe�cients� of a�� ���� am� this is exactly what is said by the Ho�
mogeneous Farkas Lemma� The statement is evident in the case when a 
 �� so that from now
on we assume that a �
 ��

Let us set
( 
 fx j aTx 
 ��g�
Ai 
 fx � ( j aTi x � �g


 fx j aTx 
 ��� aTi x � �g�
Let us call a sub�collection of the collection fa�� ���� amg a contradiction� if the sets Ai corre�
sponding to the vectors from the sub�collection have no common point�

� Prove that the entire collection fa�� ���� amg is a contradiction�
According to �� contradictions exist� Consequently� there exists a minimal � with the minimum
possible number of vectors � contradiction� By reordering the vectors ai� we may assume that
fa�� ���� akg is a minimal contradiction�

� Prove that the vector a belongs to the linear span of the vectors a�� ���� ak�

Hint� Assuming that a does not belong to the linear span of a�� ���� ak� prove that there

exists a vector x which is orthogonal to a�� ���� ak and is not orthogonal to a� and conclude

that fa�� ���� akg is not a contradiction�


� Prove that the vectors a�� ���� ak are linearly independent�

Hint� Assuming that a�� ���� ak are linearly dependent� consider the linear space L spanned
by a�� ���� ak along with its subsets

"�  fx � L � aTx  ��g�
A�i  fx � "� � aTi x � �g� i  �� ���� k�

 ��	 Consider a sub�collection of the collection A��� ���� A�k� Prove that the sets of this
sub�collection have a point in common if and only if the corresponding sets of the collection
A�� ���Ak have a point in common�

 ��	 Taking into account that fa�� ���� akg is a minimal contradiction� verify that every
k � � sets from the collection A��� ���� A�k have a point in common�

Applying to the sets A��� ���� A
�
k � they are convex subsets of "� i�e�� essentially� of a

�dim�L	��	�dimensional linear space � the Helley theorem� prove that under the assumption

dim�L	 	 k the sets A��� ���� A
�
k have a point in common�which is impossible �since fa�� ���� akg

is a contradiction	�
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� Derive from �� 
 and the fact that fa�� ���� akg is a contradiction that a is a linear
combination of a�� ���� ak� and all coe�cients in this combination are nonnegative� thus concluding
the proof of the Homogeneous Farkas Lemma�

It is time to explain why the proof of the Homogeneous Farkas Lemma sketched in Exer�
cise ��� is 
more intelligent� than the proof coming from the Separation scheme �Exercises
����� ����	� The reason is that the Helley Theorem itself� same as the reasoning outlined
in Exercise ��� � are purely algebraic facts� they do not use compactness arguments� as it
does the reasoning from Exercise ����� As a result� the proof sketched in Exercise ���� re�
mains valid also in the case when we replace our �universe� Rn� with� say� the linear space
Qn comprised of n�dimensional vectors with rational coe�cients��� From this observation
we conclude that the Theorem on Alternative remains valid when we speak about linear
inequalities with rational coe�cients and are looking for rational solutions to these inequali�
ties� This is a nontrivial and useful observation �it implies� e�g�� that a solvable LP program
with rational data has a rational solution	�

Note that the proof via the Separation Theorem heavily exploits the compactness argu�
ments and does not work at all in the case of 
percolated� space Qn� Consider� e�g�� the

rational plane� Q� along with the convex cone

K  f�u� v	 � Q� j u�
p
�v 
 �g�

A point x from Q� not belonging to K cannot be separated from K by a 
legitimate� linear

functional on Q� � there does not exist a rational vector e such that eTx � eT y for all y � K�

Consequently� in the case of the 
rational universe� an attempt to prove the Farkas Lemma

via a separation�type reasoning fails at the very �rst step�

����� The Helley Theorem

The goal of the subsequent exercises is to establish the Helley theorem and to illustrate some of
its applications�

Exercise ���� � Prove the following

Theorem ����� !Radon" Let a�� ���� am be a collection of m � n  � vectors from Rn� There
exists a partitioning of the index set f�� ����mg into two nonempty and non�overlapping subsets
I and J such that the convex hull of the points faigi�I intersects the convex hull of the points
faigi�J �

Hint� note that the system of m � n � � homogeneous linear equationsPm
i�� �iai  �Pm
i�� �i  �

has a nontrivial solution �� and set I  fi � ��i � �g� J  fi � ��i 	 �g�

Exercise ���� � Derive the Helley Theorem from the Radon Theorem�

Hint� Apply induction on the number M of the sets A�� ���� AM� To justify the inductive
step� it su�ces to demonstrate that if the Helley theorem is valid for M � n � � sets� it is

	� Qn should be treated as a linear space over the �eld Q of rationals� i�e�� we allow to multiply the vectors
from Qn by rational scalars only� not by arbitrary reals�
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valid for M � � sets A�� ���� AM��� To verify this implication� consider the M � � nonempty
�by the inductive hypothesis	 sets

B�  A� �A
 � ����AM���B�  A� �A
 �A� � ����AM��� ����BM��  A� �A� � ����Am�

For every i� choose a point ai � Bi� apply to the resulting collection of M � � � n � �

points the Radon Theorem and demonstrate that every point from the intersection of the

corresponding convex hulls is a common point of the sets A�� ���� AM���

Exercise ���� � Consider the Tschebyshev approximation problem	

max
i�������M

jaTi x� bij � min� �T 	

and let k be the rank of the system a�� ���� aM� Prove that one can choose a subset J � f�� ����Mg
containing no more than k  � indices in such a way that the optimal value in the �relaxed�
problem

max
i�J

jaTi x� bij � min �TJ	

is equal to the optimal value �� in �T 	�

Hint� Look at the convex sets Xi  fx j jaTi x� bij 	 
�g�

Prove that if every k of the vectors a�� ���� aM are linearly independent and �� � �� then for
every optimal solution x� to �T 	 there exist k � �indices of alternance� � there exists a subset
J � f�� ����Mg of the cardinality k  � such that

jaTi x� � bij 
 �� �i � J�

Cubature formulas and the Gauss points

A cubature formula is a formula of the type

Z
�
f�t	dt �

NX
i��

�if�ti	

with nonnegative weights �i� Given a cubature formula �i�e�� a �nite set of cubature points
t�� ���� tN and nonnegative weights ��� ���� �N	� one may ask how wide is the set of functions for
which the formula is precise� E�g�� the equidistant ��point formulaZ �

��
f�t	dt � f�����	  f����	

is exact for linear functions� but is not exact for quadratic polynomials� In contrast to this� the
Gauss formula Z �

��
f�t	dt � f����p�	  f���

p
�	

is precise on all polynomials of degree � ��
It turns out that the Helley theorem and the Farkas Lemma allow to get the following very

general result�
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�%	 Let & be a subset of Rk � L be a n�dimensional linear space comprised of
continuous real�valued functions on & and I�f	 � L � R be �an integral� � a linear
functional such that I�f	 � � for every f � L such that f�t	 � � everywhere on &

Assume also�� that if a function f � L is nonnegative on & and is not identically ��
then I�f	 � �
 Then there exists a precise n�point cubature formula for I � i
e
� exist
n points t�� ���� tn � & and n nonnegative weights ��� ���� �n such that

I�f	 

nX
i��

�if�ti	 �f � L�

Exercise ���� � �� Prove �� for the case of �nite &�

Hint� Assuming that I is not identically zero� associate with points t � # the convex

sets At  ff � L j f�t	 
 �� I�f	  �g and prove that there exist n sets At� � ���� Atn of this

type with empty intersection� Apply the Homogeneous Farkas Lemma to the linear forms

f�t�	� ���� f�tn	� I�f	 of f � L�

�� Prove �� for the general case�


�In fact this additional assumption is redundant
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����	 How many bars are there in an optimal truss


Let us look at the following ground structure�

�	 � planar nodal grid and the load �left	� ���� tentative bars �right	
�the most left nodes are �xed� the dimension of the space of displacments is M � � 
 �
 � � ����
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Optimal truss ��� bars�

We see that the optimal bar uses just �� of ���� tentative bars� Is this phenomenon typical or
not� As you shall see in a while� the answer is positive� there always exists an optimal truss
with no more than M  � bars� M being the dimension of the space displacements� Thus� with
the above ground structure we may be sure in advance that there exists an optimal truss if not
with ��� then with ��� bars� this still is by order of magnitude less than the number of tentative
bars�

Exercise ���	 � Consider a Linear Programming problem

cTx � min j Ax 
 b� x � �
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with k	n matrix A of rank l� Assuming the program solvable� prove that there exists an optimal
solution x� to the problem with at least n� l zero coordinates�

Hint� Look at an optimal solution with as small as possible number of positive coordi�

nates�

Exercise ���� � Consider a TTD problem with M �dimensional space of virtual displacements�
Prove that there exists an optimal solution to this problem with no more than M  � bars of
positive volume�

Hint� given an optimal truss t� along with the associated displacement v�� demonstrate
that every solution t to the systemPn

i�� ti�b
T
i v
�	bi  f�Pn

i�� ti  w�
t � �

also is an optimal truss�
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Lecture �

From Linear Programming to Conic

Programming

Linear Programming models cover numerous applications� Whenever applicable� LP allows to
obtain a lot of useful quantitative and qualitative information on the corresponding application�
The speci�c analytic structure of LP programs gives rise to a number of general results �e�g��
those of the LP Duality Theory	� and these results� as applied to particular models� in many cases
provide us with valuable insight and understanding �cf�� e�g�� Exercise ����	� The same analytic
structure underlies speci�c computational techniques for LP� these perfectly well developed
techniques allow to solve routinely quite large �tens�hundreds of thousands of variables and
constraints	 LP programs� At the same time� there are situations in reality which cannot be
covered by LP models� to handle these essentially nonlinear� cases� one needs to extend the
basic theoretical results and computational techniques known for LP beyond the bounds of
Linear Programming�

For the time being� the widest class of optimization problems to which the basic results of
LP were extended� is the class of convex optimization programs� There are several equivalent
ways to de�ne a general convex optimization problem� the one we are about to use is not that
traditional� but it serves best of all the purposes of our course�

When passing from a generic LP problem

cTx� min j Ax � b !A �m	 n" �LP	

to its nonlinear extensions� we should make some components of the problem nonlinear� The
traditional way here is to say� �Well� in �LP	 there are linear objective function f��x	 
 cTx
and inequality constraints fi�x	 � bi with linear functions fi�x	 
 aTi x� i 
 �� ���� m� What
happens when we allow some�all of these functions f�� f�� ���� m to be nonlinear�� For our pur�
poses� however� it is more convenient to keep the constraint functions linear and to modify the
interpretation of the inequality sign ��

��� Orderings of Rm and convex cones

The constraint inequality Ax � b in �LP	 is an inequality between vectors� as such� it requires a
de�nition� and the de�nition is well�known� given two vectors a� b � Rm� we write a � b� if the
coordinates of a majorate the corresponding coordinates of b�

a � b� fai � bi� i 
 �� ���� mg� �� � �	

��
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In the latter relation� we again meet with the inequality sign �� but now it stands for the
arithmetic �� � the relation � between real numbers� The above coordinate�wise� partial
ordering of vectors from Rm satis�es a number of basic properties of the standard ordering of
reals� namely� for all vectors a� b� c� d� ���� Rm one has

�� Re�exivity� a � a�

�� Anti�symmetry� if both a � b and b � a� then a 
 b�

�� Transitivity� if both a � b and b � c� then a � c�

�� Compatibility with linear operations�

�a	 Homogeneity� if a � b and � is a nonnegative real� then �a � �b

��One can multiply both sides of an inequality by a nonnegative real�	

�b	 Additivity� if both a � b and c � d� then a c � b d

��One can add two inequalities of the same sign�	�

It turns out that

� A signi�cant part of nice features of LP programs comes from the fact that the vector
inequality � in the constraint of �LP	 satis�es the properties �� � ���

� The de�nition �� � �	 is neither the only possible� nor the only interesting way to de�ne
the notion of a vector inequality �tting the axioms �� � ��

As a result�

A generic optimization problem which looks exactly the same as �LP	� up to
the only fact that the inequality � in �LP	 is now understood in a way di	erent
from �� � �	� inherits a signi�cant part of nice properties of usual LP problems

Specifying properly the notion of a vector inequality� one can obtain from �LP	
generic optimization problems which cover a lot of important applications which
cannot be treated by the standard LP


To the moment what is said is nothing but a declaration� Let us look how this declaration
is converted to reality�

We start with clarifying the geometry� of a vector inequality� satisfying the axioms ��
� �� Thus� we consider vectors from Rm and assume that this set is equipped with a partial
ordering� let it be denoted by �� in other words� we say what are the pairs of vectors a� b from
Rm linked by the inequality a � b� When our ordering is good� � �ts the axioms �� � ���

Our �rst observation is as follows�

A� A good inequality � is completely identi�ed by the set K of ��nonnegative
vectors�

K 
 fa � Rn j a � �g�
Namely�

a � b� a� b � � !� a� b � K"�

Indeed� let a � b� By � we have �b � �b� and by ���b we may add the latter

inequality to the former one to get a�b � �� Vice versa� if a�b � �� then� adding

to this inequality the one b � b� we get a � b�
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Thus� a good inequality � is completely speci�ed by the set of ��nonnegative vectors K� This
set� however� cannot be arbitrary�

B� In order for a set K � Rm to de�ne� via the rule

a � b� a� b � K� ��	
a good partial ordering on Rm� it is necessary and su�cient for K to be a pointed
convex cone� i
e
� to satisfy the following conditions�

�� K is nonempty and closed with respect to addition of its elements�

a� a� � K� a a� � K�

�� K is a conic set � along with any its point a� it contains the ray f�a j � � �g
spanned by the point�

�� K is pointed � the only vector a such that both a and �a belong to K is the
zero vector�

Geometrically� K does not contain straight lines passing through the origin�

We skip the proof of B � the reader de�nitely can prove this statement

Thus� every pointed convex cone K in Rm de�nes� via the rule �%	� a partial ordering on Rm

which satis�es the axioms �� � ��� let us denote this ordering by �K�
a �K b � a� b �K �� a� b � K�

What is the cone responsible for the standard coordinate�wise ordering � we have started with�
The answer is clear� this is the cone comprised of vectors with nonnegative components � the
nonnegative orthant

Rm
	 
 fx 
 �x�� ���� xm	T � Rm � xi � �� i 
 �� ���� mg�

�Thus� in order to express the fact that a vector a is greater than or equal to� in the component�
wise sense� to a vector b� we were supposed to write a �Rm

�
b� We� however� are not going to be

that tedious and will use the standard shorthand notation a � b�	
The nonnegative orthant Rm

	 is not just a pointed convex cone� it possesses two useful
additional properties�

I� The cone is closed� if a sequence of vectors ai from the cone has a limit� the latter also
belongs to the cone�

II� The cone possesses a nonempty interior� there exists a vector such that a ball of positive
radius centered at this vector is contained in the cone�

These additional properties are very important� For example� the �rst of them is responsible
for the possibility to pass to the term�wise limit in an inequality�

ai � bi �i� ai � a� bi � b as i� � � a � b�

It makes sense to restrict ourselves with good partial orderings coming from cones K sharing
the properties I� II� Thus�

From now on� speaking about good partial orderings �K� we always assume that
the underlying set K is a pointed and closed convex cone with a nonempty interior
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Note that the closedness of K makes it possible to pass to limits in �K�inequalities�
ai �K bi� ai � a� bi � b as i� � � a �K b�

The nonemptiness of the interior of K allows to de�ne� along with the non�strict� inequality
a �K b� also the strict inequality according to the rule

a �K b� a � b � int K�

where int K is the interior of the cone K� E�g�� the strict coordinate�wise inequality a �Rm
�
b

�shorthand� a � b	 simply says that the coordinates of a are strictly greater� in the usual
arithmetic sense� than the corresponding coordinates of b�

Examples of partial orderings we are especially interested in are given by the following cones�

� The nonnegative orthant Rm
	 �

� The Lorentz �or the second�order� less scienti�c name� the ice�cream	 cone

Lm 


���x 
 �x�� ���� xm��� xm	T � Rm � xm �
vuutm��X

i��

x�i

���
� The positive semide�nite cone Sm	 � This cone belongs to the space Sm of m	m symmetric
matrices and is comprised of all m 	m symmetric positive semide�nite matrices� i�e�� of
m	m matrices A such that

A 
 AT � xTAx � � �x � Rm�

��� �Conic programming	 
 what is it�

Let K be a cone in Rm �convex� pointed� closed and with a nonempty interior	� Given an
objective c � Rn� an m 	 n constraint matrix A and a right hand side b � Rm� consider the
optimization program

cTx � min j Ax� b �K � �CP	�

We shall refer to �CP	 as to a conic problem associated with the cone K� Note that the only
di�erence between this program and an LP problem is that the latter deals with a particular
choice of K � with the case when K is the nonnegative orthant Rm

	 � Replacing this particular
cone with other cones� we get possibility to cover a lot of important applications which cannot
be captured by LP� Just to get an idea of how wide is the spectrum of applications covered by
conic problems coming from simple non�polyhedral �i�e�� di�erent from Rm

	 	 cones� let us look
at two examples as follows�

Example ����� !Synthesis of arrays of antennae� see Section �����" Given building blocks� �
antennae S�� ���� SN with diagrams Z��
	� ���� ZN�
	� a target diagram Z��
	� and a �nite grid T in
the space of directions� �nd �complex�valued	 ampli�cation coe�cients zi 
 ui  ivi minimizing
the quantity

k Z� �
NX
j��

zjZj kT��
 max
��T

jZ��
	�
NX
j��

zjZj�
	j�





 �CONIC PROGRAMMING� � WHAT IS IT� ��

We already dealt with a particular case of this problem � the one where Z� and all Zi were
real�valued � in Lecture �� in the latter case it was su�cient to deal with real design variables
zi� and the problem could be posed as an LP program� In the general case� some of all of
the functions Z�� Zj are complex�valued� as a result� the conversion of the problem to an LP
program fails� The problem of interest� however� can be immediately posed as �CP	� Indeed�
let w 
 �u�� v�� ���� uN� vN	

T � R�N be a collection of our design variables � the real and the
imaginary parts of the complex�valued ampli�cation coe�cients zN � For a particular direction

� the complex number

Z��
	�
NX
j��

zjZj�
	

treated as a two�dimensional real vector� is an a�ne function of x�

Z��
	�
NX
j��

zjZj�
	 
 ��w  �� !�� is �	 �k matrix� �� � R�"

Consequently� the problem of interest can be posed as

t � min j k ��w  �� k�� t� �
 � T� �An	

Now� a constraint

k ��w  �� k�� t

says that the ��dimensional vector �
��w  ��

t

�
a�nely depending on the design vector x 
 �w� t	 of �An	��

��w  ��
t

�

 A�x� b�

must belong to the ��dimensional ice�cream cone L�� Consequently� �An	 is nothing but the
problem

cTx 
 t � min j A�x b� � L�� �
 � T !x 
 �w� t	"�

introducing the cone

K 

Y
��T

L�

along with the a�ne mapping

Ax� b 
 fA�x b�g��T �
we can write down our problem as the conic problem

cTx � min j Ax� b �K ��

What we end up with is a conic quadratic program � a conic program associated with a cone K
which is a direct product of ��nitely many	 ice�cream cones�

Of course� the same reduction to a conic quadratic problem can be used for the synthesis of
�lters in the frequency domain�
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Example ����� !Stability analysis for an uncertain linear time�dependent dynamic system"
Consider a linear time�varying system

d

dt
v�t	 
 Q�t	v�t	 �S	

with m 	m time�varying matrix Q�t	 and assume that all we know about the matrix Q�t	 of
the system is that the matrix� at every time instant t� belongs to a given polytope�

Q�t	 � Conv�Q�� ���� Qk	�

Imagine� e�g�� that all but one entries of Q are constant� while say� the entry Q�� varies somehow
within known bounds Qmin

�� and Qmax
�� � This is exactly the same as to say that Q�t	� for every

t� belongs to the polytope spanned by two matrices Q� and Q�� the ����	�entry of the matrices
being Qmin

�� and Qmax
�� � respectively� and the remaining entries being the same as in Q��	�

When speaking about system �S	� the question of primary interest is whether the system
is stable� i�e�� whether all trajectories of the system tend to � as t � �� A simple su�cient
condition for stability is the existence of a quadratic Lyapunov function � a function

L�v	 
 vTXv�

X being a symmetric positive de�nite matrix� such that

d

dt
L�v�t		 � ��L�v�t		 �Ly	

for every trajectory of the system� here � � � is the decay rate�� �Ly	 clearly implies that

L�v�t		 
 vT �t	Xv�t	 � expf��tgL�v��		�
and since X is positive de�nite� the latter inequality� in turn� says that v�t	� �� t� �� Thus�
whenever �Ly	 can be satis�ed by a pair �X��	 with positive de�nite X and positive �� the pair
can be treated as a stability certi�cate� for �S	�

Now� the left hand side in �Ly	 can be easily computed� it is nothing but

vT �t	!QT �t	X  XQ�t	"v�t	�

Consequently� �Ly	 requires that

vT �t	!QT �t	X  XQ�t	"v�t	� ��vT �t	Xv�t	� �vT �t	!QT �t	X  XQ�t	  �X "v�t	 � �
For t given� the matrix Q�t	 may be an arbitrary matrix from the polytope Conv�Q�� ���� Qk	�
while v�t	 may be an arbitrary vector� Thus� �Ly	 requires the the matrix !�QTX�XQ��X " to
be positive semide�nite whenever Q � Conv�Q�� ���� Qk	� or� which is the same �why�	� requires
the validity of the inequalities

�QT
i X �XQi � �X �Sm� �� i 
 �� ���� k�

Now� if a positive de�nite matrix X can be extended� by a positive �� to a pair �X��	 satisfying
the indicated inequalities� if and only if the matrices

�QT
i X �XQi� i 
 �� ���� k�

are positive de�nite �why�	� We see that
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In order to certify the stability of �S	 by a quadratic Lyapunov function� it su�ces
to �nd a symmetric matrixX satisfying the following system of strict Sm	 �inequalities�

X �Sm� �� �QT
i X �XQi �Sm� �� ������	

Now� a symmetric matrix A is positive de�nite if and only if the matrix A��I � I being the unit
matrix of the same size as A� is positive semide�nite for some positive � �see Assignment to the
lecture	� Consequently� to verify whether ������	 is solvable� is the same as to verify whether the
optimal value in the program

t � min j

�BBB�
X  tI

�QT
�X �XQ�  tI

� � �

�QT
kX �XQk  tI

�CCCA �
S
m�k���
�

�� ������	

the design variables being t and the mm	��
� free� entries of the symmetric matrix X � is or is not

negative� If the optimal value in the problem is negative� then ������	 is solvable� and one can
use as a solution to ������	 the X�component of an arbitrary feasible solution �X� t	 to ������	
with negative t� Whenever this is the case� �S	 is stable� and the stability can be certi�ed by a
quadratic Lyapunov function� On the other hand� if the optimal value in ������	 is nonnegative�
then ������	 is infeasible� Whether in the latter case �S	 is or is not stable� this remains unclear�
all can be said is that the stability� if it is present� cannot be certi�ed by a quadratic Lyapunov
function�

It remains to note that ������	 is a conic problem associated with the positive semide�nite
cone Smk	��� Indeed� the left hand side in the constraint inequality in ������	 a�nely depends
on the design variables� exactly as required in the de�nition of a conic program�

��� Conic Duality

Aside of algorithmic issues� the most important theoretical result in Linear Programming is the
LP Duality Theorem� The questions we are about to answer now is� whether this theorem can
be extended to conic problems� What is the extension�

The source of the LP Duality Theorem was the desire to get a systematic way to bound from
below the optimal value in an LP program

cTx � min j Ax � b �LP	

and the way was as follows� we were looking at the inequalities of the type

�TAx � �Tb �Cons��		

coming from nonnegative weight vectors �� by its origin� an inequality of this such a type is
a consequence of the system of constraints Ax � b of the problem� i�e�� it is satis�ed at every
solution to the system� Consequently� whenever we are lucky to get� as the left hand side of
�Cons��		� the expression cTx� i�e�� whenever a nonnegative weight vector � satis�es the relation

AT� 
 c�
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the inequality �Cons��		 yields a lower bound bT� on the optimal value in �LP	� And the dual
problem

max bT� j � � �� AT� 
 c

was nothing but the problem of �nding the best lower bound one can get in this fashion�
The same scheme can be used to develop the dual to a conic problem

cTx � min j Ax �K b� �CP	

The only step of the construction to be understood is the following one�

��	 What are the �admissible� weight vectors �� i
e
� the vectors such that the
scalar inequality

�TAx � �Tb

indeed is a consequence of the vector inequality ATx �K b�

In the particular case of coordinate�wise partial ordering� i�e�� in the case ofK 
 Rm
	 � the admis�

sible vectors were those with nonnegative coordinates� Those vectors� however� not necessarily
are admissible for orderings �K given by cones K di�erent from the nonnegative orthant�

Example ����� Consider the ordering �L� on R� given by the 
�dimensional ice�cream cone	��a�
a�
a�

�A �L�
�� ��
�

�A � a� �
q
a��  a���

We� e�g�� have ����
��
�

�A �L�
�� ��
�

�A �

However� aggregating this inequality with the aid of a positive weight vector � 


�� �
�
���

�A� we get

a false inequality
���� � ��

Thus� not every nonnegative weight vector is admissible for the partial ordering �L� �
To answer the question ��	 is the same as to say what� for a given cone K� are the weight

vectors � such that
�a �K � � �Ta � �� ������	

Whenever � possesses the property ������	� the scalar inequality

�Ta � �Tb

is a consequence of the vector inequality a �K b�

a �K b
� a� b �K � !additivity of �K"
� �T �a� b	 � � !by ������	"
� �Ta � �Tb�
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Vice versa� if � is an admissible weight vector for the partial ordering �K�
��a� b � a �K b	 � �Ta � �Tb

then� of course� � satis�es ������	�
Thus� the admissible for a partial ordering �K weight vectors � are exactly the vectors

satisfying ������	� or� which is the same� the vectors from the set

K� 
 f� � Rm � �Ta � � �a � Kg
�recall that this is the same � to say that a �K � and to say that a � K	� The set K� is
comprised of the vectors with nonnegative inner products with all vectors from K and called
the cone dual to K� The name is correct due to the following fact�

Theorem ����� !Properties of the dual cone" Let K � Rm be a nonempty set� Then
�i	 The set

K� 
 f� � Rm � �Ta � � �a � Kg
is a closed convex cone�

�ii	 If K possesses a nonempty interior� then K� is pointed�
�iii	 If K is a closed convex cone� then so is K�� and the cone dual to K� is exactly K	

�K�	� 
 K�

�iv	 If K is a closed convex pointed cone� then K� has a nonempty interior�
�v	 If K is a closed convex pointed cone with a nonempty interior� then so is K��

The proof of the theorem is one of the subjects of the Assignment to the Lecture�

From the dual cone to the problem dual to �CP�� Now we are equipped to derive the
problem dual to a conic problem �CP	� Same as in the case of Linear Programming� we start
from the observation that whenever x is a feasible solution to �CP	 and � is an admissible weight
vector� i�e�� � � K�� x satis�es the scalar inequality

�TAx � �Tb

� this observation is an immediate consequence of the origin of K�� It follows that whenever ��
is an admissible weight vector satisfying the relation

AT� 
 c�

one has
cTx 
 �AT�	Tx 
 �TAx � �Tb 
 bT�

for all x feasible for �CP	� so that the quantity bT� is a lower bound on the optimal value in
�CP	� The best bound one can get in such a manner is the optimal value in the problem

bT�� max j AT� 
 c� � �K� � !� � � K�" �D	

and this program� by de�nition� is the program dual to �CP	�
All we know about the duality we have just introduced is the following

Proposition ����� !Weak Duality Theorem" The optimal value in �D	 is a lower bound on the
optimal value in �CP	�

Indeed� this statement is a direct consequence of the construction which led us to �D	�
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����� Geometry of the primal and the dual problems

Problem �D	 looks as a problem of a structure essentially di�erent from the one of �CP	� more
careful analysis� however� demonstrates that the di�erence in structures comes just from the way
we represent the data� geometrically� the problems are completely similar� Indeed� in �D	 we are
asked to maximize a linear objective bT� over the intersection of an a�ne plane L� 
 AT� 
 c
with the cone K�� And what is �CP	� Let us pass in this latter problem from the true design
variables� x to their images y 
 Ax� b� When x runs through Rn� y runs through a�ne plane
L 
 fy 
 Ax � b j x � Rng� x is feasible if the corresponding y 
 Ax � b belongs to the cone
K� Thus� in �CP	 we also deal with an intersection of an a�ne plane L with a cone � namely�
K� Now assume that our objective cTx can be expressed via y 
 Ax � b�

cTx 
 dT �Ax� b	  const�

This assumption clearly is equivalent to the possibility to represent c as ATd�

c � ImAT � �d � cTx 
 dT �Ax� b	  dTb �x� ������	

Under the premise of ������	 the primal problem �CP	 can be posed equivalently in terms of y�
namely� as the problem

dTy � min j y � L� y �K ��
!L 
 fy 
 Ax� b j x � Rng"

Thus�

under the premise in ������	 the primal problem is� geometrically� to minimize a
linear form over the intersection of an a�ne plane L with the cone K� and the dual
problem is to maximize another linear form over the intersection of a�ne plane L�
with the dual cone K�


We see that under the premise of ������	 �CP	 and �D	 are� geometrically� completely similar to
each other�

Now� what happens if the premise in ������	 is not satis�ed� The answer is very simple� in
this case �CP	 makes no sense at all � it is either below unbounded� or infeasible�

Indeed� from Linear Algebra it is known that the system

ATd  c

with unknown d is unsolvable if and only if c is not orthogonal to the kernel of A� in other

words� if and only if there exist e such that Ae  � and cT e � �� If it is the case and �CP	

is feasible� then �CP	 is below unbounded � subtracting from a feasible solution x a large

multiple of e� we do not violate feasibility �since Ae  �	 and may make the value of the

objective as negative as we wish�

Thus� if ������	 is not satis�ed� we may reject �CP	 from the very beginning� In view of this
observation� speaking about conic problem �CP	� it makes sense to assume that the premise in
������	 is satis�ed� In fact from now one we make a bit stronger assumption

A� The matrix A is of full column rank� i
e
� its columns are linearly independent
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In other words� we assume that the mapping x � Ax is with the trivial kernel �we
have eliminated from the very beginning the redundant design degrees of freedom �
those not a�ecting the value of Ax�	� Under this assumption� the equation

ATd 
 c

is solvable for every possible objective c� not only for the one we actually are inter�
ested in�

Under assumption A �CP	 and �D	 share the same geometry� both problems are to optimize a
linear objective over the intersection of an a�ne plane and a cone�

We have seen that a conic problem �CP	 can be reformulated as a problem �P	 of minimizing
a linear objective dT y over the intersection of an a�ne plane L and a cone K� And of course
a problem �P	 of this latter type can be posed in the form of �CP	 � to this end it su�ces
to represent the plane L as the image of an a�ne mapping x � Ax � b �i�e�� to parameterize
somehow the feasible plane	 and to translate� the objective dTy to the space of x�variables �
to set c 
 ATd� which yields

y 
 Ax  l � dTy 
 cTx const�

When speaking about a conic problem� we may pass from its analytic form� �CP	 to the
geometric form� �P	 and vice versa�

Now� what are the relations between the geometric data� of the primal and the dual prob�
lems� We already know that the cone associated with the dual problem is dual to the cone
associated with the primal one� What about the feasible planes L and L�� The answer is sim�
ple� they are orthogonal to each other� More exactly� the a�ne plane L is the translation� by
vector �b� of the linear subspace

L 
 fy 
 Ax j x � Rng�
And L� is the translation� by any solution �� of the system AT� 
 c� e
g
� by the solution d to
the system� of the linear subspace

L� 
 f� j AT� 
 �g�
A well�known fact of Linear Algebra says that the linear subspaces L and L� are orthogonal
complements of each other�

L 
 fy j yT� 
 � �� � L�g�L� 
 f� j yT� 
 � �y � Lg�
Thus� we come to a nice geometrical conclusion�

A conic problem�� �CP	 is the problem of minimizing a linear objective cTx over
the intersection of a cone K with an a�ne plane � the translation L 
 L � b of a
linear subspace L by a vector ��b	�

dTy � min j y � L � b� y �K � �P	

The dual problem is to maximize the linear objective bT� over the intersection of the
dual cone K� with an a�ne plane � the translation L� 
 L�  d of the orthogonal
complement of L by the primal objective d�

bT�� max j � � L�  d� � �K� �� �D	

��recall that we have restricted ourselves to the problems satisfying the assumption A
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What we get is an extremely transparent geometric description of the primal�dual pair of conic
problems �P	� �D	� Note that the duality is completely symmetric� the problem dual to �D	 is �P	�
Indeed� as we know from Theorem ������ the cone dual to K� is exactly K� while the orthogonal
complement to L� � to the orthogonal complement of L � is L itself� Switch from maximization
to minimization corresponds to the fact that the shifting vector� in �P	 is ��b	� while the
shifting vector� in �D	 is d� The geometry of the primal�dual pair �P	� �D	 is illustrated on the
below picture�

K L

L*

d

b

K

*

Primal�dual pair of conic problems

!bold� primal �vertical segment	 and dual �horyzontal ray	 feasible sets"

Finally� note that in the case when �CP	 is �LP	 �i�e�� in the case when K is the nonnegative
orthant	 the conic dual� problem �D	 is exactly the usual LP dual� this fact immediately follows
from the observation that the cone dual to a nonnegative orthant is the orthant itself�

We have understood the geometry of a primal�dual pair of conic problems� the geometric
data� of such a pair are given by a pair of dual to each other cones K�K� in Rn and a pair of
a�ne planes L 
 L�b� L� 
 L	 d� where L is a linear subspace in Rn and L	 is its orthogonal
complement� The �rst problem � let it be called �P	 � from the pair is to minimize bTy over
y �K� L� and the second �D	 is to maximize dT� over � � K� � L�� Note that the geometric
data� �K�K�� L� L�	 of the pair do not completely specify the problems of the pair� given L� L��
we can uniquely de�ne L� but not the shift vectors ��b	 and d� b is known up to shift by a vector
from L� and d is known up to shift by a vector from L	� Note� however� that the indicated
non�uniqueness is of absolutely no importance� replacing a somehow chosen vector d � L� by
another vector d� � L�� we pass from �P	 to a new problem �P�	 which is completely equivalent
to �P	� indeed� both �P	 and �P�	 have the same feasible set� and at the �common� feasible plane
L of the problems their objectives dTy and �d�	T y di	er from each other by a constant�

y � L 
 L � b� d� d� � L	 � �d� d�	T �y  b	 
 �� �d� d�	Ty 
 ��d� d�	Tb �y � L�

Similarly� shifting b along L� we do modify the objective in �D	� but in a trivial way � on the
feasible plane L� of the problem the new objective di�ers from the old one by a constant�
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��� The Conic Duality Theorem

All we know to the moment on the conic duality is the Weak Duality Theorem ������ which
is much weaker than the Linear Programming Duality Theorem� Is it possible to get results
similar to those of the LP Duality Theorem in the general conic case as well� The answer is
a�rmative� provided that the primal problem �CP	 is strictly feasible� i�e�� that there exists x
such that Ax� b �K �� Geometrically�

A conic problem �P	 is called strictly feasible� if its feasible plane L intersects the
interior of the corresponding cone K�

The advantage of the geometrical de�nition of strict feasibility is that it is independent of the
particular way in which the feasible plane is de�ned� with this de�nition� it is clear� e�g�� what
does it mean that the dual problem �D	 is strictly feasible�

Our main result is the following

Theorem ����� !Conic Duality Theorem" Consider a conic problem

cTx� min j Ax �K b �CP	

along with its conic dual
bT�� max j AT� 
 c� � �K� �� �D	

�	 The duality is symmetric	 the dual problem is conic� and the problem dual to dual is the
primal�

�	 The value of the dual objective at every dual feasible solution is � the value of the primal
objective at every primal feasible solution� so that the duality gap

cTx� bT�

is nonnegative at every �primal�dual feasible pair� �x� �	 � a pair comprised of primal feasible
solution x and dual feasible solution ��

��a	 If the primal �CP	 is below bounded and strictly feasible �i�e� Ax �K b for some x�
then the dual �D	 is solvable and the optimal values in the problems are equal to each other

��b	 If the dual �D	 is above bounded and strictly feasible �i�e�� exists � �K� � such that
AT� 
 c� then the primal �CP	 is solvable� and the optimal values in the problems are equal to
each other�

�	 Assume that at least one of the problems �CP	� �D	 is bounded and strictly feasible� Then
a primal�dual feasible pair �x� �	 is comprised of optimal solutions to the respective problems

��a if and only if
bT� 
 cTx !zero duality gap"

and
��b if and only if

�T !Ax� b" 
 � !complementary slackness"

Proof� �	� The result was already obtained when discussing the geometry of the primal and
the dual problems�

�	� This is the Weak Duality Theorem�
�	� Assume that �CP	 is strictly feasible and below bounded� and let c� be the optimal value

in the problem� We should prove that the dual is solvable with the same optimal value� Since
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we already know that the optimal value in the dual is � c� �see �		� all we need is to point out
a dual feasible solution �� with bT�� � c��

Consider the convex set

M 
 fy 
 Ax� b j x � Rn� cTx � c�g�

Let us start with the case of c �
 �� We claim that in this case
�i	 The set M is nonempty�

�ii	 the plane M does not intersect the interior K of the cone K�
�i	 is evident �why�	� To verify �ii	� assume� on contrary� that there exists a point )x� cT )x � c��

such that the point )y 
 A)x � b is �K �� Then� of course� Ax � b �K � for all x close enough
to )x� i�e�� all points x from a small enough neighbourhood of )x also are feasible for �CP	� Since
c �
 �� there are points x in this neighbourhood with cTx � cT )x � c�� which is impossible� since
c� is the optimal value in �CP	�

Now let us make use of the following basic fact�

Theorem ����� !Separation Theorem for Convex Sets" Let M�K be nonempty non�
intersecting convex subsets of Rm� Then M and K can be separated by a linear
functional	 there exists a nonzero vector � such that

sup
u�M

�Tu � inf
u�K

�Tu�

Applying the Separation Theorem to our M and K� we conclude that there exists � � Rm such
that

sup
y�M

�Ty � inf
y�int K

�Ty� ������	

From the inequality it follows that the linear form �Ty is below bounded on the interior K of
the cone K� Since this interior is a conic set�

y � K� � � �� �y � K

�why�	� this boundedness implies that �Ty � � for all y � K� Consequently� �Ty � � for all y
from the closure of K� i�e�� from all y from K� We conclude that � �K� �� so that the inf in
������	 is nonnegative� On the other hand� the in�mum of a linear form over a conic set clearly
cannot be positive� we conclude that the inf in ������	 is �� so that the inequality reads

sup
u�M

�Tu � ��

Recalling the de�nition of M � we get

!AT�"Tx � �Tb ������	

for all x from the half�space cTx � c�� But the linear form !AT�"Tx can be above bounded on
the half�space if and only if the vector AT� is proportional� with a nonnegative coe�cient� to
the vector c�

AT� 
 �c
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for some � � �� We claim that � � �� Indeed� assuming � 
 �� we get AT� 
 �� whence �Tb � �
in view of ������	� It is time now to recall that �CP	 is strictly feasible� i�e�� A)x�b �K � for some
)x� Since � �K� � and � �
 �� the product �T !A)x� b" should be strictly positive �why�	� while in
fact we know that the product is ��T b � � �since AT� 
 � and� as we have seen� �Tb � �	�

Thus� � � �� Setting �� 
 ����� we get

�� �K� � !since � �K� � and � � �"
AT�� 
 c !since AT� 
 �c"
cTx � �T� b �x � cTx � c� !see ������	"

i�e�� we see that �� is feasible for �D	� the value of the dual objective at �� being at least c�� as
is required�

It remains to verify the case of c 
 �� Here� of course� c� 
 �� and the existence of the dual
feasible solution with the value of the objective � c� 
 � is evident� the required solution is
� 
 �� ��a	 is proved�

��b	� the result follows from ��a	 in view of the primal�dual symmetry�
�	� Let x be primal feasible� and � be dual feasible� Then

cTx� bT� 
 �AT�	Tx � bT� 
 !Ax� b"T��

We get a useful identity as follows�

��	 For primal�dual feasible pair �x� �	 the duality gap cTx� bT� always is equal
to the inner product of the primal slack y 
 Ax � b and �

Note that ��	 in fact does not require full� primal�dual feasibility� x may be

arbitrary� and � should belong to the dual feasible plane AT� 
 c� but not necessary
to be �K� ��

In view of ��	 it is absolutely the same � to say that the complementary slackness holds or to
say that the duality gap is zero� thus� all we need is to prove ��a	�

Note that the primal residual� cTx� c� and the dual residual� b�� bT� �b� is the optimal
value in the dual	 always are nonnegative� provided that x is primal feasible� and � is dual
feasible� It follows that the duality gap

cTx� bT� 
 !cTx� c�"  !b�� bT�"  !c� � b�"

always is nonnegative �recall that c� � b� by �		� and it is zero if and only if c� 
 b� and both
primal and dual residuals are zero �i�e�� x is primal optimal� and � is dual optimal	� all these
considerations are valid independently of any assumptions of strict feasibility� We see that the
condition the duality gap at a primal�dual feasible pair is zero is always su�cient for primal
and dual optimality of the components of the pair� and if c� 
 b�� this su�cient condition is
also necessary� Since in the case of �	 we indeed have c� 
 b� �it is stated by �		� ��a	 follows�

The Conic Duality Theorem admits a useful

Corollary ����� Assume that both �CP	 and �D	 are strictly feasible� Then both problems are
solvable� the optimal values are equal to each other� and each one of the conditions ��a� ��b is
necessary and su�cient for optimality of a primal�dual feasible pair�

Indeed� by the Weak Duality Theorem� if one of the problems is feasible� the other is

bounded� and it remains to use the items  	 and �	 of the Conic Duality Theorem�
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����� Is something wrong with conic duality


The statement of the Conic Duality Theorem is weaker than the one of the LP Duality theorem�
in the LP case� feasibility �even non�strict	 and boundedness of one of the problems of a primal�
dual pair implies solvability of both the primal and the dual� equality between optimal values
of the problems and all other nice things� In the general conic case something nontrivial� is
stated only in the case of strict feasibility �and boundedness	 of one of the problems� It can be
demonstrated by examples that this phenomenon re�ects the nature of the situation� and not
our ability to analyze it� The case of non�polyhedral cone K indeed is more complicated than
the one of the nonnegative orthant K� as a result� word�by�word� extension of the LP Duality
Theorem to the conic case fails to be true�

Example ����� Consider the following conic problem with � variables x 
 �x�� x�	T and K
being the ��dimensional ice�cream cone�

x� � min j Ax � b 

��� x� � x�

�
x�  x�

��	 �L� �

Recalling the de�nition of L�� we can write the problem down equivalently as

x� � min j
q
�x� � x�	�  � � x�  x��

i�e�� as the problem

x� � min j �x�x� � �� x�  x� � ��

Geometrically we are interested to minimize x� over the intersection of the �D ice�cream cone
with a �D plane� the projection of this intersection onto the �x�� x�	�plane is part of the �D
nonnegative orthant bounded by the hyperbola x�x� � ���� The problem clearly is strictly
feasible �a strictly feasible solution is� e�g�� x 
 ��� �	T	 and below bounded� the optimal value
being equal to �� This optimal value� however� is not achieved � the problem is unsolvable�

Example ����� Consider the following conic problem with two variables x 
 �x�� x�	
T and K

being the ��dimensional ice�cream cone�

x� � min j Ax� b 


��� x�
x�
x�

��	 �L� ��

Recalling the de�nition of L�� we can write down the problem equivalently as

x� � min j
q
x��  x�� � x��

i�e�� as the problem

x� � min j x� 
 �� x� � ��
The problem clearly is solvable� and its optimal set is the ray fx� � �� x� 
 �g on the design
plane R�� Geometrically our problem is to minimize the linear objective on the intersection of
the �D ice�cream cone with its tangent plane passing through the ray fx� 
 x� � �� x� 
 �g�
and the objective is constant on the ray�
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Now let us build the conic dual to our �solvable�	 primal� To this end it is worthy to note
that the cone dual to an ice�cream cone is this ice�cream cone itself �see exercises to the lecture	�
Thus� the dual problem is

bT� 
 �� max j AT� 

�
��  ��
��

�

 c 


�
�
�

�
� � �L� ��

In spite of the fact that primal is solvable� the dual is infeasible� indeed� from � �L� � it follows
that �� �

q
���  ���� consequently� for such a � one can have ��  �� 
 �� as required by the

�rst equality in the vector equation A� 
 c� only if �� 
 �� but then the second equality in our
vector equation is wrong���

We see that the weakness of the Conic Duality Theorem as compared to the LP Duality one
re�ects pathologies which indeed may happen in the general conic case�

����� Consequences of the Conic Duality Theorem

Sucient condition for infeasibility� As we remember� the necessary and su�cient condi�
tion for infeasibility of a ��nite	 system of scalar linear inequalities �i�e�� for a vector inequality
with respect to the partial ordering �	 is the possibility to combine these inequalities in linear
fashion in such a way that the resulting scalar linear inequality is contradictory� In the case of
cone�generated vector inequalities a slightly weaker result can be obtained�

Proposition ����� Consider a linear vector inequality

Ax � b �K �� �I	

�i	 If there exists � satisfying

� �K� �� AT� 
 �� �Tb � �� �II	

then �I	 has no solutions�
�ii	 If there does not exist � satisfying �II	� then �I	 is �almost solvable� � for every positive

� there exists b� such that k b� � b k�� � and the perturbed system

Ax� b� �K �
is solvable�

Moreover�
�iii	 �II	 is solvable if and only if �I	 is not �almost solvable��

Note the di�erence between the simple case when �K is the usual partial ordering � and the
general case� in the former� one can replace in �ii	 nearly solvable� by solvable��

In the general conic case� however� almost� is unavoidable�

Example ����� Consider the following linear vector inequality with one variable and the partial
order given by the �D ice�cream cone�

Ax� b 

��� x �
x� �p
�x

��	 �L� ��
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Recalling the de�nition of the ice�cream cone� we can write the inequality equivalently as

p
�x �

q
�x �	�  �x� �	� 


p
�x�  �� �i	

which of course in unsolvable� The corresponding system �II	 is

�� �
q
���  ���

h
� � �

L
�� �

i
��  ��  

p
��� 
 �

h
� AT� 
 �

i
�� � �� � �

h
� bT� � �

i �ii	

By the Cauchy inequality� from the �rst relation in �ii	 it follows that ��� � �� � p
���� the

inequality being equality if and only if �� 
 �� 
 ����
p
�� The second equation in �ii	 therefore

implies that �� 
 ��� But then the third inequality in �ii	 is impossible� We see that here both
�i	 and �ii	 have no solutions�

The geometry of the outlined example is as follows� �i	 asks to �nd a point in the intersection
of the �D ice�cream cone and a line� This line is an asymptote of the cone �it belongs to a �D
plane which crosses the cone in such way that the boundary of a the cross�section is a branch of
a hyperbola� and the line is one of two asymptotes of the hyperbola	� Although the intersection
is empty ��i	 is unsolvable	� small shifts of the line make the intersection nonempty �i�e�� �i	 is
unsolvable and almost solvable� at the same time	� And it turns out that one cannot certify
the fact that �i	 itself is unsolvable by providing a solution to �ii	�

Proof of the Proposition� �i	 is evident �why�	�
Let us prove �ii	� To this end it su�ces to verify that if �I	 is not 
almost solvable�� then �II	 is

solvable� Let us �x a vector 
 �K � and look at the conic problem

t	 min j Ax� t
 � b �K �� �CP	

the design variables being �x� t	� This problem clearly is strictly feasible �why�	� Now� if �I	 is not almost
solvable� then� �rst� the matrix of the problem �A�
� satis�es A �otherwise the image of the mapping
�x� t	 �	 Ax � t
 � b would coincide with the image of the mapping x �	 Ax� b� which is not he case �
the �rst of these images does intersect K� while the second does not	� Second� the optimal value in �CP	
is strictly positive �otherwise the problem would admit feasible solutions with t close to �� and this would
mean that �I	 is almost solvable	� From the Conic Duality Theorem it follows that the problem

bT�	 max j AT�  �� 
T�  �� � �K�
�

has a feasible solution with positive bT�� i�e�� �II	 is solvable�

It remains to prove �iii	� Assume �rst that �I	 is not almost solvable� then �II	 must be solvable by

�ii	� Vice versa� assume that �II	 is solvable� and let � be a solution to �II	� Then � solves also all systems

of the type �II	 associated with small enough perturbations of b instead of b itself� by �i	� it implies that

all inequalities obtained from �I	 by small enough perturbation of b are unsolvable�

When a scalar linear inequality is a consequence of a given linear vector inequality�
The question we are interested in is as follows� given a linear vector inequality

Ax �K b �V	

and a scalar inequality
cTx � d �S	

we are interested to check whether �S	 is a consequence of �V	� If �V	 were the usual inequality
�� the answer would be given by the Farkas Lemma�
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Inequality �S	 is a consequence of a feasible system of linear inequalities Ax � b
if and only if �S	 can be obtained from the system and the trivial inequality � � �
in a linear fashion �by taking weighted sum with nonnegative weights�


In the general conic case we can get a slightly weaker result�

Proposition ����� �i	 If �S	 can be obtained from �V	 and from the trivial inequality � � � by
admissible aggregation� i�e�� there exist weight vector � �K� � such that

AT� 
 c� �Tb � d�

then �S	 is a consequence of �V	�
�ii	 If �S	 is a consequence of a strictly feasible linear vector inequality �V	� then �S	 can be

obtained from �V	 by an admissible aggregation�

The di�erence between the case of the partial ordering � and a general partial ordering �K is
in the word strictly� in �ii	�
Proof of the proposition� �i	 is evident �why�	� To prove �ii	� assume that �V	 is strictly feasible and
�S	 is a consequence of �V	 and consider the conic problem

t	 min j $A

�
x
t

�
� $b �



Ax� b

d� cTx� t

�
� �K ��

$K  f�x� t	 j x �K� t � �g
The problem clearly is strictly feasible �choose x to be a strictly feasible solution to �V	 and then choose
t to be large enough	� The fact that �S	 is a consequence of �V	 says exactly that the optimal value in
the problem is nonnegative� By the Conic Duality Theorem� the dual problem

bT�� d�	 max j AT� � c  �� �  ��

�
�
�

�
� �K�

�

has a feasible solution with the value of the dual objective � �� Since� as it is easily seen� $K�  f��� �	 j
� �K�� � � �g� the indicated solution satis�es the requirements

� �K�
�� AT�  c� bT� � d�

i�e�� �S	 can be obtained from �V	 by an admissible aggregation�

�Robust solvability status�� Examples ����� � ����� make it clear that in the general conic
case we may meet pathologies� which do not occur in LP� E�g�� a feasible and below bounded
problem may be unsolvable� the dual to a solvable conic problem may be infeasible� etc� Where
the pathologies come from� Looking at our pathological examples�� we come to the following
guess� the source of the pathologies is that in these examples� the �solvability status� of the
primal problem is non�robust � it can be changed by small perturbations of the data� The issue
of robustness we are led to is very important in modeling� and it deserves a careful investigation�

Data of a conic problem� When asked What are the data of an LP program minfcTx j
Ax � b � �g�� everybody will give the same answer� the objective c� the constraint matrix A
and the right hand side vector b�� Similarly� speaking about a conic problem

cTx � min j Ax� b �K �� �CP	

it makes sense to treat as its data the triple �c� A� b	� the sizes of the problem � the dimension n
of x and the dimension m of K� same as the underlying cone K� may be treated as the structure
of �CP	�
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Robustness� When investigating �CP	� the question of primary importance is whether the
properties of the program are stable with respect to perturbations of the data� The reasons
which make this question important are as follows�

� In actual applications� especially those arising in Engineering� the data normally are inex�
act� their true values� even when they exist in the nature�� are not known exactly when
the problem is processed� Consequently� the results of the processing say something de��
nite about the true� problem only if these results are robust with respect to small data
perturbations� the property of �CP	 expressed by the result �feasibility� solvability� etc�	
is shared not only by the particular problem we are processing� but also by all problems
with close data�

� Even assuming that the exact data are available� we should take into account that process�
ing them computationally we unavoidably add noise� like rounding errors �you simply
cannot load something like ��� to the standard computer	� As a result� a real�life compu�
tational routine can recognize only those properties of the input problem which are stable
with respect to small perturbations of the data�

Due to the indicated reasons� we should be interested not only in whether a given problem
�CP	 is feasible�bounded�solvable� etc�� but also whether these properties are robust � remain
unchanged under small data perturbations� And it turns out that the Conic Duality Theorem
allows to recognize robust feasibility�boundedness�solvability�����

Let us start with introducing the relevant concepts� Let us say that �CP	 is

� robust feasible� if all enough close� problems �i�e�� all problems of the same structure
�n�m�K	 with data enough close to those of �CP		 are feasible�

� robust infeasible� if all enough close problems are infeasible�

� robust below bounded� if all enough close� problems are below bounded �i�e�� their ob�
jectives are below bounded on their feasible sets	�

� robust unbounded� if all enough close� problems are not bounded�

� robust solvable� if all close enough� problems are solvable�

Note that a problem which is not feasible� is infeasible� in contrast to this� a problem which
not robust feasible� not necessarily is robust infeasible� since among close problems there may
be both feasible and infeasible �look at Example ����� � slightly shifting and rotating the plane
ImA�b� we may get whatever we want � feasible bounded problem� feasible unbounded problem�
infeasible problem���	� This is why we need two kinds of de�nitions� one of robust presence of
a property� and one more of robust absence of the same property��

Now let us look what are necessary and su�cient conditions for the most important robust
forms of the solvability status��

Proposition ����� !Robust feasibility" �CP	 is robust feasible if and only if it is strictly feasible�
Whenever it is the case� the dual to �CP	 problem �D	 is robust �above bounded�

Proof� The statement is nearly tautological� Let usn �x � �K �� If �CP	 is robust feasible� then for

small enough t � � the perturbed problem minfcTx j Ax � b � t� �K �g should be feasible� a feasible

solution to the perturbed problem clearly is a strictly feasible solution to �CP	� The inverse implication
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is evident �a strictly feasible solution to �CP	 remains feasible for all problems with close enough data	�

It remains to note that if all problems 
enough close� to �CP	 are feasible� then their duals� by the Weak

Duality Theorem� are above bounded� so that �D	 is robust above bounded�

Proposition ����� !Robust infeasibility" �CP	 is robust infeasible if and only if the problem

bT� 
 �� AT� 
 �� � �K� �
is robust feasible� or� which is the same by Proposition ����
� if the problem

bT� 
 �� AT� 
 �� � �K� � ������	

has a solution�

Proof� First assume that ����� 	 is solvable� and let us prove that all close enough to �CP	 problems are
infeasible� Let us �x a solution $� to ����� 	� Since A is of full column rank� simple Linear Algebra says
that the systems �A��T�  � are solvable for all matrices A� from a small enough neighbourhood U of A�
moreover� the corresponding solution ��A�	 can be chosen to satisfy ��A	  $� and to be continuous in
A� � U � Since ��A�	 is continuous and ��A	 �K�

�� ��A�	 is �K�
� in a neighbourhood of A� shrinking

U appropriately� we may assume that ��A�	 �K�
� for all A� � U � Now� bT $�  �� by continuity reasons�

there exists a neighbourhood V of b and a neighbourhood U � of A such that b� � V and all A� � U � one
has �b�	T��A�	 � ��

Thus� we have seen that there exist a neighbourhood U � of A and a neighbourhood V of b� along with
a function ��A�	� A� � U �� such that

�b�	T��A�	 � �� �A��T��A�	  �� ��A�	 �K�
�

for all b� � V and A� � U � By Proposition �������i	 it means that all problems

�c��Tx	 min j A�x� b� �K �

with b� � V and A� � U � are infeasible� so that �CP	 is robust infeasible� Now let us assume that �CP	 is

robust infeasible� and let us prove that then ����� 	 is solvable� Indeed� by de�nition of robust infeasibility�
there exist neighbourhoods U of A and V of b such that all vector inequalities

A�x� b� �K �

with A� � U and b� � V are unsolvable� It follows that whenever A� � U and b� � V � the vector inequality

A�x� b� �K �

is not almost solvable �see Proposition �����	� We conclude from Proposition �������ii	 that for every
A� � U and b� � V there exists �  ��A�� b�	 such that

�b��T��A�� b�	 � �� �A��T��A�� b�	  �� ��A�� b�	 �K�
��

Now let us choose �� �K�
�� For all small enough positive  we have A�  A � b�AT���T � U � Let us

choose an  with the latter property to be so small that bT�� � �� and set A�  A�� b�  b� According
to the previous observation� there exists �  ��A�� b	 such that

bT� � �� �A��T� � AT ��� ���b
T�	�  �� � �K�

��

Setting $�  � � ���b
T�	� we get $� �K�

� �since � �K�
�� �� �K�

� and bT� � �	� while A$�  � and

bT $�  �bT�	�� � bT��	 � �� Multiplying $� by appropriate positive factor �namely� by ���bT $�		� we get

a solution to ����� 	�

Now we are able to formulate our main result on robust solvability��
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Proposition ����� For a conic problem �CP	 the following conditions are equivalent to each
other

�i	 �CP	 is robust feasible and robust �below bounded�

�ii	 �CP	 is robust solvable�

�iii	 �D	 is robust solvable�

�iv	 �D	 is robust feasible and robust �above bounded�

�v	 Both �CP	 and �D	 are strictly feasible�

In particular� under every one of these equivalent assumptions� both �CP	 and �D	 are solv�
able with equal optimal values�

Proof� �i	 � �v	� If �CP	 is robust feasible� it also is strictly feasible �Proposition ���� 	� If� in addition�
�CP	 is robust below bounded� then �D	 is robust solvable �by the Conic Duality Theorem	� in particular�
�D	 is robust feasible and therefore strictly feasible �the same Proposition ���� 	�

�v	 � �ii	� The implication is given by the Conic Duality Theorem�

�ii	 � �i	� trivial�

We have proved that �i	��ii	��v	� Due to the primal�dual symmetry� we also have proved that

�iii	��iv	��v	�

��� Conic Duality revisited

To understand what is our concern now� consider a simple example� an optimization program
with just two variables and four constraints�

x�  �x� � max
x�  x� 
 �
x� � x� � �

x� � �
x� � �

Is this an LP program� Of course� yes� And why� As stated� it is not a problem of minimizing
a linear form over the intersection of an a�ne plane and the nonnegative orthant� as an LP
program should be��� What is meant when saying that our problem is� an LP program� is
that it can be quite routinely converted to a true� LP program � the one which indeed is to
minimize a linear form on the intersection of a plane and the orthant� In principle� there are
two conversion policies�

First� we can use the equality constraint�s	 in order to express in an a�ne fashion part of
the variables via the remaining free� variables� What we end up with will be an inequality
constrained � without equations � problem of optimizing a linear objective of the free variables�
Of course� the resulting problem is a true� LP program � a conic program associated with the
nonnegative orthant Rn

	 � �in LP the latter form is called canonical	�

Second� we can add to our original design variables a number of arti�cial variables � slacks�
� and to convert all nontrivial� inequality constraints � those saying more than that a particular
variable should be nonnegative � into equality constraints� In our example this manipulation
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looks as follows�
x�  �x� � max
x�  x� 
 �

x� � x�  s 
 �
x� � �
x� � �
s � �

What we end up with again is a true� LP program � now in the dual form �D	 �in LP� this
form is called standard	�

To process the problem analytically �e�g�� to build its dual	� the second option is incomparably
better � it does not require messy computations�

What is said about LP� is valid in the general conic case as well� The fact that we �nally
can convert an optimization program to a conic form normally does not mean that the original
form of the problem reads minimize a linear form over the intersection of an a�ne plane and
a cone�� A typical original form it is something like

cTx � min
Px 
 p

Aix� bi �Ki �� i 
 �� ���� m
�Ini	

where Ki are di�erent cones�
Let us look how to convert �Ini	 to a really conic� form� like �CP	 or �D	� and how to build

the dual problem
If �Ini	 has no equality constraints� it already is a conic problem in the form �CP	� Indeed�

it su�ces to de�ne a new cone K as the direct product of the cones Ki� i 
 �� ���� m�

K 
 f�y�� ���� ym	 j yi � Ki� i 
 �� ���� mg
and to write the problem

cTx � min j Ax� b 


�����
A�x� b�
A�x� b�

���
Amx� bm

����	 �K ��

Exercise ��� states that the direct product of cones Ki is a cone� and its dual is the direct
product of the dual cones K�

i � so that what we get indeed is a conic problem�
Now� what to do if �Ini	 does have equality constraints� Then we may act as in the our LP

example� and by the same reasons as above� we prefer to add slack variables than to eliminate
variables� thus� our �nal target is a conic program of the form �D	�

It is clear that our target is achievable� a trivial way to reach it is�

�� To pass from �Ini	 to an equivalent problem where the design vector is restricted to belong
to some cone K�� This is exactly what people do in LP� replacing free� variables � those
without restrictions on their signs � as di�erences of two nonnegative variables� Let us do
the same� and let us also switch from minimization to maximization�

�Ini	 �

�������������

cT �v � u	� max
Pu� Pv 
 p

Ai�u� v	� bi �Ki �� i 
 �� ���� m�
u � �
v � �

�Med	
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�the optimal value in �Med	 is the negation of the one in �Ini		

�� It remains to add to �Med	 slack variables� These variables should correspond to the vector
inequality constraints Ai�u � v	 � bi �Ki � and should therefore be vectors of the same
dimensions as bi� Denoting these slack vectors by si� we transform �Med	 as follows�

�Med	 �

�����������������

cT �v � u	� max
Pu � Pv 
 p

Ai�u� v	� si 
 bi� i 
 �� ���� m
u � �
v � �
si �Ki �� i 
 �� ���� m�

�Fin	

We end up with problem �Fin	 which is equivalent to �Ini	 and clearly is a conic problem in the
form of �D	�

Of course� normally we can act in a smarter way than in the outlined quite straightforward scheme�

E�g�� in many cases one can extract from the original inequality constraints Aix� bi �Ki
� a subset I of

constraints saying that x belongs to some cone K� �look at the inequality constraints x�� x� � � in our

LP example	� If it is the case� there is no necessity in the updating �Ini	 � �Med	� same as there is no

necessity in introducing slacks for the constraints from I� Sometimes there is no subset of constraints

saying that x belongs to a cone� but there is a subset I saying that certain subvector x� of x belongs to a

certain cone� whenever this is the case� we can modify the �rst step of the above scheme � to represent

as u � v the complement of x� in x� not the entire x � and are not obliged to introduce slacks for the

constraints from I at the second step� etc�

Now� what is the conic dual to �Fin	� The cone associated with �Fin	 is

K� 
 Rn
	 	Rn

	 	K� 	K� 	 ���	Km�

the objective �to be maximized�	 in �Fin	 is�BBBBBBB�

�c
c

�
�
���
�

�CCCCCCCA

T �BBBBBBB�

u
v

s�
s�
���
sm

�CCCCCCCA �

and the equality constraints are

�BBBBB�
P �P
A� �A� �I�
A� �A� �I�
���

���
� � �

Am �Am �Im

�CCCCCA

�BBBBBBB�

u

v
s�
s�
���
sm

�CCCCCCCA



�BBBBB�
p

b�
b�
���
bm

�CCCCCA �

Ii being unit matrices of appropriate sizes� Taking into account that the cone K� is dual to the
cone

K 
 Rn
	 	Rn

	 	K�
� 	K�

� 	 ���	Km
� �
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we conclude that �Fin	 is dual to the following conic problem of the form �CP	�

pT� 
Pm

i�� b
T
i �i � min

PT� 
Pm

i��A
T
i �i  c � ��

�PT�� Pm
i��A

T
i �i � c � ��

��i �
Ki� �� i 
 �� ���� m�

the variables being � �a vector of the same dimension as p	 and �i� i 
 �� ���� m� of the same
dimensions as b�� ���� bm� The �rst two ��constrains in the resulting problem are equivalent to
the vector equation

P�  
mX
i��

AT
i �i 
 �c�

it also makes sense to pass from variables �i to their negations �i 
 ��i� from � to its negation
� 
 �� and to switch from minimization to maximization� thus coming to the problem

pT�  
Pm

i�� b
T
i �i � max

PT �  
Pm

i��A
T
i �i 
 c
�i �

K
i� �� i 
 �� ���� m�

�Dl	

with design variables �� ��� ���� �m� the resulting problem will be called the problem dual to the
primal problem �Ini	� Note that we have extended somehow our duality scheme � previously it
required from the primal problem to be purely conic� � not to have linear equality constraints�
from now on this restriction is eliminated�

Summary on building the dual

Same as in the LP textbooks� let us summarize the rules for building the dual�

Consider a �primal� problem � an optimization problem with linear objective
and linear vector equality�inequality constraints

cTx � min
s
t


Px 
 p !dim p scalar linear equations"
A�x� b� �K� � !linear vector inequality � �"

���
Amx� bm �Km � !linear vector inequality � m"

�Pr	

The dual to �Pr	 problem is

pT�  
Pm

i�� b
T
i �i � max

s
t

PT �  

Pm
i��A

T
i �i 
 c !dim x scalar equations"
�� �K�� � !linear vector inequality � �"

���
�m �Km� � !linear vector inequality � m"

�Dl	

Note that
�� Dual variables correspond to the constraints of the primal problem� the dual design vector

is comprised of a vector variable � of the same dimension as the right hand side p of the system
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of primal equalities and of m vector variables �i� i 
 �� ���� m� of the same dimensions as those
of the primal vector inequalities

�� There is a natural one�to�one correspondence between the vector inequalities of the primal
and those of the dual problem� and the cones underlying corresponding to each other primal
and dual vector inequalities are dual to each other�

�� The problem dual to �Dl	 is �equivalent to	 the primal problem �Pr	�

Indeed� �Dl	 is of the same structure as �Pr	� so that we can apply the outlined construc�
tion to �Dl	� The �vector	 variables of the resulting problem are as follows�

� the �rst of them� let it be called x�� is responsible for the system of equations in �Dl	�
the dimension of this variable is dim c� i�e�� it is equal to the design dimension of �Pr	�

� The remaining m vector variables� let them be called wi� i  �� ����m� are responsible
each for its own linear vector inequality of �Dl	�

Applying the outlined scheme to �Dl	 �please do it and do not forget to start with
passing from the maximization problem �Dl	 to an equivalent minimization problem� this is
preassumed by our scheme	� we come to the problem

cTx�	 max
s�t�

Px�  �p
Aix

� � wi  �bi� i  �� ����m�
wi �Ki �� i  �� ����m�

and the resulting problem is equivalent to �Pr	 �to see it� set x  �x�	�

Summary on Conic Duality

The results on Conic Duality we have developed so far deal with the pair of pure� conic problems
�Fin	 � �Dl	� not with the pair of problems �Pr	 � �Dl	� one� however� can easily express these
results directly in terms of �Pr	 and �Dl	� Here is the translation�

�� The role of Assumption A is now played by the pair of requirements as follows�

A�� The rows of the matrix P in �Pr� are linearly independent�

A�� There is no nonzero vector x such that Px 
 �� Aix 
 �� i 
 �� ���� m


From now on� speaking about problem �Pr	� we always assume that A��� A��
take place�

Note that A��� A�� imply that both �Fin	 and �Dl	 satisfy A �why�	�

�� Strict feasibility� A problem of the form �Pr	 is called strictly feasible� if there
exist a feasible solution )x which satis�es the strict versions of all vector inequal�
ity constraints of the problem� i�e�� is such that Ai)x� bi �Ki �� i 
 �� ���� m�

Note that �Pr	 is strictly feasible if and only if �Fin	 is�

�� Weak Duality� The optimal value in �Dl	 is less than or equal to the optimal
value in �Pr	�

�� Strong Duality� If one of the problems �Pr	� �Dl	 is strictly feasible and bounded�
then the other problem is solvable� the optimal values in the problems being
equal to each other


If both problems are strictly feasible� both are solvable� the optimal values being
equal to each other
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�� Optimality Conditions� Let x be a feasible solution to �Pr	 and � 
 ��� f�igmi��	
be a feasible solution to �Dl	
 Then the duality gap at the pair � the quantity

&�x� �	 
 cTx�
�
pT �  

mX
i��

bTi �i

�

always is nonnegative and is equal to

mX
i��

�Ti !Aix� bi"�

The duality gap is zero if and only if the complementary slackness holds�

�Ti !Aix� bi" 
 �� i 
 �� ���� m�

If the duality gap &�x� �	 is zero� then x is an optimal solution to �Pr	 and �

is an optimal solution to �Dl	


If x is an optimal solution to �Pr	 and � is an optimal solution to �Dl	 and the
optimal values in the problems are equal� then the duality gap &�x� �	 is zero
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�� Assignments to Lecture � �

����� Around cones

Recall that a cone� for us always means pointed closed convex cone with a nonempty interior
in certain Rn�

Theorem �����

Exercise ��� �� �� Prove the following statement	

Let S be a nonempty closed convex set in Rn and x be a point in Rn outside of
S� Then the problem

minf�x� y	T �x� y	 j y � Sg
has a unique solution x�� and e 
 x� x� strictly separates x and S	

eTx � eTe  sup
y�S

eT y � sup
y�S

eT y�

�� �Derive from � Theorem ��
���


� Derive from Theorem ��
�� that whenever � �
 x �K �� there exists � �K� � such that
�Tx � ��

The interior of a cone

Exercise ��� � Let K be a cone� and let )x �K �� Prove that x �K � if and only if there exists
positive t such that x �K t)x�

Exercise ��� � �� Prove that if � �
 x �K � and � �K� �� then �Tx � ��

Hint� Use the result of Exercises ��� and ����

�� Prove that if � �K� �� then for every real a the set

fx �K � j �Tx � ag

is bounded�

�Calculus� of cones

Exercise ��� �� Prove the following statements	

�� !stability with respect to direct multiplication" Let Ki � Rni be cones� i 
 �� ���� k� Prove
that the direct product of the cones � the set

K 
 K� 	 ���	Kk 
 f�x�� ���� xk	 j xi � Ki� i 
 �� ���� kg

is a cone in Rn�	���	nk 
 Rn� 	 ���	Rnk �

Prove that the cone dual to K is the direct product of the cones dual to Ki� i 
 �� ��� k�
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�� !stability with respect to taking inverse image" Let K be a cone in Rn and u � Au be a
linear mapping from certain Rk to Rn with trivial kernel and the image intersecting the
interior of K� Prove that the inverse image of K under the mapping � the set

K
 
 fu j Au � Kg

� is a cone in Rk�

� Prove that the cone dual to K
 is the image of K� under the mapping � � AT�

�K
	� 
 fAT� j � � K�g�


� !stability with respect to taking linear image" Let K be a cone in Rn and y 
 Ax be a
linear mapping from Rn onto RN �i�e�� the image of A is the entire RN � Assume that
the intersection of KerA and K is the singleton f�g�
�Prove that then the image K� of K under the mapping A � the set

K� 
 fAx j x � Kg

is a cone in RN �

� Prove that the cone dual to K� is

�K�	� 
 f� � RN j AT� � K�g�
� Demonstrate by example that if in the above statement the assumption KerA�K 
 f�g
is weakened to KerA � int K 
 �� then the image of K under the mapping A may happen
to be non�closed�

Hint� Look what happens when the  D ice�cream cone is projected onto its tangent

plane�

Primal�dual pairs of cones and orthogonal pairs of subspaces

Exercise ��� � Let A be a m	 n matrix of full column rank and K be a cone in Rm�

�� Prove that at least one of the following facts always takes place	

�i	 There exists a nonzero x � ImA which is �K ��
�ii	 There exists a nonzero � � KerAT which is �K� ��
Geometrically	 given a primal�dual pair of cones K� K� and a pair L� L	 of linear sub�
spaces which are orthogonal complements of each other� we either can �nd a nontrivial ray
in the intersection L �K� or in the intersection L	 �K�� or both�

�� Prove that the �strict� version of �ii	 takes place �i�e�� there exists � � KerAT which is
�K � if and only if �i	 does not take place� and vice versa	 the strict version of �i	 takes
place if and only if �ii	 does not take place�

Geometrically	 if K�K� is a primal�dual pair of cones and L� L	 are linear subspaces which
are orthogonal complements of each other� then the intersection L � K is trivial �is the
singleton f�g if and only if the intersection L	 � int K� is nonempty� And vice versa	 if
the �strict� version of �ii	 takes place� than �i	 does not take place�
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Several interesting cones

Given a cone K along with its dual K�� let us call a complementary pair every pair x � K�
� � K� such that

�Tx 
 ��

Recall that in good cases� �e�g�� under the premise of item � of the Conic Duality Theorem	 a
pair of feasible solutions �x� �	 of a primal�dual pair of conic problems

cTx � min j Ax� b �K �
bT�� max j AT� 
 c� � �K� �

is comprised of optimal solutions if and only if the primal slack� y 
 Ax � b and � are
complementary�

Exercise ��� � !Nonnegative orthant" Prove that the n�dimensional nonnegative orthant Rn
	

indeed is a cone and that it is self�dual	

�Rn
		 
 Rn

	�

What are complementary pairs�

Exercise ��� � !Ice�cream cone" Let Ln be the n�dimensional ice�cream cone	

Ln 
 fx � Rn j xn �
q
x��  ��� x�n��g�

�� Prove that Ln indeed is a cone�

�� Prove that the ice�cream cone is self�dual	

�Ln	� 
 Ln�


� Characterize the complementary pairs�

Exercise ��	 � !Positive semide�nite cone" Let Sn	 be the cone of n 	 n positive semide�nite
matrices in the space Sn of symmetric n 	 n matrices� Assume that Sn is equipped with the
Frobenius inner product

hX� Y i 
 Tr�XY 	 

nX

i�j��

XijYij �

�� Prove that Sn	 indeed is a cone�

�� Prove that the semide�nite cone is self�dual	

�Sn		� 
 Sn	�

i�e�� that the Frobenius inner products of a symmetric matrix * with all positive semide�nite
matrices X of the same size are nonnegative if and only if the matrix itself is nonnegative�


� Prove the following characterization of the complementary pairs	

Two matrices X � Sn	� * � �Sn		� 
 Sn	 are complementary �i�e�� h*� Xi 

� if and only if their product is zero	 *X 
 �� In particular� matrices from
a complementary pair commutate and share therefore a common orthonormal
eigenbasis�
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����� Around conic problems

Several primal�dual pairs

Exercise ��� � !The min�max Steiner problem" Consider the problem as follows	

Given N points b�� ���� bN in Rn� �nd a point x � Rn which minimizes the maxi�
mum� over i 
 �� ���� N� �Euclidean distance from itself to the points b�� ���� bN� i�e��
solve the problem

max
i�������N

k x� bi k�� min �

Imagine� e�g�� that n  �� b�� ���� bN are locations of villages and you are interested to locate

a �re station for which the worst�case distance to a possible �re is as small as possible�

�� Pose the problem as a conic quadratic one � a conic problem associated with a direct
product of ice�cream cones�

�� Build the dual problem�


� What is the geometric interpretation of the dual� Whether the primal and the dual are
strictly feasible� Solvable� With equal optimal values� What the complementary slackness
says�

Exercise ���� � !The weighted Steiner problem" Consider the problem as follows	

Given N points b�� ���� bN in Rn along with positive weights �i� i 
 �� ���� N � �nd
a point x � Rn which minimizes the weighted sum of its �Euclidean distances to the
points b�� ���� bN� i�e�� solve the problem

NX
i��

�i k x� bi k�� min �

Imagine� e�g�� that n  �� b�� ���� bN are locations of villages and you are interested to locate

a telephone station for which the total cost of cables linking the station and the villages is

as small as possible� the weights can be interpreted as the per mile cost of the cables� they

may di�er from each other because of di�erences in village populations and� consequently�

in the capacities of the required cables�

�� Pose the problem as a conic quadratic one � a conic problem associated with a direct
product of ice�cream cones�

�� Build the dual problem�


� What is the geometric interpretation of the dual� Whether the primal and the dual are
strictly feasible� Solvable� With equal optimal values� What the complementary slackness
says�
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����� Feasible and level sets of conic problems

Consider a feasible conic problem

cTx � min j Ax� b �K � �CP	

In many cases it is important to know whether the problem has
�	 bounded feasible set fx j Ax � b �K �g
�	 bounded level sets

fx j Ax � b �K �� cTx � ag
for all real a�

Exercise ���� � Let �CP	 be feasible� Then the following properties are equivalent to each
other	

�i	 the feasible set of the problem is bounded�
�ii	 the set of primal slacks K 
 fy �K �� y 
 Ax� bg is bounded��

�iii	 ImA �K 
 f�g
�iv	 the system of vector inequalities

AT� 
 �� � �K� �

is solvable�
Corollary� The property of �CP	 to have bounded feasible set is independent of the particular

value of b such that �CP	 is feasible�

Exercise ���� �� Let problem �CP	 be feasible� Prove that the following two conditions are
equivalent to each other	

�i	 �CP	 has bounded level sets
�ii	 The dual problem

bT�� max j AT� 
 c� � �K� �
is strictly feasible�

Corollary� The property of �CP	 to have bounded level sets is independent of the particular
value of b such that �CP	 is feasible�

��recall that we always assume that A holds�



Lecture �

Conic Quadratic Programming

There are several generic� families of conic problems which are of especial interest� both from the
viewpoint of theory and applications� The cones underlying these problems are enough simple�
so that one can describe explicitly the dual cone� as a result� the general duality machinery
we have developed becomes as algorithmic as the Linear Programming duality� And it turns
out that the algorithmic duality machinery� in many cases allows to understand a lot the
original model� to convert it into equivalent forms better suited for numerical processing� etc�
Moreover� relative simplicity of the underlying cones enables to develop e�cient computational
methods for the corresponding conic problems� The most famous example of a nice� generic
conic problem is� doubtless� the Linear Programming� however� this is not the only nice problem
of this sort� Two other nice generic conic problems of extreme importance are Conic Quadratic
and Semide�nite programs� We are about to consider the �rst of these two problems�

��� Conic Quadratic problems� preliminaries

Recall that the m�dimensional Lorentz �
second�order
ice�cream	 cone Lm is the cone given
by

Lm 
 fx 
 �x�� ���� xm	 � Rm j xm �
q
x��  ��� x�m��g�

Here m � �� in the extreme case of m 
 � we� as usual� interpret the empty sum
P�

i�� x
�
i under

the square root as �� so that L� is just the nonnegative ray on the axis�
A conic quadratic problem is a conic problem

cTx � min j Ax� b �K � �CP	

for which the cone K is a direct product of several ice�cream cones�

K 
 Lm� 	 Lm� 	 ���	 Lmk




���������y 

�BBB�

y!�"
y!�"
���
y!k"

�CCCA j y!i" � Lmi � i 
 �� ���� k

��������� �
������	

In other words� a conic quadratic problem is an optimization problem with linear objective and
�nitely many �ice�cream constraints�

Aix� bi �Lmi �� i 
 �� ���� k�

��
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where

!A� b" 


�����
!A�� b�"

!A�� b�"

���

!Ak� bk"

����	
is the partition of the data matrix !A� b" corresponding to the partition of y in ������	� Thus� a
conic quadratic program can be written down also as

cTx� min j Aix� bi �Lmi �� i 
 �� ���� k� ������	

Now it is worthy to recall what exactly is the partial order �Lm �� For a vector z � Rm�
the inequality z �Lm � means that the last entry in z is � the Euclidean norm k � k� of the
sub�vector of z comprised of the �rst m� � entries of z� Consequently� the �Lmi ��inequalities
in ������	 can be written down as

k Dix� di k�� pTi x� qi�

where

!Ai� bi" 


�
Di di
pTi qi

�
is the partitioning of the data matrix !Ai� bi" into the sub�matrix !Di� di" comprised of the �rst
mi�� rows and the last row !pTi � qi"� We conclude that a conic quadratic problem can be written
down as the optimization program

cTx� min j kDix� di k�� pTi x� qi� i 
 �� ���� k� �QP	

and this the most explicit� form we prefer to use� in this form� Di are matrices of the same row
dimension as x� di are vectors of the same dimensions as the column dimensions of the matrices
Di� pi are vectors of the same dimension as x and qi are reals�

As we know from Exercises ���� ���� ������	 indeed is a cone� moreover� a self�dual one�
K� 
 K� Consequently� the problem dual to �CP	 is

bT�� max j AT� 
 c� � �K ��

Denoting � 


�BBB�
��
��
���

�k

�CCCA withmi�dimensional blocks �i �cf� ������		� we can write the dual problem

as
kX
i��

bTi �i � max j
kX
i��

AT
i �i 
 c� �i �Lmi �� i 
 �� ���� k�

recalling what does �Lmi � mean and representing �i 


�
�i
�i

�
with scalar component �i� we

�nally come to the following form of the dual problem�

kX
i��

!�Ti di  �iqi"� max j
kX
i��

!DT
i �i  �ipi" 
 c� j k �i k� �i� i 
 �� ���� k� �QD	
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 EXAMPLES OF CONIC QUADRATIC PROBLEMS ��

The design variables in the dual are vectors �i of the same dimensions as the vectors di and
reals �i� i 
 �� ���� k�

Since from now on we will treat �QP	 and �QD	 as the standard forms of a conic quadratic
problem and its dual� it makes sense to say how our basic assumption A from Lecture � and no�
tions like feasibility� strict feasibility� boundedness� etc�� read� in our new format� Assumption
A from Lecture � now reads�

There is no nonzero x which is orthogonal to all rows of all matrices Di and to
all vectors pi� i 
 �� � �� k

and we always make this assumption by default� Now� among notions like feasibility� solvability�
etc�� the only notion which does need a translation� is the one of strict feasibility� which now
reads as follows�

Strict feasibility of �QP	 means that there exist )x such that all inequality con�
straints k Dix�di k�� pTi x�qi of the problem are satis�ed as )x as strict inequalities


Strict feasibility of �QD	 means that there exists a feasible solution f )�i� )�igki�� to
the problem such that k �i k�� )�i for all i 
 �� ���� k


��� Examples of conic quadratic problems

Best linear approximation of complex�valued functions

Recall the Tschebyshev approximation problem from Lecture � which we now formulate as
follows�

Given a �nite set T � a �target� function f� on this set and n �building blocks� �
functions f�� ���� fn on T � �nd linear combination of the functions f�� ���� fn which is
as close as possible� in the uniform on T norm� to the target function f�� i
e
� solve
the problem

min
x

fmax
t�T

jf��t	�
nX

j��

xjfj�t	jg �T	

We have seen that in the case of real�valued functions f�� f�� ���� fn the problem can be posed
as an LP program� We have also seen that in some applications the functions in question are
complex�valued� this� e�g�� is the case in the general Antennae Array problem �Section �����	
and in the Filter Synthesis problem when the design speci�cations have to do with the transfer
function �Section �����	� What to do in these situations� Our approach in Lecture � was to
approximate the modulus of a complex number �i�e�� the Euclidean norm of a real �D vector	
by a polyhedral norm� � the maximum of several linear functions of the vector� with this
approximation� �T	 becomes an LP program� If we prefer to avoid approximation� we may
easily pose the complex�valued Tschebyshev problem as a conic quadratic program�

� � min j k f��t	�
nX

j��

xjfj�t	 k�� �� t � T ������	

with design variables x� � � in ������	 we treat complex numbers f��t	� fj�t	 as real �D vectors�
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Contact problems with static friction

The examples to follow� along with their analysis� are taken from !�"� Consider a rigid body in
R� held by N robot �ngers� Whether the robot is able to hold the body� To pose the question
mathematically� let us look what happens at i�th contact�

O

Fi

p

v

i
i

i

f

Geometry of i�th contact
!pi is the contact point� f i is the contact force� vi is the inward normal to the surface"

Let pi be the position of the contact� f i be the contact force exerted by i�th �nger� vi be the unit
inward normal to the surface of the body at the point pi� and F i be the friction force caused by
the contact� Physics says that this force is tangential to the surface of the body�

�F i	T vi 
 � ������	

and its magnitude cannot exceed constant times the magnitude of the normal component of the
contact force�

k F i k�� ��f i	Tvi� ������	

the friction coe�cient � being a given constant�
Assume that the body is subject to additional external forces �e�g�� the gravity one	� as far

as their mechanical consequences are concerned� all these forces can be represented by a single
force � their sum � F ext along with the torque T ext � the sum of vector products of the external
forces and the points where they are applied�

In order for the body to be in static equilibrium� the total force acting at the body and the
total torque should be zero� PN

i���f
i  F i	  F ext 
 �PN

i�� p
i 	 �f i  F i	  T ext 
 ��

������	

where p	 q stands for the vector product of two �D vectors p and q�

Stable grasp analysis problem� The question whether the robot is capable to hold the
body� can be interpreted as follows� Assume that f i� F ext� T ext are given� Then the friction forces
F i will adjust themselves to satisfy the friction constraints ������	 � ������	 and the equilibrium
equations ������	� If it is possible � i�e�� if the system of constraints ������	� ������	� ������	 with
respect to unknowns F i is solvable � then the robot holds the body �the scienti�c wording for
this is the body is in a stable grasp�	� otherwise the body cannot be held�

Now� the question whether� for given pi� f i� F ext� T ext� the body is held in a stable grasp�
mathematically is the question whether the system S of constraints ������	� ������	� ������	 with
unknowns F i � R� is solvable� And the latter problem in fact is nothing but a conic quadratic
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feasibility problem � conic quadratic problem with trivial �identically zero	 objective� We say
in fact�� since the problem� as it arises is not in our canonical form� This is typical� nice�
in their essence problems normally arise not exactly in their catalogue� forms� and one should
know how to recognize what in fact he is dealing with� In our case this recognition problem�
is easy to solve� One way to see that S is a conic quadratic problem is to note that we can use
the system of linear equations ������	� ������	 to express part of the unknowns via the remaining
ones� let the latter be denoted by x� With this parameterization� every F i becomes an a�ne
vector�valued function Dix�di of the free design vector� x� and the question we are interested
in becomes whether the primal conic quadratic problem

�Tx � min k Dix� di k�� ��f i	Tvi� i 
 �� ���� N

is or is not feasible�
Another way to realize that S is a conic quadratic problem is to note that the problem from

the very beginning is dual to a conic quadratic problem �see Exercise ���	�

Stable grasp synthesis problems� To the moment we treated the contact forces f i as given�
Sometimes this is not the case� i�e�� the robot can� to some extent� control tensions in its �ngers�
As a simple example� assume that the directions ui of the contact forces � directions of �ngers�
� are �xed� but the magnitudes of these forces can be controlled�

f i 
 �iu
i�

where the reals �i are allowed to vary in a given segment !�� Fmax"� We may now ask whether
the robot can choose admissible magnitudes of the contact forces to ensure a stable grasp�
Mathematically� the question is whether the systemPN

i����iu
i  F i	  F ext 
 �PN

i�� pi 	 ��iui  F i	  T ext 
 �
�F i	Tvi 
 �

k F i k� � !��ui	Tvi"�i� i 
 �� ���� N
� � �i � Fmax� i 
 �� ���� N

������	

is solvable� And it is again a conic quadratic feasibility problem� same as above� we may
eliminate the linear equations to end up with a system of conic quadratic and linear �i�e�� also
conic quadratic	 constraints the Euclidean norm of something a�nely depending on the design
variables should be � something else� also a�nely depending on the design variables��

We could also add to our feasibility problem a meaningful objective� thus coming to a true�
� with a nontrivial objective � conic quadratic problem� We may� e�g�� think of the quantityPN

i�� �i as of a measure of the power dissipation of robot�s actuators and pose the problem of
minimizing this objective under the constraints ������	� Another� and perhaps more adequate�

measure of power dissipation is
qPN

i�� �
�
i � With this objective� we again end up with a conic

quadratic problem�

t � min j ������	 ' k � k�� t
h
� 
 ���� ���� �N	T

i
the design variables being t� f�igNi��� fF igNi���

As a concluding example of this series� consider the following situation� the robot should
hold a cylinder by four �ngers� all acting in the vertical direction� The external forces and
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torques acting at the cylinder are the gravity Fg and an externally applied torque T along the
cylinder axis� as shown on the below picture�

T

F

ff

f f

f

f

T

F
g

g

2

3 4

1

3

1

Perspective� front and side views

The magnitudes of the contact forces may vary in a given segment !�� Fmax"� The question is
what can be the largest magnitude � of the external torque T such that a stable grasp still is
possible� The problem� mathematically� is

max �
s�t� P�

i����iu
i  F i	  Fg 
 ��P�

i�� p
i 	 ��iui  F i	  �u 
 ��

!u is the direction of the cylinder axis"
�vi	TFi 
 �� i 
 �� ���� ��
k Fi k� � !�!ui"Tvi"�i� i 
 �� ���� ��
� � �i � Fmax� i 
 �� ���� ��

�G	

where the design variables are �� �i� Fi� i 
 �� ���� ��

��� What can be expressed via conic quadratic constraints�

As it was already mentioned� optimization problems arising in applications normally are not
in their catalogue� forms� and an important skill of everybody interested in applications of
Optimization is his�her ability to recognize what in fact is met� Normally� an initial form of an
applied optimization model is

minff�x	 j x � Xg� ������	

where f is the loss function�� and the set X of admissible design vectors typically is given as

X 
 �mi��Xi� ������	

every Xi is the set of design vectors admissible for a particular design restriction� and their inter�
section X is the set of designs admissible for all m design restrictions we take into consideration�
The sets Xi in many cases � although not always � are given by

Xi 
 fx � Rn j gi�x	 � �g� ������	

gi�x	 being i�th constraint function��� You may treat gi�x	 as the amount of i�th resource
required for design x� so that the constraint gi�x	 � const says that the resource should not

��Below� speaking about a real
valued function on Rn� we assume that the function is allowed to take real
values and the value �	 and is de�ned on the entire space� The set of those x where the function takes real
values is called the domain Dom f of the function�
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exceed a given level� shifting gi appropriately� we may make this level to be �� thus coming to
the representation ������	�

The objective f in ������	 � ������	 may be non�linear� and one might think that in these
cases the problem cannot be posed in conic form� no matter nice� or not� This conclusion
is wrong� we always can pass from an optimization problem to an equivalent one with linear
objective� To this end it su�ces to add a new design variable� say� t� and rewrite the problem
equivalently as

t � min j �x� t	 � +X 
 f�x� t	 j f�x	� t � �g � f�x� t	 j x � X�g � ���� f�x� t	 j x � Xmg�

note that our new objective is linear in the new design variables �x� t	�

It makes sense to assume that the indicated transformation is done from the very beginning�
so that ������	 � ������	 is of the form

cTx � min j x � X 
 �mi��Xi� �P	

Now the question is what is the catalogue� form of the set X � in order to know how to recognize
this form� one needs a kind of dictionary where di�erent forms of the same structure are listed�
Let us build such a dictionary for the conic quadratic programs� Thus� our goal is to understand
when a given set X can be represented by conic quadratic inequalities �c�q�i��s	 � one or several
constraints of the type k Dx� d k�� pTx� q� The word represented� needs clari�cation� and
here it is�

We say that a set X � Rn can be represented via conic quadratic inequalities �for
short� is CQr � Conic Quadratic representable	� if there exists vector of additional

variables u and a system S of �nitely many vector inequalities of the form Aj

�
x

u

�
�

bj �Lmj � �x � Rn� such that X is the projection of the solution set of S onto the
x�space� i
e
� x � X if and only if one can extend x by a properly chosen u to a
solution �x� u	 of the system S�

x � X � �u � Aj

�
x

u

�
� bj �Lmj� �� j 
 �� ���� N�

Every system S of the indicated type is called a conic quadratic representation �for
short� a CQR	 of the set X��

The meaning of this de�nition is clari�ed by the following observation�

Consider an optimization problem

cTx � min j x � X�

and assume that X is CQr
 Then the problem is equivalent to a conic quadratic
program
 The latter program can be written down explicitly� provided that we are
given a CQr of X 


��Note that here we do not impose on the representing system of conic quadratic inequalities S the requirement
to satisfy assumption A� e�g�� the entire space is CQr � it is a solution set of the �system� j�T xj � � comprised
of a single conic quadratic inequality�
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Indeed� let S be a CQr of X� and u be the corresponding vector of additional variables�
The problem

cTx	 min j �x� u	 satisfy S
with design variables x� u is equivalent to the original problem �P	� on one hand� and is a

conic quadratic program� on the other hand�

Let us call a problem of the form �P	 with CQ�representable X a good problem�

The question we are interested in is how to recognize good problems� i�e�� how to recognize
CQ�representable sets� Well� how we recognize continuity of a given complicated function�
Normally not by a straightforward veri�cation of the de�nition of continuity� We use two types
of tools�

A We know a number of simple functions � a constant� f�x	 
 x� f�x	 
 expfxg� etc� � which
indeed are continuous� we have veri�ed it directly� by demonstrating that the functions �t
the de�nition of continuity�

B We know a number of basic continuity�preserving operations� like taking products� sums�
etc�

And when we see that a function is obtained from simple functions of the type A by a number
of operations of the type B� we immediately conclude that the function is continuous�

The outlined approach is very typical for Mathematics� and this exactly the approach we are
about to follow� In fact it makes sense to ask two kinds of questions�

��	 What are CQ�representable sets

���	 What are CQ�representable functions g�x	� i�e�� functions which possess CQ�representable
epigraphs

Epiffg 
 f�x� t	 � Rn 	R j g�x	 � tg�

Our interest in the second question is motivated by the fact that CQ�representability of a
function g automatically implies CQ�representability of all its level sets � the sets of the form
fx j g�x	 � constg�

Observation� If a function g is CQ�representable� then all it level sets fx j g�x	 � ag
are so� and every CQ�representation of �the epigraph of� g explicitly induces CQ�
representations of the level sets


Indeed� assume that we have a CQ�representation of the epigraph of g�

g�x	 
 t� �u �k �j�x� t� u	 k�
 �j�x� t� u	� j  �� ���� N�

where �j and �j are� respectively� vector�valued and scalar a�ne functions of their arguments�

In order to get from this representation a CQ�representation of a level set fx j g�x	 
 ag� it
su�ces to �x� at the value a� the variable t in the conic quadratic inequalities k �j�x� t� u	 k�

�j�x� t� u	�

Now let us look what are our raw materials� � simple functions and sets admitting CQR�s�
Here they are�
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Elementary CQ�representable functions�sets

�� A constant function g�x	 
 a
Indeed� the epigraph of the function f�x� t	 j a 
 tg is given by a linear inequality� and a linear inequality

� 
 pT z � q is at the same time conic quadratic inequality k � k�
 pT z � q�

�� A linear function g�x	 
 aTx
Indeed� the epigraph of a linear function is given by a linear inequality�

�� The Euclidean norm g�x	 
k x k�
Indeed� the epigraph of g is given by the conic quadratic inequality k x k�
 t in variables x� t�

�� The squared Euclidean norm g�x	 
 xTx�

Indeed� t  	t����

� � 	t����
� � so that

xTx 
 t� xTx�
�t� �	�

�

 �t� �	�

�
�

��������� x
t��
�

���������
�


 t� �

�

�check the second ��	� and the concluding relation is a conic quadratic inequality�

�� The fractional�quadratic function g�x� s	 


�����
xTx
s � s � �
�� s 
 �� x 
 �
 �� in all remaining cases

�x vector� s

scalar	�
Indeed� with the convention that �xTx	�� is � or ��� depending on whether x  � or not� and taking

into account that ts  	t�s��

� � 	t�s��
� � we have�

fxT xs 
 t� s � �g � fxTx 
 ts� t � �� s � �g � fxTx� 	t�s��
� 
 	t�s��

� � t � �� s � �g
�

��������� x
t�s
�

���������
�


 t�s
�

�check the third ��	� and the concluding relation is a conic quadratic inequality�

The level sets of the indicated CQr functions provide us with a spectrum of elementary�
CQr sets� It makes sense to add to this spectrum a set more�

�� �A branch of	 Hyperbola f�t� s	 � R� j ts � �� t � �g�
Indeed�

fts � �� t � �g � f 	t�s��� � � � 	t�s��
� g � f

��������� t�s
�
�

����������
�


 	t�s��

� g

� f
��������� t�s

�
�

���������
�


 t�s
�
g

�check the last ��	� and we see that a hyperbola is given by a conic quadratic inequality�

Now let us look what are simple operations preserving CQ�representability of functions�sets�

Operations preserving CQ�representability of sets

A� Intersection� if sets Xi � Rn� i 
 �� ���� N � are CQr� so is their intersection X 
 �Ni��Xi�
Indeed� let Si be CQ�representation of Xi� and ui be the corresponding vector of additional variables�
Then the system S of constraints of the variables �x� u�� ���� uN	�

f�x� ui	 satis�es Sig� i  �� ���� N

is a system of conic quadratic inequalities� and this system clearly is a CQ�representation of X�

Corollary ����� If every one of the sets Xi in problem �P	 is CQr� the problem is good � it
can be rewritten in the form of a conic quadratic problem� and such a transformation is readily
given by CQR�s of the sets Xi� i 
 �� ���� m�
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Corollary ����� Adding to a good problem ��nitely many CQr constraints x � Xi� �e�g��
�nitely many scalar linear inequalities� we again get a good problem�

B� Direct product� If sets Xi � Rni � i 
 �� ���� k� are CQr� then so is their direct product
X� 	 ���	Xk�
Indeed� if Si  f�ij�xi� ui	 k�
 �ij�xi� uigNj

j��� i  �� ���� k� are CQR!s of the sets Xi� then the union over i

of this system of inequalities� regarded as a system with design variables x  �x�� ���� xk	 and additional

variables u  �u�� ���� uk	 is a CQR for the direct product of X�� ���� Xk�

C� A�ne image �Projection�	� Assume that the set X � Rn is CQr� and that x � y 


Ax b is an a�ne mapping of Rn ontoRk � Then the image X� of the set X under the mapping
is CQr�
Indeed� passing to an appropriate basis in Rn� we may assume that the kernel KerA of A is comprised
of the last n� k vectors of the basis� in other words� we may assume that x � Rn can be partitioned as
x  �v� w	 �v is k�� and w is �n�k	�dimensional	 in such a way that for x  �u� v	 one has Ax  Qv with
nonsingular k � k matrix Q� thus�

y  Ax� b� x  �Q���y � b	� w	 for some w�

Now let S  fk �j�x� u	 k�
 �j�x� u	gNj�� be CQ�representation ofX� u being the corresponding vector of

design variables and �j� �j being a�ne in �x� u	� Then the system of c�q�i�!s in the variables y � Rk� w �
Rn�k� u�

S�  fk �j��Q���y � b	� w	� u	 k�
 �j��Q
���y � b	� w	� u	gNj���

the vector of additional variables being �w� u	� the is a CQR of X�� Indeed� y � X� if and only if there

exists w � Rn�k such that the point x  �Q���y � b	� w	 belongs to X� and the latter happens if and

only if there exist u such that the point �x� u	  ��Q���y � b	� w	� u	 solves S�

D� Inverse a�ne image� Let X � Rn be a CQr set� and let x 
 Ay  b be an a�ne mapping

from Rk to Rn� Then the inverse image X
 
 fy � Rk j Ay  b � Xg also is CQr�
Indeed� let S  fk �j�x� u	 k�
 �j�x� u	gNi�� be a CQR for X� Then the system of c�q�i�!s S  fk
�j�Ay � b� u	 k�
 �j�Ay � b� u	gNi�� with variables y� u clearly is a CQR for X��

Corollary ����� Consider a good problem �P	 and assume that we restrict its design variables
to be given a�ne functions of a new design vector y� Then the induced problem with the design
vector y also is good�

In particular� adding to a good problem arbitrarily many linear equality constraints� we end

up with a good problem��

It should be stressed that the above statements are not just existence theorems � they are
algorithmic�� given CQR�s of the operands� �say� m sets X�� ���� Xm	� we may completely
mechanically build a CQR for the result of the operation� �e�g�� for the intersection �mi��Xi	�

Note that we have already used nearly all our Corollaries in the Grasp problem� E�g�� to see that �G	
is a conic quadratic problem� we in fact have carried out the following reasoning�

�� The problem
min� j k F i k�
 si� i  �� ���� N �P�	

with design variables � � �F i� si	 � R
 �R� �i � R is perhaps absolutely crazy �part of
the variables does not appear at all� the objective and the constraints are not connected�
etc�	� but clearly is good�

��Indeed� we may use the linear equations to express a�nely the original design variables via part of them� let
this part be y� the problem with added linear constraints can now be posed as a problem with design vector y�
and this is exactly the transformation discussed in the �general� part of the Corollary�
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�� Adding to the good problem �P�	 linear equality constraintsPN
i����iu

i � F i	  �FgPN
i�� p

i � ��iui � F i	 � �u  �
�vi	TF i  �� i  �� ���� N

si � ���ui	Tvi��i  �� i  �� ���� N

where ui� u� Fg are given vectors� we get a good problem �P�	 �Corollary  � � 	�

 � The problem of interest �G	 is obtained from the good problem �P�	 by adding scalar
linear inequalities

� 
 �i 
 Fmax� i  �� ���� N�

so that �G	 itself is good �Corollary  � ��	�

Operations preserving CQ�representability of functions

Recall that a function g�x	 is called CQ�representable� if its epigraph f�x� t	 j g�x	 � tg is a
CQ�representable set� a CQR of the epigraph of g is called conic quadratic representation of
g� Recall also that a level set of a CQr function is CQ�representable� Here are transformations
preserving CQ�representability of functions�

E� Taking maximum� if functions gi�x	� i 
 �� ���� m� are CQr� then so is their maximum
g�x	 
 maxi�������m gi�x	�
Indeed� the epigraph of the maximum is just intersection of the epigraphs of the operands� and an

intersection of CQr sets again is CQr�

F� Summation with nonnegative weights� if functions gi�x	� x � Rn� are CQr� i 
 �� ���� m�
and �i are nonnegative weights� then the function g�x	 


Pm
i�� �igi�x	 also is CQr�

Indeed� consider the set

"  f�x�� t��x�� t�� ����xm� tm� t	 j xi � Rn� ti � R� t � R� gi�xi	 
 ti� i  �� ����m�
mX
i��

�iti 
 tg�

The set is CQr� Indeed� the set is the direct product of the epigraphs of gi intersected with the half�space
given by the linear inequality

Pm
i�� �iti 
 t� Now� a direct product of CQr sets also is CQr� a half�space

is CQr �it is a level set of an a�ne function� and such a function is CQr	� and the intersection of CQr
sets also is CQr� Since " is CQr� so is its projection on subspace of variables x�� x�� ���� xm� t� i�e�� the set

f�x�� ���� xm� t	 � �t�� ���� tm � gi�xi	 
 ti� i  �� ����m�
mX
i��

�iti 
 tg  f�x�� ���� xm� t	 �
mX
i��

�igi�x	 
 tg�

Since the latter set is CQr� so is its inverse image under the mapping

�x� t	 �	 �x� x� ���x� t	�

and this inverse image is exactly the epigraph of g�

G� Direct summation� If functions gi�xi	� xi � Rni � i 
 �� ���� m� are CQr� so is their direct
sum

g�x�� ���� xm	 
 g��x�	  ��� gm�xm	�

Indeed� the functions %gi�x�� ���� xm	  gi�xi	 clearly are CQr � their epigraphs are inverse images of the

epigraphs of gi under a�ne mappings �x�� ���� xm� t	 �	 �xi� t	� It remains to note that g is the sum of %gi�

H� A�ne substitution of argument� If a function g�x	� x � Rn� is CQr and y � Ay b is an

a�ne mapping from Rk to Rn� then the superposition g��y	 
 g�Ay  b	 is CQr�
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Indeed� the epigraph of g� is the inverse image of the epigraph of g under the a�ne mapping �y� t	 �	
�Ay � b� t	�

I� Partial minimization� Let g�x	 be CQr� Assume that x is partitioned into two sub�vectors�
x 
 �v� w	� and let +g be obtained from g by partial minimization in w�

+g�u	 
 inf
w
g�u� v	�

and assume that for every v the minimum in w is achieved� Then +g is CQr�
Indeed� under the assumption that the minimum in w always is achieved� the epigraph of %g is the image

of the epigraph of g under the projection �v� w� t	 �	 �v� t	�

More operations preserving CQ�representability

Let us list a number of more advanced� operations with sets�functions preserving CQ�
representability�

J� Arithmetic summation of sets� Let Xi� i 
 �� ���� k� be nonempty convex sets in R
n� Their

arithmetic sum X�  X�  ��� Xk is� by de�nition� the set of all k�term sums� the �rst term
being from X�� the second � from X�� and so on�

X�  ��� Xk 
 fx 
 x�  ��� xk j xi � Xi� i 
 �� ���� kg�

We claim that

If all Xi are CQr� so is their sum


Indeed� the direct product

X  X� �X� � ����Xk � Rnk

is CQr by B�� it remains to note that X������Xk is the image ofX under the linear mapping

�x�� ���� xk	 �	 x� � ���� xk � Rnk 	 Rn�

and that the image of a CQr set under a�ne mapping also is CQr �see C�	

J��� inf �convolution� The operation with functions related to the arithmetic summation of
sets is the inf�convolution de�ned as follows� Let fi � R

n � R � f�g� i 
 �� ���� n� be functions�
Their inf�convolution is the function

f�x	 
 infff��x�	  ��� fk�x
k	 j x�  ��� xk 
 xg� ��	

We claim that

If all fi are CQr� their inf�convolution is � �� everywhere and for every x for
which the inf in the right hand side of ��� is �nite� this in�num is achieved� then f

is CQr


Indeed� under the assumption in question the epigraph of f � as it is immediately seen� is the

arithmetic sum of the epigraphs of f�� ���� fk�

K� Taking conic hull of a closed convex set� Let X � Rn be a nonempty convex set� Its conic
hull is the set

X	 
 f�x� t	 � Rn 	R � t � �� t��x � Xg � f�g�
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Geometrically� we add to the coordinates of vectors from Rn a new coordinate equal to ��

�x�� ���� xn	
T � �x�� ���� xn� �	

T �

thus getting an a�ne embedding of Rn in Rn	�� We take the image of X under this mapping
� lift� X by one along the �n  �	st axis � and them form the set X	 comprised of all rays
starting at the origin and passing through the points of the lifted� X �

The conic hull of a closed convex set X is not necessarily closed� it indeed is the case if and
only if X is not only closed� but is bounded as well� The closed convex hull of X is the closure
of its conic hull�

bX	 
 clX	 


�
�x� t	 � Rn 	R � �f�xi� ti	g�i�� � ti � �� t��i xi � X� t 
 lim

i
ti� x 
 lim

i
xi

�
�

Note that if X is a closed convex set� then the parts of the conic hull X	 of X and the closed
convex hull bX	 belonging to the open half�space ft � �g are equal to each other �check�	� Note
also that if X is a closed convex set� you can obtain it from its �closed	 convex hull by taking
intersection with the hyperplane ft 
 �g�

x � X � �x� �	 � bX	 � �x� �	 � X	�

We claim that

If a closed convex set X is CQr�

X 
 fx j �u � Ax Bu  b �K �g � ������	

K being a direct product of Lorentz cones� then the CQr set

eX	 
 f�x� t	 j �u � Ax Bu  tb �K �g ������	

is �between� the conic hull X	 and the closed conic hull bX	 of X �

X	 � eX	 � bX	�

In particular� if X is closed and bounded CQr set �so that X	 
 bX	�� the conic hull
of X is CQr


If the CQR ������	 is such that Bu � K implies that Bu 
 �� then eX	 
 bX	� so
that bX	 is CQr


We should prove that the set eX� �which by construction is CQr	 is between X� and bX� �

Indeed� � � eX � and if �x� t	 is a pair with t � �� z  t��x � X� then there exists u such that

Az �Bu � b �K �� Ax� B�tu	 � tb �K �� �x� t	 � eX��

Thus� X� � eX�� Now let us prove that eX� � bX� � Let us choose somehow a point $x � X�
so that for properly chosen $u it holds

A$x�B$u � b �K ��

i�e�� �$x� �	 � eX�� Since eX� is convex �as every CQr set	� we conclude that whenever �x� t	

belongs to eX� � every pair �x�  x� $x� t�  t� 	 with  � � also belongs to the same set�

�u  u� � Ax� �Bu� � t�b �K ��
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It follows that t��� x� � X� whence �x�� t�	 � X� � bX�� As 	 ��� we have �x�� t�		 �x� t	�

and since bX� is closed� we get �x� t	 � bX� � Thus� eX� � bX��

Now assume that Bu � K only if Bu  �� and let us prove that eX�  bX�� All we
should prove is that eX� is closed� Thus� assume that �xi� ti	 � eX� and �xi� ti		 �x� t	� and

let us prove that �x� t	 � eX� � There is nothing to prove if t � �� since in this case ti � � for
all large enough values of i� and for those i

�xi� ti	 � eX� � �ui � Axi �Bui � tib � K� A�t��i xi	 � B�t��i ui	 � b �K� t��i xi � X�

Since xi 	 x� ti 	 t � �� we have t��i xi 	 t��x� since X is closed and contains all points

t��i xi� we get t��x � X� so that �x� t	 � X� � eX��

Now assume that t  �� Since �xi� ti	 � eX�� there exists ui such that

Axi �Bui � tib �K� � � ��	

If the sequence fBuig is bounded� we can� passing to a subsequence� assume that Bui 	 Bu�
thus coming to

Ax�Bu �K�

and� consequently� to �x� t	  �x� �	 � eX�� To complete the proof� it su�ces to demonstrate
that the sequence fBuig is bounded� Indeed� let us set vi k Bui k��� ui� so that k Bvi k� ��
passing to a subsequence� we can assume that Bvi 	 Bv � �� From � � ��	 it follows that

Bv  lim
i

�
Bvi� k Bui k��� �Bxi � tib�

 �K
�recall that xi 	 x� ti 	 �	� Thus� there exists v such that Bv � � and Bv � K� which is a

contradiction�

K��� Projective transformation� of a CQr function� The operation with functions related
to taking conic hull of a convex set is the projective transformation� which converts a function
f�x	 � Rn � R � f�g �� into the function

f	�x� s	 
 sf�x�s	 � fs � �g 	Rn � R � f�g�

The epigraph of f	 is the conic hull of the epigraph of f with excluded origin�

f�x� s� t	 j s � �� t � f	�x� s	g 

!
�x� s� t	 j s � �� s��t � f�s��x	

"



!
�x� s� t	 j s � �� s���x� t	 � Epiffg" �

The closure cl Epiff	g is the epigraph of certain function� let it be denoted bf	�x� s	� this function
is called the projective transformation of f � E�g�� the fractional�quadratic function from Example
� is the projective transformation of the function f�x	 
 xTx� Note that the function bf	�x� s	
not necessarily coincides with f	�x� s	 even in the open half�space s � �� this is the case if and
only if the epigraph of f is closed �or� which is the same� f is lower semicontinuous� whenever
xi � x and f�xi	 � a� we have f�x	 � a	� We are about to demonstrate that the projective
transformation nearly preserves� CQ�representability�

Let f � Rn � R � f�g be a lower semicontinuous function which is CQr�

f�x� t	 j t � f�x	g 
 f�t� x	 j �u � Ax  tp Bu  b �K �g � ������	

�� Recall that �a function� for us means a proper function � one which takes a �nite value at least at one point



�
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K being a direct product of Lorentz cones
 Assume that the CQR is such that
Bu �K � implies that Bu 
 �
 Then the projective transformation bf	 of f is CQr�
namely�

Epif bf	g 
 f�x� t� s	 j s � �� �u � Ax tp  Bu  sb �K �g �

Indeed� let us set

G  f�x� t� s	 j �u � s � �� Ax� tp� Bu� sb �K �g �

As we remember from the previous combination rule� G is exactly the closed conic hull of

the epigraph of f � i�e�� is the epigraph of bf��
L� The polar of a convex set� Let X � Rn be a convex set containing the origin� The polar

of X is the set

X� 

n
y � Rn j yTx � � �x � X

o
�

E�g��

� the polar of the singleton f�g is the entire space�

� the polar of the entire space is the singleton f�g�

� the polar of a linear subspace is its orthogonal complement �why�	�

� the polar of a closed convex pointed cone with a nonempty interior is minus the dual cone
�why�	�

It is worthy of mentioning that the polarity is symmetric�� if X is a closed convex set containing
the origin� then so is X�� and twice taken polar is the original set� �X�	� 
 X �

We are about to prove that the polarity X � X� nearly preserves� CQ�representability�

Let X � Rn� � � X � be a CQr set�

X 
 fx j �u � Ax Bu  b �K �g � ������	

K being a direct product of Lorentz cones


Assume that there exists )x� )u such that

A)x B)u  b �K ��

Then the polar of X is the CQr set

X� 

n
y j �� � AT �  y 
 �� BT� 
 �� bT� � �� � �K �

o
������	

Indeed� consider the following conic quadratic problem�

�yTx	 min j Ax� Bu� b �K � �Py	
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the design variables being x� u� A vector y belongs toX� if and only if �Py	 is below bounded�
and its optimal value is at least ��� Since �Py	 is strictly feasible� by Conic Duality Theorem
this is the case if and only if the dual problem

�bT � 	 max j AT �  �y�BT �  �� � �K �

�recall that K is self�dual	 has a feasible solution with the value of the dual objective at least
��� Thus�

X� 
!
y j �� � AT � � y  �� BT �  �� bT� 
 �� � �K �

"
�

as claimed in � � ��	� It remains to note thatX� is obtained from the CQr setK by operations

preserving CQ�representability� intersection with the CQr set f� j BT �  �� bT� 
 �g and

subsequent a�ne mapping � �	 �AT ��

L��� The Legendre transformation of a CQr function� The operation with functions related
to taking polar of a convex set is the Legendre transformation� The Legendre transformation of
a function f�x	 � Rn � R � f�g is the function

f��y	 
 sup
x

h
yTx � f�x	

i
�

E�g��

� the Legendre transformation of a constant f�x	 
 c is the function

f��y	 

��c� y 
 �
 �� y �
 � �

� the Legendre transformation of an a�ne function f�x	 
 aTx b is the function

f��y	 

��b� y 
 a
 �� y �
 a

�

� the Legendre transformation of a convex quadratic form f�x	 
 �
�x

TDTDx bTx c with
rectangular D such that KerDT 
 f�g is the function

f��y	 

�

�
��y � b	TDT �DDT 	��D�y � b	� c� y � b � ImDT

 �� otherwise
�

It is worthy of mentioning that the Legendre transformation is symmetric� if f is a proper convex
lower semicontinuous funcion �i�e�� a function with nonempty closed convex epigraph	� then so
is f�� and twice take� the Legendre transformation recovers the original function� �f�	� 
 f �

We are about to prove that the Legendre transformation nearly preserves� CQ�representability�

Let f � Rn � R � f�g be CQr�

f�x� t	 j t � f�x	g 
 f�t� x	 j �u � Ax tp  Bu  b �K �g �
K being a direct product of Lorentz cones
 Assume that there exist )x� )t� )u such that

A)x )tp B)u  b �K ��

Then the Legendre transformation of f is the CQr set

Epiff�g 

n
�y� s	 j �� � AT � 
 �y� BT� 
 �� pT� 
 �� s � bT�� � �K �

o
� �������	



�
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Indeed� we have

Epiff�g 
!
�y� s	 j yTx� f�x	 
 s �x" 

!
�y� s	 j yTx� t 
 s ��x� t	 � Epiffg" �

� � ���	
Consider the conic quadratic program

�yTx� t	 min j Ax� tp� Bu� b � K� �Py	

with design variables x� t� u� By � � ���	� a pair �y� s	 belongs to the epigraph of f� if and
only if �Py	 is below bounded with optimal value � �s� Since �Py	 is strictly feasible� this
is the case if and only if the dual problem

�bT � 	 max j AT �  �y�BT �  �� pT�  �� � �K �

has a feasible solution with the value of the dual objective � �s� Thus�

Epiff�g 
!
�y� s	 j �� � AT �  �y�BT �  �� pT �  �� s � bT �� � �K �

"
as claimed in � � ���	� It remains to note that the right hand side set in � � ���	 is CQr

�as a set obtained from the CQr set K � Rs by operations preserving CQ�representability

� intersection with the set f� j BT �  �� pT�  �� bT� 
 sg and subsequent a�ne mapping

� �	 �AT �	�

M� Taking convex hull of a number of sets� Let Y � Rn be a set� Its convex hull is the
smallest convex set which contains Y �

Conv�Y 	 


���x 

kxX
i��

�ixi j xi � x� �i � ��
X
i

�i 
 �

���
The closed convex hull Conv�Y 	 
 cl Conv�Y 	 of Y is the smallest closed convex set containing
Y �

Following Yu� Nesterov� let us prove that taking convex hull nearly preserves� CQ�
representability�

Let X�� ���� Xk � Rn be closed convex CQr sets�

Xi 
 fx j Aix Biui  bi �Ki �� i 
 �� ���� kg� �������	

Ki being direct product of Lorentz cones

Then the CQr set

Y 
 fx j ���� ���� �k� t�� ���� tk� ��� ���� �k ������
A�x

�  B��
�  t�b�

A�x
�  B��

�  t�b�
���

Akx
k  Bk�

k  tkbk

����	 �K ��

t�� ���� tk � ��
��  ��� �k 
 x

t�  ��� tk 
 �g�
K 
 K� 	 ���	Kk

�������	
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is between the convex hull and the closed convex hull of the set X� � ��� �Xk�

Conv�
k#
i��

Xi	 � X � Conv�
k#
i��

Xi	�

In particular� if� in addition to CQ�representability�
�i	 all Xi are bounded�

or
�ii	 Xi 
 Zi W � where Zi are closed and bounded sets and W is a convex closed

set�
then

Conv�
k#
i��

Xi	 
 Y 
 Conv�
k#
i��

Xi	

is CQr


First� the set Y clearly contains Conv�
kS
i��

Xi	� Indeed� since the sets Xi are convex� the

convex hull of their union is�
x 

kX
i��

tix
i j xi � Xi� ti � ��

kX
i��

ti  �

$
�why�	� for a point

x 
kX
i��

tix
i

�
xi � Xi� ti � ��

kX
i��

ti  �

�
�

there exist ui� i  �� ���� k� such that

Aix
i � Biu

i � bi �Ki
��

We get
x  �t�x�	 � ���� �tkxk	

 �� � ���� �k�
��i  tix

i��
t�� ���� tk � ��

t� � ���� tk  ��
Ai�

i � Bi�
i � tibi �Ki

�� i  �� ���� k�
��i  tiu

i��

� � ���	

so that x � Y �see the de�nition of Y 	�
To complete the proof that Y is between the convex hull and the closed convex hull of

k#
i��

Xi� it remains to verify that if x � Y � then x is contained in the closed convex hull of

k#
i��

Xi� Let us somehow choose $xi � Xi� for properly chosen $ui we have

Ai$x
i �Bi$u

i � bi �Ki
�� i  �� ���� k� � � ���	

Since x � Y � there exist ti� �i� �i satisfying the relations

x  �� � ���� �k�
t�� ���� tk � ��

t� � ���� tk  ��
Ai�

i � Bi�
i � tibi �Ki

�� i  �� ���� k�

� � ���	



�
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In view of the latter relations and � � ���	� we have for � 	  	 ��

Ai���� 	�i � k��$xi� �Bi���� 	�i � k��$ui� � ���� 	ti � k���bi �Ki
��

setting
ti��  �� � 	ti � k���
xi�  t��i��

�
��� 	�i � k��$xi

 
�

ui�  t��i��
�
��� 	�i � k��$ui

 
�

we get
Aix

i
� �Biu

i
� � bi �Ki

��
xi� � Xi�

t���� ���� tk�� � ��
t��� � ���� tk��  �

�
x� � Pk

i�� ti��x
i
�

� Conv�
k#
i��

Xi	�

On the other hand� by construction we have

x� 
kX
i��

�
��� 	�i � k��$xi

 	 x 
kX
i��

�i� 	 ���

so that x belongs to the closed convex hull of
k#
i��

Xi� as claimed�

It remains to verify that in the cases of �i	� �ii	 the convex hull of
k#
i��

Xi is the same as

the closed convex hull of this union� �i	 is a particular case of �ii	 corresponding to W  f�g�
so that it su�ces to prove �ii	� Assume that

xt 
Pk

i�� �ti�zti � pti�	 x� i	�
�zti � Zi� pti �W��ti � ��

P
i �ti  ��

and let us prove that x belongs to the convex hull of the union of Xi� Indeed� since Zi are
closed and bounded� passing to a subsequence� we may assume that

zti 	 zi � Zi and �ti 	 �i as t	��

It follows that the vectors

pt 
mX
i��

�tipti  xt �
kX
i��

�tizti

converge as t	�� since W is closed and convex� the limit p of these vectors belongs to W �
We now have

x  lim
i��

�
kX
i��

�tizti � pt

�


kX
i��

�izi � p 
kX
i��

�i�zi � p��

so that x belongs to the convex hull of the union of Xi �as a convex combination of points

zi � p � Xi	�
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N� Theorem on superposition� Let f
 � R
m � R � f �g� � 
 �� ���� m be CQr functions�

t � f
�x	� �u
 j A
�x� t� u

	 �K�

��

where K
 is a direct product of Lorentz cones� and let

f � Rm � R � f �g

be CQr�
t � f�y	� �v j A�y� t� v	 �K ��

K being a direct produc of the Lorentz cones�
Assume that f is monotone with respect to the usual partial order�

y� � y�� � f�y�	 � f�y��	�

and that the superposition

g�x	 


�
f�f��x	� ���� fm�x		 f
�x	 � �� � 
 �� ���� m
 � otherwise

is a function �i�e�� is �nite at least at one point	�

Theorem ����� In the situation in question� the superposition g is CQr with CQR

t � g�x	� �t�� ���� tm� u�� ���� um� v �
�

A
�x� t
� u

	 �K�

�� � 
 �� ���� m
A�t�� ���� tm� t� v	 �K � �������	

Proof of this simple statement is left to the reader�

Remark ����� If part of the inner� functions f
� say� f�� ���� fk� are a�ne� it su�ces to require
the monotonicity of the outer� function f with respect to the variables yk	�� ���� ym only� A
CQR for the superposition in this case becomes

t � g�x	� �tk	�� ���� tm� uk	�� ���� um� v �
�

A
�x� t
� u
	 �K�
�� � 
 k  �� ���� m

A�f��x	� f��x	� ���� fk�x	� tk	�� tk	�� ���� tm� t� v	 �K �
�������	

����� More examples of CQ�representable functions�sets

Now we are enough equipped to build the dictionary of CQ�representable functions�sets� We
already have the elementary� part of the dictionary� now let us add a more advanced� part
of it�

�� Convex quadratic form g�x	 
 xTQx qTx r� Q being a positive semide�nite symmetric
matrix� is CQr�
Indeed� Q is positive semide�nite symmetric and therefore can be decomposed as Q  DTD� so that
g�x	 k Dx k�� �qTx � r� We see that g is obtained from our 
raw materials� � the squared Euclidean
norm and an a�ne function � by a�ne substitution of argument and addition�

Here is an explicit CQR of g�

f�x� t	 j xTDTDx � qTx� r 
 tg  f�x� t	 j
�������� Dx

t�qT x�r
�

��������
�


 t� qTx� r

�
g � � ���	



�
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�� The cone K  f�x� 
�� 
�	 � Rn �R�R j 
�� 
� � �� 
�
� � xTxg is CQr�
Indeed� the set is just denotation of the epigraph of a fractional�quadratic function xTx�s� see Example
�� we simply write 
� instead of s and 
� instead of t�

Here is an explicit CQR for the set�

K  f�x� 
�� 
�	 j
��������� x

�����
�

���������
�


 
� � 
�
�

g � � ���	

Surprisingly� our set is just the Lorenz cone� more precisely� its inverse image under the one�to�one linear
mapping �� x


�

�

�A �	
�� x

�����
�

�����
�

�A �

�� The 
half�cone� K�
�  f�x�� x�� t	 � R
 j x�� x� � �� � 
 t 
 px�x�g is CQr�

Indeed� our set is the intersection of the cone ft� 
 x�x�� x�� x� � �g from the previous example and the
half�space t � ��

Here is the explicit CQR of K��

K�  f�x�� x�� t	 j t � ��

��������� t
x��x�

�

���������
�


 x� � x�
�

g� � � ���	

��� The hypograph of the geometric mean � the set K�  f�x�� x�� t	 � R
 j x�� x� � �� t 
 p
x�x�g

� is CQr�
Note the di�erence with the previous example � now t is not required to be nonnegative�

Here is the explicit CQR for K� �cf� Example �	�

K� 

�
�x�� x�� t	 j �� � t 
 � � � � ��

��������� �
x��x�

�

���������
�


 x� � x�
�

�
�

��� The hypograph of the geometric mean of �l variables � the set K�l  f�x�� ���� x�l� t	 � R�l�� j
xi � �� i  �� ���� �l� t 
 �x�x����x�l	

���lg � is CQr�

To see that K�l is CQr and to get a CQR of this set� it su�ces to iterate the construction of Example
��� Indeed� let us add to our initial variables a number of additional x�variables�

� let us call �l our original x�variables the variables of level 	 and write x��i instead of xi� Let us add
one new variable of level � per every two variables of level �� Thus� we add �l�� variables x��i of level ��

� similarly� let us add one new variable of level � per every two variables of level �� thus adding �l��

variables x��i� then we add one new variable of level  per every two variables of level �� and so on� until
level l with a single variable xl�� is built�

Now let us look at the following system S of constraints�

layer �� x��i 
 px���i��x���i� x��i� x���i��� x���i � �� i  �� ���� �l��

layer �� x��i 
 px���i��x���i� x��i� x���i��� x���i � �� i  �� ���� �l��

�����������������
layer l� xl�� 
 pxl����xl����� xl��� xl����� xl���� � �
��	 t 
 xl��

The inequalities of the �rst layer say that the variables of the zero and the �rst level should be nonnegative

and every one of the variables of the �rst level should be 
 the geometric mean of the corresponding pair

of our original x�variables� The inequalities of the second layer add the requirement that the variables

of the second level should be nonnegative� and every one of them should be 
 the geometric mean of

the corresponding pair of the �rst level variables� etc� It is clear that if all these inequalities and ��	

are satis�ed� then t is 
 the geometric mean of x�� ���� x�l� Vice versa� given nonnegative x�� ���� x�l and

a real t which is 
 the geometric mean of x�� ���� x�l� we always can extend these data to a solution of
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S� In other words� K�l is the projection of the solution set of S onto the plane of our original variables

x�� ���� x�l� t� It remains to note that the set of solutions of S is CQr �as the intersection of CQr sets

f�v� p� q� r	 � RN �R

� j r 


p
qpg� see Example �	� so that its projection also is CQr� To get a CQR of

K�l � it su�ces to replace the inequalities in S with their conic quadratic equivalents explicitly given by

Example ��

What about functions which look very di�erent from something quadratic� e�g�� what about
the function g�x	 
 x��� on the axis� Is it CQr� If the question is to be interpreted literally��
the answer is de�nite no� � the function in question is non�convex� An absolutely evident
observation is as follows�

��	 A CQr set X always is convex �as the projection of the set of solutions of
a system of convex inequalities k �j�x� u	 k� ��j�x� y	 � � in the space of �x� u	�
variables onto the space of x�variables�


Consequently� a CQr function necessarily is convex � since its epigraph must be
a CQr� and therefore convex� set


Our question about the function x��� admits� however� a meaningful modi�cation� Namely�
the function x���� same as every power function xp with p � �� is convex on the nonnegative
ray� extending the function by the value � onto the negative ray� we get a convex function
xp	� x	 
 maxfx� �g� and we may ask whether this function is CQr� In particular� what about
CQ�representativity of the function x

���
	 � The answer is a�rmative� and here is the construction�

We know from Example �� that the set

K�  f�y�� ���� y�� s	 � R��
� j s 
 �y�y����y�	

���g

is CQr� Now let us make all our �� variables y�� ���� y�� s a�ne functions of just two variables
�� t as follows�

� the variable s and �rst � of the variables yi are identically equal to ��
� the next  of the variables yi are identically equal to t�
� the rest of the variables �i�e�� the last four variables yi	 are identically equal to ��
We have de�ned certain a�ne mapping from R� to R��� What is the inverse image of

K� under this mapping� It is the set

K  f��� t	 � R�
� j � 
 ����t
��g

 f��� t	 � R�
� j t � ���
g�

Thus� the set K is CQr �as an inverse image of the CQr set K�	� and we can easily get
explicit CQR of K from the one of K� �see Example ��	� On the other hand� the set K is


almost� the epigraph of �
��

� � it is the part of this epigraph in the �rst quadrant� And it

is easy to get the 
complete� epigraph from this part� it su�ces to note that the epigraph

E of x
��

� is the projection of the  D set

K �  f�x� �� t	 j � � �� x 
 �� ���
 
 tg

onto the �x� t	�plane� and that the set K� clearly is CQr along with K� Indeed� to obtain K�

from K one should �rst pass from K to its direct product with the x�axis � to the set

K�  f�x� �� t	 j ��� t	 � Kg

� and then to intersect K� with the half�space given by the inequality x 
 �� Thus� to
obtain the epigraph E we are interested in from the CQr set K� one should successively



�
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� pass from K to its direct product with the real axis R �note that the second factor
clearly is CQr�	

� intersect the result with a half�space

� project the result onto �D plane of the variables �x� t	�

All these operations preserve the CQ�representability and yield an explicit CQr for E�

ft � x
��

� g � ���� u	 � fx 
 �g & S��� ���� �% &z '

�

� t� ���� t% &z '



� �� ���� �% &z '
�

� ��u	�

where S�y� t�u	 denotes the system of c�q�i�!s from the CQR of K� ��� u being the vector of
additional variables for the latter CQR�

The outlined construction might look too sophisticated� well� with small experience the

derivations of this type become much easier and transparent than� say� arithmetic manipu�

lations required to solve a  �  system of linear equations���

Of course� the particular values � and � in our x
���
	 �exercise� play no signi�cant role� and

we arrive at the following

��� The convex increasing power function x
p�q
	 of rational degree p�q � � is CQr�

Indeed� given positive integers p� q� p � q� let us choose the smallest integer l such that p � q 
 �l� and
consider the CQr set

K�l  f�y�� ���� y�l� s	 � R�l��
� j s 
 �y�y����y�l	

���lg� � � ���	

Setting r  �l � p� consider the following a�ne parameterization of the variables from R�l�� by two
variables �� t�

� s and r �rst variables yi are identically equal to � �note that we still have �l � r  p � q 
unused�
variables yi	�

� q next variables yi are identically equal to t�

� the remaining yi!s are identically equal to ��

The inverse image of K�l under this mapping is CQr and is the set

K  f��� t	 � R�
� j ���r��

l 
 tq��
lg  f��� t	 � R�

� j t � �p�qg�

The epigraph of xp�q� can be obtained from the CQr set K by the same preserving CQ�representability

operations as in the case of p�q  �� �

��� The decreasing power function g�x	 


�
x�p�q� x � �
 �� x � � of rational degree �p�q � � is

CQr�
Same as in ��� given integer p� q � � we choose the smallest integer l such that �l � p � q� consider the
CQr set � � ���	 and parameterize a�nely the variables yi� s by two variables �x� t	 as follows�

� s and the �rst �l � p� q of yi!s are identically equal to one�

� p of the remaining yi!s are identically equal to x� and q last of yi!s are identically equal to t�

It is immediately seen that the inverse image ofK�l under the indicated a�ne mapping is the epigraph

of g�

��� The even power function g�x	 
 x�p on the axis �p is a positive integer	 is CQr�

Indeed� we already know that the sets P  f�x� �� t	 � R
 j x� 
 �g and K �  f�x� �� t	 � R
 j � 

�� �p 
 tg are CQr �both sets are direct products of an axis and the sets with already known to us CQR!s	�
It remains to note that the epigraph of g is the projection of P �Q onto the �x� t	�plane�

��i�e�� S�y� t�u� is a Boolean function taking values true of false depending on whether the �y� t� u� satisfy or
does not satisfy the c�q�i� s in question
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Note that Example �� along with our combination rules allows to build a CQR for an arbitrary

evidently convex� polynomial p�x	 on the axis� i�e�� for every polynomial of the form

p�x	 
LX
l��

plx
�l� pi � ��

We see how strong are the expressive abilities� of c�q�i��s� they allow to handle a wide
variety of essentially di�erent functions and sets� We see also how powerful is our �in its essence
absolutely trivial�	 calculus� of CQ�representable functions and sets�

��� More applications

We now are enough equipped to consider more applications of Conic Quadratic Programming�

����� Tschebyshev approximation in relative scale

The material of this Section originates from !�"� Recall that in the Tschebyshev approximation
problem we are looking for a linear combination of given basic functions fi�t	 which is as close
as possible to a given target function f��t	� all functions being de�ned on a given �nite set T �
In the usual version of the problem� the quality of an approximation

P
i xifi�t	 is measured by

the largest� over t � T � absolute deviation between the approximation and the target function�
In a number of applications absolute deviation does not make much sense� the target function
is positive� so should be its approximation� and the deviation we indeed are interested in is the
relative one� A natural way to measure the relative deviation between two positive reals a� b is
to look at the smallest � 
 ��a� b	 such that both

a�b � �  �� b�a � �  ��

or� which is the same� the smallest � such that

�

�  �
� a

b
� �  ��

With this approach� the relative� Tschebyshev problem becomes

min
x
max
t�T

��f��t	�
X
i

xifi�t		�

where we should add the constraints that
P

i xifi�t	 � �� t � T � in order to meet the requirement
of positivity of the approximation� The resulting problem can be written equivalently as

� � min j
X
i

xifi�t	 � ��  �	f��t	� f��t	 � ��  �	
X
i

xifi�t	� �t � T�

the variables being �� x� All nonlinear constraints we get are the hyperbolic constraints the
product of two nonnegative a�ne forms of the design variables must be � a given positive
constant�� and the sets given by these constraints are CQr �see Example �	� Thus� the problem
is equivalent to a conic quadratic program�
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����� Robust Linear Programming

Consider an LP program
cTx � min j Ax� b � � �LP	

When such a problem arises in applications� its data c� A� b not always are not known exactly�
what is typically known is a domain U in the space of data � an uncertainty set� � which for sure
contains the actual� �unknown	 data� On the other hand� there are situations in reality where
our decision x must satisfy the actual� constraints� whether we know them or not� Assume�
e�g�� that �LP	 is a model of a technological process in Chemical Industry� so that entries of x
represent the amounts of di�erent kinds of materials participating in the process� Our process
typically is comprised of a number of decomposition�recombination stages� and we are supposed
to take care of the natural balance restrictions� the amount of every material to be used at
a particular stage cannot exceed the amount of the same material yielded by the preceding
stages� In a meaningful production plan� the balance inequalities must be satis�ed� at the same
time these inequalities typically involve coe�cients a�ected by unavoidable uncertainty of the
contents of the raw materials� time�varying parameters of the technological devices� etc�

In the situation when all we know about the data is a set U they belong to� on one hand� and
we must satisfy the actual constraints� on the other hand� the only way to meet the requirements
is to restrict ourselves with robust feasible candidate solutions x � those satisfying all possible
realizations of the uncertain constraints� i�e�� such that

Ax� b � � �!A� b" �c � �c� A� b	 � U � ������	

In order to choose among these robust feasible solutions the best possible� we should decide how
to aggregate� various realizations of the objective in something single� To be methodologically
consistent� it makes sense to use the same worst�case�oriented approach and to use the guar�
anteed� objective f�x	 � the maximum� over all possible realizations of the objective c� value of
cTx�

f�x	 
 supfcTx j c � �!A � b" � �c� A� b	� Ug�
With this methodology� we can associate with out uncertain LP program LP�U	 �the family of
all usual � certain� � LP programs �LP	 with the data belonging to U	 its robust counterpart�
where we are seeking for robust feasible solution with the smallest possible value of the guaran�
teed objective� In other words� the robust counterpart is the optimization problem

t � min j cTx � t� Ax� b � � ��c� A� b	 � U �R	

Note that �R	 is a usual � certain� � optimization problem� but typically is not an LP pro�
gram� the structure of �R	 depends on the geometry of the uncertainty set U and can be very
complicated�

Now� in many cases it makes sense to specify the uncertainty set �which is the set in some
RN 	 as an ellipsoid � the image of the unit Euclidean ball under an a�ne mapping � or� more
generally as an intersection of �nitely many ellipsoids� And it is shown in !�" that in all these
cases the robust counterpart of an uncertain LP problem is �equivalent to	 an explicit conic
quadratic program� Thus� Robust Linear Programming with ellipsoidal uncertainty sets can be
viewed as a generic source� of conic quadratic problems�

Let us look at the robust counterpart of an uncertain LP program�
cTx � min

aTi x� bi � �� i 
 �� ���� m

$
c�A�b��U
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in the case of a simple ellipsoidal uncertainty � one where the data �ai� bi	 of i�th inequality
constraint

aTi x� bi � ��
same as the objective c� are allowed to run independently of each other through respective
ellipsoids Ei� E� Thus� we assume that the uncertainty set is

U 

�
�a�� b�� ���� am� bm� c	 j ��fui� uTi ui 
 �gmi��	 � c  c� � P�u��

�
ai
bi

�


�
a�i
b�i

�
� Piu

i� i  �� ����m

�
�

where c�� a�i � b�i are the nominal data� and Piui� i 
 �� �� ����m� represent the data perturbations�
restrictions uTi ui � � enforce these perturbations to vary in ellipsoids�

In order to realize that the robust counterpart of our uncertain LP problem is a conic
quadratic program� note that x is robust feasible if and only if for every i 
 �� ���� m we have

� � min
ui �uTi ui��



aTi !u"x� bi!u" j

�
ai!u"
bi!u"

�



�
a�i
b�i

�
 Piui

�

 �a�i x	Tx� b�i  min

ui�u
T
i ui��

uTi P
T
i

�
x
��

�

 �a�i 	

Tx� b�i �
��������PT

i

�
x
��

���������
�

Thus� x is robust feasible if and only if it satis�es the system of c�q�i��s��������PT
i

�
x
��

���������
�
� !a�i "Tx� b�i � i 
 �� ���� m�

Similarly� a pair �x� t	 satis�es all realizations of the inequality cTx � t allowed� by our ellip�
soidal uncertainty set U if and only if

cT� x k PT
� x k�� t�

Thus� the robust counterpart �R	 becomes the conic quadratic program

t � min j k PT
� x k�� �cT� x t�

��������PT
i

�
x
��

���������
�
� !a�i "Tx� b�i � i 
 �� ���� m �RLP	

Example� Robust synthesis of antenna array� Consider the same Antenna Synthesis example
as in Section ������ Mathematically� the problem we were solving was an LP program with �� variables

t	 min j �t 
 Z���i	 �
��X
j��

xjZj��i	 
 t� i  �� ���� N �Nom	

with given diagrams Zj��	 of �� 
building blocks� and a given target diagram Z���	� Let x�j be the
optimal values of the design variables� Recall that our design variables are ampli�cation coe�cients �
i�e�� characteristics of certain physical devices� In reality� of course� we cannot tune the devices to have
precisely the optimal characteristics x�j � the best we may hope at is that the actual characteristics xfctj
of the ampli�ers will coincide with the desired values x�j within small margin� say� ���' �this is a fairly
high accuracy for a physical device	�

xfctj  pjx
�
j � ����� 
 pj 
 ������

It is natural to assume that the factors pj are random with the mean value equal to �� it will be not a
great sin to suppose that these factors are independent of each other�
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Since the actual ampli�cation coe�cients di�er from their desired values x�j � the actual �random	
diagram of our array of antennae will di�er from the 
nominal� one we have found in Section ������ How
large could be the di�erence� Look at the picture�
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�Dream and reality	
 the nominal �left� solid	 and an actual �right� solid	 diagrams
�dashed� the target diagram�

Note that what is shown to the right is not 
the worst case�� we just have taken as pj a sample of ��
independent numbers distributed uniformly in ������� ������ and have plotted the diagram corresponding
to xj  pjx

�
j � Pay attention not only to the shape �completely opposite to what we need	� but also to

the scale� the target diagram varies from � to �� the nominal diagram �the one which corresponds to the
exactly optimal xj	 di�ers from the target one no more than by ������ �this is the 
nominal� optimal
value � the one of the 
nominal� problem �Nom		� The actual diagram varies from � �� to � �� and
its uniform distance from the target is ���� ���� times larger �	� We see that our nominal optimal design
is completely meaningless� it looks as if we were trying to get the worse possible result� not the best
possible one���

How could we get something better� Let us try to apply the Robust Counterpart approach� To this
end let us note that if we want the ampli�cation coe�cients to be certain xj � then the actual coe�cients
will be xfctj  pjxj � ����� 
 pj 
 ������ and the actual discrepancies will be

�i�x	  Z���i	�
��X
j��

pjxjZj��i	�

Thus� we in fact are solving an uncertain LP problem where the uncertainty a�ects the coe�cients of
the constraint matrix �those corresponding to the variables xj	� these coe�cients may vary within ���'
margin of their nominal values�

In order to apply to our uncertain LP program the Robust Counterpart approach� we should specify
the uncertainty set� The most straightforward way to do it is to say that our uncertainty is 
an inter�
val� one � every uncertain coe�cient in a given inequality constraint may� independently of all other
coe�cients� run through its own uncertainty segment 
nominal value ����'�� This approach� however�
is too conservative� we have completely ignored the fact that our pj!s are of stochastic nature and are
independent of each other� so that it is highly un�probable that all of them will simultaneously �uctuate
in 
dangerous� directions� In order to utilize statistical independence of perturbations� let us look what
happens with a particular inequality

�t 
 �i�x	 � Z���i	�
��X
j��

pjxjZj��i	 
 t � ����	

when pj !s are random� For a �xed x� the quantity �i�x	 is a random variable with the expectation

��i �x	  Z���i	 �
��X
j��

xjZj��i	
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and the standard deviation


i�x	 
p
Ef��i�x	� ��i �x		�g 

qP��
j�� x

�
jZ

�
j ��i	Ef�pj � �	�g 
 ��i�x	�

�i�x	 
qP��

j�� x
�
jZ

�
j ��i	� �  ������

In other words� 
a typical value� of �i�x	 di�ers from ��i �x	 by a quantity of order of 
i�x	� Now let
us act as an engineer which believes that a random variable never di�ers from its mean by more than
three times the standard deviation� since we are not obliged to be that concrete� let us choose a 
safety
parameter� � and ignore all events which result in j�i�x	���i �x	j � ��i�x	

�� As about remaining events
� those with j�i�x	 � ��i �x	j 
 ��i�x	 � we do take upon ourselves full responsibility for these events�
With this approach� a 
reliable deterministic version� of uncertain constraint � ����	 becomes the pair of
inequalities

�t 
 d�i �x	 � ��i�x	�
d�i �x	 � ��i�x	 
 t�

Replacing all uncertain inequalities in �Nom	 with their 
reliable deterministic versions� and recalling
the de�nition of d�i �x	 and �i�x	� we end up with the optimization problem

t	 min
s�t�

k Qix k� 
 �Z���i	 �
P��

j�� xjZj��i	� � t� i  �� ���� N

k Qix k� 
 ��Z���i	�
P��

j�� xjZj��i	� � t� i  �� ���� N

�Qi  ��Diag�Z���i	� Z���i	� ���� Z����i		�

�Rob	

It is immediately seen that �Rob	 is nothing but the robust counterpart of �Nom	 corresponding to a
simple ellipsoidal uncertainty� namely� the one as follows�

The only data of a constraint

��X
j��

Aijxj
�

 pit � qi

�all constraints in �Nom	 are of this form	 a�ected by the uncertainty are the coe�cients Aij

of the left hand side� and the di�erence dA�i� between the vector of these coe�cients and the
nominal value �Z���i	� ���� Z����i		 of the vector of coe�cients belongs to the ellipsoid

fdA�i�  ��Qiu j u � R��� uTu 
 �g�

Thus� the above speculation was nothing but a reasonable way to specify uncertainty ellipsoids�

Now let us look what are the diagrams yielded by the Robust Counterpart approach � i�e�� those given
by the robust optimal solution� These diagrams also are random �neither the nominal nor the robust
solution cannot be implemented exactly�	� it� however� turns out that they are incomparably closer to
the target �and to each other	 than the diagrams associated with the optimal solution to the 
nominal�

��� It would be better to use here �i instead of �i� we� however� did not assume that we know the distribution
of pj� this is why we replace unknown �i with its known upper bound �i
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problem� Look at a typical 
robust� diagram�
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A �Robust	 diagram� Uniform distance from the target is �������
�the safety parameter for the uncertainty ellipsoids is �  ��

With the safety parameter �  �� the robust optimal value is ������� although it is by  �' larger than
the nominal optimal value ���� �� the robust optimal value has a de�nite advantage that it indeed says
something about the quality of actual diagrams we can obtain when implementing the robust optimal
solution� in a sample of �� realizations of the diagrams corresponding to the robust optimal solution� the
uniform distances from target were varying from ������ to ���� ��

We have built robust optimal solution under the assumption that the 
implementation errors� do
not exceed ���'� What happens if in reality the errors are larger � say� �'� It turns out that nothing
that dramatic� now in a sample of �� diagrams given by the 
old� robust optimal solution �a�ected by
�� times larger 
implementation errors�	 the uniform distances from the target were varying from ���� �
to ������ Imagine what will happen with the nominal solution under the same circumstances���

The last issue to be addressed here is� why the nominal solution is so instable� And why with the
robust counterpart approach we were able to get a solution which is incomparably better� as far as 
actual
implementation� is concerned� The answer becomes clear when looking at the nominal and the robust
optimal ampli�cation coe�cients�

j � � � �  � � � � ��
xnomj ������ 
����� ��� 
������ ���� ����� 
������ ������ 
����� �����
xrobj 
������ ������ 
����� 
����� ����� ���� ����� 
����� 
������ ������

It turns out that our nominal problem is 
ill�posed� � although its optimal solution is far away from the
origin� there is a 
massive� set of 
nearly optimal� solutions� and among the latter ones we can choose
solutions of quite moderate magnitude� Indeed� here are the optimal values obtained when we add to the
constraints of �Nom	 the box constraints jxjj 
 L� j  �� ���� ���

L � �� ��� ��
 ��� ��� �� ���

Opt Val ������� ������� ���� �� ������� ������� ������� ������� �������

Since the 
implementation inaccuracies� for a solution are the larger the larger it is� there is no surprise

that the nominal solution results in a very instable actual design� In contrast to this� the Robust

Counterpart penalizes the �properly measured	 magnitude of x �look at the terms k Qix k� in the

constraints of �Rob		 and therefore yields a much more stable design� Note that this situation is typical

for many applications� the nominal solution is on the boundary on the nominal feasible domain� and

there are 
nearly optimal� solutions to the nominal problem which are in 
deep interior� of this domain�

When solving the nominal problem� we do not take any care of a reasonable tradeo� between the 
depth

of feasibility� and the optimality� any improvement in the objective is su�cient to make the solution

just marginally feasible for the nominal problem� And a solution which is only marginally feasible in

the nominal problem can easily become 
very infeasible� after the data are perturbed� which would not

be the case for a 
deeply interior� solution� With the Robust Counterpart approach� we do use certain
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tradeo� between the 
depth of feasibility� and the optimality � we are trying to �nd something like the


deepest feasible nearly optimal solution�� as a result� we normally gain a lot in stability� and if� as in our

example� there are 
deeply interior nearly optimal� solutions� we do not loose that much in optimality�

����� Truss Topology Design

We already have dealt with the TTD �Truss Topology Design	 problem in Lecture �� where we
managed to pose it as an LP program� Our knowledge� however� is not quite satisfactory� First�
all we know is how to deal with the simplest case of the problem� where we are interested to
withstand best of all a given external load� and the only restriction on the design is an upper
bound on its total volume� What to do if we should control the compliances with respect to a
number of di�erent loads� if we have restrictions� like upper and lower bounds on the volumes
of bars� etc�� Second� we do not understand what in fact was going on in Section ������ where
a highly nonlinear TTD problem by a kind of miracle became an LP program� Miracles are not
that useful as one could think � they do not yield understanding �an understood miracle is not
a miracle at all	 and therefore cannot be reproduced when necessary� We are about to improve
our understanding of the TTD problem and� in particular� to process its more general settings�

As we remember� mathematically the TTD problem from Lecture � was as follows�

Given m	m dyadic matrices bibTi � i 
 �� ���� n� and a n�dimensional vector t with
nonnegative entries �a truss�	 and an m�dimensional vector f �a load�	� we de�ne
the compliance Complf�t	 of the truss t with respect to the load f as the quantity
�
�f

T v� where v �the equilibrium displacement�	 solves the equilibrium equation

A�t	v 
 f

where the bar�sti	ness matrix A�t	 is given by

A�t	 

nX
i��

tibib
T
i �

If the equilibrium equation has no solutions� the compliance� by de�nition� is  ��
And the TTD problem was� given a ground structure �n�m� fbigni��	� a load f

and a resource� w� to �nd a truss satisfying the resource restriction

nX
i��

ti � w

�and� of course� the constraints t � �	 with the minimum possible compliance w�r�t�
f �

There are two di�erent parts in the story just recalled�
�a	 An excursion to Mechanics � the de�nition of compliance�
�b	 Formulation of a particular compliance�related optimization problem�
Instead of the particular problem �b	� we could pose other quite meaningful problems �and

we indeed shall do it in the mean time	� In order to develop a uni�ed approach to processing
all these problems� we should better understand what� mathematically� is the compliance� This
is the issue we are about to attack� and it makes sense to announce right now our �nal result�

For a given ground structure� the compliance Complf�t	� regarded as a function
of variables �t� f	� is CQ�representable
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Our local goal is to justify the announced claim and to get explicit CQR for the compliance�
Equipped with this result� we get a possibility to process mechanically� numerous versions of
the TTD problems via the machinery of Conic Quadratic Programming�

The analysis to follow basically does not depend on the fact that the components bib
T
i of the

bar�sti�ness matrix are dyadic� the essence of the matter is that they are positive semide�nite
symmetric matrices� This is why from now on assume that we are speaking about the case of
bar�sti�ness matrix A�t	 of the form

A�t	 

nX
i��

tiBiB
T
i � ������	

where Bi are m 	 ki matrices �ki 
 � for the actual TTD problem	� The compliance of the
resulting generalized truss� Complf �t	 is de�ned exactly as above � as the quantity

�
�f

T v� v
being a solution to the equilibrium equation

A�t	v 
 f� ������	

with the same as above convention Complf �t	 
  � when the equilibrium equation has no
solutions��

The Variational Principle

Our �rst observation is as follows�

Proposition ����� !Variational Description of Compliance"
Consider a ground structure �n�m�B�� ���� Bn	 along with a load f � Rm� and let t � Rn

	 be a
truss� Let us associate with these data the quadratic form ��the potential energy of the closed
system�

Ct�f�v	 
 �

�
vTA�t	v � fTv ������	

of v � Rm� The compliance Complf�t	 is �nite if and only if the form is below bounded on Rm�
and whenever it is the case� one has

�Complf�t	 
 minv Ct�f�v	� ������	

Proof� Since t � �� the matrix A�t	 is positive semide�nite� Now let us use the following general
and well�known fact�

Lemma ����� Let

A�v	 
 �

�
vTAv � bTv

be a quadratic form on Rm with symmetric positive semide�nite matrix A� Then
�i	 The form is below bounded if and only if it attains its minimum�
�ii	 The form attains its minimum if and only if the equation

Av 
 b ��	

is solvable� and if it is the case� the set of minimizers of the form is exactly the set
of solutions to the equation�
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�iii	 The minimum value of the form� if exists� is equal to ��
�b

Tv� v being �any
solution to ���

Proof� �i	� There are two possibilities�
�a	� b is orthogonal to KerA
�b	� b has a nonzero projection b� onto KerA�

In the case of �b	 the form clearly is below unbounded �look what happens when v  tb�

and t 	 �	� In the case of �a	 the equation Av  b is solvable��� at every solution to this
equation� the gradient of A vanishes� so that such a solution is a minimizer of a convex �A
is positive semide�nite�	 function A�x	� Thus� if the form is below bounded� then it attains
its minimum� and� of course� vice versa�

�ii	� Since the form is convex and smooth� its minimizers are exactly the same as its
critical points � those were the gradient vanishes� The gradient of A�v	 is Av � b� so that it
vanishes exactly at the solutions to ��	�

�iii	� Let v be a solution to ��	� or� which is the same� a minimizer of the form� From ��	

we get vTAv  bTv� so that A�v	  �
�b

Tv � bT v  ��
�b

Tv�

In view of Lemma� the energy ������	 is below bounded if and only if the equilibrium equation
������	 is solvable� and if it is the case� the minimum of the energy is ��

�f
Tv� v being a solution

to the equilibrium equation� recalling the de�nition of the compliance� we come to the desired
result�

By the way� we have obtained the following

Variational Principle� The equilibrium displacement of a truss t under an ex�
ternal load f is a minimizer of the quadratic form

�

�
vTA�t	v � fT v

of a displacement vector v over v� if the form is below unbounded� there is no
equilibrium at all


This is a typical for Mechanics�Physics variational principle�� these principles state that
equilibria in certain physical systems are critical points �in good cases � even minimizers	 of
properly chosen energy functionals�� Variational principles are extremely powerful� and in
mechanical� electrical���� applications the issue of primary importance is whether the model is
governed by a tractable� variational principle��

From Variational Principle to CQ�representation of compliance

Step �� Let us look at the epigraph

C 
 f�t� f � �	 j t � �� � � Complf�t	g

of the compliance in the domain t � �� Our goal is to �nd an explicit CQR of this set� to this
purpose let us start with a little bit smaller set

C� 
 f�t� f� �	 j t � �� � � Complf �t	g�

Proposition ����� provides us with the following description of C and C��
	� Linear Algebra says that a linear system Px � q is solvable if and only if q is orthogonal to KerPT � we use

this fact for the particular case of P � PT
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�C	� The set C is comprised of all triples �t � �� f� �	 such that the quadratic form

Q�v	 

�

�
vTA�t	v � fTv  �

of v � Rm is nonnegative everywhere

�C�	� The set C is comprised of all triples �t � �� f� �	 such that the form Q�v	 is

positive everywhere


�C�	 says that certain convex quadratic inequality � namely� the inequality
Q�v	 � � ������	

� has no solutions� As we remember� a convex quadratic inequality can be represented via a
conic quadratic inequality� what is the latter inequality in the case of ������	� The answer is
immediate� let us set

B�t	 

p
�

�BB�
p
t�B

T
�p

t�B
T
�

���p
tnB

T
n

�CCA � ������	

The bar�sti�ness matrix is

A�t	 

nX
i��

tiBiB
T
i 


�

�
BT �t	B�t	�

so that the quadratic form Q�v	 can be written down as

Q�v	 

�

�
vTBT �t	B�t	v�fT v � 


�

�

h
k B�t	v k��  ��� fT v  �	� � ��  fT v � �	�

i
� ������	

We come to the following

Observation� Inequality ��
�
�� has no solutions if and only if the conic quadratic
inequality ��������� B�t	v

�� fTv  �

���������
�
� �  fTv � � �������	

with variables v has no solution

Indeed� the relation between the inequalities � ����	 and � �����	 is as follows� the �rst�

in view of � ����	� is the inequality �
�P

��v	 
 �
�p

��v	� while the second is P �v	 
 p�v	� P �v	

being the Euclidean norm of certain vector depending on v� Taking into account that P ��	
always is nonnegative and that p�v	  �� fT v� � must be nonnegative at every solution of

� ����	� we conclude that both inequalities have the same set of solutions�

Step �� As we have seen� C� is exactly the set of values of the parameter� �t� f� �	 for which
the q�c�i� �������	 is not solvable� We claim that in fact one can say more�

��	 When the parameter �t� f� �	 is in C�� the c
q
i
 �������	 is not even �almost
solvable� �see Proposition �����	�

Indeed� � �����	 is of the form

Av � b �
��B�t	v
�fT v
�fT v

�A �
�� �
��� �
�� � �

�A �Lk � � �����	
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with certain k� Assume that �t� f� � 	 � C� What we should prove is that then all c�q�i�!s of
the form ��B�t	v

�fT v
�fT v

�A�
�� 
��� � � �
�� � � � �

�A �Lk � � �����	

with small enough perturbation vector  and scalars �� � also are not solvable� Assume that
� �����	 with some �xed perturbations � �� � has a solution� Then the quadratic inequality

�

�
k B�t	v �  k�� �

�

�
��� � � fT v � �	

� 
 �

�
�� � � � fT v � �	

�

with unknown v has a solution� The inequality is of the form

�
�v

TA�t	v � FT �� �� �	v � T �� �� �	 � �
�v

TA�t	v � �
�
�B

T �t	�
�
�� �����

�

�
f
 T

v

� 	���������	�������
�


 ��
� ���� 	

Now� since � ����	 has no solutions� we have f  A�t	e� e being a minimizer of the unper�
turbed quadratic form Q�v	 �see Lemma  ����	� Now� since A�t	  BT �t	B�t	� the image
of A�t	 is exactly the same as the image of BT �t	� and A�t	 is invertible on its image� in
other words� there exists a matrix R such that BT �t	z  A�t	RBT �t	z for every z� and� in
particular� BT �t	  A�t	RBT �t	� We see that the vector

v�� �� �	 

�
�� � � �

�

�
e �

�

�
RBT �t	

is a minimizer� over v� of the left hand side in � ���� 	� the only important for us observa�

tion is that it depends continuously on the perturbation �� �� �	� The coe�cients of the

quadratic form of v in the left hand side of � ���� 	 also are continuous in the perturbation�

consequently� the minimum� over v� value of the form also depends continuously on the per�

turbation� This is all we need� assuming that the conclusion in ��	 fails to be true for a �xed

triple �t� f� � 	 � C�� we would conclude that there exist arbitrarily small perturbations such

that the � ���� 	 has a solution� so that the minimum of the left hand side in � ���� 	 over

v for these perturbations is nonpositive� By continuity� it follows that the minimum value

of the quadratic form in the left hand side of � ���� 	 is nonpositive when the perturbation

is � as well� i�e�� that the minimum value of the quadratic form Q�v	 is nonpositive� But

then � ����	 has a solution �recall that below bounded quadratic form achieves its minimum	�

which is impossible � the 
parameter� �t� f� � 	 belongs to C� �

Step �� In fact ��	 can be easily strengthened to the following statement�

���	 A triple �t� f� �	 with t � � belongs to C� if and only if �������	 is not almost
solvable
 Indeed� the �relatively di�cult	 
only if� part is given by ��	� And the 
if� part

is immediate� we should prove that if t � � and �t� f� � 	 does not belong to C�� i�e�� if

infv Q�v	 
 � �see �C�	� then � �����	 is almost solvable� But in the case in question the c�q�i�

� �����	 is simply solvable� even without 
almost�� Indeed� we remember from Observation

that � �����	 is solvable if and only if � ����	 is so� Now� if the form Q is below bounded� its

minimum is achieved� so that under the assumption infv Q�v	 
 � � ����	 is solvable� And

in the case when Q is not below bounded� � ����	 is solvable by evident reasons�
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Step �� Combining ���	 with Proposition �������iii	� we come to the following result�

Lemma ����� A triple �t� f� �	 with � � � belongs to the set C�� i�e�� Complf�t	 � � � if and
only if there exists a vector � of proper dimension satisfying the relations �cf� �������	

AT� 
 �� bT� � �� � �Lk �� �������	

Now let us look what in fact �������	 says� Recalling the de�nition of B�t	 and looking at
�������	� we see that

AT 
 !
p
�t�B��

p
�t�B�� ����

p
�tnBn��f � f "

bT 
 !�� ���� ����� � ���  � "

Partitioning � accordingly� �T 
 !w�� ���� �wn� p� q"� we can rewrite the relations in �������	
equivalently as

�a	
Pn

i����ti	
���Biwi 
 �p� q	f �

�b	 p���� �	  q���  �	 � ��

�c	
q�Pn

i�� w
T
i wi

 
 p� � q�

�������	

Given a solution �fwig� p� q	 to �������	� let us note that in such a solution necessarily p �
 q
�and� therefore� p � q by �c		� Indeed� otherwise �b	 would imply ��q � �� which is impossible
in view of �c	� Consequently� we can de�ne the vectors

si 
 ��q � p	��
p
�tiwi�

and with respect to these vectors �������	 becomesPn
i��Bisi 
 fPn
i��

sTi si
�ti

� q	p
q�p

� ��

�������	

the concluding inequality being given by ���������b		
We have covered ��# of the way to our target� namely� have basically proved the following

Lemma ����� A triple �t � �� f� �	 is such that Complf �t	 � � if and only if there exist vectors
si� i 
 �� ���� n� satisfying the relations Pn

i��Bisi 
 fPn
i��

sTi si
�ti

� �
�������	

�from now on� by de�nition� ��� 
 � and a�� 
  � when a � ��

Proof� Lemma  ���� says that if Complf �t	 	 � � then � �����	 is solvable� and as we just have seen� a
solution to � �����	 can be converted to a solution of � �����	� Vice versa� given a solution fsigni�� to
� �����	� we can �nd q � ��� satisfying the relations

nX
i��

sTi si
�ti

	 �q � � 	 � �

setting p  q��� wi  ���ti	����si �wi  � when ti  �	� we get� as it is immediately seen� a solution to

� �����	� or� which is the same� to � �����	� by the same Lemma  ����� it follows that Complf �t	 	 � �
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Step �� It remains to cover the concluding �# of the way to the target� and here it is�

Proposition ����� A triple �t� f� �	 belongs to the epigraph of the function Complf �t	 �extended
by the value  � to the set of those t�s which are not nonnegative� i�e�� Complf�t	 � � � if and
only if there exist vectors si� i 
 �� ���� n� such that the following relations are satis�ed	

�a	
Pn

i��Bisi 
 f

�b	
Pn

i��
sTi si
�ti

� �

�c	 t � �

�������	

In particular� the function Complf �t	 is CQ�representable�

Proof� If we can extend a given triple �t� f� � 	� by properly chosen si!s� to a solution of � �����	� then�
by Lemma  ��� � Complf �t	 	 � � for every � � � � � whence Complf �t	 
 � � Vice versa� assume that
Complf �t	 
 � � Then for sure Complf �t	 	 � � �� and by Lemma  ��� the optimization problem

min
s������sn

�
nX
i��

sTi si
�ti

j
nX
i��

Bisi  f

$
�P	

is feasible� But this is� essentially� a problem of minimizing a convex quadratic nonnegative objective over
an a�ne plane �for those i with ti  �� si should be zeros� and we may simply ignore the corresponding
terms	� Therefore the problem is solvable� Let s�i form an optimal solution� and �� the optimal value
in �P	� By Lemma  ��� � if � � Complf �t	� then

Pn
i����ti	

���s�i 	
T s�i  �� 	 � � Consequently� if

� � Complf �t	� then
Pn

i����ti	
���s�i 	

T s�i 
 � � so that s�i form the required solution to � �����	�

It remains to prove that the compliance� regarded as a function of t� f � is CQr� But this is clear � the

function
P

i��ti	
��sTi si is CQr �as a sum of fractional�quadratic functions	� so that the second inequality

in � �����	 de�nes a CQr set� All remaining relations in � �����	 are linear inequalities and equations� and

from our 
calculus� of CQr sets we know that constraints of this type do not spoil CQ�representability�

�

Remark ����� Note that after the CQr description �������	 of the epigraph of compliance is
guessed� it can be justi�ed directly by a more or less simple reasoning �this� is� basically� how we
handled the TTD problem in Lecture �	� The goal of our exposition was not merely to justify
�������	� but to demonstrate that one can derive this representation quite routinely from the
Variational Principle �which is the only methodologically correct� de�nition of compliance	 and
from the rule when looking at a convex quadratic inequality� do not trust your eyes� what you
see is a conic quadratic inequality��

Remarks and conclusions

Mechanical interpretation of Proposition ����� is very transparent� Consider the case
of a true� truss � the one where Bi 
 bi are just vectors� Here si are reals� and from the
mechanical viewpoint� si represents the magnitude of the reaction force in bar i divided by the
length of the bar � reaction force per unit length�� With this interpretation� Bisi 
 sibi is
the reaction force in bar i� and the equation

Pm
i��Bisi 
 f in �������	 says that the sum of

these reaction forces should compensate the external load� Now� given a real si� let us extend
bar i until the reaction force per unit length will become si� With this deformation� the bar

stores certain energy� and one can easily verify that this energy is exactly
s�i
�ti
� Consequently�

the expression
Pn

i��
s�i
�ti
is just the energy stored by the truss� the reaction force per unit length
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for bar i being si� i 
 �� ���� n� Now� what is stated by Proposition ����� is that the compliance
of a given truss with respect to a given load is the minimum� over all collections fsig satisfying
the equation ���������a		� of the quantities

Pn
i��

s�i
�ti
� In other words� we get another Variational

Principle�

The actual reaction forces in a loaded truss minimize the total energy stored by
the bars under the constraint that the sum of the reaction forces compensates the
external load


Multi�Load TTD problem� The result of Proposition ����� � the fact that the compliance
admits explicit CQ�representation � allows to process numerous versions of the TTD problem via
the machinery of Conic Quadratic Programming� Consider� e�g�� the Multi�Load TTD problem
as follows�

Problem ����� !Multi�Load TTD problem" Given a ground structure �n�m� b�� ���� bn	� a �nite
set of �loading scenarios� f�� ���� fk � Rm and a material resource w � �� �nd truss t of total bar
volume not exceeding w most sti�� in the worst case sense� with respect to the loads f�� ���� fm�
i�e�� the one with the minimum worst�case compliance maxj�������k Complfj�t	�

The origin of the problem is clear� in reality� a truss should withstand not merely to a single
load of interest� but to numerous �nonsimultaneous	 loads �e�g�� think of a bridge� it should be
able to carry uniform multi�force load� corresponding to the situation in tra�c hours� several
single�force� loads �a single car moving at night	� a load coming from wind� etc�	

Equipped with Proposition ������ we can immediately pose the Multi�Load TTD problem as
the following conic quadratic program�

� � min
s�t�
�a	 s�ij � �ti�ij � i 
 �� ���� n� j 
 �� ���� k�

�b	
Pn

i�� �ij � �� j 
 �� ���� k�
�c	 ti� �ij � �� i 
 �� ���� n� j 
 �� ���� k�
�d	

Pn
i�� ti � w�

�e	
Pn

i�� sijbi 
 fj � j 
 �� ���� k�

�������	

the design variables being �� ti� sij� �ij �
The structure of the constraints is clear� For every �xed j 
 �� ���� k� the corresponding

equations �e	� �a	� �b	 and the inequalities �ij � � altogether express the fact thatPn
i�� sijbi 
 fj

and
Pn

i����ti	
��s�ij � � � i�e�� say that the compliance of truss t with respect to load fj is � �

�Proposition �����	� The remaining inequalities ti � ��
Pn

i�� ti � w say that t is an admissible
truss� Note also that the problem indeed is conic quadratic � relations �a	 are nothing but
c�q�i��s� every one of them says that the triple �sij � ti� �ij	 should belong to the �D ice�cream
cone �more exactly� the image of this cone under a one�to�one linear transformation of R�� see
Example � in our catalogue of CQr sets	� A nice feature of our approach is that it allows to
handle a lot of additional design constraints� e�g�� various linear inequalities on t� like upper
and lower bounds on bar volumes ti� indeed� adding to �������	 �nitely many arbitrarily chosen
linear constraints� we still get a conic quadratic problem�

Another advantage is that we can � completely routinely � apply to �������	 the duality
machinery �see Assignments to the lecture	� thus coming to a basically equivalent form of the
problem� as we shall see in the mean time� the problem in its dual form is incomparably better
suited for numerical processing�
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Where the LP form of the TTD problem comes from� We now can explain the miracle
we have met with in Lecture � � the possibility to pose certain case of the TTD problem �the
case which still is highly nonlinear�	 as a usual LP program�

What we dealt with in Lecture � was the single�load TTD problem � problem of the form
�������	 with k 
 ��

� � min
s�t� Pn

i��
s�i
�ti

� �Pn
i�� sibi 
 fPn
i�� ti � w

t � ��

We can immediately eliminate the variable � � thus coming to the problemPn
i��

s�i
�ti

� min

s�t� Pn
i�� sibi 
 fPn
i�� ti � w

t � �

In the latter problem� we can explicitly carry out partial optimization with respect to t� to this
end� given fsig� we should minimize our objective

nX
i��

s�i
�ti

over t varying in the simplex

t � ��
nX
i��

ti � w�

The minimization in question can be carried out analytically� it is clear that at the optimal
solution the resource constraint is active� and the Lagrange rule yields� for some � � � and all i�

ti 
 argmin
r��

�
s�i
�r

� �r

�

 ���	����jsij�

The sum of all ti�s should be w� which leads to

�� 


�Pn
l�� jslj
w

��

� ti 

wjsijPn
l�� jslj

� i 
 �� ���� n�

Substituting the resulting ti�s into the objective� we get

nX
i��

s�i
�ti



�

�w

(
nX
i��

jsij
)�

�

and the remaining problem in the s�variables becomes

min

��� �

�w

(
nX
i��

jsij
)�

�
nX
i��

sibi 
 f

��� �
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And the latter problem is� of course� equivalent to an LP programX
i

jsij � min j
X
i

sibi 
 f�

Note that the outlined reduction to LP does not work in the multi�load case� same as it does
not work already in slightly modi�ed single�load settings �i�e�� when we impose additional linear
constraints on t� like upper and lower bounds on ti�s	�
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��� Assignments to Lecture �

��	�� Optimal control in linear discrete time dynamic system

Consider a discrete time Linear Dynamic System

x�t	 
 A�t	x�t� �	  B�t	u�t	� t 
 �� �� ���� T �
x��	 
 x�

�S	

Here�

� t is the �discrete	 time�

� x�t	 � Rl is the state vector� its value at instant t identi�es the state of the controlled
plant�

� u�t	 � Rk is the exogenous input at time instant t� fu�t	gTt�� is the control�
� For every t 
 �� ���� T � A�t	 is a given l 	 l� and B�t	 � a given l 	 k matrices�

A typical problem of optimal control associated with �S	 is to minimize a given functional of
the trajectory x��	 under given restrictions on the control� As a simple problem of this type�
consider the optimization model

cTx�T 	� min j �
�

TX
t��

uT �t	Q�t	u�t	 � w� �OC	

where Q�t	 are given positive de�nite symmetric matrices�
�OC	 can be interpreted� e�g�� as follows� x�t	 represents the position and the velocity of a rocket�

�cTx is the height of the rocket at a state x �so that our goal is to maximize the height of the rocket at

a given instant	� equations in �S	 represent the dynamics of the rocket� the control is responsible for the

pro�le of the �ight and and the left hand side of the constraint is the dissipated energy�

Exercise ��� �� �� Use �S	 to express x�T 	 via the control and convert �OC	 in a quadratically
constrained problem with linear objective w�r�t� the u�variables�

�� Convert the resulting problem to a conic quadratic program


� Pass to the resulting problem to its dual and �nd the optimal solution to the latter problem�
�� Assuming w � �� prove that both the primal and the dual are strictly feasible� What are

the consequences for the solvability status of the problems� Assuming� in addition� that x� 
 ��
what is the optimal value�

�� �Assume that �S	� �OC	 form a �nite�di�erence approximation to the continuous time
Optimal Control problem

cTx��	� min
s�t�

d
d� x��	 
 ���	x��	  ���	u��	� � � � � �� x��	 
 �R �

� u
T ��	���	u��	d� � w�

���	� for every � � !�� �"� being a positive de�nite symmetric matrix�

Guess what should be the optimal value�
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��	�� Around CQRs

Exercise ��� � Let ��� ���� �k be positive rational numbers�
�� Assume that ��  ��� �k � �� Demonstrate that the set

f�t� s�� ���� sk	 � R	Rk
	 j t � f�s	 
 s�� s�� ���skk g

is CQr� What are the conclusions on convexity�concavity of the function f�s	� Domf 
 Rk
	�

What happens with the CQ�representability when
P

i �i 
 � and the denominators of �i�s are
integral powers of �� And what happens when the denominators are arbitrary positive integers���

Hint� Modify properly the construction from Example ��

�� Demonstrate that the set

f�t� s�� ���� sk	 � Rn
		 j t � g�s	 
 s��� s��� ���s�kk g

is CQr� What are the conclusions on convexity�concavity of the function g�s	� Dom g 
 Rk
		�

Among important �convex	 elementary functions� seemingly the only two which are not CQr are
the exponent expfxg and the minus logarithm � ln x� In a sense� these are not two functions�
but only one� CQ�representability deals with the geometry of the epigraph of a function� and
the epigraphs of � ln x and expfxg� geometrically� are the same � we merely are looking at the
same set from two di�erent directions� Now� why the exponent is not CQr� The answer is
intuitively clear� how could we represent a set given by a transcendental inequality by algebraic
inequalities� A rigorous proof� however� requires highly nontrivial tools� namely� the Zaidenberg�
Tarski Theorem�

Let B be a semialgebraic set in Rn 	Rm� i
e
� a set given by a �nite system of
polynomial inequalities �strict as well as non�strict�
 Then the projection of B onto
Rn also is semialgebraic


Now� by de�nition� a set Q � Rn is CQr if and only if it is the projection onto Rn of a speci�c
semialgebraic set Q� of larger dimension � one given by a system of inequalities of the form
fk Aix � bi k��� �pTi x � qi	�� pTi x � qi � �gNi��� Therefore� assuming that the epigraph of the
exponent is CQr� we would conclude that it is a semialgebraic set� which in fact is not the case�

Thus� the exponent� the minus logarithm �same as convex power functions with irrational
exponentials� like x�		� are not captured by Conic Quadratic Programming� Let us� however�
look at the funny construction as follows� As everybody knows�

expfxg 
 lim
k��

��  
�

k
x	k�

Let us specify here k as an integral power of ��

expfxg 
 lim
l��

fl�x	� fl�x	 
 ��  �
�lx	�

l��

Note that every one of the functions f�l	 is CQr�
On the other hand� what is the exponent from the computational viewpoint� Something

which does not exist� For a computer� the exponent is a function� which is well�de�ned� on a


�An open question
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quite moderate segment � something like ���� � x � ��� �SUN does not understand numbers
larger than ���e���� and less than ���e����� MATLAB knows that expf�����g
 ������e ���
and expf����g 
 ������e� ���� but believes that expf�����g
 Inf and expf����g 
 �	� And
in this very limited range of values of x the computer� exponent� of course� di�ers from the
actual one� � the former reproduces the latter with relative accuracy like ������ Now the
question�

Exercise ��� � How large should be l in order for fl��	 to be a �valid substitution� of the
exponent in the computer� i�e� to approximate the latter in the segment ���� � x � ��� within
relative inaccuracy ������ What is the �length� of the CQR for such an fl � how many additional
variables and simple constraints of the type s� � t do you need to get the CQR�

Note that we can implement our idea in a smarter way� The approximation fl of the exponent
comes from the formula

expfxg 


expf��lxg

��l� � 
�  ��lx

��l�
�

and the quality of this approximation� l and the range �a � x � b of values of x being
given� depends on how well the exponent is approximated by its linearization in the segment
���lA � x � ��lb� What will happen when the linearization is replaced with a polynomial
approximation of a higher order� i�e�� when we use approximations

expfxg � gl�x	 


�
�  ��lx 

�

�
���lx	�

��l�

or

expfxg � hl�x	 


�
�  ��lx 

�

�
���lx	�  

�

�
���lx	�  

�

��
���lx	�

��l�

�

and so on� Of course� to make these approximation useful in our context� we should be sure
that the approximations are CQr�

Exercise ��� ��

�� Assume that s��	 is a nonnegative CQr function and you know its CQR �S	� Prove that
for every rational � � � the function s��	 is CQr� the corresponding representation being readily
given by �S	�

�� Prove that the polynomial �  t  t��� on the axis is nonnegative and is CQr� Find a
CQR for the polynomial�

Conclude that the approximations gl��	 are CQr� How large is a �su�cient� l �the one repro�
ducing the exponent with the same quality as in the previous exercise for these approximations�
How many additional variables and constraints are needed�


� Answer the same questions as in ��� but for the polynomial � t t��� t��� t���� and
the approximations hl��	�

And now � the most di�cult question� Here are the best numerical results we were able to
obtain with the outlined scheme�
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x expfxg Rel� error of f�� Rel� error of g�� Rel� error of h��
�	�
 �����e�

� ��e�� 	�e�� 	�e���

�
	� �����e���
 
�e�� ��e�� �e��


��
 
�	�
e�	� ��e�� ��e�� ��e���

��� �����e�
 	�e�� ��e��� ��e��


��
 ��
��e��� 
�e�� ��e��� ��e���

��� ���
	e��� ��e�� 
�e��� ��e���

�� ����e��� ��e�� ��e�� ��e���

� 
���e��� ��e�� ��e�� ��e���

�� ��e��� ��e�� 
�e��� 
�e���

�
 ����e��� 
�e�� ��e��� 
�e���

�� ��
�	e�
� 	�e�� ��e��� 
�e���

�
 ��e�		 ��e�� ��e�� 
�e���


	� ��	��e���� 
�e�� 
�e�� ��e���

	�
 
�
�e�


 ��e�� 	�e�� ��e���

Exercise ��� �� Why the outlined scheme does not work on a computer� at least does not work
as well as it is stated by the previous �analysis��

Around stable grasp

Recall that the Stable Grasp Analysis problem is to check whether the system of constraints

k F i k� � ��f i	T vi� i 
 �� ���� N
�vi	TF i 
 �� i 
 �� ���� NPN

i���f
i  F i	  F ext 
 �PN

i�� p
i 	 �f i  F i	  T ext 
 �

�SG	

the variables being �D vectors F i� is or is not solvable� Here the data are given by a number of
�D vectors� namely�

� vectors vi � unit inward normals to the surface of the body at the contact points�
� contact points pi�
� vectors f i � contact forces�
� vectors F ext and T ext of the external force and torque� respectively�

� � � is a given friction coe�cient� we assume that fTi v
i � � for all i�

Exercise ��� �� �� Regarding �SG	 as the system of constraints of a maximization program
with trivial objective and applying the technique from Section ���� build the dual problem�

�� Prove that the dual problem is strictly feasible� Derive from this observation that stable
grasp is possible if and only if the dual objective is nonnegative on the dual feasible set�


� Assume that
PN

i�� �!�f
i	Tvi" �k PN

i�� f
i  F extg�� Is a stable grasp possible�

�� Let T 

PN

i�� p
i 	 f i  T ext� and let T i be the orthogonal projection of the vector pi 	 T

onto the plane orthogonal to vi� Assume that

NX
i��

�!�f i	T vi" k T i k��k T k�� �
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Is a stable grasp possible�
�� The data of the Stable Grasp problem are as follows	

F ext

extT

�the ��ngers� look at the center of the circle� the contact points are the vertices of the inscribed
equilateral triangle� Magnitudes of all 
 contact forces are equal to each other� the friction
coe�cient is equal to �� magnitudes of the external force and the external torque are equal to a�
the torque is orthogonal to the plane of the picture� What is the smallest magnitude of contact
forces which makes a stable grasp possible�

Around trusses

We are about to process the multi�load TTD problem ������ which we write down now as �cf�
�������		

� � min
s�ij � �tirij � i 
 �� ���� n� j 
 �� ���� k�Pn

i�� rij � �
��� j 
 �� ���� k�Pn

i�� ti � w�Pn
i�� sijbi 
 fj � j 
 �� ���� k�
ti� rij � �� i 
 �� ���� n� j 
 �� ���� k�

�Pr	

the design variables being sij � rij� ti� � � the variables �ij from �������	 are twice the new variables
rij �

Throughout this section we make the following two assumptions�

� The ground structure �n�m� b�� ���� bn	 is such that the matrix
Pn

i�� bib
T
i is positive de�nite�

� The loads of interest f�� ���� fk are nonzero� and the material resource w is positive�

Exercise ��� �� �� Applying the technique from Section ���� build the dual to �Pr	 problem
�Dl	�

Check that both �Pr	 and �Dl	 are strictly feasible� What are the consequences for the solv�
ability status of the problems and their optimal values�

What is the design dimension of �Pr	� The one of �Dl	 �
�� Convert problem �Dl	 into an equivalent problem of the design dimension mk  k  ��

Exercise ��	 �� Let us �x a ground structure �n�m� b�� ���� bn	 and a material resource w� and
let F be a �nite set of loads�

�� Assume that Fj � F � j 
 �� ���� k� are subsets of F with �kj��Fj 
 F � Let �j be the
optimal value in the multi�load TTD problem with the set of loads Fj and � be the optimal value
in the multi�load TTD problem with the set of loads F � Is it possible that � �

Pk
j�� �j�
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�� Assume that the ground structure includes n 
 ���� tentative bars and that you are given
a set F of N 
 ���� loads� It is known that for every subset F � of F comprised of no more than
��� loads the optimal value in the multi�load TTD problem� the set of loading scenarios being
F �� does not exceed �� What can be said about the optimal value in the multi�load TTD problem
with the set of scenarios F�

Answer similar question in the case when F is comprised of N � 
 ����� loads�
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Lecture �

Semide�nite Programming

We are about to consider a generic conic program with really outstanding area of applications
� the one of Semide�nite Programming�

��� Semide�nite cone and Semide�nite programs

����� Preliminaries

Let Sm be the space of symmetric m	m matrices� andMmn be the space of rectangular m	n

matrices with real entries� From the viewpoint of their linear structure �i�e�� the operations
of addition and multiplication by reals	 Sm is just the arithmetic linear space Rmm	���� of

the dimension mm	��
� � by arranging the elements of a symmetric m 	m matrix X in a single

column� say� in the row�by�row order� you get a usual m��dimensional column vector� multipli�
cation of a matrix by a real and addition of matrices correspond to the same operations with
the representing vector�s	�� When A runs through Sm� the vector representing A runs through
m�m �	���dimensional subspace of Rm�

comprised of vectors satisfying the symmetry condi�
tion� � the coordinates coming from symmetric to each other pairs of entries in A are equal to
each other� Similarly� Mmn� as a linear space� is just Rmn� It makes sense to equip the space
Mmn with the inner product equal to the usual inner product of the vectors representing the
matrices�

hX� Y i 

mX
i��

X
j 
 �nXijYij 
 Tr�X

TY 	�

where Tr stands for the trace � the sum of diagonal elements of a �square	 matrix� Equipped
with this inner product �called the Frobenius inner product� Mmn becomes a fully legitimate
Euclidean space� and we may use in connection with this space di�erent notions based upon the
Euclidean structure � the �Frobenius	 norm of a matrix

k X k�

q
hX�Xi


vuut mX
i�j��

X�
ij 


q
Tr�XTX	�

orthogonality� orthogonal complement of a linear subspace� etc� The space Sm equipped with
the Frobenius inner product also becomes a Euclidean space� of course� the Frobenius inner
product of symmetric matrices can be written down without any transposition sing�

hX� Y i 
 Tr�XY 	� X� Y � Sm�

���
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Let us focus on the space Sm� After it is equipped with the Frobenius inner product� we may
speak about a cone dual to a given cone K � Sm�

K� 
 fY � Sm j hY� xi � � �X � Kg�

Among the cones in Sm� the one of especial interest is the positive semide�nite cone Sm	 � the
one comprised of all symmetric positive semide�nite matrices��� It is easily seen �see Exercise
���	 that Sm	 indeed is a cone and that this cone is self�dual�

�Sm	 	� 
 Sm	 �

The interior Sm		 of the semide�nite cone S
m
	 is comprised of positive de�nite symmetric m	m

matrices � symmetric matrices A for which xTAx � � for all nonzero vectors x� or� which is the
same� the symmetric matrices with positive eigenvalues�

As any other� the semide�nite cone gives rise to a family of conic programs minimize a
linear objective over the intersection of the semide�nite cone and an a�ne plane�� these are the
Semide�nite programs we are about to investigate�

Before writing down a generic semide�nite program� we should resolve a small di�culty
with notation� Normally we use lowercase Latin and Greek letters to denote vectors� and the
uppercase letters � to denote matrices� e�g�� in our usual notation a conic problem of the form
�CP	 looks like

cTx � min j Ax� b �K �� �CP	

When trying to follow this notation in the case of Semide�nite programs� i�e�� those withK 
 Sm	 �
we get a collision with the notation related to the space where Sm	 lives� Look at �CP	� without
additional remarks it is unclear what is A � is it a m 	m matrix from the space Sm or is it a
linear mapping acting from the space of the design vectors � some Rn � to the space Sm� When
speaking about a conic problem on the cone Sm	 � we should have in mind the second interpretation
of A� while the standard notation in �CP	 suggests the �rst � wrong� � interpretation� In other
words� we meet with the necessity to distinguish between linear mappings acting to�from Sm

and elements of Sm �which themselves are linear mappings from certain linear space to itself	�
in order to resolve the problem� we from now on make the following

Notational convention� In order to denote a linear mapping acting from a linear space to
a space of matrices �or from a space of matrices to a linear space	� we use uppercase script
letters like A� B���� Elements of usual vector spaces Rn are� as always� denoted by lowercase
Latin�Greek letters a� b� ���� z� �� ���� �� while elements of a space of matrices usually are denoted
by uppercase Latin letters A�B� ���� Z� According to this convention� a semide�nite program of
the form �CP	 should be written down as

cTx � min j Ax �B �Sm� �� ��	

It also makes sense to simplify the sign �Sm� to � and the sign �Sm� to � �same as we write �
instead of �Rm

�
and � instead of �Rm

�
	� Thus� A � B �� B � A	 means that A and B are

symmetric matrices of the same size and A�B is positive semide�nite� while A � B �� B � A	
means that A� B are symmetric matrices of the same size with positive de�nite A� B�

��Recall that a symmetric n 
 n matrix A is called positive semide�nite if xTAx � � for all x � Rm� an
equivalent de�nition is that all eigenvalues of A are nonnegative
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We also need a special notation for the conjugate �transposed�	 of a linear mapping A acting
from�to a space of matrices� Recall that the conjugate to a linear mapping , � E � F acting
from a Euclidean space �E� ��� �	E	 to a Euclidean space �F� ��� �	F	 is the mapping ,� � F � E
satisfying the identity

�,e� f	F 
 �e�,
�f	E �e � E� f � F �

when E and F are the usual coordinate spaces Rk and Rl equipped with the standard inner
product �x� y	 
 xT y� so that X and X � can be naturally identi�ed with k	 l and l	k matrices�
respectively� these matrices are transposed to each other� and we can write XT instead of X �� In
the case when one of the spaces E� F �or both of them	 are spaces of matrices� the notation ,T

for ,� comes into a collision with the notation for the transpose of an element from E or�and
F � This is why� when speaking about a linear mapping A acting to�from a space of matrices�
we denote it conjugate by A��

Our last convention is how to write down expressions of the type AAxB �A is a linear
mapping from some Rn to Sm� x � Rn A�B � Sm	� what we are trying to denote is the result
of the following operation� we �rst take the value Ax of the mapping A at a vector x� thus
getting a m	m matrix Ax� and then multiply this matrix from the left and from the right by
the matrices A�B� In order to avoid misunderstandings� we write expressions of this type as

A!Ax"B

or as AA�x	B� or as AA!x"B�

How to specify a mapping A � Rn � Sm� A natural data specifying a linear mapping
A � Rn � Rm is a collection of n elements of the destination space� � n m�dimensional vectors
a�� a�� ���� an � such that

Ax 

nX

j��

xjaj � x 
 �x�� ���� xn	
T � Rn�

Similarly� a natural data specifying a linear mapping A � Rn � Sm is a collection A�� ���� An of
n m	m symmetric matrices such that

Ax 

nX

j��

xjAj � x 
 �x�� ���� xn	
T � Rn�

Via these data� a semide�nite program �%	 can be written as

cTx � min j x�A�  x�A�  ��� xnAn �B � �� �SDPr	

Linear Matrix Inequality constraints and semide
nite programs� In the case of conic
quadratic problems� we started with the simplest program of this type � the one with a single
conic quadratic constraint Ax � b �Lm � � and then said that a conic quadratic program is a
program with �nitely many constraints of this type � it is a conic program on a direct product
of the Lorentz cones� In contrast to this� when de�ning a semide�nite program� we impose on
the design vector just one Linear Matrix Inequality �LMI	 Ax� B � �� Now we indeed should
not bother about more than a single LMI� due to the following simple fact�
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A system of �nitely many LMI�s

Aix� Bi � �� i 
 �� ���� k�
�of the same or of di	erent sizes� is equivalent to the single LMI

Ax�B � ��
with

Ax 
 Diag �A�x�A�x� ����Akx	 � B 
 Diag�B�� ���� Bk	�

here for a collection of symmetric matrices Q�� ���� Qk

Diag�Q�� ���� Qk	 


�B�Q�

 
 


Qk

�CA
is the block�diagonal matrix with the diagonal blocks Q�� ���� Qk


Indeed� a block�diagonal symmetric matrix is positive �semi	de�nite if and only if all its

diagonal blocks are so�

Dual to a semide
nite program �SDP�� The dual to a general conic problem �CP	 is� as
we know� the problem

bT�� max j AT� 
 c� � �K� ��
the matrix AT is nothing but the linear mapping conjugate to the mapping A involved into the
primal problem� When writing down the problem dual to �SDPr	� we should

� replace bT� � the usual inner product in Rn � with the Frobenius inner product �this is
how the Euclidean structure on Sm is de�ned	�

� to follow our notational convention and to write A� instead of AT �
� to take into account that the semide�nite cone is self�dual�
Consequently� the problem dual to �SDPr	 is the semide�nite program

Tr�B*	� max j A�* 
 c� * � ��
Now� let A�� ���� An be the data specifying A� How A� acts� The answer is immediate�

A�* 
 �Tr�A�*	�Tr�A�*	� ����Tr�An*		
T �

Indeed� what we should verify that with the above de�nition we do have

!Tr�!Ax"*	 
" hAx�*i 
 �A�*	Tx �* � Sm� x � Rn�

which is immediate�

Tr�!Ax"*	 
 Tr

�
Pn

j�� xjAj	*
�



Pn

i�� xj Tr�Aj*	


 �Tr�A�*	� ����Tr�An*		

�� x�
���

xn

�A �

We see that the explicit� � without the sign � � form of the problem dual to �SDPr	 is the
semide�nite program

Tr�B*	� max j Tr�Ai*	 
 ci� i 
 �� ���� n� *� �� �SDDl	



�

 WHAT CAN BE EXPRESSED VIA LMI�S� ���

Conic Duality in the case of Semide
nite Programming� Same as it was done for conic
quadratic programs� it makes sense to say explicitly when in the case of semide�nite programs we
may use at full power� the results of the Conic Duality Theorem� To this end let us note that
our default �always in action�	 assumption A on a conic program in the form of �CP	 �Lecture
�	 as applied to �SDPr	 says that no nontrivial linear combination of the matrices A�� ���� An is
�� Strict feasibility of �SDPr	 means that there exist x such that Ax � B is positive de�nite�
and strict feasibility of �SDDl	 means that there exists a positive de�nite * satisfying A�* 
 c�
According to the Conic Duality Theorem� if both primal and dual are strictly feasible� both
are solvable� the optimal values being equal to each other� and the complementary slackness
condition

!Tr�*!Ax� B"	 
" h*�Ax�Bi 
 �
is necessary and su�cient for a pair comprised of primal feasible solution x and dual feasible
solution * to be comprised of optimal solutions to the corresponding problems�

It is easily seen �see Exercise ���	 that for a pair X� Y of positive semide�nite symmetric
matrices one has

Tr�XY 	 
 �� XY 
 Y X 
 ��

in particular� in the case of strictly feasible primal and dual problems the primal slack� S� 

Ax��B corresponding to a primal optimal solution commutates with �any	 dual optimal solution
*�� and the product of these two matrices is �� Besides this� S� and *�� as a pair of commutating
symmetric matrices� share a common eigenbasis� and the fact that S�*� 
 � means that the
eigenvalues of the matrices in this basis are complementary�� for every common eigenvector�
either the eigenvalue of S�� or the one of *�� or both� are equal to � �cf� with complementary
slackness in the LP case	�

��� What can be expressed via LMI�s�

Same as in the previous lecture� the �rst thing to be realized when speaking about semide�nite
programming universe� is how wide is it and how to recognize that a convex optimization
program

cTx � min j x � X 
 �mi��Xi �P	

can be cast as a semide�nite program� And same as in the previous lecture� these questions actu�
ally ask when a given convex set�convex function are PDr � positive semide�nite representable�
The de�nition of the latter notion is completely similar to the one of a CQr set�function�

We say that a convex set X � Rn is PDr� if there exists an a�ne mapping

�x� u	� A
�
x

u

�
� B � Rn

x 	Rk
u � Sm such that

x � X � �u � A
�
x

u

�
� B � ��

in other words� we say that X is PDr� if there exists LMI

A
�
x
u

�
�B � ��

the variables in the LMI being the original design vector x and a vector u of additional
design variables such that X is a projection of the solution set of the LMI onto the
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x�space
 An LMI with this property is called Semide�nite representation �SDR	 of
the set X 


A convex function f � Rn � R � f �g is called SDr� if its epigraph

f�x� t	 j t � f�x	g

is a SDr set
 A SDR of the epigraph of f is called semide�nite representation of f 


By exactly the same reasons as in the case of conic quadratic problems� one has�

�� If f is a SDr function� then all its level sets fx j f�x	 � ag are SDr� SDR�s of
the level sets being explicitly given by �any� SDR of f �

�� If all the sets Xi in problem �P	 are SDr with known SDR�s� the problem can
be explicitly converted to a semide�nite program


In order to understand which functions�sets are SDr� we may use the same approach as in
Lecture �� Moreover� the calculus� � the list of basic rules preserving SD�representability� is
exactly the same as in the case of conic quadratic problems � you just may repeat word by
word the relevant reasoning from Lecture �� Thus� the only issue to be addressed is the one of
raw materials� � of a catalogue of simple� SDr functions�sets� Our �rst observation in this
direction is as follows�

����� �� If a function�set is CQr� it is also SDr� and any CQR of the function�set can be
explicitly converted to its SDR


Indeed� the notion of a CQr(SDr function is a 
derivative� of the notion of a CQr(SDr
set� by de�nition� a function is CQr(SDr if and only if its epigraph is so� Now� CQr sets
are exactly those sets which can be obtained as projections of the solution sets of systems
of conic quadratic inequalities� i�e�� as projections of inverse images� under a�ne mappings�
of direct products of the Lorentz cones� Similarly� SDr sets are projections of the inverse
images� under a�ne mappings� of positive semide�nite cones� Consequently�

�i	 in order to verify that a CQr set is SDr as well� it su�ces to show that an inverse
image� under an a�ne mapping� of a direct product of the Lorentz cones � a set of the form

Z  fz j Az � b �K 
lY

i��

Lkig

is the inverse image of a semide�nite cone under a�ne mapping� To this end� in turn� it
su�ces to demonstrate that

�ii	 a direct product K 
Ql

i�� L
ki of the Lorentz cones is an inverse image of a semidef�

inite cone under an a�ne mapping�
Indeed� representing K as fy j Ay � b � Sm�g� we get

Z  fz j Ax� b � Kg  fz j %Az � %B � Sm�g�

where %Az � %B  A�Az � b	� B is a�ne�
In turn� in order to prove �ii	 it su�ces to show that
�iii	 A Lorentz cone Lk is an inverse image of a semide�nite cone under an a�ne mapping�

��We refer to Examples �
�� of CQ
representable functions�sets from Section ���
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In fact the implication �iii� � �ii� is given by our calculus � a direct product of
SDr sets again is SDr� Just to recall where the calculus comes from� here is a direct
veri�cation�

Given a direct product K �
Ql

i�� L
ki of Lorentz cones and given that every factor

in the product is the inverse image of a semide�nite cone under an a�ne mapping�

L
ki � fxi � R

ki j Aixi �Bi � �g�

we can represent K as the inverse image of a semide�nite cone under an a�ne mapping�
namely� as

K � fx � �x�� ���� xl� � R
k� 
 ���
Rkl j Diag�A�xi �B�� ����Alxl �Bl� � ��g

We have reached the point where no more reductions are necessary� and here is the
demonstration of �iii	� The case of k  � is trivial� the ��dimensional Lorentz cone is just
identical to the ��dimensional semide�nite cones � both are the same nonnegative ray on the
axis� In the case of k � � the issue is resolved by the following observation��

x
t

�
� Lk � A�x� t	 

�
tIk�� x
xT t

�
� � ������	

�x is k � ��dimensional� t is scalar� Ik�� is the �k � �	� �k � �	 unit matrix	� ������	 would
resolve the problem � the matrix A�x� t	 is linear in �x� t	�

It remains to verify ������	� which is immediate� If �x� t	 � Lk� i�e�� if k x k�
 t� then for

every y 

�
�
�

�
� Rk �� is �k � �	�dimensional� � is scalar	 we have

yTA�t� x	y  ��t� ��xT � � t�T � � ��t� �j� j k x k�k � k� �t k � k��
� t�� � �tj� j k � k� �t k � k��
� t�j� j� k � k�	� � ��

so that A�t� x	 � �� Vice versa� if A�t� x	 � �� then of course t � �� Assuming t  �� we

immediately obtain x  � �since otherwise for y 

�
x
�

�
we would have � 
 yTA�t� x	y 

�� k x k��	� thus� A�t� x	 � � implies k x k�
 t in the case of t  �� To see that the same

implication is valid in the case of t � � as well� let us set y 

��x
t

�
to get

� 
 yTA�t� x	y  txTx� �txTx� t
  t�t� � xTx	�

i�e�� to get k x k�
 t� as claimed�

We see that the expressive abilities� of semide�nite programming majorate those �already
very high	 of Conic Quadratic programming� In fact the gap here is quite signi�cant� The �rst
new possibility we get is to handle eigenvalues� and the importance of this possibility can hardly
be overestimated�

SD�representability of functions of eigenvalues of symmetric matrices� Our �rst
eigenvalue�related observation is as follows�

��� The largest eigenvalue �max�X	 regarded as a function of m 	m symmetric matrix X
is SDr� Indeed� the epigraph of this function

f�X� t	 � Sm 	R j �max�X	 � tg
is given by the LMI

tIm �X � ��
Ik being the unit k 	 k matrix�
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Indeed� the eigenvalues of tIm �X are t minus the eigenvalues of X� so that the matrix

tIm�X is positive semide�nite � all its eigenvalues are nonnegative � if and only if tmajorates

all eigenvalues of X�

The outlined example admits a natural generalization� Let M�A be two symmetric matrices of
the same row size m� and let M be positive de�nite� The eigenvalues of the pencil !M�A" are
reals � such that the matrix �M � A is singular� It is clear that the eigenvalues of the pencil
are the usual eigenvalues of the matrix M����AM�����

det��M � A	  �� det�M�����Im �M����AM����	M���	  �� det��Im �M����AM����	  ��

In particular� the usual eigenvalues of A are exactly the eigenvalues of the pencil !Im� A"�
The announced extension of Example �� is as follows�
��a� !The maximum eigenvalue of a pencil"� Let M be a positive de�nite symmetric m	m

matrix� and let �max�X �M	 be the largest eigenvalue of the pencil !M�X "� whereX is symmetric
m	m matrix� The inequality

�max�X �M	 � t

is equivalent to the matrix inequality

tM �X � ��

In particular� �max�X �M	� regarded as a function of X � is SDr�
��b� The spectral norm jX j of a symmetric m	m matrix X � the maximum of modulae of

the eigenvalues of X � is SDr� Indeed� a SDR of the epigraph

f�X� t	 j jX j � tg 
 f�X� t	 j �max�X	 � t� �max��X	 � tg

of the function is given by the pair of LMI�s

tIm �X � �� tIm  X � ��

In spite of their simplicity� the indicated results are extremely useful� Let us give a more
complicated example � a SDr for the sum of k largest eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix�

From now on� speaking about m	m symmetric matrix X � we denote by �i�X	� i 
 �� ���� m�
its eigenvalues counted with their multiplicities and written down in the non�ascending order�

���X	 � ���X	 � ��� � �m�X	�

The vector comprised of the eigenvalues �in the indicated order	 will be denoted ��X	�

��X	 
 ����X	� ���� �m�X		
T � Rm�

The question we are about to address is which functions of the eigenvalues are SDr� We already
know that it is the case for the largest eigenvalue ���X	� Another eigenvalues are not SDr by a
very serious reason � they are not convex functions ofX � And convexity� of course� is a necessary
condition of SD�representability �cf� Lecture �	� It turns out� however� that the m functions

Sk�X	 

kX
i��

�i�X	� k 
 �� ���� m�

are convex and� moreover� are SDr�
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��c� Sums of largest eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix� Let X be m	m symmetric matrix�
and let k � m� Then the function Sk�X	 is SDr� Namely� the epigraph

f�X� t	 j Sk�x	 � tg
of the function admits the SDR

�a	 t� ks� Tr�Z	 � �
�b	 Z � �
�c	 Z �X  sIm � �

������	

where Z � Sm and s � R are additional variables�

We should prove that
�i	 If a given pair X� t can be extended� by properly chosen s� Z� to a solution of the

system of LMI!s ������	� then Sk�X	 
 t�
�ii	 Vice versa� if Sk�X	 
 t� then the pair X� t can be extended� by properly chosen s� Z�

to a solution of ������	�
To prove �i	� let us use the following basic fact �see Exercise �����i		�

�W� The vector ��X	 is a monotone function of X � Sm� the space of sym�
metric matrices being equipped with the order �


X � X� � ��X	 � ��X�	�

Assuming that �X� t� s� Z	 is a solution to ������	� we get X � Z � sIm � so that

��X	 
 ��Z � sIm	  ��Z	 � s

�� �
���
�

�A �

whence
Sk�X	 
 Sk�Z	 � sk�

Since Z � � �see ��������b			� we have Sk�Z	 
 Tr�Z	� and combining these inequalities we
get

Sk�X	 
 Tr�Z	 � sk�

The latter inequality� in view of ��������a			� implies Sk�X	 
 t� �i	 is proved�

To prove �ii	� assume that we are given X� t with Sk�X	 
 t� and let us set s  �k�X	�

Then the k largest eigenvalues of the matrixX�sIm are nonnegative� and the remaining are

nonpositive� Let Z be a symmetric matrix with the same eigenbasis as X and such that the

k largest eigenvalues of Z are the same as those of X � sIm� and the remaining eigenvalues

are zeros� The matrices Z and Z � X � sIm clearly are positive semide�nite �the �rst �

by construction� and the second � since in the eigenbasis of X this matrix is diagonal with

the �rst k diagonal entries being � and the remaining being the same as those of the matrix

sIm �X� i�e�� being nonnegative	� Thus� the matrix Z and the real s we have built satisfy

��������b	� �c		� In order to see that ��������a		 is satis�ed as well� note that by construction

Tr�Z	  Sk�x	� sk� whence t� sk � Tr�Z	  t� Sk�x	 � ��

In order to proceed� we need the following highly useful technical result�

Lemma ����� !Lemma on the Schur Complement" Let

A 


�
B CT

C D

�
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be a symmetric matrix with diagonal k	 k block B and diagonal l	 l block D� Assume that the
North�Western block B is positive de�nite� Then A is positive �semide�nite if and only if the
matrix

D � CB��CT

is positive �semide�nite �this matrix is called the Schur complement of B in A�

Proof� The positive semide�niteness of A is equivalent to the fact that

� � �xT � yT 	
�
B CT

C D

��
x

y

�

 xTBx  �xTCTy  yTDy �x � Rk� y � Rl�

or� which is the same� to the fact that

inf
x�Rk

h
xTBx  �xTCT y  yTDy

i
� � �y � Rl�

Since B is positive de�nite� the in�mum in x can be computed explicitly� the optimal x is
�B��CT y� and the optimal value is

yTDy � yTCB��CTy 
 yT !D � CB��CT "y�

As we have seen� the positive semide�niteness of A is equivalent to the fact that the latter ex�
pression is nonnegative for every y� i�e�� to the positive semide�niteness of the Schur complement
of B in A� The proof with evident modi�cations works also for the case when the question is
when A is positive de�nite�

��d� Determinant� of a symmetric positive semide�nite matrix� LetX be a symmetric pos�
itive semide�nite m	m matrix� Although its determinant

Det �X	 
 ���X	����m�X	

is neither convex nor concave function of X �if m � �	� it turns out that the function Det ��p�X	
is concave in X whenever p � m� This function is important in many volume�related problems
�see below	� we are about to prove that

if p � �m is an integer �or if p 
 �m is an integral power of �� the convex
function

fp�X	 


��Det ��p�X	� X � �
 �� otherwise

is SDr


Consider the following system of LMI!s��
Im #T

# X

�
� ��Dg�#	 � �� �D	

where # is m � m lower�triangular matrix comprised of additional variables and Dg�#	
denotes the diagonal matrix with the same diagonal entries as those of #�

Now� as we know from Lecture  �see Exercise  ��	� the set

f��� t	 � Rm
� �R j t 
 ���� ���� �m	

��pg
admits an explicit CQ�representation� Consequently� this set admits an explicit SDR as well�
The latter SDR is given by certain LMI S��� t�u	 � �� where u is the vector of additional
variables of the SDR� and S��� t� u	 is a matrix a�nely depending on the arguments� We
claim that
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��	 The system of LMI�s �D	 & S�Dg�#	� t�u	 � � is a SDR for the set

f�X� t	 j X � �� t 
 Det ��p�X	g�

i�e�� basically� for the epigraph of the function fp �the epigraph is obtained from our set by
re�ection with respect to the plane t  �	�

To support our claim� note that if t 
 Det ��p�X	� then
��	 We can extend X by appropriately chosen lower triangular # with a nonnegative

diagonal �  Dg�#	 to a solution of �D	 in such a way that
Qm

i�� �i  Det ����X	�

Indeed� it su�ces to take as ! the Choleski factor of X� �� Since X � !!T �

Lemma on the Schur Complement says that �D� indeed is satis�ed� And of course

X � !!T � Det �!� � Det ����X��

��	 Since �  Dg�#	 � � and
Qm

i�� �i  Det ����X	� we get t 
 Det ��p�X	 

�
Qm

i�� �i	
��p

� so that we can extend �t� �	 by a properly chosen u to a solution of the LMI
S�Dg�#	� t�u	 � ��

We conclude that if X � � and t 
 Det ��p�X	� then one can extend the pair X� t by
properly chosen # and u to a solution of the LMI �D	 & S�Dg�#	� t�u	 � �� which is the
�rst part of the proof of ��	�

To complete the proof of ��	� it su�ces to demonstrate that if for a given pair X� t

there exist # and u such that �D	 and the LMI S�Dg�#	� t�u	 � � are satis�ed� then X

is positive semide�nite and t 
 Det ��p�X	� This is immediate� denoting �  Dg�#	 �� ��

and applying Lemma on the Schur Complement� we conclude that X � ##T � Applying

�W�� we get ��X	 � ��##T 	� whence of course Det �X	 � Det ��#	  �
Qm

i�� �i	
�
� Thus�Qm

i�� �i 
 Det ����X	� On the other hand� the LMI S��� t�u	 � � takes place� which means

that t 
 �
Qm

i�� �i	
��p

� Combining the resulting inequalities� we come to t 
 Det ��p�X	� as

required�

SD�representability of functions of singular values� Consider the space Mkl of k 	
l rectangular matrices and assume that k � l� Given a matrix A � Mkl� let us build the
positive semide�nite k 	 k matrix �AAT 	���� its eigenvalues are called singular values of A
and are denoted by ���A	� ����k�A	� �i�A	 
 �i��AA

T 	���	� According to convention of how we
enumerate eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix� the singular values form a non�ascending sequence�

���A	 � ���A	 � ��� � �k�A	�

Importance of the singular values comes from the Singular Value Decomposition Theorem which
states that a rectangular k 	 l matrix A �k � l	 always can be represented as

A 

kX
i��

�i�A	eif
T
i �

where feigki�� and ffigki�� are orthonormal sequences in Rk and Rl� respectively� this is a
surrogate of the eigenvalue decomposition of a symmetric k 	 k matrix

A 

kX
i��

�i�A	eie
T
i �

��Recall that Linear Algebra says that a positive semide�nite symmetric matrix X can be factorized as X �
!!T with lower triangular !� Dg�!� � �� the resulting ! is called the Choleski factor of X�
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where feigki�� form an orthonormal eigenbasis of A�
Among the singular values of a rectangular matrix� the most important is the largest � the

�rst ���A	� This is nothing but the operator �or spectral	 norm of A � the quantity

jAj 
 maxfk Ax k�j k x k�� �g�
For a symmetric matrix� the singular values are nothing but the modulae of the eigenvalues and
our new de�nition of the norm coincides with the already given one�

It turns out that the sum of a given number of the largest singular values of A

-p�A	 

pX

i��

�i�A	

is a convex and� moreover� a SDr function of A� In particular� the operator norm of A is SDr
representable�

��� The sum of p largest singular values of a rectangular matrix X �Mkl is SDr� In partic�
ular� the operator norm of a rectangular matrix is SDr�

jX j � t �
�
tIl �XT

�X tIk

�
� ��

Indeed� the result in question follows from the fact that the sums of p largest eigenvalues
of a symmetric matrix are SDr �Example ��c	 due to the following

Observation� The singular values 
i�X	 of a rectangular k � l matrix X
�k 
 l for i 
 k are equal to the eigenvalues �i� $X	 of the �k � l	 � �k � l	
symmetric matrix

$X 

�
� XT

X �

�
�

Since $X linearly depends onX� the SDR!s of the functions Sp��	 induce SDR!s of the functions
)p�X	  Sp� $X	 �Rule on a�ne substitution� Lecture  � recall that all 
calculus rules�
established in Lecture  for CQR!s work for SDR!s as well	�

Let us justify our observation� Let X 
Pk

i�� 
i�X	eifTi be a singular value
decomposition of X� We claim that the �k �k � l	�dimensional vectors g�i �
fi
ei

�
and g�i 

�
fi
�ei

�
are orthogonal to each other eigenvectors of $X with

the eigenvalues 
i�X	 and �
i�X	� respectively� and that %X vanishes on the
orthogonal complement of the linear span of these vectors� In other words� we
claim that the eigenvalues of $X � arranged in the non�ascending order� are as
follows�


��X	� 
��X	� ���� 
k�X	� �� ���� �% &z '
l�k

��
k�X	��
k���X	� �����
��X	�

this� of course� proves our Observation�
Now� the fact that the �k vectors g�i � i  �� ���� k� are mutually orthogonal and

nonzero is evident� Furthermore �we write 
i instead of 
i�X		��
� XT

X �

��
fi
ei

�


�
�

Pk
j�� 
jfje

T
jPk

j�� 
jejf
T
j �

��
fi
ei

�


� Pk
j�� 
jfj�e

T
j ei	Pk

j�� 
jej�f
T
j fi	

�
 
i

�
fi
ei

�
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�we have used that both ffjg and fejg are orthonormal systems	� Thus� g�i is an
eigenvector of $X with the eigenvalue 
j�X	� Similar computation shows that g�i
is an eigenvector of $X with the eigenvalue �
j�X	�

It remains to verify that if h 

�
f
e

�
is orthogonal to all g�i �f is l�dimensional�

e is k�dimensional	� then $Xh  �� Indeed� the orthogonality assumption means
that fT fi�eT ei  � for all i� whence eT ei� and fT fi  � for all i� Consequently��

� XT

X �

��
f
e

�


� Pk
i�� fj�e

T
j e	Pk

i�� ej�f
T
j f	

�
 ��

�Nonlinear matrix inequalities�� There are several cases when matrix inequalities F �x	 �
�� F being a nonlinear function of x taking values in the space of symmetric m 	 m matrices�
can be linearized� � expressed via LMI�s�

��a� General quadratic matrix inequality� Let X be a rectangular k 	 l matrix and

F �X	 
 �AXB	�AXB	T  CXD �CXD	T  E

be a quadratic� matrix�valued function of of X � here A�B�C�D�E 
 ET are rectangular
matrices such that the expression makes sense� Let m be the row size of the values of F �
Consider the epigraph� of the �matrix�valued�	 function F � the set

f�X� Y 	 �Mkl 	 Sm j F �X	 � Y g�

We claim that the set is SDr with the SDR(
Ir �AXB	T

AXB Y �E � CXD� �CXD	T

)
� � !B � l 	 r"

Indeed� by Lemma on the Schur Complement our LMI is satis�ed if and only if the Schur

complement of the North�Western block is positive semide�nite� which is exactly our original


quadratic� matrix inequality�

��b� General fractional�quadratic� matrix inequality� Let X be a rectangular k	 l matrix�
and V be a positive de�nite symmetric l 	 l matrix� Then we can de�ne the matrix�valued
function

F �X� V 	 
 XV��XT

taking values in the space of k 	 k symmetric matrices� We claim that the closure of the
epigraph� of this �matrix�valued�	 function � the set

E 
 clf�X� V � Y 	 �Mkl 	 Sl		 	 Sk j F �X� V 	 
 XV ��XT � Y g

is SDr� an SDR being given by the LMI�
V XT

X Y

�
� �� �R	

Indeed� by Lemma on the Schur Complement a triple �X�V� Y 	 with positive de�nite

V belongs to the 
epigraph of F� � satis�es the relation F �X�V 	 � Y � if and only if it

satis�es �R	� Now� if a triple �X�V� Y 	 belongs to E� i�e�� is the limit of a sequence of triples

from the epigraph of F � then the triple satis�es �R	 �as a limit of triples satisfying �R		� Vice
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versa� if a triple �X�V� Y 	 satis�es �R	� then V is positive semide�nite �as a diagonal block

in a positive semide�nite matrix	� The 
regularized� triples �X�V�  V � Il� Y 	 associated

with  � � satisfy �R	 along with the triple �X�V�R	� since� as we just have seen� V � �� we

have V� � �� for  � �� Consequently� the triples �X�V�� Y 	 belong to E �this was our very

�rst observation	� since the triple �X�V� Y 	 is the limit of the regularized triples which� as

we have seen� all belong to the epigraph of F � the triple �X�Y� V 	 belongs to the closure E

of this epigraph�

Nonnegative polynomials The material of this Section originates from !�"� Consider the
problem of the best polynomial approximation � given a function f on certain segment� we are
interested to �nd its best uniform �or the Least Squares����	 approximation by a polynomial
of a given degree� this is a typical subproblem for all kinds of signal processing� Sometimes
it makes sense to require the approximating polynomial to be nonnegative �think� e�g�� of the
case where the resulting polynomial is an estimate of an unknown probability density	� how to
express the nonnegativity restriction� As it was recently shown by Yu� Nesterov� it can be done
via semide�nite programming�

The set of all nonnegative �on the entire axis� or on a given ray� or on a given
segment	 polynomials of a given degree is SDr


In this statement �and everywhere below	 we identify a polynomial p�t	 of degree �not exceeding	
k with the �k  �	�dimensional vector 	 
 Coef�p	 of its coe�cients�

p�t	 

kX
i��

pit
i � Coef�p	 
 �p�� p�� ���� pk	

T �

Consequently� a set of polynomials of the degree � k becomes a set in Rk	�� and we may ask
whether this set is or is not SDr�

Let us look what are the SDR�s of di�erent sets of nonnegative polynomials� The key here
is to get a SDR for the set P	

�k�R	 of polynomials of �at most	 a given degree �k which are
nonnegative on the entire axis��

��a� Polynomials nonnegative an the entire axis� The set P	
�k�R	 is SDr � it is the image of

the semide�nite cone Sk	�	 under the a�ne mapping

X � Coef�eT �t	Xe�t		 � Sk	� � R�k	�� e�t	 


�BBBBB�
�
t
t�

���
tk

�CCCCCA �C	

First note that the fact that P� � P�
�k�R	 is an a�ne image of the semide�nite cone

indeed implies the SD�representability of P�� see the 
calculus� of conic representations in
Lecture  � Thus� all we need is to show that P� is exactly the same as the image� let it be
called P � of Sk��

� under the mapping �C	�
��	 The fact that P is contained in P� is immediate� Indeed� let X be a �k��	� �k��	

positive semide�nite matrix� Then X is a sum of dyadic matrices�

X 
k��X
i��

pi�pi	T � pi  �pi�� pi�� ���� pik	
T � Rk��

�� It is clear why we have restricted the degree to be even� a polynomial of an odd degree cannot be positive
on the entire axis�



�
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�why�	 But then

eT �t	Xe�t	 
k��X
i��

eT �t	pi�pi�Te�t	 
k��X
i��

�� kX
j��

pijt
j

�A�

is the sum of squares of other polynomials and therefore is nonnegative on the axis� Thus�
the image of X under the mapping �C	 belongs to P��

Note that reversing our reasoning� we get the following result�

��	 If a polynomial p�t	 of degree 
 �k can be represented as a sum of squares
of other polynomials� then the vector Coef�p	 of the coe�cients of p belongs to
the image of Sk��

� under the mapping �C	�

With ��	� the remaining part of the proof � the demonstration that the image of Sk��
� contains

P�� is readily given by the following well�known algebraic fact�

���	 A polynomial is nonnegative on the axis if and only if it is a sum of squares
of polynomials�

The proof of ���� is that nice that it makes sense to present it here� The �if� part
is evident� To prove the �only if� one� assume that p�t� is nonnegative on the axis� and
let the degree of p �it must be even� be �k� Now let us look at the roots of p� The real
roots ��� ���� �r must be of even multiplicities �m�� �m�� ����mr each �otherwise p would
alter its sign in a neighbourhood of a root� which is impossible 
 p is nonnegative�� The
complex roots of p can be arranged in conjugate pairs ���� �

�
��� ���� �

�
��� ���� ��s� �

�
s�� and

the factor of p
�t� �i��t� �

�
i � � �t� ��i�

� � ��i�
�

corresponding to such a pair is a sum of two squares� Finally� the leading coe�cient of
p is positive� Consequently� we have

p�t� � �
���t� ����	m� �����t� �r�

�	mr ��t� ����t� �
�
��	�����t� �s��t� �

�
s�	

is a product of sums of squares� But such a product is itself a sum of squares �open the
parentheses��

In fact we may say more� a nonnegative polynomial p is a sum of just two
squares� To see this� note that� as we have seen� p is a product of sums of two
squares and take into account the following fact �Louville��

The product of sums of two squares is again a sum of two squares�

�a� � b
���c� � d

�� � �ac� bd�� � �ad � bc��

�cf� with� �the modulus of a product of two complex numbers is the product
of their modulae���

Equipped with the SDR of the set P	
�k�R	 of polynomials nonnegative on the entire axis� we

can immediately obtain SDR�s for the polynomials nonnegative on a given ray�segment�
��b� Polynomials nonnegative on a ray�segment�

�	 The set P	
k �R		 of �coe�cients of� those polynomials of degree � k which are nonnegative

on the nonnegative ray� is SDr


Indeed� this set is the inverse image of the SDr set P�
�k�R	 under the linear mapping of

the spaces of �coe�cients of	 polynomials given by

p�t	 �	 p��t	 � p�t�	

�recall that the inverse image of an SDr set is SDr	�

�	 The set P	
k �!�� �"	 of �coe�cients of� those polynomials of degree � k which are nonneg�

ative on the segment !�� �"� is SDr
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Indeed� a polynomial p�t	 of degree 
 k is nonnegative on ��� �� if and only if the rational
function

g�t	  p

�
t�

� � t�

�
is nonnegative on the entire axis� or� which is the same� when the polynomial

p��t	  �� � t�	kg�t	

of degree 
 �k is nonnegative on the entire axis� The coe�cients of p� depend linearly on

the coe�cients of p� and we conclude that P�
k ���� ��	 is the inverse image of the SDr set

P�
�k�R	 under certain linear mapping�

Our last example in this series deals with trigonometric polynomials

p��	 
 a�  
kX
l��

!al cos�l�	  bl sin�l�	"

Identifying such a polynomial with its vector of coe�cients Coef�p	 � R�k	�� we may ask how to
express the set S	

k �&	 of those trigonometric polynomials of degree � k which are nonnegative
on a segment & � !�� �	"�

��c� Trigonometric polynomials nonnegative on a segment� The set S	
k �&	 is SDr�

Indeed� it is known from school that sin�l�	 and cos�l�	 are polynomials of sin��	 and
cos��	� and the latter functions� in turn� in turn� are rational functions of �  tan����	�

cos��	 
�� ��

� � ��
� sin��	 

��

� � ��
��  tan����	��

Consequently� a trigonometric polynomial p��	 of degree 
 k can be represented as a rational
function of �  tan����	�

p��	 
p���		

�� � ��	k
��  tan����	��

where the coe�cients of the algebraic polynomial p� of degree 
 �k are linear functions

of the coe�cients of p� Now� the requirement for p to be nonnegative on a given segment

# � ��� ��� is equivalent to the requirement for p� to be nonnegative on a 
segment� #�

�which� depending on #� may be either the usual �nite segment� or a ray� or the entire

axis	� We see that S�
k �#	 is inverse image� under certain linear mapping� of the the SDr set

P�
�k�#

�	� so that S�
k �#	 itself is SDr�

Finally� we may ask which part of the outlined results can be saved when we pass from
nonnegative polynomials of one variable to those of two or more variables� Unfortunately� not
too much� E�g�� when interested in polynomials of a given degree with r � � variables� we still
may get those of them who are sums of squares as the image of a positive semide�nite cone
under certain linear mapping similar to �D	� The di�culty is that in the multi�dimensional case
nonnegativity of a polynomial and its representability as a sum of squares are di�erent things�
consequently� what comes from the semide�nite cone is only a part of what we are interested to
get�
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��� Applications� I� Combinatorics

Due to its tremendous expressive abilities�� semide�nite programming has an extremely wide
variety of applications� What we are about to do is to overview the most important of these
applications� We start with brief presentation of what comes from inside� Mathematics and
then will focus� in more details� on the applications in Engineering� The most important inner�
applications of semide�nite programming are in building relaxations of combinatorial problems


Combinatorial problems and their relaxations� Numerous problems of planning� place�
ment� routing� etc�� can be posed as optimization programs with discrete design variables �
integer or zero�one � as combinatorial optimization problems� There are several universal
forms� of combinatorial problems� among them Linear Programming programs with integer
variables and Linear Programming problems with ��� variables� a problem given in one of these
forms always can be converted to any other universal form� so that in principle it it does not
matter which form to use� Now� the majority of combinatorial problems are di�cult � we do
not know theoretically e�cient� in certain precise meaning of the notion� algorithms for solving
these problems� what we know is that nearly all these problems are� in a sense� equivalent to
each other and are NP�complete� what does the latter notion mean exactly� this will be explained
in Lecture �� for the time being it su�ces to say that NP�completeness of a problem P means
that the problem is as di�cult as a combinatorial problem can be� � if we knew an e�cient
algorithm for P � we would be able to convert it to an e�cient algorithm for any other combina�
torial problem� NP�complete problems may look extremely simple�� as it is demonstrated by
the following example�

�Stones	 Given n stones of positive integer weights �i
e
� given n positive integers
a�� ���� an�� check whether you can partition these stones into two groups of equal
weight� i
e
� check whether a linear equation

nX
i��

aixi 
 �

has a solution with xi 
 ��

Theoretically di�cult combinatorial problems are di�cult to solve in practice as well� An
important ingredient in basically all algorithms for combinatorial optimization is a technique
for building bounds for the unknown optimal value of a given �sub	problem� A typical way to
estimate the optimal value of an optimization program

f�x	� min j x � X

from above is to present a feasible solution )x and to say that the optimal value is � f�)x	� And a
typical way to bound the optimal value from below is to pass from the problem to its relaxation
� to a problem of the form

f�x	� min j x � X �

with a larger feasible set X � �X � � X	� The optimal value of the relaxation clearly is a lower
bound for the actual optimal value� so that whenever the relaxation is e�ciently solvable �to
ensure this� we should take care of how we choose X �	� it provides us with a computable� lower
bound on the actual optimal value�
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When building a relaxation� one should take care of two issues� the relaxation� as it was
already explained� should be e�ciently solvable�� at the same time� we are interested in tight�
relaxations� otherwise the bounds we get may be by far too optimistic� and therefore be of
no actual use� For a long time� the only practical ways of building relaxations were aimed
at obtaining LP relaxations� since these were the only problems we could solve e�ciently in
practice� With progress in optimization techniques� nonlinear relaxations become more and more
practical�� as a result� we are witnessing a growing theoretical and computational activity in
the area of nonlinear relaxations of combinatorial problems� Among the related developments�
most� if not all� deal with semide�nite relaxations� Let us look at where they come from�

����� Shors Semide�nite Relaxation scheme

As it was already mentioned� there are numerous universal forms� of combinatorial problems �
such that every combinatorial problem can be written down in this form� E�g�� a combinatorial
problem can be posed as the one of minimizing quadratic objective under quadratic equality
constraints�

f��x	 
 xTA�x �b
T
� x c� � min

s�t�
fi�x	 
 xTAix �b

T
i x ci 
 �� i 
 �� ���� m

!x � Rn"�

������	

To see that this form is universal�� note that one of universal forms of a combinatorial problem
is an LP program with Boolean ����	 variables�

cTx� min j aTi x� bi � �� i 
 �� ���� m�xj � f�� �g� j 
 �� ���� n� �B	

The fact that a variable xj must be Boolean can be expressed by the quadratic equality

x�j � xj 
 ��

and a linear inequality aTi x�bi � � can be expressed by the quadratic equality aTi x�bi�s�i 
 ��
si being an additional variable� Thus� �B	 is equivalent to the problem

cTx� min j aTi x� bi � s�i 
 �� i 
 �� ���� m�x
�
j � xj 
 �� j 
 �� ���� n

of the form ������	�
Now� in order to bound from below the optimal value in ������	 we may use the same

arguments as when building the dual problem� Namely� let us choose somehow weights� �i�
i 
 �� ���� m of arbitrary signs� and let us add the constraints of ������	 with these weights to the
objective� thus coming to the function

f��x	 
 f��x	  
Pm

i�� �ifi�x	

 xTA��	x �bT ��	x c��	�

A��	 
 A�  
Pm

i�� �iAi

b��	 
 b�  
Pm

i�� �ibi
c��	 
 c�  

Pm
i�� �ici

������	

Due to its origin� the function f��x	 is equal to the actual objective f��x	 on the feasible set
of the problem ������	� Consequently� the unconstrained � over the entire Rn � in�mum of this
function

a��	 
 inf
x�Rn

f��x	
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is a lower bound for the optimal value in ������	� We come to the following simple result �cf�
the Weak Duality Theorem�	

�%	 Assume that � � Rm and � � R are such that

f��x	� � � � �x � Rn ������	

�i
e
� that � � a��	�
 Then � is a lower bound for the optimal value in ������	�

It remains to understand what does it mean that ������	 holds� It is easy� recalling the structure
of f�� we see that this relation says exactly that the inhomogeneous quadratic form

g��x	 
 xTA��	x �bT ��	x c��	� �

is nonnegative on the entire space� Now� the fact that an inhomogeneous quadratic form

g�x	 
 xTAx �bTx c

always is nonnegative is equivalent to the fact that some homogeneous quadratic form is non�
negative� Indeed� given t �
 � and x � Rn� let us look what does it mean that g�t��x	 is
nonnegative� this means nothing but the nonnegativity of the form

G�x� t	 
 xTAx �tbTx ct��

We see that if g is nonnegative� then the homogeneous quadratic form G�x� t	 with �n  �	
variables is nonnegative whenever t �
 �� by continuity� G is nonnegative everywhere� Thus� if g
is nonnegative� then G is� and of course vice versa �since g�x	 
 G�x� �		� Now� to say that G is
nonnegative everywhere is literally the same as to say that the matrix�

c bT

b A

�
������	

is positive semide�nite�

It is worthy to catalogue our simple observation�

Simple Lemma� A quadratic inequality with a �symmetric� n	 n matrix A

xTAx �bTx c � �

is trivially true � is valid for all x � Rn � if only if the matrix ������	 is positive
semide�nite


Applying this observation to g��x	� we get the following equivalent reformulation of �%	�

Whenever ��� �	 � Rm 	R satisfy the LMI� Pm
i�� �ici � � bT�  

Pm
i�� �ib

T
i

b�  
Pm

i�� �ibi A�  
Pm

i�� �iAi

�
� ��

� is a lower bound for the optimal value in ������	�
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Now� what is the best lower bound we can get with this scheme� Of course� it is the optimal
value in the semide�nite program

� � max j
�
c�  

Pm
i�� �ici � � bT�  

Pm
i�� �ib

T
i

b�  
Pm

i�� �ibi A�  
Pm

i�� �iAi

�
� � ������	

with design variables �i� ��

We have proved the following simple

Proposition ����� The optimal value in ������	 is a lower bound for the optimal value in
������	�

The outlined scheme is extremely transparent� but it does not look as a relaxation scheme
as explained above � where is the extension of the feasible set of the original problem� In fact
the scheme is of this type� To see it� let us note that the value of a quadratic form at a point
x � Rn can be written down as the Frobenius inner product of certain matrix and the dyadic

matrix X�x	 


�
�
x

��
�
x

�T

�

xTAx �bTx c 


�
�
x

�T �
c bT

b A

��
�
x

�

 Tr

��
c bT

b A

�
X�x	

�
�

Consequently� ������	 can be written down as the problem

Tr

��
c� bT�
b� A�

�
X�x	

�
� min j Tr

��
ci bTi
bi Ai

�
X�x	

�

 �� i 
 �� ���� m� ������	

Thus� we may think of ������	 as of a problem with linear objective and linear equality constraints
with the design vectorX being a symmetric �n �		�n �	 matrix running through the nonlinear
manifold X comprised of dyadic matrices X�x	� x � Rn� Now� what we for sure know about
X is that it is comprised of positive semide�nite matrices with the North�Western entry equal
to �� Denoting by )X the latter set and replacing X by )X � we get a relaxation of ������	� i�e��
essentially� of our original problem ������	� This relaxation is the semide�nite program

Tr� )A�X	� min j Tr� )AiX	 
 �� i 
 �� ���� m�X � ��X�� 
 �

Ai 


�
ci bTi
bi Ai

�
� i 
 �� ���� m

�
������	

and we get the following

Proposition ����� The optimal value in the semide�nite program ������	 is a lower bound for
the optimal value in ������	�

You can easily verify that problem ������	 is just the semide�nite dual of ������	� thus� when
deriving ������	� we in fact were implementing the idea of relaxation� This is why in the sequel we
call both ������	 and ������	 semide�nite relaxations of ������	� Let us look at several interesting
examples�
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����� Stability number� Shannon capacity and Lovasz capacity of a graph

Stability number of a graph� Consider a �non�oriented	 graph � a �nite set of nodes some�
how linked by arcs��� like the simple ��node graph C��

B

C

D

E

A

Graph C�

One of fundamental characteristics of a graph . is its stability number ��.	 de�ned as the
maximum cardinality of an independent subset of nodes � a subset such that no two nodes from
it are linked by an arc� E�g�� the stability number for the above graph is ��

The problem of computing the stability number of a given graph is NP�complete� this is why
it is important to know how to bound this number�

Shannon capacity of a graph� An interesting by its own right upper bound on the stability
number of a graph is the Shannon capacity /�.	 de�ned as follows�

Let us treat nodes of . as letters of certain alphabet� and the arcs as possible errors in certain
communication channel� you can send trough the channel one letter per unit time� and what will
be obtained on the other end of the channel� can be either the letter you have sent� or any letter
adjacent to it� Now assume that you are planning to communicate with an addressee through
the channel by sending n�letter words �n is �xed	� You �x in advance a dictionary Dn of words
to be used and make this dictionary known to the addressee� What you are interested in when
building the dictionary is to get a good one� such that no word from it could be transformed by
the channel into another word from the dictionary� If your dictionary satis�es this requirement�
that you may be sure that the addressee will never misunderstand you� whatever word from
the dictionary you send and whatever possible transmission errors will occur� the addressee is
able either to get the correct message� or to realize that the message was corrupted during
transmission� but there is no risk that your yes� will be read as no��� Now� in order to utilize
the channel at full capacity�� you are interested to get as large dictionary as possible� How
many words it can include� The answer is clear� this is nothing but the stability number of the
graph .n de�ned as follows� The nodes of .n are ordered n�element collections of the nodes of
. � all possible n�letter words in your alphabet� and two distinct nodes �i�� ���� in	 �j�� ���� jn	 are
linked by an arc if and only if for every l l�th letters il and jl in the two words either coincide�
or are linked by arcs in .� �i�e�� two distinct n�letter words are adjacent� if one of them� as a
result of transmission� can be transformed into another	� Let us denote the maximum number
of words in a good� dictionary Dn �i�e�� the stability number of .n	 by f�n	� The function f�n	

��One of formal de�nitions of a �non
oriented� graph is as follows� a n
node graph is just a n
 n symmetric
matrix A with entries �� � and zero diagonal� The rows �and the columns� of the matrix are identi�ed with the
nodes �� �� ����n of the graph� and the nodes i� j are adjacent �i�e�� linked by an arc� exactly for those i� j with

Aij � ��
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possesses the following nice property�

f�k	f�l	 � f�k  l	� k� l 
 �� �� ��� ��	

Indeed� given the best �of cardinality f�k		 good dictionary Dk and the best good dictio�

nary Dl� let us build a dictionary comprised of all �k � l	�letter words as follows� the initial

k�letter fragment of a word belongs to Dk� and the remaining l�letter fragment belongs to

Dl� The resulting dictionary clearly is good and contains f�k	f�l	 words� and ��	 follows�

Now� this is a simple exercise in analysis to see that for a nonnegative function f with property
�%	 one has

lim
k��

�f�k		��k 
 sup
k��
�f�k		��k � !�� �"�

In our situation supk���f�k		��k � �� since clearly f�k	 � nk � n being the number of letters
�the number of nodes in .	� Consequently� the quantity

/�.	 
 lim
k��

�f�k		��k

is well�de�ned� moreover� for every k the quantity �f�k		��k is a lower bound for /�.	� The
number /�.	 is called the Shannon capacity of .� Our immediate observation is that

��	 The Shannon capacity number /�.	 majorates the stability number of .�

��.	 � /�.	�

Indeed� as we remember� �f�k		��k is a lower bound for *��	 for every k  �� �� ���� setting

k  � and taking into account that f��	  ���	� we get the desired result�

We see that the Shannon capacity number is an upper bound on the stability number� and this
bound has a nice interpretation in terms of the Information Theory� A bad news is that we do
not know how to compute the Shannon capacity� E�g�� what is it for the toy graph C��

The stability number of C� clearly is �� so that our �rst observation is that

/�C�	 � ��C�	 
 ��

To get a better estimate� let us look the graph �C�	� �as we remember� /�.	 � �f�k		��k 

���.k		��k for every k	� The graph �C�	

� has �� nodes� so that we do not draw it� it� however�
is not that di�cult to �nd its stability number� which turns out to be �� A good ��element
dictionary �
 a ��node independent set in �C�	�	 is� e�g��

AA�AC�BE�CB�DE�

Thus� we get

/�C�	 �
q
���C�	�	 


p
��

Attempts to compute the subsequent lower bounds �f�k		��k� as long as they are implementable
�think how many vertices there are in �C�	��	� do not yield any improvements� and for more than
�� years it remained unknown whether /�C�	 


p
� or is �

p
�� And this is for a toy graph�

The breakthrough in the area of upper bounds for the stability number is due to L� Lovasz who
in early ���s found a new � computable� � bound of this type�
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Lovasz capacity number� Given a n�node graph .� let us associate with it an a�ne matrix�
valued function L�x	 taking values in the space of n	n symmetric matrices� namely� as follows�

For every pair i� j of indices �� � i� j � n	 such that the nodes i and j are not linked by an
arc� the ij�th entry of L is identically equal to ��

For a pair i � j of indices such that the nodes i� j are linked by an arc� the ij�th and the
ji�th entries in L are equal to xij � to the variable responsible for the arc �i� j	�

Thus� L�x	 indeed is an a�ne function of N design variables xij � N being the number of
arcs in the graph� E�g�� for graph C� the function L is as follows�

L 


�BBBBB�
� xAB � � xEA

xAB � xBC � �
� xBC � xCD �
� � xCD � xDE

xEA � � xDE �

�CCCCCA �

Now� the Lovasz capacity number� ��.	� by de�nition� is the optimal value in the optimization
program

�max�L�x		� min�

i�e�� the optimal value in the semide�nite program

�� min j �In � L�x	 � �� �L	

Proposition ����� �Lovasz� One has

��.	 � /�.	�

Thus� the Lovasz capacity number is an upper bound for the Shannon capacity one and� conse�
quently� for the stability number	

��.	 � /�.	 � ��.	�

For graph C�� the Lovasz capacity number can be easily computed analytically and turns out
to be exactly

p
�� Thus� a small byproduct of Lovasz�s result is a solution to the problem which

remained open for two decades�

Let us look how the Lovasz bound on the stability number can be obtained from the general
relaxation scheme� To this end note that the stability number of an n�node graph . is the
optimal value in the following optimization problem with ��� variables�

eTx � max j xixj 
 � whenever i� j are adjacent nodes � xi � f�� �g� i 
 �� ���� n�
e 
 ��� ���� �	T � Rn�

Indeed� ��� n�dimensional vectors can be identi�ed with sets of nodes of .� the coordinates
xi of the vector x representing a set A of nodes are ones for i � A and zeros otherwise� The
quadratic equality constraints xixj 
 � for such a vector express equivalently the fact that the
corresponding set of nodes is independent� and the objective eTx counts the cardinality of this
set�

As we remember� the ��� restrictions on the variables can be represented equivalently by
quadratic equality constraints� so that the stability number of . is the optimal value in the
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following problem with quadratic �in fact linear	 objective and quadratic equality constraints�

eTx � max
s�t�

xixj 
 �� �i� j	 is an arc
x�i � xi 
 �� i 
 �� ���� n�

������	

The latter problem is in the form of ������	� with the only di�erence that the objective should
be maximized rather than minimized� Switching from maximization of eTx to minimization of
��e	Tx and passing to ������	� we get the problem

� � max j
� �� ��

��e �	T

��
��e �	 A��� �	

�
� ��

where � is n�dimensional and A��� �	 is as follows�

� The diagonal entries of A��� �	 are ��� ���� �n�

� The o��diagonal cells ij corresponding to non�adjacent nodes i� j �empty cells�	 are zeros�

� The o��diagonal cells ij� i � j� and the symmetric cells ji corresponding to adjacent nodes
i� j �arc cells�	 are �lled with free variables �ij�

Note that the optimal value in the resulting problem is a lower bound for minus the optimal
value of ������	� i�e�� for minus the stability number of .�

Passing in the resulting problem from the variable � to a new variable � 
 �� and again
switching from maximization of � 
 �� to minimization of �� we end up with the semide�nite
program

� � min j
�

� ��
��e �	T

��
��e �	 A��� �	

�
� �� ������	

The optimal value in this problem is the minus optimal value in the previous one� which� in
turn� is a lower bound on the minus stability number of .� consequently� the optimal value in
������	 is an upper bound on the stability number of .�

We have built a semide�nite relaxation ������	 of the problem of computing the stability
number of .� the optimal value in the relaxation is an upper bound on the stability number�
To get the Lovasz relaxation� let us further �x the ��variables at the level � �this may only
increase the optimal value in the problem� so that it still will be an upper bound for the stability
number	� With this modi�cation� we come to the problem

� � min j
�

� �eT
�e A�e� �	

�
� ��

In a feasible solution to the problem� � should be � � �it is an upper bound for ��.	 � �	� When
� � �� the LMI �

� �eT
e A�e� �	

�
� �

by Lemma on Schur complement is equivalent to the LMI

A�e� �	 � ��e	�����e	T �
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or� which is the same� to the LMI

�A�e� �	� eeT � ��

The left hand side matrix in the latter LMI is equal to �In �B��� �	� where the matrix B��� �	
is as follows�

� The diagonal entries of B��� �	 are equal to ��
� The o��diagonal empty cells� are �lled with ones�
� The arc cells� from a symmetric pair o��diagonal pair ij and ji �i � j	 are �lled with
��ij�

Passing from the design variables � to the new ones xij 
 ��ij � we conclude that problem ������	
with ��s set to ones is equivalent to the problem

� � min j �In � L�x	 � ��

which is exactly the problem de�ning� via its optimal value� the Lovasz capacity number of .�
As a byproduct of our derivation� we get the easy part of the Lovasz Theorem � the inequality

��.	 � ��.	� this inequality� however� could be easily obtained directly from the de�nition of
��.	� The advantage of our derivation is that it demonstrates what is the origin of ��.	�

How good is Lovasz capacity number� The Lovasz capacity number plays a very im�
portant role in numerous graph�related problems� there is an important sub�family of graphs
� perfect graphs � for which this number coincides with the stability number� However� for a
general�type graph . ��.	 may be a fairly poor bound for ��.	� Lovasz has proved that for any
graph . with n nodes� ��.	��+.	 � n� where +. is the complement to . �i�e�� two distinct nodes
are adjacent in +. if and only if they are not adjacent in .	� It follows that for n�node graph . one
always have max!��.	� ��+.	" � p

n� On the other hand� it turns out that for a random n�node
graph . �the arcs are drawn at random and independently of each other� with probability ���
to draw an arc linking two given distinct nodes	 max!��.	� ��+.	" typically� �with probability
approaching � as n grows	 is of order of lnn� It follows that for random n�node graphs a typical
value of the ratio ��.	���.	 is at least of order of n���� lnn� as n grows� this ratio blows up to
��

A natural question arises� are there di�cult� �NP�complete	 combinatorial problems admit�
ting good� semide�nite relaxations � those with the quality of approximation not deteriorating
as the sizes of instances grow� Let us look at two recent �and breakthrough	 results in this
direction�

����� The MAXCUT problem

The maximum cut problem is as follows�

Problem ����� !MAXCUT" Let . be a n�node graph� and let the arcs �i� j	 of the graph be
associated with nonnegative �weights� aij � The problem is to �nd a cut of the largest possible
weight � to partition the set of nodes in two parts S� S� in such a way that the total weight of
arcs �linking S and S�� � with one of the two incident nodes in S and the other one in S� � is
as large as possible�
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When speaking about the MAXCUT problem we always may assume that the weights aij 

aji � � are de�ned for every pair i� j of indices� it su�ces to set aij 
 � for pairs i� j of
non�adjacent nodes�

In contrast to the minimum cut problem �where we should minimize the weight of a cut
instead of maximizing it	� which is� basically� a nice LP program of �nding the maximum �ow in
a net and is therefore e�ciently solvable� the MAXCUT problem is as di�cult as a combinatorial
problem might be � it is NP�complete� It� however� is easy to build a semide�nite relaxation of
MAXCUT� To this end let us pose MAXCUT as a quadratic problem with quadratic equality
constraints� Let . be a n�node graph� A cut �S� S�	 � a partitioning of the set of nodes in two
non�overlapping parts S� S � � may be identi�ed with a n�dimensional vector x with coordinates
�� � xi 
 � for i � S and xi 
 �� for i � S �� It is immediately seen that the quantity
�
�

Pn
i�j�� aijxixj is the total weight of arcs with both ends either in S or in S

� minus the weight
of the cut �S� S�	� consequently� the quantity

�

�

���
�

nX
i�j��

aij � �

�

nX
i�j��

aijxixj

�	 
 �

�

nX
i�j��

aij��� xixj	

is exactly the weight of the cut �S� S �	�
We conclude that the MAXCUT problem can be posed as the following quadratic problem

with quadratic equality constraints�

�

�

nX
i�j��

aij��� xixj	� max j x�i 
 �� i 
 �� ���� n� �������	

It is immediately seen that for the problem in question the semide�nite relaxation ������	 after
evident simpli�cations becomes the semide�nite program

�
�

Pn
i�j�� aij��� xij	 � max

s�t�
X 
 !Xij "ni�j�� 
 XT � �

Xii 
 �� i 
 �� ���� n�

�������	

the optimal value in the latter problem is an upper bound for the optimal value in MAXCUT�

The fact that ��� ���	 is a relaxation of ��� ���	 can be established immediately� inde�
pendently of any 
general theory�� ��� ���	 is the problem of maximizing the objective

�

�

nX
i�j��

aij � �

�

nX
i�j��

aijxixj � �

�

nX
i�j��

aij � �

�
Tr�AX�x		� X�x	  xxT

over all rank � matrices X�x	  xxT coming from n�dimensional vectors x with entries ���
All these matrices are symmetric positive semide�nite with unit entries on the diagonal� i�e��

they belong the feasible set of ��� ���	� Thus� ��� ���	 indeed is a relaxation of ��� ���	�

The quality of the semide�nite relaxation �������	 is given by the following brilliant result of
Goemans and Williamson�

Theorem ����� Let OPT be the optimal value in the MAXCUT problem �������	� and SDP

be the optimal value in the semide�nite relaxation �������	� Then

� � OPT

SDP
� ���������� �������	
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The reasoning used by Goemans and Williamson is so beautiful that it is impossible not to
reproduce it here�

The left inequality in ��� ���	 is evident � it simply says that our semide�nite program ��� ���	 is a
relaxation of MAXCUT� To get the right inequality� Goemans and Williamson act as follows� Let X be
a feasible solution to the semide�nite relaxation� Since X is positive semide�nite� it is the Gram matrix
of a collection of n vectors v�� ���� vn�

Xij  vTi vj�

And since all Xii are equal to �� the vectors vi are of unit Euclidean norm� Given X� we can easily �nd
vi!s �e�g�� via the Choleski decomposition of X	� Now let us look at the following procedure for generating
random cuts of the graph� we choose at random� according to the uniform distribution on the unit sphere
in Rn� a unit vector v and build the cut

S  fi j vT vi � �g�

What is the expected value of the weight of this random cut� The expected contribution of a particular
pair i� j to the expected weight of our random cut is �

�aij times twice the probability of the event that
the nodes i and j will be 
separated� by v� i�e�� that the products vT vi and v

T vj will have opposite signs�
By elementary arguments� the probability of this event is just twice the ratio of the angle between the
vectors vi and vj to ��� as is seen from the following picture�

A

B

A’

B’

O
φ

φ

φ

v1

v2

Figure ���

w is the projection of v on the �D plane spanned by vi and vj� the direction of w is uniformly

distributed in ��� �		� and v separates vi and vj exactly when w belongs to one of the angles AOB�

A�OB�

Thus� the expected contribution of a pair i� j to the expected weight of our random cut is �
�aij

arccos	vTi vj�
	 �

and the expected weight of the random cut is

W �X� 
�

�

nX
i�j��

aij
arccos�Xij	

�
�

Comparing the right hand side term by term with the value

f�X	 
�

�

nX
i�j��

aij���Xij	
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at X of the objective in the relaxed problem ��� ���	 and taking into account that aij � � and that for
all x � ���� �� one has�

arccos�x	

�
� �

�

�
��� x	� �  �����������

we come to

W �X� � �f�X	�

This inequality is valid for every feasible solution X of the semide�nite relaxation� in particular� for the
optimal solution X�� We conclude that already the expectation of the weight of random cut generated

from X�� is at least �SDP � and the maximum possible weight OPT of a cut may be only larger than
this expectation� so that OPT�SDP � �  ����������

Note that the above construction not only provides a proof of Theorem �� ��� but o�ers a randomized

algorithm for constructing a random cut which� at average� has weight at least ������� of OPT � Indeed�

it su�ces to solve the semide�nite relaxation ��� ���	 �which can be done e�ciently� provided that we

will be satis�ed with an �solution � a feasible X such that the value of the objective of ��� ���	 at X

is at least �� � 	 � SDP � with any once for ever �xed  � �� say� with   ��e � �	� After a �nearly	

optimal solution X to ��� ���	 is found� we use it to generate random cuts� as explained in the above

construction�

����� Extensions

In the MAXCUT problem� we in fact are maximizing the homogeneous quadratic form

xTAx 

nX
i��

�� nX
j��

aij

�A x�i �
nX

i�j��

aijxixj

over the set Sn of n�dimensional vectors x with coordinates ��� The matrix A of this form is
positive semide�nite �Exercise ���	 and possesses a speci�c feature that the o��diagonal entries
are nonpositive� while the sum of the entries in every row is �� What happens when we are
maximizing over Sn a quadratic form xTAx with a general�type �symmetric	 matrix A� An
extremely nice result in this direction was recently obtained by Yu� Nesterov� The cornerstone
of Nesterov�s construction relates to the case when A is positive semide�nite� and this is the case
we shall start with� Note that the problem of maximizing a quadratic form xTAx with positive
semide�nite �and� say� integer	 matrix A over Sn� same as MAXCUT� is NP�complete�

The semide�nite relaxation of the problem

xTAx � max j x � Sn !� xi � f��� �g� i 
 �� ���� n" �������	

��Look at the picture�
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can be built exactly in the same way as �������	 and turns out to be the semide�nite program

Tr�AX	 � max
s�t�

X 
 XT 
 !Xij"ni�j�� � �

Xii 
 �� i 
 �� ���� n�

�������	

The optimal value in this problem� let it again be called SDP � is � the optimal value OPT in
the original problem �������	� The ratio OPT�SDP � however� cannot be too large�

Theorem ����� !Nesterov�s Theorem" Let A be positive semide�nite� Then

SDP � OPT � �

	
SDP !��	 
 ���������"

The proof utilizes the central idea of Goemans and Williamson in the following brilliant reason�
ing�

The fact that SDP � OPT was already mentioned �it comes from the origin of ��� ���	 as a relaxation
of ��� �� 		� Let X be a feasible solution to the relaxed problem� then Xij  vTi vj for a system of unit
vectors v�� ���� vn� Similarly to the MAXCUT construction� let us associate with this representation of X
a random generator of vectors from Sn� choosing a direction v uniformly on the unit sphere� we build
vector x with the ���coordinates

xi  sign�vT vi	�

where sign�a	 is �� for a � � and is �� for a 	 �� What is the expected value of the objective xTAx of
��� �� 	 over the generated points x� It is

V 
nX

i�j��

aijEvfsign�vT vi	sign�vT vj	g�

where Ev denotes expectation with respect to v uniformly distributed over the unit sphere� An expectation
Evfsign�vT vi	sign�vT vj	g can be easily computed� when projecting v on the �D plane spanned by vi� vj�
we get a vector w with the direction uniformly distributed in ��� ���� and the expectation in question
is the probability for w to have inner products with vi and vj of the same sign �i�e�� to belong to the
union of angles AOA� and BOB� on Fig� ���	 minus probability to have inner products with vi and vj
of opposite signs �i�e�� to belong to the union of the angles AOB and A�OB�	� The indicated di�erence
clearly is

�

��

�
�� � � arccos�vTi vj	

 


�

�
arcsin�vTi vj	 

�

�
arcsin�Xij	�

Thus�

V 
�

�

nX
i�j��

aij arcsin�Xij	�

recalling that V is the expected value of the objective in ��� �� 	 with respect to certain probability
distribution on the feasible set Sn of the problem� we get V 
 OPT � Following Nesterov� we have proved

Lemma ����� Let X be a feasible solution to ��� ���	� Then the optimal value OPT in ��� �� 	 satis�es
the relation

OPT � �

�

nX
i�j��

aij arcsin�Xij	�

Consequently�

OPT � �

�
maxfTr�A arcsin�X�	 j X � �� Xii  �� i  �� ���� ng � ��� ���	

where arcsin�X� is the matrix with the elements arcsin�Xij	�
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Nesterov completes the proof by the following unexpected� although simple�

Observation� For a positive semide�nite symmetric matrix X with diagonal entries ��
�in fact � for any positive semide�nite X with jXijj 
 � one has

arcsin�X� � X�

The proof of Observation is immediate� denoting by �X	k the �entry
wise k
th power
of X� � the matrix with the entries Xk

ij � and making use of the Taylor series for
the arcsin �this series converges uniformly on ���� �	�� for a matrix X with all entries
belonging to ���� �	 we get

arcsin�X	�X �

�X
k��

�
 �
 
 ���
 ��k � ��

�kk���k � ��
�X	�k���

and all we need is to note that the entry
wise product of two symmetric positive semidef


inite matrices is positive semide�nite	 �

Since A is positive semide�nite� Observation implies that
Pn

i�j�� aij arcsin�Xij	  Tr�A arcsin�X�	 �
Tr�AX	 for every feasible solution X of the semide�nite relaxation ��� ���	� i�e�� that the expression

in the right hand side of ��� ���	 is at least �
	SDP �

Note that in fact the inequality in �������	 is equality �see Exercise ����	�

��� Applications� II� Stability Analysis

Semide�nite programming is a natural language to pose and to process numerous stability�
related problems arising in engineering� Let us look at several examples�

����� Dynamic stability in Mechanics

Free motions� of numerous linear elastic� mechanical systems� i�e�� their behaviour in absence
of external loads� are governed by systems of di�erential equations of the type

M
d�

dt�
x�t	 
 �Ax�t	� �N	

where x�t	 � Rn is the state vector of the system at instant t� M is the �generalized	 mass
matrix�� and A is the sti�ness matrix� of the system� �N	� basically� is the Newton law for a
system with the potential energy �

�x
TAx�

As a simple example� consider a system of m points of masses ��� ���� �k linked by springs
with given elasticity coe�cients� here x is comprised of the displacements xi � Rd �d 
���� 	 of the points from their equilibrium positions ei� and the Newton equations become

�i
d�

dt�
xi�t	  �

X
j ��i

�ij�ei � ej	�e
T
i xi � eTj xj	� i  �� ���� k�

	�This is the standard fact of Linear Algebra� The easiest way to understand it is to note that if P�Q are
positive semide�nite symmetric matrices of the same size� then they are Gram matrices� Pij � pTi pj for certain
system of vectors pi from certain �no matter from which exactly� RN and Qij � qTi qj for a system of vectors qi
from certain RM � But then the entry
wise product of P and Q � the matrix with the entries PijQij � �pTi pj��q

T
i qj�

� also is a Gram matrix� namely� the Gram matrix of matrices piq
T
i �MNM � RNM � Since every Gram matrix

is positive semide�nite� the entry
wise product of P and Q is positive semide�nite�
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where �ij are given by

�ij 
�ij

k ei � ej k��
�

�ij � � being the elasticity coe�cients of the springs� The resulting system is of the form
�N	 with a diagonal M and positive semide�nite symmetric A� The simplest system of this
type we know from school � this is a pendulum �a single point capable to slide along a given
axis and linked by a spring to a �xed point on the axis	�

l x
d�

dt�x�t	  ��x�t	� �  

l �

Another example is given by a truss �see Section �� ��	� here A is the bar�sti�ness matrixP
i tibib

T
i � and the mass matrix is

M 
X
i

ti�i�
T
i � �i 

r
�

�
libi�

where � is the material density� � is the Young modulus� and li is the length of bar i�

Note that in the indicated examples both the mass matrix M and the sti�ness matrix A are
symmetric positive semide�nite� in nondegenerate� cases they are even positive de�nite� and
this is what we assume from now on� Under this assumption� we can pass in �N	 from the
variables x�t	 to the variables y�t	 
 M����x�t	� with respect to these variables� the system
becomes

d�

dt�
y�t	 
 � +Ay�t	� +A 
M����AM����� �N�	

It is known that the space of solutions of a system of the latter type �where +A is symmetric
positive de�nite	 is spanned by fundamental �perhaps complex�valued	 solutions of the type
expf�tgf � A nontrivial �with f �
 �	 function of this type indeed is a solution to �N�	 if and
only if

���I  +A	f 
 ��

so that the allowed values of �� are exactly the minus eigenvalues of the matrix +A� f being the
corresponding eigenvectors of +A� But the matrix +A is symmetric positive de�nite� so that the

only allowed values of � are purely imaginary� with the imaginary parts �
q
�j� +A	� Recalling that

the eigenvalues�eigenvectors of +A are exactly the eigenvalues�eigenvectors of the pencil!M�A"�
we come to the following result�

��	 In the case of positive de�nite symmetric M�A� the solutions to �N	 � the
�free motions� of the corresponding mechanical system S � are exactly the solutions
of the form

x�t	 

nX

j��

!aj cos��j t	  bj sin��j t	"ej �

where aj � bj are free real parameters� ej� are the eigenvectors of the pencil !M�A"�

��jM �A	ej 
 �
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and �j 

p
�j 
 Thus� the �free motions� of the system S are comprised of har�

monic oscillations along the eigenvectors of the pencil !M�A"� the frequencies of
the oscillations ��the eigenfrequencies of the system�� being the square roots of the
corresponding eigenvalues of the pencil


From the engineering viewpoint� the dynamic behaviour� of mechanical constructions like
buildings� masts� bridges� etc�� is the better the larger are the eigenfrequencies of the system���
This is why a typical design restriction in mechanical engineering is a lower bound

�min�A �M	 � �� !�� � �" ������	

on the smallest eigenvalue �min�A � M	 of the pencil !M�A" comprised of the mass and the
sti�ness matrices of the system to be designed� In the case of positive de�nite symmetric mass
matrices such a bound is equivalent to the matrix inequality

A� ��M � � ������	

�why�	� If M and A are a�ne functions of the design variables �as it is� e�g�� the case in
Truss Design	� the matrix inequality ������	 is a linear matrix inequality on the design variables�
and therefore it can be processed via the machinery of semide�nite programming� E�g�� when
adding to the Truss Topology Design problem �Lecture �	 a lower bound on the minimum
eigenfrequency of the truss to be designed� we end up with a semide�nite program� Moreover�
in the cases when A is a�ne in the design variables� and M is constant� ������	 is an LMI on the
design variables and ��� and we may play with ��� e�g�� a problem of the type given the mass
matrix of the system to be designed and a number of �SDr	 constraints on the design variables�
build a system with as large minimum eigenfrequency as possible� is a semide�nite program
�provided� of course� that the sti�ness matrix of the system is a�ne in the design variables	�

����� Lyapunov stability analysis�synthesis

The material of this Section originates from !�"� The topic we are coming to now was already
touched in Lecture � �it provided us with an important example of a non�polyhedral conic
problem	� this is the topic of Lyapunov stability analysis� Consider a time�varying uncertain
linear dynamic system

d

dt
x�t	 
 A�t	x�t	� x��	 
 x� �ULS	

Here x�t	 � Rn represents the state of a plant� at time instant t� x� is the initial state and A�t	
is a time�varying n 	 n matrix� We assume that the system is uncertain in the sense that we
have no idea of what is x�� and all we know about A�t	 is that this matrix� at any time instant
t� belongs to a known in advance uncertainty set U � Thus� we are speaking about a wide family
of linear dynamic systems rather than on a single system of this type� and it makes sense to
call a trajectory of the uncertain linear system �ULS	 every function x�t	 which is an actual
trajectory� of a system from the family� i�e�� is such that

d

dt
x�t	 
 A�t	x�t	


�Think about a building and an earthquake or about sea waves and a light house� in this case the external
load acting at the system is time
varying and can be represented as a sum of harmonic oscillations of di�erent
�and low� frequencies� if some of these frequencies are close to the eigenfrequencies of the system� the system can
be crushed by resonance� In order to avoid this risk� one is interested to move the eigenfrequencies of the system
away from � as far as possible�
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for all t � � and certain matrix�valued function A�t	 taking all its values in U �
Note that we may model a nonlinear dynamic system

d

dt
x�t	 
 f�t� x�t		 !x � Rn" �NLS	

with a given right hand side f�t� x	 and a given equilibrium x�t	 
 � �i�e�� f�t� �	 

� �t	 as an uncertain linear system� Indeed� let us de�ne the set Uf as the closed
convex hull of all n 	 n matrices �

�xf�t� x	 coming from all t � � and all x � Rn�
Then for every point x � Rn we have

f�t� x	 
 f�t� �	  
R t
�

h
�
�xf�t� sx	

i
xds 
 Ax�t	x�

Ax�t	 

R �
�

�
�xf�t� sx	ds � U �

We see that every trajectory of the original nonlinear system �NLS	 is also a trajec�
tory of the uncertain linear system �ULS	 associated with the uncertainty set U 
 Uf
�this trick is called global linearization�	� Of course� the set of trajectories of the
resulting uncertain linear system may be much wider than the set of trajectories of
�NLS	� however� all good news� about the uncertain system �like all trajectories of
�ULS	 share such and such property�	 are automatically valid for the trajectories of
the nonlinear system of interest� �NLS	� and only bad news� about �ULS	 �such
and such property is not shared by some trajectories of �ULS	�	 may say nothing
about the system of interest �NLS	�

The basic question about a dynamic system is the one of its stability� For �ULS	� this
question sounds as follows�

��	 Is it true that �ULS	 is stable� i
e
� that

x�t	� �� t � �
for every trajectory of the system�

A su�cient condition for the stability of �ULS	 is the existence of a quadratic Lyapunov function
� a quadratic form L�x	 
 xTXx� X being positive de�nite symmetric matrix� such that

d

dt
L�x�t		 � ��L�x�t		 ������	

for certain � � � and all trajectories of �ULS	�

Lemma ����� !Quadratic Stability Certi�cate" Assume �ULS	 admits a quadratic Lyapunov
function L� Then �ULS	 is stable�
Proof� Indeed� if ����� 	 is valid for all trajectories of �ULS	� then� integrating this di�erential inequality�
we get

L�x�t		 
 expf��L�x��		g 	 �� t	��

Since L��	 is a positive de�nite quadratic form� L�x�t			 � implies that x�t		 ��

Of course� Lemma ����� is applicable to non�quadratic Lyapunov functions as well as to
quadratic ones� all we need is ������	 plus the assumption that L�x	 is smooth� nonnegative
and is bounded away from � outside every neighbourhood of the origin� The advantage of a
quadratic Lyapunov function is that we more or less understand how to �nd such a function� if
it exists�
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Proposition ����� !Existence of Quadratic Stability Certi�cate" Let U be the uncertainty set
associated with uncertain linear system �ULS	� The system admits quadratic Lyapunov function
if and only if the optimal value in the �semi�in�nite
� semide�nite program�

s � min
s�t�

sIn � ATX �XA � �� �A � U
X � In

�Ly	

the design variables in the problem being s � R and X � Sn� is strictly negative� Moreover�
every feasible solution to the problem with negative value of the objective provides a quadratic
Lyapunov stability certi�cate for �ULS	�

Proof is immediate� The derivative d
dt

h
xT �t	Xx�t	

i
of the value of a quadratic function xTXx

on a trajectory of �ULS	 is equal to



d

dt
x�t	

�T
Xx�t	  xT �t	X



d

dt
x�t	

�

 xT �t	!AT �t	X  XA�t	"x�t	�

If xTXx is a Lyapunov function� the resulting quantity should be at most ��xT �t	Xx�t	� i�e��
we should have

xT �t	
h
��X � AT �t	X �XA�t	

i
x�t	 � ��

The resulting inequality should be valid for every possible value of A�t	 at the time instant t
and every possible value x�t	 of a trajectory of the system at this instant� Since possible values
of x�t	 �ll the entire Rn and possible values of A�t	 �ll the entire U � we come to

��X �ATX �XA � � �A � U �

By de�nition of a quadratic Lyapunov function� X � � and � � �� by normalization �dividing
both X and � by the smallest eigenvalue of X	� we get a pair +s � �� +X � I such that

�+s +X � AT +X � +XA � � �A � U � +X � In�

Since +X is positive de�nite� we have � +X � ��In for certain positive �� but then �s 
 ��+s� +X	
is a feasible solution to �Ly	 with negative value of the objective� Thus� if �ULS	 admits a
quadratic Lyapunov function� then �Ly	 has a feasible solution with negative value of the objec�
tive� Reversing the reasoning� we see that the inverse implication also is true�

Lyapunov Stability Analysis

We see that in order to certify stability of an uncertain linear system it su�ces to point out
a feasible solution to �Ly	 with a negative value of the objective� It should be stressed that
such a possibility is no more than a su�cient condition for stability� if it exists� the system is
for sure stable� However� if the possibility in question is absent � the optimal value in �Ly	 is
nonnegative � all we can say is that the stability of �ULS	 cannot be certi�ed by a quadratic

�i�e�� with in�nitely many LMI constraints
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Lyapunov function� although �ULS	 still may be stable���� In this sense� stability analysis based
on quadratic Lyapunov functions � good systems are those admitting quadratic Lyapunov
functions� � is conservative� This drawback� however� is in a sense compensated by the fact that
this kind of stability analysis is implementable� � in many cases we can e�ciently solve �Ly	�
thus getting a quadratic stability certi�cate�� provided that it exists� Let us look at two cases
of this type�

Polytopic uncertainty set� The �rst tractable case� of �Ly	 is the one where U is a polytope
given as a convex hull of a number of points�

U 
 ConvfA�� ���� ANg�

In this case �Ly	 clearly is equivalent to the usual semide�nite program

s � min j sIn �AT
i X �XAi � �� i 
 �� ���� N �X � In

�why�	

The assumption that U is a polytope given as a convex combination of a �nite set is crucial
for a possibility to get a computationally tractable� equivalent reformulation of �Ly	� If U is�
say� a polytope given by a list of linear inequalities �e�g�� all we know about the entries of A�t	
are certain intervals where the entries take their values� it is called an interval� uncertainty	�
�Ly	 may become as hard as a problem can be� it may even happen that to check whether a
given pair �s�X	 is feasible for �Ly	 already is a computationally intractable� problem� The
same bad things may occur when U is a general�type ellipsoid in the space of n 	 n matrices�
There exists� however� a speci�c type of uncertainty ellipsoids� U for which �Ly	 is easy�� Let
us look at this case�

Norm�bounded perturbations� In numerous applications the n	n matrices A forming the
uncertainty set U are obtained from a �xed matrix A� by adding perturbations of the form
B&C� B �Mnk and C �Mln being given rectangular matrices and & �Mkl being the source
of perturbations� varying in a simple� set D�

U 
 fA 
 A�  B&C j & � D �Mklg
h
B �Mnk� � �
 C �Mln

i
������	

To give an instructive example� consider a controlled linear time�invariant dynamic sys�
tem

d
dtx�t	  Ax�t	 �Bu�t	
y�t	  Cx�t	

������	

�x is the state� u is the control and y is the output we can observe	 
closed� by a feedback

u�t	  Ky�t	�

���The only case when the existence of a quadratic Lyapunov function is a criterion � a necessary and su�cient

condition � for stability is the simplest case of certain time
invariant linear system d
dt
x�t� � Ax�t� �U � fAg��

This is the case which led Lyapunov to the general concept of what is now called �a Lyapunov function� and
what is the basic approach to establishing convergence of di�erent time
dependent processes to their equilibria�
Note also that in the case of time
invariant linear system there exists a straightforward stability criterion � all
eigenvalues of A should have negative real parts� The advantage of the Lyapunov approach is that it can be
extended to more general situations� which is not the case for the eigenvalue criterion�
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y(t) = Cx(t)

x(t)

u(t) = K y(t)

x’(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)

x(t)

y(t) = Cx(t)x’(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)

y(t)u(t)u(t) y(t)

Open loop �left	 and closed loop �right	 controlled systems

The resulting 
closed loop system� is given by

d

dt
x�t	  %Ax�t	� %A  A� BKC� ������	

Now assume that A� B and C are constant and known� but the feedback K is drifting
around certain nominal feedback K�� K  K� � #� As a result� the matrix %A of the
closed loop system also becomes drifting around its nominal value A�  A�BK�C� and the
perturbations in %A are exactly of the form B#C�

Note that we could get essentially the same kind of drift in %A assuming� instead of additive

perturbations� multiplicative perturbations C  �Il�#	C� in the observer �or multiplicative

disturbances in the actuator B	�

Now assume that input perturbations & are of spectral norm j&j not exceeding a given  �norm�
bounded perturbations	�

D 
 f& �Mkl j j&j � g ������	

Proposition ����� !�" In the case of uncertainty set ������	� ������	 the �semi�in�nite� semidef�
inite program �Ly	 is equivalent to the usual semide�nite program

� � min�
�In �AT�X �XA� � �CTC XB

BTX �Ik

�
� �

X � In

������	

with design variables �� ��X�
Besides this� when increasing the set of perturbations ������	 to the ellipsoid

E 
 f& �Mkl j k & k�


vuuut kX
i��

lX
j��

&�
ij � g� ������	

we basically do not vary �Ly	 � the latter problem in the case of the uncertainty set ������	�
������	 still is equivalent to ������	�

Proof� It su�ces to verify the following general statement�

Lemma ����� Consider the matrix inequality

Y �QT&TPTZTR�RTZP&Q � � �������	

where Y is symmetric n	n matrix� & is a k	l matrix and P � Q� Z� R are rectangular
matrices of appropriate sizes �i�e�� q	 k� l	n� p	 q and p	 n� respectively� Given
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Y� P�Q� Z�R� with Q �
 � �this is the only nontrivial case� this matrix inequality is
satis�ed for all & with j&j �  if and only if it is satis�ed for all & with k & k�� �
and this is the case if and only if�

Y � �QTQ �RTZP

�PTZTR �Ik

�
� �

for a properly chosen real ��

The statement of Proposition ����� is just a particular case of Lemma ������ e�g�� in the case of
uncertainty set ������	� ������	 a pair ���X	 is a feasible solution to �Ly	 if and only if X � In
and �������	 is valid for Y 
 �X �AT�X �XA�� P 
 B� Q 
 C� Z 
 X � R 
 In� Lemma �����
provides us with an LMI reformulation of the latter property� and this LMI is exactly what we
see in the statement of Proposition�

Proof of Lemma� �������	 is valid for all # with j#j 
 � �let us call this property of �Y� P�Q� Z�R	

Property ��	 if and only if

�� � Rn ��# � j#j 
 �	 �
���TRTZP �#�Q��
 �TY ��

or� which is the same� if and only if

max
��j�j	�

�
�
�PTZTR��T#�Q��

 
 �TY � ��

�Property �	� The maximum over #� j#j 
 �� of the quantity �T#�� clearly is equal to � times the
product of the Euclidean norms of the vectors � and � �why�	� Thus� Property � is equivalent to

�TY � � �� k Q� k�k PTZTR� k�� � �� �I	

�Property  	� Now is the trick� Property  is clearly equivalent to the following fact

Property �� Every pair �  ��� �	 comprised of a n�dimensional vector � and k�dimensional
vector � which satis�es the quadratic inequality

�TQTQ� � �T� � � �II	

satis�es also the quadratic inequality

�TY � � ���TPTZTR� � �� �III	

Indeed� for a �xed 
 the minimum� over � satisfying �II�� value of the left hand side

in �III� is nothing but the left hand side of �I��

It remains to use the following fundamental fact�

S�Lemma� Let xTAx and xTBx be two quadratic forms
 Assume that the quadratic
inequality

xTAx � � �A	

is strictly feasible �i
e
� is satis�ed as strict at certain point�
 Then the quadratic
inequality

xTBx � � �B	

is a consequence of �A	 � �B	 is satis�ed at every solution to �A	 � if and only if
there exists a nonnegative � such that

B � �A�
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The S�Lemma is exactly what we need to complete the proof� Indeed� Property � says that the quadratic
inequality �III	 with variables �� � is a consequence of �II	� by S�Lemma �recall that Q � �� so that �II	
is strictly feasible�	 this is equivalent to the existence of a nonnegative � such that�

Y ��RTZP
��P TZTR

�
� �

�
QTQ

�Ik

�
� ��

which is exactly what is said by Lemma ������ as far as the perturbations # with j#j 
 � are concerned�

The case of perturbations with k � k��norm not exceeding � is completely similar� since the equivalence

between Properties � and  is valid independently of which norm of perturbations � j � j or k � k� � is used�

Lyapunov Stability Synthesis

We have seen that the question of whether a given uncertain linear system �ULS	 admits a
quadratic Lyapunov function� under reasonable assumptions on the underlying uncertainty set�
can be reduced to a semide�nite program� Now let us switch from the analysis question �
whether a stability of an uncertain linear system may be certi�ed by a quadratic Lyapunov
function � to the synthesis question as follows� Assume that we are given an uncertain open
loop controlled system

d
dtx�t	 
 A�t	x�t	  B�t	u�t	
y�t	 
 C�t	x�t	�

�UOS	

all we know about the collection �A�t	� B�t	� C�t		 comprised of time�varying n	n matrix A�t	�
n	 k matrix B�t	 and l	 n matrix C�t	 is that this collection� at every time instant t� belongs
to a given uncertainty set U � The question is whether we can equip our uncertain open loop�
system �UOS	 with a linear feedback

u�t	 
 Ky�t	

in such a way that the resulting uncertain closed loop system

d

dt
x�t	 
 !A�t	  B�t	KC�t	"x�t	 �UCS	

will be stable and� moreover� its stability could be certi�ed by a quadratic Lyapunov function�
In other words� now we are simultaneously seeking for a stabilizing controller� and a quadratic
Lyapunov certi�cate of its stabilizing ability�

With already known to us 
global linearization� trick we may use the results on uncer�
tain controlled linear systems to build stabilizing linear controllers for nonlinear controlled
systems

d
dtx�t	  f�t� x�t	� u�t		
y�t	  g�t� x�t		

Assuming f�t� �� �	  �� g�t� �	  � and denoting by U the closed convex hull of triples of
matrices �

�

�x
f�t� x� u	�

�

�u
f�t� x� u	�

�

�x
g�t� x	

�
coming from all possible t� x� u� we see that every trajectory of the original nonlinear system

is a trajectory of the uncertain linear system �UOS	 associated with the set U � Consequently�
if we are able to �nd a stabilizing controller for �UOS	 and certify its stabilizing property

by a quadratic Lyapunov function� the resulting controller(Lyapunov function will stabilize

the nonlinear system and certify the stability of the closed loop system� respectively�
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Exactly the same reasoning as in the previous section leads us to the following

Proposition ����� Let U be the uncertainty set associated with an uncertain open loop con�
trolled system �UOS	� The system admits a stabilizing controller along with a quadratic Lya�
punov stability certi�cate for the stability of the corresponding closed loop system if and only if
the optimal value in the optimization problem

s � min
s�t�

!A BKC"TX  X !A BCK" � sIn ��A�B�C	 � U
X � In�

�LyS	

design variables being s�X�K� is negative� Moreover� every feasible solution to the problem
with negative value of the objective provides stabilizing controller along with quadratic Lyapunov
stability certi�cate for the closed loop system�

A bad news about �LyS	 is that now it is much more di�cult to rewrite this problem as a
semide�nite program than in the analysis case �i�e�� the case of K 
 �	 � �LyS	 is semi�in�nite
system of nonlinear matrix inequalities� There is� however� an important particular case where
this di�culty can be eliminated� This is the case of a feedback via the full state vector � the case
when y�t	 
 x�t	 �i�e�� the matrix C�t	 always is unit	� Assuming that it is the case� note that
all we need in order to get a stabilizing controller along with a quadratic Lyapunov certi�cate
of its stabilizing ability is to solve a system of strict matrix inequalities

!A BK"TX  X !A BK" � Z � � ��A�B	 � U
X � �

��	

� given a solution �X�K�Z	 to this system� we always may convert it� just by normalization of
X � to a solution of �LyS	� Now let us pass in �%	 to new variables

Y 
 X��� L 
 KX���W 
 X��ZX�� h
� X 
 Y ��� K 
 LY ��� Z 
 Y ��WY ��

i
�

With respect to the new variables the system �%	 becomes�
!A BLY ��"TY ��  Y ��!A BLY ��" � Y ��WY �� � �

Y �� � �

m�
LTBT  Y AT  BL  AY � W � �� ��A�B	 � U

Y � �

�we have multiplied all original matrix inequalities from the left and from the right by Y 	� What
we end up with� is a system of strict linear matrix inequalities with respect to our new design
variables L� Y�W � the question of whether this system is solvable again can be converted to the
question of whether the optimal value in a problem of the type �LyS	 is negative� and we come
to the following

Proposition ����� Consider an uncertain controlled linear system with complete observer	

d
dtx�t	 
 A�t	x�t	  B�t	u�t	
y�t	 
 x�t	
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and let U be the corresponding uncertainty set �which now is comprised of pairs �A�B	 of possible
values of �A�t	� B�t		�

The system can be stabilized by a linear controller

u�t	 
 Ky�t	 !
 Kx�t	"

in such a way that the resulting closed loop uncertain system

d

dt
x�t	 
 !A�t	  B�t	K"x�t	

admits a quadratic Lyapunov stability certi�cate if and only if the optimal value in the optimiza�
tion problem

s � min
s�t�

BL AY  LTBT  Y AT � sIn ��A�B	 � U
Y � �

�Ly�	

the design variables being s � R� Y � Sn� L � Mkn� is negative� Moreover� every feasible
solution to �Ly�	 with negative value of the objective provides a stabilizing linear controller along
with related quadratic Lyapunov stability certi�cate�

In particular� in the polytopic case	

U 
 Convf�A�� B�	� ���� �AN� BN 	g

the Quadratic Lyapunov Stability Synthesis reduces to solving the semide�nite program

s � min j BiL AiY  Y AT
i  LTbTi � sIn� i 
 �� ���� N �Y � In�

��� Applications� III� Robust Quadratic Programming

The concept of robust counterpart of an optimization problem with uncertain data �see Section
�����	 in no sense is restricted to Linear Programming� Whenever we have an optimization prob�
lem and understand what are its data� we may ask what happens when the data are uncertain
and all we know is an uncertainty set the data belong to� Given an uncertainty set� we may
impose on candidate solutions the restriction to be robust feasible � to satisfy all realizations of
the constraints� the data running through the uncertainty set� and the robust counterpart of an
uncertain problem is the problem of minimizing the objective��� over the set of robust feasible
solutions�

Now� we have seen in Section ����� that the robust form� of an uncertain linear inequality�
the coe�cients of the inequality varying in an ellipsoid� is a conic quadratic inequality� as a
result� the robust counterpart of an uncertain LP problem with ellipsoidal uncertainty is a conic
quadratic problem� What is the robust form� of a conic quadratic inequality

k Ax b k�� cTx d !A �Mmn� b � Rm� c � Rn� d � R" ������	

���For the sake of simplicity we assume that the objective is �certain� � is not a�ected by the data uncertainty�
We always may come to this situation by passing to an equivalent problem with linear �and standard� objective�

f�x� � min j x � ��� �� t� min j f�x�� t � �� x � ���
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with uncertain data �A� b� c� d	 � U� How to describe the set of those x�s which satisfy all
realizations of this inequality� i�e�� are such that

k Ax b k�� cTx d ��A� b� c� d	� U ������	

�
We are about to demonstrate that in the case when the data �P� p	 of the left hand side and

the data �q� r	 of the right hand side of the inequality independently of each other run through
respective ellipsoids�

U 
 f�A� b� c� d	 j ��u � Rl� uTu � �� v � Rr� vTv � �	 �
!A� b" 
 !A�� b�"  

Pl
i�� ui!A

i� bi"� �c� d	 
 �c�� d�	  
Pr

i�� vi�c
i� di	g ������	

the robust version ������	 of the uncertain inequality ������	 can be expressed via LMI�s�

Proposition ����� !Robust counterpart of a conic quadratic inequality with simple ellipsoidal
uncertainty" In the case of uncertainty ������	� the set given by ������	 is SD�representable with
the following SD�representation	 x satis�es ������	 if and only if there exist real s� � such that
the triple �x� s� �	 satis�es the following LMI�s	

�a	

�BBBBBB�
�c�	Tx  d� � s �c�	Tx  d� �c�	Tx d� ��� �cr	Tx dr

�c�	Tx d� �c�	Tx d� � s
�c�	Tx d� �c�	Tx d� � s

���
� � �

�cr	Tx dr �c�	Tx d� � s

�CCCCCCA � �

�b	

�BBBBBB�
sIm A�x b� A�x  b� ��� Alx bl

!A�x b�"T s� �

!A�x b�"T �
���

� � �

!Alx bl"T �

�CCCCCCA � �

������	

Proof� Since the uncertain data of the left and of the right hand side in ������	 independently
of each other run through their respective ellipsoids� x satis�es ������	 �Property �	 if and only
if

�Property �	 There exists s � R such that

�a	 s � !c�  
Pr

i�� vic
i"Tx  !d�  

Pr
i�� vid

i" �v � vTv � �
�b	 s �

������!A�  
Pl

i�� uiA
i"x !b�  

Pl
i�� uib

i"
������
�

�u � uTu � �� ������	

Now� the relation ��������a		 is equivalent to the conic quadratic inequality

!c�"Tx d� �

��������
��������
�BB�
!c�"Tx d�

!c�"Tx d�

���

!cr"Tx dr

�CCA
��������
��������
�

� s

�why�	� or� which is the same �see ������		� to the LMI ��������a		�
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Now� let us set

p�x	 
 A�x b� � Rm�
P �x	 
 !A�x b��A�x b�� ����Alx bl" �Mml�

The relation ��������b		 is nothing but

s �k P �x	u p�x	 k� �u � uTu � ��
thus� it is equivalent to the fact that s � � and the quadratic form of u

s� � pT �x	p�x	� �pT �x	P �x	u� uTPT �x	P �x	u

is nonnegative whenever uTu � �� This� in turn� clearly is equivalent to the fact that the
homogeneous quadratic form

�s� � pT �x	p�x		t�� �tpT �x	P �x	u� uTPT �x	P �x	u

of u� t �t � R	 is nonnegative whenever uTu � t�� Applying S�Lemma� we come to the following
conclusion�

��	 Relation ��������b		 is equivalent to the facts that s � � and that there exists
� � � such that

�s��pT �x	p�x		t���tpT �x	P �x	u�uTPT �x	P �x	u��!t��uTu" � � ��u� t	 � Rl	R�
������	

We now claim that the quantity � in ��	 can be represented as �s with some nonnegative ��
There is nothing to prove when we are in the case of s � �� Now assume that s 
 � and that
������	 is satis�ed by some � � �� Then � 
 � �look what happens when t 
 �� u 
 �	� and it
again can be represented as �s with� say� � 
 �� Thus� we have demonstrated that

���	 Relation ��������b		 is equivalent to the facts that s � � and that there exists
� � � such that

s
h
�s� �	t�  �uTu

i
�

h
pT �x	p�x	t�  �tpT �x	P �x	u uTPT �x	P �x	u

i
� � ��u� t	�

or� which is the same� such that

s

�
s� �

�Il

�
� �!p�x	�P �x	""T !p�x	�P �x	"� � ������	

Now note that when s � �� ������	 says exactly that the Schur complement to the North�Western
block in the matrix �B� sIm !p�x	�P �x	"

!p�x	�P �x	"T
s� �

�Il

�CA ��	

is positive semide�nite� By Lemma on the Schur Complement� this is exactly the same as to
say that s � � and the matrix �%	 is positive semide�nite� Thus� in the case of s � � relation
������	 says precisely that there exists � such that �%	 is positive semide�nite� In the case of
s 
 � relation ������	 can be satis�ed if and only if p�x	 
 � and P �x	 
 � �see ���		� and this
again is exactly the case when there exists a � such that �%	 is positive semide�nite� Since �%	
may be positive semide�nite only when s � �� we come to the following conclusion�
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Relation ��������b		 is satis�ed if and only if there exists � such that the matrix
�%	 is positive semide�nite�

It remains to note that �%	 is exactly the matrix in ��������b		�

Remark ����� We have built explicit semide�nite representation of the robust version of a
conic quadratic inequality in the case of simple� ellipsoidal uncertainty� In more complicated
cases �e�g�� when b� c� d� in ������	 are not a�ected by uncertainty and the matrix A is interval��
all its entries� independently of each other� vary in given intervals	 it may be computationally
intractable� already to check whether a given x is robust feasible�

Example� Robust synthesis of antenna array� We have already considered the problem of
antenna array synthesis in the Tschebyshev setting� i�e�� when the discrepancy between the target diagram
and the designed one is measured in the uniform norm �Section �����	� We have also seen that the solution
to the resulting LP problemmay be extremely unstable with respect to small 
implementation errors� and
have shown how to overcome this di�culty by switching from the 
nominal design� to the one given by
the Robust Counterpart methodology �Section  ����	� Now� what happens if we switch from the uniform
norm of the discrepancy to the k � k��norm� i�e�� specify the optimal design as the optimal solution x�j to
the usual Least Squares problem

k Z� �
��X
j��

xjZj k��
vuut �

N

X
�
T

�Z���	 �
��X
j��

xjZj��		� 	 min �LS	

N being the cardinality of the grid T� �Note that the factor �
N under the square root does not in�uence

the Least Squares solution� The only purpose of it is to make the �gures comparable with those related
to the case of the best uniform approximation� with our normalization� we have

k Z� �
��X
j��

xjZj k�
k Z� �
��X
j��

xjZj k�

for every x�	
�LS	 is just a Linear Algebra problem� its optimal solution x� is exactly the solution to the 
normal

system of equations�
�ATA	x  AT b�

where b  �p
N
�Z����	� ���Z���N 		T and A is the N��� matrix with the columns �p

N
�Zj���	� ���� Zj��N 		T �

Now let us check what are the stability properties of the Least Squares solution� Same as in Section
 ����� assume that the actual ampli�cation coe�cients xj are obtained from their nominal values x�j by
random perturbations x�j �	 xj  pjx

�
j � where pj are independent random factors with expectations �

taking values in the segment ������� ������� With experience given by Section  ���� we shall not be too
surprised by the fact that these stability properties are extremely poor�
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�Dream and reality	
 The nominal diagram �left� solid	 and an actual diagram �right� solid	
�dashed� the target diagram�
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The target diagram varies from � to �� and the nominal diagram � the one corresponding to xj � x�j
� is at the k � k�
distance ������ from the target diagram� An actual diagram varies from � ��� to

� �� and is at the k � k�
distance ���� ����� times larger�� from the target�

The reason for instability of the nominal Least Squares solution is� basically� the same as in the case of
the nominal Tschebyshev solution� The system of 
basic functions� Zj is nearly linearly dependent �this
unpleasant phenomenon is met in the majority of approximation problems arising in applications	� As a
result� the normal system of equations becomes ill conditioned� and its solution becomes large� And of
course even small relative perturbations of very large nominal ampli�cation coe�cients may cause �and
in fact cause	 huge perturbations in the actual diagram���

In order to resolve the di�culty� let us use the Robust Counterpart methodology� What we are solving
now is a conic quadratic inequality� so that we may use the results of this section� The question� however�
is how to de�ne a reasonable uncertainty set� Let us look at this question for a general conic quadratic
inequality

k Ax� b k�
 cTx� d� �CQI	

assuming� as it is the case in our Antenna example� that the uncertainty comes from the fact that the
entries xj of a candidate solution are a�ected by 
noise��

xj �	 xj�� � �jj	� ������	

where �� ���� n are independent random variables with zero means and unit standard deviations and
�j � � are �deterministic	 
relative implementation errors��

Our question is� what is a 
reliable� version of the inequality �CQI	 in the case of random pertur�
bations ������	 in x� Note that it is the same � to think that the data A� b� c� d in �CQI	 are �xed and
there are perturbations in x and to think that there are no perturbations in x� but the data in �CQI	 are

perturbed equivalently�� With this latter viewpoint� how could we de�ne an uncertainty set U in such
a way that the robust counterpart of the uncertain conic inequality

k A�x� b� k�
 �c�	Tx� d� ��A�� b�� c�� d�	 � U
would be a 
reliable version� of �CQI	�

A nice feature of the question we have posed is that it is not a purely mathematical question� it
has to do with modeling� and modeling � description of a real world situation in mathematical terms
� always is beyond the scope of the mathematics itself� It follows that in our current situation we are
free to use whatever arguments we want � detailed �and time�consuming	 mathematical analysis of the
random variables we are dealing with� common sense� spiritualism����� proof of our pudding will be eating
� testing the resulting robust solution�

Since we have no that much experience with spiritualism and the detailed mathematical analysis of
the situation seems to be too involving� we prefer to rely upon common sense� namely� to choose somehow
a 
safety parameter� � of order of � and to make use of the following 
principle��

A nonnegative random variable �never� is larger than � times its expected value�

In less extreme form� we are not going to take care of 
rare� events � those where the above 
principle�
is violated�

Equipped with our 
principle�� let us build a 
reliable� version of �CQI	 as follows� First� let us

separate� the in�uence of the perturbations on the left and on the right hand sides of our inequality�
Namely� the value of the right hand side cTy � d at a randomly perturbed x � i�e�� at a random vector y
with the coordinates

yi  xi � �ixii

� is a random variable of the form
cTx� d� ��

� being a zero mean random variable with the standard deviation V ����x	� where

V �x	 
nX
i��

c�i�
�
ix

�
i � ������	
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According to our 
principle�� the value of the right hand side in �CQI	 is 
never� less than the quantity

R�x	  cTx� d� �V ����x	� �������	

It follows that if we shall ensure that the value of the left hand side in �CQI	 will 
never� be larger than
R�x	� the perturbations in x will 
never� result in violating �CQI	� This scheme is a bit conservative �it
may happen that a perturbation which increases the left hand side of �CQI	 increases the right hand side
as well	� but this is life � we are aimed at getting something 
tractable� and thus may a�ord ourselves
to be conservative� recall that at the moment we are not obliged to be rigorous�

Now we came to the situation as follows� We would like R�x	 to be a 
reliable upper bound� on the
values of the left hand side in �CQI	� and this requirement on x will be the 
reliable version� of �CQI	 we
are building� And what are 
typical� values of the left hand side of �CQI	� These are Euclidean norms
of the random vector

z � z�x	 � �  Ax� b � ��

where

� 
nX

j��

�jxjjAj

�Aj are the columns of A	� note that the vector � is a random vector with zero mean� For a given x� let
e be the unit vector collinear to the vector Ax � b� We have

k z k�� l�x� k �x k���

where lx is the length of the projection of z on the line spanned by e and �x is the projection of z �or�
which is the same� of �	 onto the orthogonal complement to this line�

We have k �x k��
k � k��� and the expected value of k � k�� is

S�x	 
nX

j��

Sjjx
�
j � Sjj  ��jA

T
j Aj � �������	

According to our 
principle�� k �x k� is 
never� greater than �S����x	�
Now let us �nd a 
never��type upper bound for lx � for the length of the projection of z onto the

line spanned by the vector Ax� b �or� which is the same� by the unit vector e	� We have� of course�

jlxj 
k Ax� b k� �jeT �j�

Now� eT � is the random variable

eT � 
nX

i�j��

aijei�jxjj 
nX

j��

�
nX
i��

aijei

�
�jxjj

with the zero mean and the variance

v 
nX

j��

�
�j

nX
i��

aijei

��
x�j � �������	

In order to end up with 
tractable� formulae� it makes sense to bound from above the latter quantity by
a simple function of x �this is not the case for the quantity itself� e depends on x in a not that pleasant
way�	� A natural bound of this type is

v 
 
� k x k��
where k x k� maxi jxij


  jADiag���� ���� �n	j ������ 	
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j � j being the operator norm� Indeed� the coe�cients at x�j in �������	 are the squared entries of the vector

Diag���� ���� �n	A
T e� and since e is unit� the sum of these squared entries does not exceed 
��

According to our 
principle�� the absolute value of eT � 
never� exceeds the quantity

�
 k x k� �

Combining all our observations together� we conclude that k z k� 
never� exceeds the quantity

L�x	 

q
�k Ax� b k� ��
 k x k��� � ��S�x	�

Consequently� the 
reliable� version of �CQI	 is the inequality L�x	 
 R�x	� i�e�� the inequalityq
�k Ax� b k� ��
 k x k��� � ��S�x	 
 cTx� d� �V ����x	�� 
  jADiag���� ���� �n	j

S�x	 
Pn

j����
�
jA

T
j Aj �x

�
j

V �x	 
Pn

j�� �
�
jc

�
jx

�
j

�	 �������	

The resulting inequality is 
quite tractable� � it can be represented by the following system of linear and
conic quadratic inequalities�

t� � t� 
 cTx� d�
� k Wx k� 
 t��

W  Diag���c�� ��c�� ���� �ncn	�
k Ax� b k� 
 s��

jxij 
 s�� i  �� ���� n���������� s� � �
s�
�Dx

���������
�


 t��

D  Diag�j��j k A� k�� j��j k A� k�� ���� j�nj k An k�	�

�������	

t�� t�� s�� s� being additional design variables�

It is worthy to mention � just for fun� � that problem ������ is� in a sense� the robust counterpart of �CQI�
associated with a speci�c ellipsoidal uncertainty� Indeed� let us rewrite �CQI� equivalently as the following crazy
system of inequalities with respect to x and additional variables t�� t�� s�� s��

t� � t� � cTx� d�
k Diag���� ���� �n�x k� � t�

�� � �� �� � �� �����n � ��
k Ax� b k� � s��

jxij � s�� i � �� ����n���������� s� � �s�
Diag��� �� ���� n�x

���������
�

� t��

� � �� � � �� ���� n � ��

�������

Now assume that the data �i� i in this system are uncertain� namely� linearly depend on �perturbation� u

varying in the segment ���� �	 �ellipsoidal uncertainty���

�i � ���ici	u� i � �� ����n�
� � ���	u�
i � ��j�ij k Ai k�	u� i � �� ����n�

It is easily seen that the robust counterpart of ������� � which is� basically� our original conic inequality �CQI� �

is exactly ������� Thus� ������ is the robust counterpart of �CQI� corresponding to an ellipsoidal uncertainty�

and this uncertainty a�ects the data which are not seen in �CQI� at all�
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What about the pudding we have cooked� How this approach works in our Antenna Synthesis
problem� It works �ne� Here is the picture �safety parameter �  �	�
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�Dream and reality	
 The nominal Least Squares diagram �left� solid	 and an actual diagram
yielded by Robust Least Squares �right� solid	 �dashed� the target diagram�

The robust optimal value in our uncertain Least Squares problem is ���� � �approximately by  �' larger

than the nominal optimal value ������ � the one corresponding to the usual Least Squares with no


implementation errors�	� The k � k��distance between the target diagram and the actual diagram shown

on the picture is the same ���� �� When generating a sample of random diagrams yielded by our Robust

Least Squares design� this distance varies in the third digit after the decimal dot only� in a sample of

�� diagrams� the distances to the target were varying from ���� � to ���� �� And what happens when

in course of our design we thought that the 
implementation errors� will be ���'� while in reality they

are �' � �� times larger� Nothing that bad� now the k � k��distances from the target in a sample of ��

diagrams vary from ���� � to ��� ���

�� Applications� IV� Synthesis of �lters and antennae arrays

The models to be presented in this section originate from !�"� Consider a discrete time linear
time invariant SISO �single input � single output�	 dynamic system �cf� Section �����	� Such
a system H takes on input a two�side sequence of reals u��	 
 fu�k	g�k��� and converts it into
the output sequence Hu��	 according to

Hu�k	 

�X

l���
u�l	h�k� l	�

where h 
 fh�k	g�k��� is a real sequence characteristic for H � the impulse response of H� Let
us focus on the case of a �lter � a casual system with �nite memory� Causality means that
h�k	 
 � for k � �� so that the output Hu at every time instant k is independent of the input
after this instant� while the property to have memory n means that h�k	 
 � for k � n� so that
Su�k	� for every k� depends on n inputs u�k	� u�k��	� ���� u�k�n �	 only� Thus� a �lter of order
n is just a sequence h 
 fh�k	g�k��� with h�k	 
 � for all negative k and all k � n� Of course�
a �lter fh�k	g�k��� of order n can be identi�ed with the vector h 
 �h��	� ���� h�n� �		T � Rn�

A natural way to look at a �lter h��	 of order n is to associate with it the polynomial

+h�z	 

n��X
l��

h�l	zl�

As any other polynomial on the complex plane� +h is completely determined by its restriction on
the unit circumference jzj 
 �� This restriction� regarded as �	�periodic function of real variable
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��

H��	 
 +h�expfi�g	 

n��X
l��

h�l	 expfil�g

is called the frequency response of the �lter h��	� The frequency response is just a trigonometric
polynomial �with complex coe�cients	 of � of degree � n� ��

The meaning of the frequency response is quite transparent� if the input to the �lter is a
harmonic oscillation

u�k	 
 ��a expfi�kg	 
 jaj cos��k  arg�a		 !a � C � complex amplitude�"

then the output is
Hu�k	 


P�
l��� u�l	h�k� l	



Pn��

l�� h�l	u�k� l	

 �Pn��

l�� h�l	a expfi��k� l	g

 �H���	a expfi�kg�

Thus� the output is a harmonic oscillation of the same frequency as the input� and the complex
amplitude of the output isH���	 times the complex amplitude of the input� Thus� the frequency
response says how the �lter a�ects a harmonic oscillation of certain frequency �� the �lter
multiplies the real amplitude of the oscillation by jH���	j and shifts the initial phase of the
oscillation by arg�H���		� Since typical inputs of interest� can be decomposed in sums of
harmonic oscillations� typical design speci�cations in �lter synthesis problems have to do with
the frequency response � they prescribe its behaviour on a segment & � !�	� 	"� Note that the
coe�cients h�l	 of �lter are real� so that the frequency response possesses an evident symmetry�

H���	 
 H���	�

where z� denotes the complex conjugate of a complex number z� Consequently� it makes sense
to specify the behaviour of a frequency response on the segment !�� 	" only�

The simplest type of design speci�cations would be to �x a target function� F ��	� � � � �
	� and to require from H to be as close as possible �e�g�� in the uniform metric	 to the target�
This would result in a Tschebyshev�type problem

max
�����

jF ��	�
n��X
l��

h�l	 expfil�	j � min�

the �real	 design variables being h��	� ���� h�n� �	� After discretization in �� we would end up
with a simple conic quadratic �or even a Linear Programming	 program�

The outlined design speci�cations are aimed at prescribing both what a �lter does with the
real amplitudes of harmonic oscillations and their initial phases� However� in most of applications
the only issue of interest is how the �lter a�ects the real amplitudes of harmonic oscillations of
di�erent frequencies� and not how it shifts the phases� Consequently� typical design speci�cations
prescribe the behaviour of jH��	j only� e�g�� require from this function to be between two given
bounds�

L��	 � jH��	j � U��	� � � � � 	� �B	

E�g�� when designing a low�pass �lter� we are interested to reproduce exactly the amplitudes
of oscillations with frequencies below certain level and to suppress oscillations with frequencies
higher than another prescribed level� i�e�� the speci�cations are like

�� � � jH��	j � �  �� � � � � �� jH��	j � �� � � � � 	�
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When trying to process the constraint of the latter type� we meet with a severe di�culty�
jH��	j is not a convex function of our natural design parameters h��	� ���� h�n� �	� There is�
however� a way to overcome the di�culty� it turns out that the function jH��	j� can be linearly
parameterized� by properly chosen new design parameters� so that lower and upper bounds on
jH��	j� become linear � and thus tractable � constraints on the new design parameters� And it
is� of course� the same � to impose bounds on jH��	j and on jH��	j��

A proper parameterization� of the function R��	 
 jH��	j� is very simple� We have

H��	 

Pn��

l�� h�l	 expfil�g
�

R��	 

Pn��

l�� h�l	 expfil�g
�Pn��

l�� h�l	 expf�il�g
�



Pn��
l��n��� r�l	 expfil�g�

r�l	 

P

p h�p	h�l p	�

The reals fr�l	gn��l��n��� � they are called the autocorrelation coe�cients of the �lter h � are

exactly the parameters we need� Note that r�l	 
 r��l	�

r��l	 

X
p

h�p	h��l  p% &z '
q

	 

X
q

h�l q	h�q	 
 r�l	�

so that

R��	 

n��X

l��n���
r�l	 expfil�	g 
 r��	 �

n��X
l��

r�l	 cos�l�	�

Thus� R��	 is just an even trigonometric polynomial of degree � n� � with real coe�cients� and
r��	 are� essentially� the coe�cients of this trigonometric polynomial�

The function R��	 
 jH��	j� is linearly parameterized by the coe�cients r��	� which is
�ne� These coe�cients� however� cannot be arbitrary� not every even trigonometric polynomial
of a degree � n � � is jH��	j� for certain H��	 


Pn��
l�� h�l	 expfil�	� The coe�cients r 


�r��	� �r��	� �r��	� ���� �r�n��		T of proper� even trigonometric polynomials R��	 � those which
are squares of modulae of frequency responses � form a proper subset R in Rn� and in order to
be able to handle constraints of the type �B	� we need a tractable� representation of R� Such
a representation does exist� due to the following fundamental fact�

Proposition ����� !Spectral Factorization Theorem" A trigonometric polynomial

R��	 
 a�  
n��X
l��

�al cos�l�	  bl sin�l�		

with real coe�cients a�� ���� an��� b�� ���� bn�� can be represented as

�����
n��X
l��

h�l	 expfil�g
�����
�

��	

for properly chosen complex h��	� h��	� ���� h�n��	 if and only if R��	 is nonnegative on !�	� 	"�
An even trigonometric polynomial R��	 of degree � n � � can be represented in the form �%	
with real h��	� ���� h�n� �	 if and only if it is nonnegative on !�	� 	" �or� which is the same� on
!�� 	"�
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Postponing the proof of Proposition till the end of this section� let us look what are the conse�
quences� The Proposition says that the setR � Rn of the coe�cients of those even trigonometric
polynomials of degree � n� � which are squares of modulae of frequency responses of �lters of
order n is exactly the set of coe�cients of those even trigonometric polynomials of degree � n��
which are nonnegative on !�	� 	"� Consequently� this set is SDr with an explicit semide�nite
representation �Example ��c� Section ���	� Thus� passing from our original design variables
h��	� ���� h�n� �	 to the new design variables r � R� we make the design speci�cations of the
form �B	 a �semi�in�nite	 system of linear constraints on the design variables varying in a SD�
representable set� As a result� we get a possibility to handle numerous Filter Synthesis problems
with design speci�cations of the type �B	 via Semide�nite Programming� Let us look at a couple
of examples �for more examples and more details� see !�"	�

Example �� �Low�pass 
lter�� Assume we are given a number of �possibly� overlapping	
segments &k � !�� 	"� k 
 �� ���� K� along with nonnegative continuous functions Sk��	 � Tk��	
de�ned on these segments� and our goal is to design a �lter of a given order n with jH��	j� being
at every segment &k as close as possible to the strip� between Sk and Tk� Taking into account
that a natural measure of closeness in Filter Synthesis problems is the relative closeness�� we
can pose the problem as

� � min j �

��  �	
Sk��	 � jH��	j� � ��  �	Tk��	 �� � &k �k 
 �� ���� K� �P	

E�g�� when dealing with two non�overlapping segments &� 
 !�� �" and &� 
 !omega� 	" and
setting S� 
 T� 
 �� S� 
 �� T� 
 � with small positive �� we come to the problem of designing
a low�pass �lter� jH��	j should be as close to � as possible in &� and should be small in &��

Problem �P	 written down via the autocorrelation coe�cients becomes

� � min
s�t�

�a	 
Sk��	 � R��	 
 r��	  �
Pn��

l�� r�l	 cos�l�	 � ��  �	Tk��	 �� � &k�
k 
 �� ���� K�

�b	 
��  �	 � ��
�c	 
� � � ��
�d	 r � R�

�P�	

Indeed� �a	���c	 say that
�

�  �
Sk��	 � R��	 � ��  �	Tk��	� � � &k� k 
 �� ���� K�

while the role of the constraint �d	 is to express the fact that R��	 comes from certain �lter of
order n�

Problem �P�	 is not exactly a semide�nite program � the only obstacle is that the constraints
�a	 are semi�in�nite�� In order to overcome this di�culty� we can use discretization in �
�i�e�� can replace segments &k by �ne �nite grids	� thus approximating �P	 by a semide�nite
program� In many cases we can even avoid approximation� Indeed� assume that all Sk and
Tk are trigonometric polynomials� As we know from Example ��c� Section ���� the restriction
that a trigonometric polynomial R��	 majorates �or is majorated by	 another trigonometric
polynomial is a SDr constraint on the coe�cients of the polynomials� so that in the case in
question the constraints �a	 are SDr restrictions on r� 
� ��
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Note that instead of minimizing the relative uniform distance� between jH��	j� and given
targets we can minimize the relative k � k��distance�� A natural form of the latter problem is

� � min
s�t�

�
�	�k��

Sk��	 � jH��	j� � ��  �k��		Tk��	� � � &k�

k 
 �� ���� K�r
�
j�k j

R
�k

��k��	d� � �� k 
 �� ���� K�

After discretization in � � replacing &k by a �nite set $k � &k � we can pose the problem as
the semide�nite program

� � min
s�t�


k��	Sk��	 � R��	 
 r��	  �
Pn��

l�� r�l	 cos�l�	 � ��  �k��		Tk��	� �� � $k�
k 
 �� ���� K�


k��	�� �k��		 � �� �� � $k�
k 
 �� ���� K�q

�
Card�k�

P
���k �k��	

� � �� k 
 �� ���� K�

r � R�

Example �� Synthesis of array of antennae� Consider a linear array of antennae �see
Section �����	 comprised of n equidistantly placed harmonic oscillators in the plane XY �

d

θ

Restricting the diagram of the array to directions from the plane XY only� we can easily see
that the diagram of the array depends on the angle � between the direction in question and the
line where the oscillators are placed and is nothing but

Z��	 

n��X
l��

zl expf�il$��	g� $��	 
 ��	d
�
cos ��

where z�� z�� ���� zn�� are the �complex	 ampli�cation coe�cients of the oscillators and � is the
wavelength�
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In our previous Antenna Synthesis considerations� we were interested in the case when the
design speci�cations are aimed to get a diagram as close as possible to a given target diagram
Z���	� At the same time� what is of interest in many Antenna Synthesis problems is only the
modulus jZ��	j of the resulting diagram �this modulus is responsible for the energy sent by
antenna in a direction �	� Thus� same as in the Filter Synthesis� in many Antenna Synthesis
problems we are interested in a prescribed behaviour� of the function jZ��	j� And here again
Proposition ����� is the key for handling the problem via Convex Optimization� Indeed� de�ning
the function

H��	 

n��X
l��

zl expfil�g�

we get a frequency response of a complex �lter h 
 fh�l	 
 zlgn��l�� such that

Z��	 
 H�$��		�

It follows that to impose restrictions� like upper and lower bounds� on the function jZ��	j�
� � � � 	� is the same as to impose bounds of the same type on the function jH��	j in the
segment & of values taken by $��	 when � varies from � to 	� Assuming �which normally indeed
is the case	 that � � �d� we observe that the mapping � � $��	 is a one�to�one mapping of the
segment !�� 	" on certain segment & � !�	� 	"� so that design speci�cations on jZ��	j can be
easily converted to design speci�cations on jH��	j� E�g�� to build a diagram with jZ��	j as close
as possible to given stripes� becomes the problem

� � min j �
�	�Sk��	 � R��	 � ��  �	Tk��	 �� � &k� k 
 �� ���� K�

R��	 
 jH��	j� 
 Pn��
l��n��� r�l	 expfil�g

�PC	

The only di�erences between �PC	 and the problem �P	 we have investigated in Example � is
that now the autocorrelation coe�cients come from complex ampli�cation coe�cients zl � the
actual� design variables�

r�k	 

n��X
l��

z�l zl	k

and are therefore complex� as it is immediately seen� these complex coe�cients possess the
symmetry

r��k	 
 r��k	� jkj � n� ��
the symmetry re�ecting the fact that the function R��	 is real�valued� This function� as it is
immediately seen� is just a real trigonometric polynomial �now not necessary even	 of degree
� n� ��

R��	 
 ��	  
n��X
l��

���l� �	 cos�l�	  ��l	 sin�l�		

with real vector of coe�cients  
 ���	� ���� ��n��		T � R�n��� The vector of these coe�cients
can be treated as our new design vector� and Proposition ����� says when such a vector gives
rise to a function R��	 which indeed is of the form jH��	j� with H��	 
 Pn��

l�� rl expfil�	� this
is the case if and only if the trigonometric polynomial R��	 is nonnegative on !�	� 	"� As we
remember from Example ��c� Section ���� the set C of the vectors of coe�cients r of this type
is SD�representable�

In view of the outlined observations� problem �PC	 can be posed as a semi�in�nite� semidef�
inite program in exactly the same way as problem �P	� and this semi�in�nite program can be
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approximated by �or sometimes is equivalent to	 a usual semide�nite program� E�g�� when
approximating segments &k by �ne �nite grids $k � we approximate �PC	 by the semide�nite
program

� � min
s�t�


Sk��	 � R��	 
 ��	  
Pn��

l�� ���l� �	 cos�l�	  ��l	 sin�l�		 � ��  �	Tk��	
�� � $k� k 
 �� ���� K�


��  �	 � ��

� � � ��
 � C�

the design variables in the problem being 
� � and  
 ���	� ���� ��n� �		T � R�n���

Proof of Proposition ������ In fact the Proposition is a particular case of a fundamental result
of Functional Analysis � the Theorem of Spectral Decomposition of a unitary operator on Hilbert space�
The particular case we are interested in admits a quite elementary and straightforward proof�

Let us �rst prove that a real trigonometric polynomial

R��	  c� �
n��X
l��

�a� cos�l�	 � b� sin�l�		

can be represented as
���Pn��

l�� h�l	 expfil�g
���� for some complex coe�cients h�l	 if and only if R��	 is

nonnegative on ���� ��� The necessity is evident� so let us focus on the su�ciency� Thus� assume that R
is nonnegative� and let us prove that then R admits the required decomposition�

��� It su�ces to prove the announced statement in the case when R��	 is strictly positive on ���� ��
rather than merely nonnegative� Indeed� assume that our decomposition is possible for positive trigono�
metric polynomials� Given a nonnegative polynomial R� let us apply our assumption to the positive
trigonometric polynomial R��	 � �  � ��

R��	 �  

�����
n��X
l��

h��l	 expfil�	
�����
�

�

From this representation it follows that

c� �  
n��X
l��

jh��l	j��

whence the coe�cients h��l	 remain bounded as  	 ��� Taking as h an accumulation point of the
vectors h� as 	 ��� we get

R��	 

�����
n��X
l��

h�l	 expfil�g
�����
�

�

as required�
��� Thus� it su�ces to consider the case when R is a positive trigonometric polynomial� And of

course we may assume that the degree of R is exactly n� �� i�e�� that a�n�� � b�n�� � ��
We can rewrite R in the form

R��	 
n��X

l��	n���
r�l	 expfil�g� ������	
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since R is real�valued� we have
r�l	  r���l	�jlj 
 n� �� ������	

Now consider the polynomial

P �z	  z	n� �	

�� n��X
l��	n���

r�l	zl

�A �

This polynomial is of degree exactly ��n � �	� is nonzero at z  � and it has no zeros on the unit
circumference �since jP �expfi�g	j  R��		� Moreover� from ������	 it immediately follows that if � is a
root of P �z	� then also ���	�� is a root of the polynomial of exactly the same multiplicity as �� It follows
that the roots of the polynomial P can be separated in two non�intersecting groups� �n � �	 roots �l�
l  �� ���� n� �� inside the unit circle and �n� �	 roots ����l outside the circle� Thus�

P �z	  �

�
n��Y
l��

�z � �l	

� �
n��Y
l��

�z � ����l 	

�
�

Moreover� we have
R��	  P ��	

 �
Qn��

l�� ���� �l	��� ����l 	�

 ����	n��
hQn��

l�� j�� �lj�
ihQn��

l�� ��l
i��

�

and since R��	 � �� the number

����	n��
�
n��Y
l��

��l

���
is positive� Denoting this number by ��� �beta � �	� let us set

H��	  �

n��Y
l��

�expfi�g � �l	 �
n��X
l��

h�l	 expfil�g�

Then

jH��	j�  ��
hQn��

l�� �exp�i�	 � �l	�expf�i�g � ��l 	
i

 �� expf�i�n� �	�g���	n��
hQn��

l�� ��l
i hQn��

l�� ��expfi�g � �l	�expfi�g � ����l 	�
i

 �� expf�i�n� �	�g���	n�����
hQn��

l�� ��l
i
P �expfi�g	

 expf�i�n� �	�gP �expfi�g	
 R��	�

as required�

 �� To complete the proof of Proposition ������ it su�ces to verify that if R��	 is an even nonnegative

trigonometric polynomial� then the coe�cients h�l	 in the representation R��	  jPn��
l�� h�l	 expfil�gj�

can be chosen real� But this is immediate� if R��	 is even� the coe�cients ��l	 in ������	 are real� so that

P �z	 is a polynomial with real coe�cients� Consequently� the complex numbers met among the roots

��� ���� �n�� are met only in conjugate pairs� both members of a pair being roots of the same multiplicity�

Consequently� the function H��	 is %h�expfi�g	� where %h��	 is a real polynomial� as claimed�

��� Applications� V� Design of chips

The model to be presented in this Section originates from !�"� Consider an RC�electric circuit�
i�e�� a circuit comprised of three types of elements� ��	 resistors� ��	 capacitors� ��	 resistors in
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series combination with outer sources of voltage�

O O

A B

VOA

σ

σ

C

AB

OA

BO

O

CAO

Figure ���� A simple circuit
Element OA� outer supply of voltage VOA and resistor with conductance �OA
Element AO� capacitor with capacitance CAO
Element AB� resistor with conductance �AB
Element BO� capacitor with capacitance CBO

E�g�� a chip is� electrically a very complicated circuit comprised of elements of the indicated
type� When designing chips� the following characteristics of it are of primary importance�

� Speed
 In a chip� the outer voltages are switching at certain frequency from one constant
value to another� Every switch is accompanied by a transition period�� during this period�
the potentials�currents in the elements are moving from their previous values �correspond�
ing to the static steady state for the old� outer voltages to the values corresponding to
the new static steady state� Since there are elements with inertia� � capacitors � this
transition period takes some time��	� In order to ensure stable performance of the chip�
the transition period should be essentially less than the time between subsequent switches
in the outer voltages� Thus� the duration of the transition period is responsible for the
speed at which the chip can be used�

� Dissipated heat
 Resistors comprising the chip dissipate heat� and this heat should be
taken away� otherwise the chip will be destroyed� this requirement is very serious for
modern high�density� chips� Thus� a characteristic of vital importance is the dissipated
heat power�

The two desires � to get a chip with high speed �i�e�� small transition period	 and to get a
chip with small dissipated heat � usually are not coherent� to each other� As a result� a chip
designer faces the tradeo� problem like to get a chip with a given speed and as small dissipated
heat as possible�� We are about to demonstrate that the arising optimization problem belongs
to the semide�nite universe��

����� Building the model

A circuit

Mathematically� a circuit can be represented as a graph� the nodes of the graph correspond to
the points where elements of the circuit are linked to each other� and the arcs correspond to
the elements themselves� We may assume that the nodes are enumerated� ��������N � and that
the arcs are �somehow	 oriented� so that for every arc � there exists its starting node s��	 and

���From purely mathematical viewpoint� the transition period takes in�nite time � the currents�voltages ap

proach asymptotically the new steady state� but never actually reach it� From the engineering viewpoint� however�
we may think that the transition period is over when the currents�voltages become close enough to the new static
steady state�
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its destination node d��	� Note that we do not forbid parallel arcs� � distinct arcs linking the
same pairs of nodes �e�g�� for circuit depicted on Fig� ��� we could orient the two arcs linking the
ground� O and A � the one with resistor and the one with capacitor � in the same way� which
would give us two distinct parallel arcs	� Let us denote by . the set of all arcs of our graph � all
elements of our circuit� and let us equip an arc � � . by a triple of parameters v� � c�� �� �outer
voltage� capacitance� conductance�	 as follows�

� For an arc � representing a resistor� �� is the conductance of the resistor� c� 
 v� 
 ��

� For an arc � representing a capacitor� c� is the capacitance of the capacitor� v� 
 �� 
 ��

� For an arc � of the type outer source of voltage � resistor� �� is the conductance of the
resistor� v� is the outer voltage� and c� 
 ��

Transition period

Let us build a model for the duration of a transition period� The question we are addressing is�
assume that before instant � the outer voltages were certain constants and the circuit was in the
corresponding static steady state� At the instant t 
 � the outer voltages jump to new values
v� and remain at these values� What will happen with the circuit� The answer is given by the
Kircho� laws and is as follows� Let ui�t	� t � �� be the potentials at the nodes i 
 �� ���� N at
time instant t� and let I��t	 be the currents in arcs � � . an the instant�

The �rst law of Kircho� says that

I��t	 
 �� !us���t	� ud���t	"� if � is a resistor�

I��t	 
 c�
d
dt !us���t	� ud���t	"� if � is a capacitor�

I��t	 
 �� !us���t	� ud���t	� v� "� if � is an outer voltage followed by a resistor�

With our rule for assigning parameters to the arcs� we can write these relations in the uni�ed
form

I��t	 
 �� !us���t	� ud���t	� v� "� c�
d

dt
!us���t	� ud���t	"� ������	

The second law of Kircho� says that for every node i� the sum of currents in the arcs entering
the node should be equal to the sum of currents in the arcs leaving the node� To represent this
law conveniently� let us introduce the incidence matrix P of our circuit as follows�

�Incidence matrix	� The columns of the matrix P are indiced by nodes �� ���� N � and
the rows are indiced by the arcs � � .� The row P� corresponding to an arc � is
comprised of zeros� except two entries� the one in the column s��	 � this entry is
 �� and the one in the column d��	� which is ���

With this formalism� the second law of Kircho� is

PT I�t	 
 �� ������	

I�t	 being the vector with the entries I��t	� � � .� Note that with the same formalism� ������	
can be written down as

I�t	 
 ,Pu�t	  /P
d

dt
u�t	� ,v� ������	

where
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� u�t	 is theN �dimensional vector comprised of the potentials of the nodes ui�t	� i 
 �� ���� N �

� , is the diagonalM	M matrix �M is the number of arcs	 with diagonal entries �� � � � .�
� v is the M �dimensional vector comprised of outer voltages v� � � � .�
� / is the diagonal M 	M matrix with the diagonal entries c� � � � .�

Multiplying the latter equality by PT and taking into account ������	� we geth
PT/P

i d

dt
u�t	 
 �PT,Pu�t	  PT,v� ������	

Now� the potentials are the quantities de�ned up to adding an additive constant�� what makes
physical sense� are not the potentials themselves� but their di�erences� In order to avoid the
resulting non�uniqueness of our solutions� we may enforce one of the potentials� say� uN �t	� to
be identically zero �the node N is the ground�	� Let

C 
 �!PT/P "ij	i�j�N���
S 
 �!PT,P "ij	i�j�N���
R 
 �!PT,"	i�	i�N������

������	

be the corresponding sub�matrices of the matrices participating in ������	� Denoting by w�t	 the
�N � �	�dimensional vector comprised of the �rst N � � entries of the vector of potentials u�t	
�the latter vector is normalized by uN�t	 
 �	� we can rewrite ������	 as

C
d

dt
w�t	 
 �Sw�t	  Rv� ������	

Note that due to their origin the matrices , and / are diagonal with nonnegative diagonal
entries� i�e�� they are symmetric positive semide�nite� consequently� the matrices C� S also are
symmetric positive semide�nite� In the sequel� we make the following

Assumption �A	� The matrices C and S are positive de�nite


In fact �A	 is a quite reasonable restriction on the topology of the circuit� when deleting all
capacitors� the resulting net comprised of resistors should be connected� and similarly for the net
of capacitors obtained after the resistors are deleted� With this assumption� ������	 is equivalent
to a system of linear ordinary di�erential equations with constant coe�cients and a constant
right hand side�

d

dt
w�t	 
 �C��Sw�t	  C��Rv� ������	

Now� the matrix of the system is similar to the negative de�nite matrix�

�C��S 
 C����!�C����SC����"C����

Consequently� the eigenvalues ���i	� i 
 �� ���� N � of the matrix C��S of the system ������	 are
negative� there exists a system e�� ���� eN of linearly independent eigenvectors associated with
these eigenvectors and the solution to ������	 is of the form

w�t	 
 w��v	  
NX
i��

�i expf��itgei�
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where

w��v	 
 S��Rv ������	

is the vector comprised of the static steady�state potentials associated with the outer voltages
v and �i are certain constants coming from the initial state w��	 of ������	� From ������	 we get
a representation of the same structure also for the currents�

I�t	 
 I��v	  
NX
i��

�i expf��igfi ������	

with certain M �dimensional vectors fi�

We see that during the transition period� the potentials and the currents approach the steady
state exponentially fast� the rate of convergence being governed by the quantities �i� The most
unfavourable�� with respect to the initial conditions� rate of convergence to the steady state is
given by the smallest of the �i�s� Thus� the quantity

+� 
 min
i
�i�C

����SC����	 �������	

can be treated as a �perhaps rough	 measure of speed of the circuit� The larger is the quantity� the
shorter is a transition period� for all not that big initial conditions� during a moderate constant
times the quantity ��+�� the potential and the currents in the circuit will be very close� to
their steady�state values� It was proposed by S� Boyd to treat ��+� as the characteristic time
constant� of the underlying circuit and to formulate restrictions of the type the duration of a
transition period in a circuit should be at most this and this� as the time constant of the circuit
should be at most that and that� ���� Now� it is easy to understand what is� mathematically�
+� � it is nothing but the smallest eigenvalue �min�S � C	 of the pencil !C� S" �cf� Section �����	�
Consequently� the requirement speed of the circuit to be designed should be not less than���� in
Boyd�s methodology becomes the restriction ���max�S � C	 � T with a prescribed T � or� which
is the same� it becomes the matrix inequality

S � �C � �� !� 
 T��"� �������	

As we shall see in a while� S and C in typical chip design problems are a�ne functions of the
design variables� so that the care of the speed of the chip to be designed can be expressed by an
LMI


Dissipated heat

When speaking about the dissipated heat� we may be interested in

��	 the heat power dissipated in the steady state corresponding to given outer voltages�

��	 the heat dissipated during a transition�

As we shall see in a while� imposing restrictions on the steady�state� dissipated heat power
leads to an intractable� computational problems� while restrictions on the heat dissipated in a
transition period in some meaningful cases �although not always	 lead to semide�nite programs�

���For many years� engineers were �and still are� using a more �precise� measure of speed � the Elmore constant�
A disadvantage of the Elmore constant is that it can be e�ciently computed only for a restricted family of circuits�
In contrast to this� Boyd s �time constant� is �computationally tractable��
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Bad news on steady�state dissipated heat power� Physics says that the dissipated heat
power in the steady state corresponding to outer voltages v is

H 

X
���
�I��v		�!�u��v		s�� � �u��v		d��� v� " 
 !I��v	"T �Pu��v	� v	�

where I��v	 and u��v	 are the steady�state currents and potentials associated with v���� Our
formula expresses the rule known to everybody from school� the heat power dissipated by a
resistor is the product of the current and the voltage applied to the resistor��

In fact H is given by the following

Variational Principle� Given a circuit satisfying assumption �A	 and a vector
of outer voltages v� consider the quadratic form

G�u	 
 �Pu� v	T,�Pu � v	

of N �dimensional vector u
 The heat power dissipated by the circuit at the static
steady state associated with v is the minimum value of this quadratic form over
u � RN 


Indeed� G depends on the di�erences of coordinates of u only� so that its

minimum over all u is the same as its minimum over u of the form u 

�
w
�

�
�

Regarded as a form of �N � �	�dimensional vector w rather than u 

�
w
�

�
� the

form becomes
wTSw � �wTRv � vT+v�

the minimizer of the latter expression in w is given by w�  S��Rv� i�e�� w� is

exactly the vector of steady�state potentials at the nodes �cf� ������		� Thus� the

steady�state potentials u��v	 form a minimizer of G��	� The value of the form G

at this minimizer is �
� �+�Pu��v	 � v	�T �Pu��v	�v	� and the vector +�Pu��v	�v	

is exactly the vector of steady�state currents� see ������	� Thus� the optimal value

of G is IT� �v	�Pu��v	 � v	� i�e�� is nothing but H�

Variational Principle says that an upper bound H � h on the steady�state dissipated heat
power is

H�S� v	 
 min
u
�Pu � v	TS�Pu� v	 � h�

The left hand side in this bound is a concave function of S �as a minimum of linear functions
of S	� Therefore an upper bound on the dissipated steady�state heat power� the outer voltages
being �xed� de�nes a non�convex set of feasible� matrices S� If S� as it normally is the case�
depends a�nely on free design parameters�� the non�convex set of feasible S�s de�nes a non�
convex feasible set in the space of design parameters� so that incorporating an upper bound on
the steady�state dissipated heat power would yield a non�convex �and hence � hardly tractable
computationally	 optimization problem�

Note that if we were designing an oven rather than a chip � i�e�� were interested to get at least
a prescribed heat power dissipation instead of at most a given one � the restriction would be
captured by the realm of convex �speci�cally� semide�nite	 programming �cf� Simple Lemma	�

���We assume that the potential of the �ground� � the node N � is �� with this convention� the notion of
�steady
state potentials� becomes well
de�ned�
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Good news on heat dissipated in transition period� The heat dissipated during a tran�
sition from the steady state associated with outer voltages v� �the old� steady state	 and the
steady state �the new� one	 associated with outer voltages v	 is� in general� a senseless notion�
Indeed� the transition period� rigorously speaking� is in�nite� If the new steady state is ac�
tive�� i�e�� not all of the corresponding steady�state currents are zero� then the heat dissipation
power during the transition will approach a positive quantity �the steady�state dissipated heat
power for the new steady state	� and the entire power energy dissipated during the �in�nite�	
transition period will be  �� There is� however� a case where this di�culty does not occur and
we indeed may speak about the heat energy dissipated during the transition � this is the case
when the new� steady�state currents are zero� In this case� the dissipated heat power in course
of transition goes to � exponentially fast� the decay rate being �bounded by	 the Boyd time
constant� and it indeed makes sense to speak about the heat dissipated during the transition�
Now� there is a particular �although quite important	 class of simple� RC�circuits satisfying
the assumption the currents at a static steady�state are zero� � circuits of the type shown on
the picture�

Figure ���� A simple� RC�circuit

In such a circuit� there exists a single source of outer voltage� the resistors form a connected net
which starts at one of the poles of the source and does not reach the other pole of the source
�the ground�	� And each capacitor either links a node incident to a resistor and the ground
�capacitor of type I�	� or links two nodes incident to resistors �capacitor of type II�	� Here
the steady�state currents clearly are zero� Moreover� the steady�state potentials at all nodes
incident to resistors are equal to the magnitude of the outer voltage� as about the voltage at a
capacitor� it either equals to the magnitude of the outer voltage �for capacitors of type I	� or is
zero �for capacitors of type II	�

For a simple� circuit� the heat energy dissipated during transition can be found as follows�
Assume that the outer voltage switches from its old value v� of a magnitude �� to its new
value v	 of magnitude �	

��� � Let us compute the heat dissipated during the transition period
�assumed to start at t 
 �	� Denoting u�t	 the potentials� I�t	 the currents� H�t	 the power of
dissipated heat at time instant t � �� we get

H�t	 
 IT �t	�Pu�t	� v		 
 �Pu�t	� v		
T,�Pu�t	� v		

�we have used ������		� consequently� the heat H dissipated during the transition is

H 

Z �

�
�Pu�t	� v		

T,�Pu�t	 � v		dt�

���In spite of the fact that now we are speaking about a single
source circuit� it would be bad to identify the
magnitude of the outer voltage and the voltage itself� According to our formalism� an outer voltage is a vector

with the coordinates indiced by arcs of the circuit� a coordinate of this vector is the �physical magnitude� of the
outer source �inside� an arc� Thus� �� is a number� and v� is a vector with all but one zero coordinates� the
only nonzero coordinate is equal to �� and corresponds to the arc containing the outer source�
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Now� for a simple� circuit we have Pu��v		 
 v	� where� as before� u��v		 is the vector
of steady�state potentials associated with the outer voltage v	� Denoting by 
�t	 the vector
comprised of the �rst N � � coordinates of u�t	 � u��v		 �recall that all our potentials are
normalized by the requirement that the potential of the ground� � of the last �N �th	 node � is
identically equal zero	 and recalling the de�nition of S� we can rewrite the expression for H as

H 

Z �

�

T �t	S
�t	dt�

It is clear from the origin of 
��	 that this function solves the homogeneous version of ������	
and that the initial condition for 
��	 is 
��	 
 ��� � �		e� e being �N � �	�dimensional vector
of ones�

C
d

dt

�t	 
 �S
�t	� 
��	 
 ��� � �		e�

Multiplying both sides in our di�erential equation by 
T �t	 and integrating in t� we get

H 

R�
� 
T �t	S
�t	dt


 � R�
� 
T �t	C
��t	dt


 ��
�

R�
�

d
dt

h

T �t	C
�t	

i
dt


 �
�


T ��	C
��	


 �������
� eTCe�

Thus� in the case of a simple� circuit the heat dissipated during the transition is

H 

��	 � ��	�

�
eTCe !e 
 ��� ���� �	T � RN��"� �������	

� it is a linear function of C�

����� Wire sizing

Modern sub�micron chips can be modeled as RC circuits� in these circuits� the resistors� physi�
cally� are the inter�connecting wires �and the transistors	� and the capacitors model the capaci�
tances between pairs of wires or a wire and the substrate� After the topology of a chip and the
placement of its elements on a substrate are designed� engineers start to de�ne the widths of the
wires� and this is the stage where the outlined models could be used� In order to pose the wire
sizing problem as an optimization program� one may think of a wire as being partitioned into
rectangular segments of a prescribed length and treat the widths of these segments as design
variables� A pair of two neighbouring wires �or a wire and the substrate	 can be modeled by a
RC�structure� as shown on Fig� ����

d

d

A

B

l

w

σB

CAB

σA
a)

b)

A

B

Figure ���� Wires �left	 and the equivalent RC�structure �right	
a	 � a pair of two neighbouring wires� b	 � a wire and the substrate
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A nice feature of this model is that both the conductances of the resulting resistors and the
capacitances of the resulting capacitors turn out to be linear functions of our design parameters
� the widths of the segments� or� which is the same� of the areas of the segments �the lengths of
the segments are �xed�	� E�g�� for the RC�structure depicted on Fig� ����a	 one has

cAB 
 �A�B�sA  sB	�
�A 
 �AsA�

sA� sB being the areas of the corresponding segments� The coe�cients �A�B � �A depend on a
lot of parameters �e�g�� on distances between the wires	� but all these parameters at the phase
of design we are speaking about are already set� Thus� in the wire sizing problem the matrices
, and /� and therefore the matrices S�C�R as well� are a�ne functions of the design variables
� the areas of the segments�

C 
 C�x	� S 
 S�x	� R 
 R�x	
�x stands for the design vector comprised of the areas of segments	� As a result� we may pose
numerous sizing�related problems as semide�nite programs� e�g��

� We can minimize the total area occupied by the wires under the restriction that the speed
�i�e�� the time constant	 of the resulting circuit should be at least something given� the
arising semide�nite program is P

i xi � min
s�t�

S�x	� �C�x	 � �
x � �

�� � � is �xed	�

� Whenever a circuit is simple� �which indeed is the case for many chips	� we can mini�
mize the heat dissipated per a transition under the restriction that the speed is at least
something given� the arising semide�nite program is

eT !C�x	"e � min
s�t�

S�x	� �C�x	 � �
x � �

� We can add to the above programs upper and lower bounds on the the areas of segments�
as well as other linear constraints on the design variables� etc�

��� Applications� VI� Structural design

Structural design is an engineering area which has to do with mechanical constructions like
trusses and plates� We already know what a truss is � a construction comprised of linked to
each other thin elastic bars� A plate is a construction comprised of a material occupying a given
domain� the mechanical properties of the material varying continuously from point to point� In
engineering� design of plates is called shape design� this is why in the sequel we call objects of
our interest trusses and shapes instead of trusses and plates�
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It turns out that numerous problems of the type given a type of material to be used� a
resource �an upper bound on the amount of material to be used	 and a set of loading scenarios
� external loads of interest� �nd an optimal truss�shape � the one capable to withstand best of
all the loads in question� can be casted as semide�nite programs� and semide�nite programming
o�ers the natural way to model the problems and to process them analytically and numerically�
The purpose of this section is to develop a uni�ed semide�nite�programming�based approach to
the outlined problems�

����� Building a model

Mechanical constructions we are about to consider �the so called constructions with linear elas�
ticity	 can be described by the following general story�

I� A construction C can be characterized by

I��	 A linear space V 
 Rm of virtual displacements of C�
I��	 A positive semide�nite quadratic form

EC�v	 

�

�
vTACv

on the space of displacements� the value of this form at a displacement
v is the potential energy stored by the construction as a result of the
displacement� The �positive semide�nite symmetric	 m	m matrix AC of
this form is called the sti	ness matrix of C�

Example� truss� A truss �Sections ����� ������ �ts I��� � I����

I��	 A closed convex subset V � Rm of kinematically admissible dis�
placements�

Example �continued�� In our previous truss
related considerations� there
was no speci�c set of kinematically admissible displacements � we thought
that in principle every virtual displacement v � Rm may become an actual
displacement� provided that an external load is chosen accordingly� However�
sometimes the tentative displacements of the nodes are restricted by external
obstacles� like the one you see on the picture�

hA A

What we see is a �
node planar ground structure with �� tentative bars and

a rigid obstacle AA� This obstacle does not allow the South
Eastern node to

move down more than by h and thus induces a linear inequality constraint on

the vector of virtual displacements of the nodes�

II� An external load applied to the construction C can be represented by a vector
f � Rm� the static equilibrium of C loaded by f is given by the following
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Variational Principle� A construction C is capable to carry an ex�
ternal load f if and only if the quadratic form

Ef
C�v	 


�

�
vTACv � fT v ������	

of displacements v attains its minimum on the set V of kinematically ad�
missible displacements� and displacement yielding �static� equilibrium is a

minimizer of Ef
C��	 on V 


The minus minimum value of Ef
C on V is called the compliance of the construction

C with respect to the load f �

Complf �C	 
 sup
v�V



fT v � �

�
vTACv

�
Example �continued�� A reader not acquainted with the KKT optimality conditions

may skip this paragraph�
We have seen in Section ����� that the Variational Principle does work for a truss�

At that moment we� however� dealt with the particular �obstacle
free� case� V � V�
What happens that there are obstacles" Assume that the obstacles are absolutely rigid
and frictionless� When in course of truss deformation a moving node meets an obstacle�
a contact force occurs and comes into play � it becomes a part of the external load� As
a result� the equilibrium displacement is given by the equations

Av � f �
X
l

fl� ���

where Av� as we remember� is the vector of reaction forces caused by the deformation

of the truss and fl s represent the contact forces coming from obstacles� �The nature�

is free to choose these forces� with the only restriction that a contact force should be

normal to the boundary of the corresponding obstacle �there is no friction�� and should

�look� towards the truss� With these remarks in mind� one can easily recognize in �#�

the usual KKT conditions for constrained minimum of Ef
C � the constraints being given

by the obstacles� Thus� an equilibrium displacement is a KKT point of the problem of

minimizing E
f
C over V� Since the problem is convex� its KKT points are the same as

the minimizers of Ef
C over V�

The part of the story we have told so far relates to a particular system and does not address
the question of which elements of the situation may be a�ected by the design� may we play
with the space of virtual displacements� or with V� or with the sti�ness matrix� Di�erent
types of structural design problems deal with di�erent answers to the outlined questions� we�
however� will focus on the case when the only element we may play with is the sti�ness matrix�
Speci�cally� we assume that

III� The sti�ness matrix AC depends on mechanical characteristics t�� ���� tn of
elements� E�� ���� En comprising the construction� and these characteristics ti are
positive semide�nite symmetric d 	 d matrices� d being given by the type of the
construction� Speci�cally�

AC 

nX
i��

SX
s��

bistib
T
is� ������	

where bis are given m	 d matrices�
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At a �rst glance� III looks very strange� where positive semide�nite matrices ti come from�
Well� this is what Mechanics says on both types of constructions we actually are interested in �
trusses and shapes�

Indeed� we know from Section ����� that the sti�ness matrix of a truss is

A�t	 

nX
i��

tibib
T
i �

where ti � � are bar volumes and bi are certain vectors given by the geometry of the nodal set�
and nonnegative reals ti may be viewed as positive semide�nite �	 � matrices���

Now� what about shapes� To see that III holds in this case as well� it requires an additional
excursion to Mechanics we are about to start �and which can be omitted by a non�interested
reader	�

As we remember� a shape is comprised of material occupying a given �D or �D domain $� the
mechanical properties of the material varying from point to point� Such a construction is in�nite�

dimensional� its virtual displacements are vector �elds on $ and altogether form certain linear space
V of vector �elds on $ �V should not necessarily be comprised of all vector �elds� e�g�� some parts
of the boundary of $ may be �xed by boundary conditions� so that the displacement �elds must
vanish at these parts of the boundary��

The elasticity properties of the material at a point P � $ are represented by the rigidity tensor

E�P � which� mathematically� is a symmetric positive semide�nite d 
 d matrix� where d � � for
planar and d � � for spatial shapes� Mechanics says that the density� at a point P � of the potential
energy stored by a shape� the displacement of the shape being a vector �eld v���� is

�

�
s
T
P �v	E�P �sP �v	� �������

so that the potential energy stored in a deformated shape is

�

�

Z
�

s
T
P �v	E�P �sP �v	dP�

Here for a �D shape

sP �v	 �

�B�
�vx�P �
�x

�vy�P �
�y

�p
�

h
�vx�P �
�y

�
�vy�P �

�x

i
�CA �

vx and vy being the x� and the y�components of the �D vector �eld v���� Note that sP �v	 can be
obtained as follows� we �rst build the Jacobian of the vector �eld v at P � the matrix

J�P � �

� �vx�P �
�x

�vx�P �
�y

�vy�P �

�x

�vy�P �

�y

�
�

and then symmeterize the matrix � build the symmetric � 
 � matrix

Js�P � �
�

�
�J�P � � JT �P �	�

sP �v	 is nothing but the vector of the coordinates of Js�P � � S� in the natural orthonormal basis�
� �
� �

�
�

�
� �
� �

�
�

�
� �����

����� �

�
of the �
dimensional space S��

For a �D shape� sP �v	 is given by a completely similar construction� we build the �
 � Jacobian
of the �D vector �elds v��� at the point P � symmeterize it and then pass from the � 
 � symmetric
matrix we have got to the vector of coordinates of this matrix in the natural basis of the �
dimensional
space S�� we skip the corresponding explicit formulas�

An external load acting at a shape can be represented by a linear form f �v	 on the space of
displacements� this form measures the work carried out by the load at a displacement� In typical
cases� this functional looks like

R
��

fT �P �v�P �dS�P �� f�P � being the �eld of external forces acting
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at the boundary� And Mechanics says that the equilibrium displacement �eld in the loaded shape
minimizes the energy functional

�

�

Z
�

s
T
P �v	E�P �sP �v	dP � f �v	

over the set of kinematically admissible vector �elds v���� The minus minimum value of this func

tional is called the compliance of the shape with respect to the load in question�

As we see� the �true� model of a shape is in�nite
dimensional� In order to get a �computationally
tractable� model� the Finite Element approximation is used� namely�

�� The domain $ is partitioned into �nitely many non
overlapping cells $�� ����$n� and the prop

erties of the material are assumed to be constant within the cells�

E�P � � Ei for P � $i�

�� The in�nite
dimensional space V of vector �elds on $ is �approximated� by its �nite

dimensional subspace Vm spanned by m basic continuously di�erentiable displacement �elds
w����� ����wm���� with this approximation� the set of kinematically admissible displacement
�elds shrinks to a set in Vm�

With this approximation� the �nite element model of a shape becomes as follows�

� A virtual displacement v becomes a vector fromRm �the actual displacement �eld correspond

ing to a vector v � �v�� ���� vm� is� of course�

Pm

i�� viwi�����

� The potential energy stored by the shape� v being the corresponding displacement� is

�

�

nX
i��

Z
�i

v
T �s�P �Eis

T �P �	vdP� s
T �P � � �sP �w�	� sP �w�	� ���� sP �wm		 �Mdm�

� The linear functional f ��	 representing a load becomes a usual linear form fT v on Rm �so that
we can treat the vector f of the coe�cients of this form as the load itself��

� The equilibrium displacement of the shape under a load f is the minimizer of the quadratic
form

�

�
v
T

�
nX
i��

Z
�i

s�P �Eis
T �P �dP

�
v � f

T
v

on a given set V � Rm of kinematically admissible displacements� and the compliance is the
minus minimum value of this form on V�

It remains to note that� as is stated in Exercise ����� there exist a positive integer S and �cubature
formulas� Z

�i

s
T
P �wp	EsP �wq	dP �

SX
s��

�iss
T
Pis �wp	EsPis �wq	 �E � Sd �p� q � �� ����m

with nonnegative weights �is� Denoting by �i the measures of the cells $i and setting

ti � �iEi� bis � �
���
is �

����
i s�Pis��

we get Z
�i

s�P �Eis
T �P �dP �

SX
s��

bistibis�

Thus� we have represented a shape by a collection t�� ���� tn of positive semide�nite d
 d matrices�
and the potential energy of a deformated shape now becomes

�

�
v
T

�
nX
i��

Z
�i

s�P �Eis
T �P �

�
v �

�

�
v
T

�
nX
i��

SX
s��

bistib
T
is

�
v�

v being the displacement� We see that a shape� after �nite element discretization� �ts III�
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The concluding chapter of our story says how we measure the material� used to build the
construction�

IV� As far as the material consumed� by a construction C is concerned� all expenses�
of this type are completely characterized by the vector �Tr�t�	� ����Tr�tn		 of the traces of the
matrices t�� ���� tn mentioned in III�

For a truss� the indicated traces are exactly the same as ti�s themselves and are
the volumes of the bars constituting the truss� so that IV is quite reasonable� For
a shape� Tr�E�P 		 is a natural measure of the material density� of the shape at a
point P � $� so that IV again is quite reasonable�

Now we can formulate the general Structural Design problem we are interested in�

Problem ��	�� !Static Structural Design" Given

�� A �ground structure�� i�e��

� the space Rm of virtual displacements along with its closed convex subset V of kinemat�
ically admissible displacements�

� a collection fbisgi�������n�s�������S of m	 d matrices�

�� A set T 
 f�t�� ���� tn	 j ti � Sd	 �ig of �admissible designs��

and


� A set F � Rm of �loading scenarios��

�nd a �sti�est� with respect to F � admissible construction�� i�e�� �nd a collection t � T which
minimizes the worst� over f � F � compliance of the construction with respect to f 	

ComplF �t	 
 sup
f�F

sup
v�V

�
fTv � �

�
vT

�
nX
i��

SX
s��

bistib
T
is

�
v

�
� min j t � T�

����� The standard case

The Static Structural Design �SSD	 problem ����� in its general form is a little bit di�use� �
we did not say what are the geometries of the set V of kinematically admissible displacements�
of the set T of admissible designs and of the set F of loading scenarios� For all applications
known to us these geometries can be specialized as follows�

S��� The set V of kinematically admissible displacements is a polyhedral set�

V 
 fv � Rm j Rv � rg !R �Mqm"� ������	

and the system of linear inequalities Rv � r satis�es the Slater condition� there exists )v such
that R)v � r�

S��� The set T of admissible designs is given by simple linear constraints on the traces of
the positive semide�nite rigidity matrices ti � upper and lower bounds on Tr�ti	 and an upper
bound on the total material resource�

Pn
i�� Tr�ti	�

T 
 ft 
 �t�� ���� tn	 j ti � Sd	� i � Tr�ti	 � i�
Pn

i��Tr�ti	 � wg
!� � 

i
� i � ��

Pn
i�� i � w"

������	
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S��� The set F of loading scenarios is either a �nite set�

F 
 ff�� ���� fkg� ������	

�multi�load structural design	� or an ellipsoid�

F 
 ff 
 Qu j uTu � �g !Q �Mmk" ������	

�robust structural design	�
The interpretation of the multi�load setting is quite clear� the construction is supposed to

work under di�erent loading conditions� and we intend to control its sti�ness for a number of
typical loading scenarios� To motivate the robust setting� consider the following example�

Assume we are designing a planar truss � a cantilever� the �� � nodal structure and the
only load of interest f� are as shown on the picture�

�� � ground structure and the load of interest

The optimal single�load design yields a nice truss as follows�
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Figure ���� Optimal cantilever �single�load design	� the compliance is �����

The compliance of the optimal truss with respect to the load of interest is ������
Now� what happens if� instead of the load of interest f�� the truss is a�ected by a 
small

occasional load� f shown on the picture� the magnitude �� the Euclidean length	 of f being
just ���' of the magnitude of f�� The results are disastrous� the compliance is increased by
factor ��� ��	 In fact� our optimal cantilever is highly instable� it can collapse when a bird
will try to build a nest in a 
badly placed� node of the construction���

In order to ensure stability of our design� we should control the compliance not only with
respect to a restricted set of 
loads of interest�� but also with respect to all small enough

occasional loads� somehow distributed along the nodes� The simplest way to do it is to add
to the original �nite set of loads of interest the ball comprised of all 
occasional� loads of
magnitude not exceeding some level� There are� however� two di�culties in this approach�

� from the viewpoint of mathematics� it is not that easy to deal with the set of loading
scenarios of the form 
the union of a ball and a �nite set�� it would be easier to handle either
a �nite set� or an ellipsoid�
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� from the engineering viewpoint� the di�culty is to decide where the occasional loads
should be applied� If we allow them to be distributed along all � � � nodes of the original
ground structure� the resulting design will incorporate all these nodes �otherwise its compli�
ance with respect to some occasional loads will be in�nite	� which makes no sense� What we
indeed are interested in� are occasional loads distributed along the nodes which will be used
by the resulting construction� but how could we know these nodes in advance�

As about the �rst di�culty� a natural way to overcome it is to take� as F � the 
ellipsoidal
envelope� of the original � �nite � set of the loads of interest and a small ball� i�e�� to choose
as F the centered at the origin ellipsoid of the smallest volume containing the original loading
scenarios and the ball�

In order to overcome� to some extent� the second di�culty� we could use the two�stage
scheme� at the �rst stage� we take into consideration the loads of interest only and solve
the corresponding single(multi�load problem� At the second stage� we resolve the problem�
treating the set of nodes actually used by the structure we have obtained as our new nodal
set� and taking as F the ellipsoidal envelope of the loads of interest and the ball comprised
of all 
small� occasional nodes distributed along the nodes of our new nodal set�

Let us look what this approach yields in our cantilever example� The cantilever depicted
on Fig� ��� uses �� nodes from the original ���node grid� two of these �� nodes are �xed�
Taking the resulting �� nodes as our new nodal set and allowing all pair connections of
these nodes� we get a new � reduced � ground structure with �� degrees of freedom� Now
let us de�ne F as the ellipsoidal envelope of f� and the ball comprised of all loads of the
Euclidean norm not exceeding ��' of the norm of f�� The ���dimensional ellipsoid F is
very simple� one of its principal half�axes is f�� and the remaining �� half�axes are of the
length ��� k f� k� each� the directions of these half�axes forming a basis in the orthogonal
complement to f� in the ���dimensional space of virtual displacements of our �� nodes�
Minimizing the worst�case� with respect to the ellipsoid of loads F � compliance under the
original design constraints� we come to a new cantilever depicted on Fig� ����
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Figure ��� 
Robust� cantilever

The maximum compliance� over the ellipsoid of loads F � of the 
robust� cantilever is ��� �
and its compliance with respect to the load of interest f� is ������ � i�e�� it is only by
����' larger than the optimal compliance given by the single�load design� We see that when
passing from the 
nominal� single�load design to the robust one we loose basically nothing
in optimality� while getting dramatic improvement in the stability �for the 
nominal� design�
the compliance with respect to a 
badly chosen� occasional load of the magnitude ��� k f� k�
may be as large as  �����	

We conclude that ellipsoidal sets of loads indeed make sense�

We shall refer to the Static Structural Design problem with the data satisfying S�� � S�� as
to the Standard SSD problem� speaking on this problem� we always assume that it satis�es the
following assumption�
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S���
Pn

i��

PS
s�� bistib

T
is � � whenever ti � �� i 
 �� ���� n�

This assumption forbids rigid body� motions of the ground structure� if all rigidities are positive
de�nite� then the potential energy stored by the construction under any nontrivial displacement
is strictly positive�

����� Semide�nite reformulation of the Standard SSD problem

In order to get a semide�nite reformulation of the Standard Static Structural Design problem�
we start with building semide�nite representation for the compliance� Thus� our goal is to get
an SDR for the set

C 

�
�t� f� � 	 � �

Sd�
�n �Rm �R j Complf �t	 � sup

v
Rm�Rv	r

�
fT v � �

�
vT

�
nX
i��

SX
s��

bistib
T
is

�
v

�

 �

$
�

The required SDR is given by the following

Proposition ��	�� Let t 
 �t�� ���� tn	 � Sd	 and f � Rm� Then the inequality

Complf�t	 � �

is satis�ed if and only if there exists a nonnegative vector � of the same dimension q as the one
of columns of R such that the matrix

A�t� f� �� �	 

�
�� � �rT� �fT  �TR
�f  RT�

Pn
i��

PS
s�� bistib

T
is

�
is positive semide�nite� Thus� the epigraph of Complf�t	 �regarded as a function of t �


Sd	

�n
and f � Rm admits the SDR�

�� � �rT� �fT  �TR
�f  RT�

Pn
i��

PS
s�� bistib

T
is

�
� ��

ti � �� i 
 �� ���� n�
� � ��

������	

Proof� First let us explain where the result comes from� By de�nition� Complf �t	 
 � if

sup
v�Rv	r



fTv � �

�
vTA�t	v

�

 �

�
A�t	 

nX
i��

SX
s��

bistib
T
is

�
The supremum in the left hand side is taken over v varying in a set given by linear constraints Rv 
 r�
If we add 
penalized constraints� �T �r�Rv	 to the objective� � being a nonnegative weight vector� and
then remove the constraints� passing to the supremum of the penalized objective over the entire space�
i�e�� to the quantity

�f �t� �	 � sup
v
Rm



fT v � �

�
vTA�t	v � �T �r �Rv	

�
�

then we end up with something which is � Complf �t	� consequently� if there exists � � � such that

fT v � �

�
vTA�t	v � �T �r �Rv	 
 � �v � Rm�

then we have � � Complf �t	� On the other hand� the Lagrange Duality says that under the Slater

condition from S�� the quantity �f �t� �	 for properly chosen � � � is exactly the supremum of fT v �
�
�v

TA�t	v over v satisfying Rv 
 r� thus� if � � Complf �t	� then � � �f �t� �	 for some � � �� Thus�
believing in the Lagrange Duality� we come to the following observation�
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��	 The inequality Complf �t	 
 � is equivalent to the existence of a � � � such that
�f �t� �	 
 � �

It remains to note that the inequality �f �t� �	 
 � says that the unconstrained � over the entire space �
minimum of certain convex quadratic form� namely� of the form

Q�v	  �� � rT�� �
�

�
vTA�t	v � ��f �RT�	T v

� is nonnegative� by Simple Lemma �see Section �� ��	� the latter fact is equivalent to the positive
semide�niteness of the matrix A�t� f� �� �	�

The outlined reasoning does not satisfy us� in our course� we do not deal with Lagrange Duality� All
we have is Conic Duality �in fact� equivalent to the Lagrange one	� In order to be 
self�su�cient�� let us
derive ��	 from Conic Duality�

Our �rst observation is as follows�

�#� Let t�� ���� tn � Sd�� f � R
m and � � R be �xed� Consider the following system of inequalities

with variables v � Rm� � � R�

�
� v

TA�t�v � � � fT v � �

�A�t� �
Pn

i��

PS

s��
bistib

T
is	

RT v � r

�S�t� f��

Then �t� f� �� � C if and only if � � � for all solutions to �S�t� f��� i�e�� if and only if the linear

inequality � � � is a consequence of the system �S�t� f���

Indeed� the �
components of the solutions to �S�t� f�� are exactly those � s which do not exceed
the value of the quadratic form

E
f
t �v� � f

T
v�

�

�
v
T
A�t�v

at certain point of the set V � fv j Rv � rg� Consequently� to say that a given � is � all these � s
is exactly the same as to say that � is � the supremum of the form E

f
t �v� over v � V� i�e�� is exactly

the same as to say that � � Complf �t��

Now� �S�t� f�� is nothing but a linear vector inequality� Indeed� the quadratic inequality in �S�t� f�� is a conic
quadratic inequality�

�
�v

TA�t�v � �� fT v � �
m

vTA�t�v � �� � �fT v � �
m

k BT �t�v k�� ��fT v � �� � ��

B�t� � �b��t
���
� � b��t

���
� � ���� b�St

���
� � ���� bn�t

���
n � ���� bnSt

���
n 	 �A�t� � B�t�BT �t�	

m(
BT �t�v

�
� � � � fT v
�
� � � � fT v

)
�L �

so that �S�t� f�� is the linear vector inequality in variables v� �� � �

Q

�
v

�

�
� q �

�B� BT �t�v
�
� � � � fT v
�
� � � � fT v

r �Rv

�CA �K ��

where K is the direct product of the Lorentz cone and the nonnegative orthant of appropriate dimensions�

Note that the resulting linear vector inequality is strictly feasible� Indeed� due to the Slater assumption in
S��� we may choose v to make strict the inequalities r�Rv � �� after v is chosen� we may make � to be negative
enough to make strict also the �conic quadratic� part of our vector inequality�

Now recall that we know what are the necessary and su�cient conditions for a linear inequality to be a
consequence of a strictly feasible linear vector inequality� they are given by Proposition ������ In the case in
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question these conditions are equivalent to the existence of a nonnegative vector � of the same dimension q as the
one of columns in R and a vector � � L such that

�vT ��	QT

�
�

�

�
� �� ��v� �� � Rm 
R�

��T ��T 	q � ���

Recalling the origin of Q and q� we come to the following conclusion�

�##� Let t �
�
Sd�

�n
� f � Rm and � � R� Then Complf�t� � � if and only if there exist

d�dimensional vectors 
is� reals �� and a vector � such that

�a� � � ��f �RT � �
Pn

i��

Ps

s��
bist

���
i 
is � ��

�b� ��  � ���
�c� �

� ��� � � rT� � � �
�d� � � ��

�e�  �

q
�� �

Pn

i��

PS

s��

Tis
is�

�������

Now consider the conic quadratic inequality(
BT �t�v

�
� � rT �� � � ��f �RT �	T v
�
� � rT �� � � ��f �RT �	T v

)
�L � ��������

v� � being the variables and � � � being a vector of parameters� and let us ask ourselves when the inequality
� � � is a consequence of this �clearly strictly feasible� vector inequality� According to Proposition ����� this is
the case if and only if there exist vectors 
is � R

d and reals ��  such that

�a� ��� ���f � RT�	 �
Pn

i��

PS

s��
bist

���
i 
is � ��

�b� ��  � ���
�c� �

� ��� � � ��� �rT� � � �

�e�  �

q
�� �

Pn

i��

PS

s�� 

T
is
is�

��������

Comparing ������� and ��������� we come to the conclusion as follows�

�###� Let t �
�
Sd�

�n
� f � Rm and � � R� Then Complf �t� � � if and only if there exists � � �

such that the inequality � � � is a consequence of the conic quadratic inequality ���������

It remains to note that the conic quadratic inequality �������� is equivalent to the scalar quadratic inequality

v
T
A�t�v� �rT � � �� � ���f � R

T
�	v � ��

Consequently� �###� says that Complf �t� � � if and only if there exists � � � such that the following implication
holds true�

��v� �� � � � �f �R
T
�	T v�

�

�
v
T
A�t�v � r

T
�� � � � ��

But the latter implication clearly holds true if and only if

� � max
v�Rm

h
�f �RT �	T v �

�

�
vTAv � rT �

i
� ��������

Thus� � � Complf �t� if and only if there exists � � � such that �������� takes place� but this is exactly the

statement ��� we need�

SDR of the epigraph of the compliance immediately implies a semide�nite reformulation of
the multi�load Standard SSD problem�

� � min
s�t�

�a	

�
�� � �rT�l �fTl  �Tl R

�fl  RT�l
Pn

i��

PS
s�� bistib

T
is

�
� �� l 
 �� ���� k�

�b	 ti � �� i 
 �� ���� n�
�c	

Pn
i��Tr�ti	 � w�

�d	 
i
� Tr�ti	 � i� i 
 �� ���� n�

�e	 �l � �� l 
 �� ���� k�

�������	
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the design variables being ti � Sd� i 
 �� ���� n� �l � vectors of the same dimension q as the one
of the columns in R� l 
 �� ���� k� and � � R� and f�� ���� fk being the loading scenarios� Indeed�
the LMI�s �a	 along with nonnegativity constraints �e	 express the fact that the worst�case� over
the loads f�� ���� fk� compliance of the construction yielded by the rigidities t�� ���� tn does not
exceed � �see Proposition �����	� while the remaining constraints �b	� �c	� �d	 express the fact
that t 
 �t�� ���� tn	 is an admissible design�

When passing to the robust Standard SSD problem � the one where F is an ellipsoid�

F 
 ff 
 Qu j uTu � �g

rather than a �nite set� we meet with a di�culty� our objective now is

ComplF�t	 
 sup
f�F

Complf �t	�

i�e�� it is the supremum of in�nitely many SD�representable functions� and our calculus does
not o�er us tools to build an SDR for such an aggregate� This di�culty re�ects the essence of
the matter� if there are obstacles� the robust version of the SSD problem is extremely di�cult
�at least as di�cult as an NP�complete combinatorial problem	� In the obstacle�free� case�
however� it is easy to get an SDR for ComplF �t	� provided that F is an ellipsoid�

Proposition ��	�� Let the set of kinematically admissible displacements coincide with the space
Rm of all virtual displacements	 V 
 Rm� and let F be an ellipsoid	

F 
 ff 
 Qu j uTu � �g !Q �Mmk"�

Then the function ComplF �t	� regarded as a function of t 
 �t�� ���� tn	 �

Sd	

�n
� is SD�

representable	 for t �

Sd	

�n
one has

ComplF �t	 � � �
�
��Ik QT

Q
Pn

i��

PS
s�� bistib

T
is

�
� �� �������	

Consequently� in the case in question the Standard SSD problem can be posed as the following
semide�nite program	

� � min
s�t� �

��Ik QT

Q
Pn

i��

PS
s�� bistib

T
is

�
� ��

ti � �� i 
 �� ���� n�Pn
i�� Tr�ti	 � w�


i
� Tr�ti	 � i� i 
 �� ���� n�

�������	
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Proof� Let� as always� A�t	 

Pn

i��

PS
s�� bistib

T
is� We have

ComplF � � �
�Qu	Tv � �

�v
TA�t	v � � �v ��u � uTu � �	 �

�Qu	Tv � �
�v

TA�t	v � � �v ��u � uTu 
 �	 �
�Q k w k��� w	Tv � �

�v
TA�t	v � � �v��w �
 �	 �

�Qw	T �k w k� v	% &z '
�y

��
��k w k� v	TA�t	�k w k� v	 � �wTw �v ��w �
 �	 �

��wTw  �wTQTy  yTA�t	y � � �y��w �
 �	 �
��wTw  �wTQTy  yTA�t	y � � �y � Rm� w � Rk ��

��Ik QT

Q A�t	

�
� ��

�Universal� semide
nite form of the Standard SSD problem� To allow for uni�ed
treatment of both multi�load Standard SSD problem �������	 and the robust obstacle�free prob�
lem �������	� it makes sense to note that both formulations are covered by the following generic
semide�nite program�

� � min
s�t�

�a	

�
��Ip  Dlz  Dl !Elz  El"T

!Elz  El"
Pn

i��

PS
s�� bistib

T
is

�
� �� l 
 �� ���� K�

�b	 ti � �� i 
 �� ���� n�
�c	

Pn
i�� Tr�ti	 � w�

�d	 
i
� Tr�ti	 � i� i 
 �� ���� n�

�e	 z � ��

�Pr	

where

� the design variables are ti � Sd� i 
 �� ���� n� z � RN � � � R�

� the data are given by the m	 d matrices bis� a�ne mappings

z � Dlz  Dl � R
N � Sd� z � Elz  El � R

N �Mmp� l 
 �� ���� K�

and the reals 
i
� i� i 
 �� ���� n� w � ��

Indeed�

� The multi�load problem �������	 corresponds to the case of p 
 �� K 
 k �the number of
loading scenarios	�

z 
 ���� ���� �k	 � Rq 	 ���	Rq�Dlz  Dl 
 ��rT�l� Elz  El 
 �fl  RT�l

�fl is the l�th load of interest	�

� The robust problem �������	 corresponds to the case of K 
 �� p 
 k �the dimension of
the loading ellipsoid	� In fact� in the robust problem there should be no z at all� however�
in order to avoid extra comments� we introduce one�dimensional redundant� variable z
and set

E� 
 �� E� 
 Q�D�z  D� 
 ��zIk �
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It is immediately seen that the resulting problem �Pr	� namely� the problem

� � min j
�
��� � z	Ik QT

Q
Pn

i��

PS
s�� bistib

T
is

�
� � ' �Pr��b� d		 ' z � �

is equivalent to �������	�

Note that when converting the problems of our actual interest �������	 and �������	 to the
generic form �Pr	� we ensure the following property of the resulting problem�

S��� For every l 
 �� ���� K� there exists �l � Sp		 and Vl �Mmp such that

KX
l��

!D�l �l  �E�l Vl" � ��

Indeed� in the case when the original problem is the multi�load problem ������ 	� we have
Sp  R� Mmp  Rm and

KX
l��

�D�l �l � �E�l Vl� 

�B�
����r � �RV�
����r � �RV�

� � �
���Kr � �RVK

�CA �

the latter vector is negative when all �l are equal to � and all Vl are equal to strictly feasible
solution of the system Rv 
 r� such a solution exists by S���

In the case when the original problem is the obstacle�free robust problem �������	� we
have

D���� � �E��V�  ��Tr���	�

and to make the result negative� it su�ces to set ��  Ip�

From now� speaking about �Pr	� we assume that the data of the problem satisfy S��� S�� and
S���

Remark ��	�� The problem �Pr	 is strictly feasible�

Indeed� let us choose somehow z � �� By S��� we can choose ti � �� i  �� ���� n� to satisfy the strict

versions of the inequalities �Pr��b� c� d		� By S�� the matrix
Pn

i��

PS
s�� bistib

T
is is positive de�nite� but

then� by Lemma on the Schur Complement� LMI!s �Pr��a		 are satis�ed as strict for all large enough

values of � �

����� From primal to dual

From the viewpoint of numerical processing� a disadvantage of the problem �Pr	 is its huge
design dimension� Consider� e�g�� the case of a multi�load design of an obstacle�free truss with
M �node ground structure� In this case �Pr	 is a semide�nite program of the design dimension
n �� n 
 O�M�	 being the number of tentative bars� The program includes k �k is the number
of loading scenarios	 big� LMI�s �each of the row size m �� m being the number of degrees of
freedom of the set of nodes� m � �M for planar and m � �M for spatial constructions	 and a
number of scalar linear inequality constraints� For a ��	 �� planar nodal grid with �xed most�
left nodes we getM 
 ���� n � 
 ������ m 
 ���� Even an LP program with ������ variables
should not be treated as a small� one� a semide�nite program of such a design dimension
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de�nitely is not accessible for the existing software� The situation� however� is not that bad� and
the way to overcome the di�culty is o�ered by duality� Namely� it turns out that the problem
dual to �Pr	 �by itself it is even more di�cult for straightforward numerical solution than �Pr		
can be simpli�ed a lot� it admits analytical elimination of most of the variables� E�g�� the dual
to the outlined multi�load truss problem can be converted to a semide�nite program with nearly
mk design variables� for the indicated sizes and ��scenario setting� the design dimension of the
latter problem is about ����� which is within the range of applicability of the existing solvers�

We are about to build the problem dual to �Pr	 and to process it analytically�

Step �� Building the dual� Applying to �Pr	 our formalism for passing from a semide�nite
program to its dual� we come to the following semide�nite program�

maximize �� 
 �PK
l�� Tr�Dl�l  �E

T
l Vl	

�Pn
i��!i�

	
i � 

i
��i "� w�

s�t� �
�l V T

l

Vl �l

�
� �� l 
 �� ���� K

!�l � Sp� �l � Sm� Vl �Mmp"�
�i � �� i 
 �� ���� n

!�l � SDl "�
�	i � �

�
i � �� i 
 �� ���� n

!�	i � �
�
i � R"�

� � �
!� � R"�

� � �
!� � RN "�

�
PK

l�� Tr��l	 
 ��PK
l��!D�l �l  �E�l Vl"  � 
 ��PK
l��

PS
s�� b

T
is�lbis  �i

 !��i � �	i � �"Id 
 �� i 
 �� ���� n�

�Dini	

the design variables being �l� �l� Vl� l 
 �� ���� K�

Step �� Eliminating � and f�igni��� �Dini	 clearly is equivalent to the problem

minimize � 
 PK
l�� Tr�Dl�l  �E

T
l Vl	

 
Pn

i��!i�
	
i � 

i
��i "  w�

s�t�

�a	

�
�l V T

l

Vl �l

�
� �� l 
 �� ���� K�

�b	 �	i � �
�
i � �� l 
 �� ���� n�

�c	 � � ��

�d	 �
PK

l��Tr��l	 
 ��

�e	
PK

l��!D�l �l  �E�l Vl" � ��

�f	
PK

l��

PS
s�� b

T
is�lbis � !�  �	i � ��i "Id�

i 
 �� ���� n�

�D�	

Note that passing from �Dini	 to �D�	� we have switched frommaximization of�� to minimization
of �� so that the optimal value in �D�	 is minus the one of �Dini	�
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Step �� Eliminating f�lgKl��� We start with observing that �D�	 is strictly feasible� Indeed�
let us set� say� ��i 
 �� By S�� there exist positive de�nite matrices �l and rectangular matrices
Vl of appropriate sizes satisfying the strict version of �D

���e		� by normalization� we may enforce
these matrices to satisfy �D���d		� Given indicated �l� Vl and choosing large enough� �l� we
enforce validity of the strict versions of �D���a		� Finally� choosing large enough � � �� we enforce
strict versions of �D���c		 and �D���f		�

Note that the same arguments demonstrate that

Remark ��	�� Problem �Dini	 is strictly feasible�

Since �D�	 is strictly feasible� its optimal value is the same as in problem �D��	 obtained from
�D�	 by adding to the set of constraints the constraints

�g	 �l � �� l 
 �� ���� K�

Now note that if a collection

�� 
 f�lgKl��� V 
 fVlgKl��� � 
 f�lgKl��� � 
 f��i gni��� �	

is a feasible solution to �D��	� then the collection

��� V� ����V 	 
 f�l��� V 	 
 Vl�
��
l V T

l gKl��� �� �	

also is a feasible solution to �D��	 with the same value of the objective� indeed� from LMI�s
�D���a		 by Lemma on the Schur Complement it follows that �l��� V 	 � �l� so that replacing �l
with �l��� V 	 we preserve validity of the LMI�s �D���f		 as well as �D���a		� Consequently� �D��	
is equivalent to the problem

minimize � 
 PK
l��Tr�Dl�l  �ET

l Vl	
 

Pn
i��!i�

	
i � 

i
��i "  w�

s�t�
�b	 �	i � �

�
i � �� i 
 �� ���� n�

�c	 � � ��

�d	 �
PK

l��Tr��l	 
 ��

�e	
PK

l��!D�l �l  �E�l Vl" � ��

�f �	
PK

l��

PS
s�� b

T
isVl�

��
l V T

l bis � !�  �	i � ��i "Id� i 
 �� ���� n�
�g	 �l � �� l 
 �� ���� K�

�D���	

Now note that the system of LMI�s �D�����g		'�D�����f �		 is equivalent to the system of LMI�s�
A��	 BT

i �V 	
Bi�V 	 ��  �	i � ��i 	Id

�
� �� i 
 �� ���� n�

A��	 � ��
�������	

where

� 
 f�l � SpgKl���
V 
 fVl �MpmgKl���

A��	 
 Diag�

S timesz '% &
��� ���� ���

S timesz '% &
��� ���� ��� ����

S timesz '% &
�K � ���� �K	�

Bi�V 	 
 !bTi�V�� b
T
i�V�� ���� b

T
iSV�� b

T
i�V�� b

T
i�V�� ���� b

T
iSV�� ���� b

T
i�VK � b

T
i�VK � ���� b

T
iSVK "�

�������	
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Indeed� the di�erence of the left and of the right hand sides of �D�����f �		 is the Schur complement
of the angular block of the left hand side matrix in �������	� and it remains to apply the Lemma
on the Schur Complement� Consequently� �D���	 is equivalent to the problem

minimize � 
 PK
l��Tr�Dl�l  �E

T
l Vl	

 
Pn

i��!i�
	
i � 

i
��i "  w�

s�t� �
A��	 BT

i �V 	
Bl�V 	 ��  �	i � ��i 	Id

�
� �� i 
 �� ���� n�

�	i � �
�
i � �� i 
 �� ���� n�
� � ��

�
PK

l�� Tr��l	 
 ��
�l � �� l 
 �� ���� K�PK

l��!D�l �l  �E�l Vl" � ��

Problem �D���	 is strictly feasible along with �D�	� so that its optimal value remains unchanged
when we remove from �D���	 the strict LMI�s� thus coming to the �nal form of the problem dual
to �Pr	�

minimize � 
 PK
l�� Tr�Dl�l  �ET

l Vl	
 

Pn
i��!i�

	
i � 

i
��i "  w�

s�t� �
A��	 BT

i �V 	
Bi�V 	 ��  �	i � ��i 	Id

�
� �� l 
 �� ���� N�

�	i � �
�
i � �� i 
 �� ���� n�
� � ��

�
PK

l�� Tr��l	 
 ��PK
l��!D�l �l  �E�l Vl" � ��

�Dl	

the design variables of the problem being

� 
 f�l � SpgKl��� V 
 fVi �MmpgKl��� � 
 f��i � Rgni��� � � R�

As we have seen� both the primal problem �Pr	 and its dual �Dini	 are strictly feasible �Remarks
������ �����	� Consequently� both �Pr	 and �Dini	 are solvable with equal optimal values �the
Conic Duality Theorem	 and with bounded level sets �see Exercise ����	� By its origin� the
optimal value in the problem �Dl	 is minus the optimal value in �Dini	� and of course �Dl	
inherits from �Dini	 the property to have bounded level sets and is therefore solvable� Thus� we
get the following

Proposition ��	�� Both problems �Pr	� �Dl	 are strictly feasible� solvable and possess bounded
level sets� The optimal values in these problems are negations of each other�

The case of �simple bounds�� In the case when there are no actual bounds on Tr�ti	
�formally it means that 

i

 �� i 
 w for all i	� the dual problem �Dl	 can be further simpli�ed�

namely� we can eliminate the ��variables� Indeed� consider a feasible solution to �Dl	� When
replacing all ��i with zeros� simultaneously increasing � by 
 
 max!��maxi��

	
i � ��i 	"� we
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clearly preserve feasibility and add to the objective the quantity

w
 � Pn
i��

h
i�

	
i � 

i
��i

i

 w
 � Pn

i�� i�
	
i !since 

i

 �"

� w
 � w
Pn

i�� �
	
i !since i � w"

� wmaxi �
	
i � w

Pn
i�� �

	
i !since 
 � maxi �	i due to ��i � �"

� � !since �	i � �"�

i�e�� we gain in the objective value� Thus� we loose nothing when setting in �Dl	 ��i 
 �� thus
coming to the problem

minimize � 

PK

l�� Tr�Dl�l  �E
T
l Vl	  w�

s�t� �
A��	 BT

i �V 	
Bi�V 	 �Id

�
� �� i 
 �� ���� n�PK

l��!D�l �l  �E�l Vl" � ��

�
PK

l�� Tr��l	 
 ��
� � ��

�Dlsb	

the design variables being � 
 f�l � SpgKl��� V 
 fVl �MpmgKl��� � � R�

To understand how fruitful was our e�ort� let us compare the dimensions of the problem
�Dlsb	 with those of the original problem �Pr	 in the simplest case of a k�load obstacle�free�
truss design problem with simple bounds� As we have seen� in this case the design dimension
of the primal problem �Pr	 is O�M�	� M being the cardinality of the nodal grid� and �Pr	
involves k LMI�s with row sizes m 
 O�M	 and n � scalar linear inequality constraints� The
design dimension of �Dlsb	 is just k mk � �in the case in question� p 
 �	� the dual problem
includes n LMI�s of the row size �k  �	 each �in the case in question� S 
 �	� two scalar linear
inequalities and a single scalar linear equality constraint� We see that if the number of loading
scenarios k is a small integer �which normally is the case	� the design dimension of the dual
problem is O�M	� i�e�� it is by orders of magnitude less than the design dimension of the primal
problem �Pr	� As a kind of penalization� the dual problem involves a lot of non�scalar LMI�s
�n 
 O�M�	 instead of k non�scalar LMI�s in �Pr		� but all these LMI�s are small� � of row
size k � 
 O��	 each� while the non�scalar LMI�s in �Pr	 are large� � of row size O�M	 each�
As a result� when solving �Pr	 and �Dlsb	 by the best known so far numerical techniques �the
interior�point algorithms	� the computational e�ort for �Pr	 turns out to be O�M�	� while for
�Dlsb	 it is only O�k�M�	� which� for large M and small k� does make a di�erence� Of course�
there is an immediate concern about the dual problem� the actual design variables are not seen
in it at all� how to recover a �nearly	 optimal construction from a �nearly	 optimal solution to
the dual problem� In fact� however� there is no reason to be concerned� the required recovering
routines do exist and are cheap computationally�

����	 Back to primal

Problem �Dl	 is not exactly the dual of �Pr	 � it is obtained from this dual by eliminating part of the
variables� What happens when we pass from �Dl	 to its dual� It turns out that we end up with a
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nontrivial �and instructive	 equivalent reformulation of �Pr	� namely� with the problem

minimize �

s�t�

�a�

�BBBBBBBBBBBB�

��Ip �Dlz �Dl �ql��	
T � � � �ql�S 	T � � � �qln�	T � � � �qlnS 	T

ql�� t�

� � �
� � �

ql�S t�

� � �
� � �

qln� tn

� � �
� � �

qlnS tn

�CCCCCCCCCCCCA
� �� l � �� ����K�

�b� ti � �� i � �� ����n�
�c� �

i
� Tr�ti� � �i� i � �� ����n�

�d�
Pn

i��
Tr�ti� � w�

�e�
Pn

i��

PS

s�� bisq
l
is � Elz �El� l � �� ���� k�

�vi� z � ��

�Pr��

the design variables in the problem being symmetric d � d matrices ti� i  �� ���� n� d � p matrices qlis�
l  �� ����K� i  �� ���� n� s  �� ���� S� real � and z � RN � Problem �Pr�	 is not the straightforward dual
of �Dl	� it is obtained from this dual by eliminating part of the variables� Instead of boring derivation of
�Pr�	 via duality� we prefer to give a direct proof of equivalence between �Pr	 and �Pr�	�

Proposition ����� A collection �ftigni��� z� � 	 is a feasible solution to �Pr	 if and only if it can be ex�

tended by properly chosen fqlis j l  �� ����K� i �� ���� n� s �� ���� Sg to a feasible solution to �Pr�	�

Proof� 
if� part� let a collection

�ftigni��� z� �� fqlis j l  �� ����K� i �� ���� n� s �� ���� Sg	

be a feasible solution to �Pr�	� all we should prove is the validity of the LMI!s �Pr��a		� Let us �x l 
 K�
we should prove that for every pair �x� y	 of vectors of appropriate dimensions we have

xT ���Ip �Dlz �Dl�x� �xT �Ei � Elz�Ty � yT �
nX
i��

SX
s��

bTistib
T
is�y � �� �������	

Indeed� in view of �Pr���e		 the left hand side of �������	 is equal to

xT ���Ip �Dlz �Dl�x

��xT �
Pn

i��

PS
s�� bisq

l
is�

Ty � yT �
Pn

i��

PS
s�� bistib

T
is�y  xT ���Ip � Dlz �Dl�x

��
Pn

i��

PS
s�� x

T �qlis�
Tyis

�
Pn

i��

PS
s�� y

T
istiyis�

yis  bTisy�

The resulting expression is nothing but the value of the quadratic form with the matrix from the left
hand side of the corresponding LMI �Pr���a		 at the vector comprised of x and fyisgi�s� and therefore it
is nonnegative� as claimed�


only if� part� let

�ftigni��� z� � 	

be a feasible solution to �Pr	� Let us �x l� � 
 l 
 K� and let us set

fl  Elz � El�
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For every x � Rp the quadratic form of y � RM �

xT ���Ip � Dlz � dl� � �xTfTl y � yTA�t	y

�
A�t	 

nX
i��

SX
s��

bistib
T
is

�

is nonnegative� i�e�� the equation

A�t	y  flx

is solvable for every x� of course� we can choose its solution to be linear in x�

y  Ylx�

note that then

A�t	Ylx  flx �x�
i�e�

A�t	Yl  fl�

Let us now set

�qlis�
T  Y T

l bisti� �������	

then
nX
i��

SX
s��

bisq
l
is 

nX
i��

SX
s��

bistib
T
isYl  A�t	Yl  fl�

Recalling the de�nition of fl� we see that extending �ftig� z� � 	 by fqlisg we ensure the validity of �Pr���e		�
It remains to verify that the indicated extensions ensures the validity of LMI!s �Pr���a		 as well� What
we should verify is that for every collection fyisg of vectors of appropriate dimension and for every x � Rp

we have

F �x� fyisg	 � xT ���Ip �Dlz �Dl�x� �xT
nX
i��

SX
s��

�qlis�
Tyis �

nX
i��

SX
s��

yTistiyis � �� �������	

Given x� let us set

y�is  �bTisYlx�
and let us prove that the collection fy�isgminimizesF �x� �	� which is immediate� F �x� �	 is convex quadratic
form� and its partial derivative w�r�t� yis at the point fy�isg is equal to �see �������		

�qlisx� �tiy
�
is  ��tib

T
isYlx� tib

T
isYlx�  �

for all i� s� It remains to note that

F �x� fy�isg	  xT ���Ip � Dlz �Dl�x� �xT
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s���q

l
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TbTisYlx

�
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PS
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TY T
l bistib

T
isYlx

 xT ���Ip � Dlz �Dl�x� �xT �
Pn

i��

PS
s�� bisq

l
is�

TYlx
�xTY T

l A�t	Ylx
 xT ���Ip � Dlz �Dl�x� �xT �Elz �El�TYlx� xTY T

l A�t	Ylx
�due to already proved �Pr���e		�

 �xT ��xTY T
l 	

�
�Ip �Dlz �Dl �Elz �El	

T

Elz � El A�t�

��
x

�Ylx
�

� �
�since �ftig� z� � 	 is feasible for �Pr	�

Thus� the minimum of F �x� fyisg	 in fyisg is nonnegative� and therefore �������	 indeed is valid�
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����� Explicit forms of the Standard Truss and Shape problems

Let us list the explicit forms of problems �Pr�� �Dl�� �Pr�� for the standard cases of the multi
load and robust
Static Truss�Shape Design�

Multi�Load Static Truss Design� Here

V � fv � Rm j Rv � rg �dim �r� � q	� F � ff�� ���� fkg�

The settings are�

� �Pr��

� � min�
�� � �rT �l �fTl � �Tl R
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�
i
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i��
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��� ti� q
l
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q 	

Robust Obstacle�Free Static Truss Design� Here

V � R
m� F � ff � Qu j uTu � �g �Q �Mmk 	�

The settings are�
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� �Pr��
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Multi�Load Static Shape Design� Here

ti � Sd� d �
n

�� planar shape
�� spatial shape

�

F � ff�� ���� fkg�

V � fv � Rm j Rv � rg �dim �r� � q	�

The settings are
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� �Dl��

��
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Robust Obstacle�Free Static Shape Design� Here

ti � Sd� d �
n

�� planar shape
�� spatial shape

�

F � ff � Qu j uTu � �g �Q �Mmk 	�

V � Rm�

The settings are
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� �Dl��
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� Tr��� � ��

�� � Sk� ��i � � � R� V �Mmk 	

� �Pr���

� � min�BBBBBBBBBBBB�
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T � � � �q�S	T � � � �qn�	

T � � � �qnS	T
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� � �
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q�S t�

� � �
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� � �
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� ��
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i
� Tr�ti� � �i� i � �� ����n�Pn

i��
Tr�ti� � w�Pn

i��
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s��
bisqis � Q�

�� � R� ti � S
d� qis �M

dk	

��� Applications� VII� Extremal ellipsoids

In our course we already have met� on di�erent occasions� with the notion of an ellipsoid � a
set E in Rn which can be represented as the image of the unit Euclidean ball under an a�ne
mapping�

E 
 fx 
 Au c j uTu � �g !A �Mnq" �Ell	

Ellipsoids are very convenient mathematical entities�

� it is easy to specify an ellipsoid � just to point out the corresponding matrix A and vector
c�

� the family of ellipsoids is closed with respect to a�ne transformations� the image of an
ellipsoid under an a�ne mapping again is an ellipsoid�

� there are many operations� like minimization of a linear form� computation of volume�
etc�� which are easy to carry out when the set in question is an ellipsoid� and is di�cult
to carry out for more general convex sets�

By the indicated reasons� ellipsoids play important role in di�erent areas of applied mathematics�
in particular� people use ellipsoids to approximate more complicated sets� Just as a simple
motivating example� consider a discrete�time linear time invariant controlled system�

x�t �	 
 Ax�t	  Bu�t	� t 
 �� �� ���
x��	 
 �
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and assume that the control is norm�bounded�

k u�t	 k�� � �t�
The question is what is the set XT of all states reachable in a given time T�� i�e�� the set of all
possible values of x�T 	� We can easily write down the answer�

XT 
 fx 
 BuT��  ABuT��  A�BuT��  ��� AT��Bu� j k ut k�� �� t 
 �� ���� T � �g�
but this answer is not explicit�� just to check whether a given vector x belongs to XT requires
to solve a nontrivial conic quadratic problem� the complexity of the problem being the larger the
larger is T � In fact the geometry of XT may be very complicated� so that there is no possibility
to get a tractable� explicit description of the set� This is why in many applications it makes
sense to use simple� � ellipsoidal � approximations of XT � as we shall see� approximations of
this type can be computed in a recurrent and computationally e�cient fashion�

It turns out that the natural framework for di�erent problems of the best possible� approx�
imation of convex sets by ellipsoids is given by semide�nite programming� In this section we
intend to consider a number of basic problems of this type�

Preliminaries on ellipsoids� According to our de�nition� an ellipsoid in Rn is the image
of the unit Euclidean ball in certain Rq under an a�ne mapping� e�g�� for us a segment in
R��� is an ellipsoid� indeed� it is the image of one�dimensional Euclidean ball under a�ne
mapping� In contrast to this� in geometry an ellipsoid in Rn is usually de�ned as the image of
the n�dimensional unit Euclidean ball under an invertible a�ne mapping� i�e�� as the set of the
form �Ell	 with additional requirements that q 
 n� i�e�� that the matrix A is square� and that
it is nonsingular� In order to avoid confusion� let us call these true� ellipsoids full�dimensional�
Note that a full�dimensional ellipsoid E admits two nice representations�

� First� E can be represented in the form �Ell	 with positive de�nite symmetric A�

E 
 fx 
 Au  c j uTu � �g !A � Sn		" ������	

Indeed� it is clear that if a matrix A represents� via �Ell	� a given ellipsoid E� the matrix AU � U

being an orthogonal n � n matrix� represents E as well� It is known from Linear Algebra that by

multiplying a nonsingular square matrix from the right by a properly chosen orthogonal matrix�

we get a positive de�nite symmetric matrix� so that we always can parameterize a full�dimensional

ellipsoid by a positive de�nite symmetric A�

� Second� E can be given by a strictly convex quadratic inequality�

E 
 fx j �x� c	TD�x� c	 � �g !D � Sn		"� ������	

Indeed� one may take D  A��� where A is the matrix from the representation ������	�

In the sequel we deal a lot with volumes of full�dimensional ellipsoids� Since an invertible a�ne
transformation x � Ax  b � Rn � Rn multiplies the volumes of n�dimensional domains by
jDet Aj� the volume of a full�dimensional ellipsoid E given by ������	 is �nDet A� where �n is
the volume of the n�dimensional unit Euclidean ball� In order to avoid meaningless constant
factors� it makes sense to pass from the usual n�dimensional volume mesn�G	 of a domain G to
its normalized volume

Vol�G	 
 ���n mesn�G	�
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i�e�� to choose� as the unit of volume� the volume of the unit ball rather than the one of the cube
with unit edges� From now on� speaking about volumes of n�dimensional domains� we always
mean their normalized volume �and omit the word normalized�	� With this convention� the
volume of a full�dimensional ellipsoid E given by ������	 is just

Vol�E	 
 Det A�

while for an ellipsoid given by ������	 the volume is

Vol�E	 
 !Det D"���� �

Outer and inner ellipsoidal approximations� It was already mentioned that our current
goal is to realize how to solve basic problems of the best� ellipsoidal approximation E of a
given set S� There are two types of these problems�

� Outer approximation� where we are looking for the smallest� ellipsoid E containing the
set S�

� Inner approximation� where we are looking for the largest� ellipsoid E contained in the
set S�

In both these problems� a natural way to say when one ellipsoid is smaller� than another one
is to compare the volumes of the ellipsoids� The main advantage of this viewpoint is that it
results in a�ne�invariant constructions� an invertible a�ne transformation multiplies volumes
of all domains by the same constant and therefore preserves ratios of volumes of the domains�

Thus� what we are interested in are the largest volume ellipsoid�s� contained in a given set
S and the smallest volume ellipsoid�s� containing a given set S� In fact these extremal ellipsoids
are unique� provided that S is a solid � a closed and bounded convex set with a nonempty
interior� and are not too bad approximations of the set�

Theorem ����� !L0owner � Fritz John" Let S � Rn be a solid� Then
�i	 There exists and is uniquely de�ned the largest volume full�dimensional ellipsoid Ein

contained in S� The concentric to Ein n times larger �in linear sizes ellipsoid contains S� if S
is central�symmetric� then already

p
n times larger than Ein concentric to Ein ellipsoid contains

S�
�ii	 There exists and is uniquely de�ned the smallest volume full�dimensional ellipsoid Eout

containing S� The concentric to Eout n times smaller �in linear sizes ellipsoid is contained
in S� if S is central�symmetric� then already

p
n times smaller than Eout concentric to Eout

ellipsoid is contained in S�

The proof is the subject of Exercise �����

The existence of th extremal ellipsoids is� of course� a good news� but how to compute these
ellipsoids� The possibility to compute e�ciently �nearly	 extremal ellipsoids heavily depends on
the description of S� Let us start with two simple examples�

Inner ellipsoidal approximation of a polytope� Let S be a polyhedral set given by a
number of linear equalities�

S 
 fx � Rn j aTi x � bi� i 
 �� ���� mg�
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Proposition ����� Assume that S is a full�dimensional polytope �i�e�� is bounded and possesses
a nonempty interior� Then the largest volume ellipsoid contained in S is

E 
 fx 
 Z�u z� j uTu � �g�

where Z�� z� are given by an optimal solution to the following semide�nite program	

t � max
s�t�

�a	 t � �Det Z	���n	���
�b	 Z � ��
�c	 k Zai k� � bi � aTi z� i 
 �� ���� m�

�In	

with the design variables Z � Sn� z � Rn� t � R�

Note that �In	 indeed is a semide�nite program	 both �In��a		 and �In��c		 can be represented
by LMI�s� see items ��d and ���� in Section ����

Proof� Indeed� an ellipsoid ������	 is contained in S if and only if

aTi �Au c	 � bi �u � uTu � ��

or� which is the same� if and only if

k Aai k�  aTi c 
 max
u�uT u��

!aTi Au aTi c" � bi�

Thus� �In��b� c		 just express the fact that the ellipsoid fx 
 Zu  z j uTu � �g is contained
in S� so that �In	 is nothing but the problem of maximizing �a positive power of	 the volume of
an ellipsoid over ellipsoids contained in S�

We see that if S is a polytope given by a set of linear inequalities� then the problem of the
best inner ellipsoidal approximation of S is an explicit semide�nite program and as such can be
e�ciently solved� In contrast to this� if S is a polytope given as a convex hull of �nite set�

S 
 Convfx�� ���� xmg�

then the problem of the best inner ellipsoidal approximation of S is computationally in�
tractable� � in this case� it is di�cult just to check whether a given candidate ellipsoid is
contained in S�

Outer ellipsoidal approximation of a 
nite set� Let S be a polyhedral set given as a
convex hull of a �nite set of points�

S 
 Convfx�� ���� xmg�

Proposition ����� Assume that S is a full�dimensional polytope �i�e�� possesses a nonempty
interior� Then the smallest volume ellipsoid containing S is

E 
 fx j �x� c�	TD��x� c�	 � �g�
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where c�� D� are given by an optimal solution �t�� Z�� z�� s�	 to the semide�nite program

t � max
s�t�

�a	 t � �Det Z	���n	���
�b	 Z � ��

�c	

�
s zT

z Z

�
� ��

�d	 xTi Zxi � �xTi z  s � �� i 
 �� ���� m�

�Out	

with the design variables Z � Sn� z � Rn� t� s � R via the relations

D� 
 Z�� c� 
 Z��� z��

Note that �Out	 indeed is a semide�nite program� cf� Proposition ������

Proof� Indeed� let us pass in the description ������	 from the parameters� D� c to the param�
eters Z 
 D� z 
 Dc� thus coming to the representation

E 
 fx j� xTZx� �xTz  zTZ��z � �g� ��	

The ellipsoid of the latter type contains the points x�� ���� xm if and only if

xTi Zxi � �xTi z  zTZ��z � �� i 
 �� ���� m�

or� which is the same� if and only if there exists s � zTZ��z such that

xTi Zxi � �xTi z  s � �� i 
 �� ���� m�

Recalling Lemma on the Schur Complement� we see that the constraints �Out��b � d		 say
exactly that the ellipsoid ��	 contains the points x�� ���� xm� Since the volume of such an ellipsoid
is �Det Z	����� �Out	 is the problem of maximizing a negative power of the volume of an ellipsoid
containing the �nite set fx�� ���� xmg� i�e�� the problem of �nding the smallest volume ellipsoid
containing this �nite set� It remains to note that an ellipsoid is convex� so that it is exactly the
same � to say that it contains a �nite set fx�� ���� xmg and to say that it contains the convex hull
of this �nite set�

We see that if S is a polytope given as a convex hull of a �nite set� then the problem of
the best outer ellipsoidal approximation of S is an explicit semide�nite program and as such
can be e�ciently solved� In contrast to this� if S is a polytope given by a list of inequality
constraints� then the problem of the best outer ellipsoidal approximation of S is computationally
intractable� � in this case� it is di�cult just to check whether a given candidate ellipsoid contains
S�

����� Ellipsoidal approximations of unions�intersections of ellipsoids

Speaking informally� Proposition ����� deals with inner ellipsoidal approximation of the intersec�
tion of degenerate� ellipsoids� namely� half�spaces �a half�space is just a very large Euclidean
ball�	 Similarly� Proposition ����� deals with the outer ellipsoidal approximation of the union
of degenerate ellipsoids� namely� points �a point is just a ball of zero radius�	� We are about
to demonstrate that when passing from degenerate� ellipsoids to the normal� ones� we still
have a possibility to reduce the corresponding approximation problems to explicit semide�nite
programs� The key observation here is as follows�
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Proposition ����� An ellipsoid

E 
 fx 
 Au z j uTu � �g !A �Mnq"

is contained in the full�dimensional ellipsoid

W 
 fx j �x� c	TBTB�x � c	 � �g !B �Mnn�Det B �
 �"

if and only if there exists � such that�� In B�z � c	 BA
�z � c	TBT �� �

ATBT �Iq

�A � � ������	

as well as if and only if there exists � such that��B���B��	T z � c A
�z � c	T �� �

AT �Iq

�A � � ������	

Proof� We clearly have

E � W
m

uTu � �� �Au z � c	TBTB�Au z � c	 � �
m

uTu � t� � �Au t�z � c		TBTB�Au t�z � c		 � t�

m S�Lemma
�� � � � !t� � �Au t�z � c		TBTB�Au  t�z � c		"� �!t� � uTu" � � ��u� t	

m
�� � � �

�
�� �� �z � c	TBTB�z � c	 ��z � c	TBTBA

ATBTB�z � c	 �Iq � ATBTBA

�
� �

m
�� � � �

�
�� �

�Iq

�
�

�
�z � c	TBT

ATBT

�
�B�z � c	 BA 	 � �

Now note that in view of Lemma on the Schur Complement the matrix

�
�� �

�Iq

�
��

�z � c	TBT

ATBT

�
�B�z � c	 BA 	 is positive semide�nite if and only if the matrix in ������	 is

so� Thus� E � W if and only if there exists a nonnegative � such that the matrix in ������	� let
it be called P ��	� is positive semide�nite� Since the latter matrix can be positive semide�nite
only when � � �� we have proved the �rst statement of the proposition� To prove the second
statement� note that the matrix in ������	� let it be called Q��	� is closely related to P ��	�

Q��	 
 SP ��	ST � S 


��B��

�
Iq

�A � ��

so that Q��	 is positive semide�nite if and only if P ��	 is so�

Here are the consequences of Proposition ������
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Inner ellipsoidal approximation of an intersection of full�dimensional ellipsoids� Let

Wi 
 fx j �x� ci	
TB�

i �x� ci	 � �g !Bi � Sn		"�

i 
 �� ���� m� be given full�dimensional ellipsoids in Rn� assume that the intersection W of
these ellipsoids possesses a nonempty interior� Then the problem of the best inner ellipsoidal
approximation of W is an explicit semide�nite program� namely� the program

t � max
s�t�

t � �Det Z	���n	����� In Bi�z � ci	 BiZ
�z � ci	TBi �� �i

ZBi �iIq

�A � �� i 
 �� ���� m�

Z � �

�InEll	

with the design variables Z � Sn� z � Rn� �i� t � R� The largest ellipsoid contained in W 

�mi��Wi is given by an optimal solution Z�� z�� t�� f��ig	 of �InEll	 via the relation

E 
 fx 
 Z�u z� j uTu � �g�
Indeed� by Proposition ���� the LMI!s�� In Bi�z � ci	 BiZ

�z � ci	TBi �� �i
ZBi �iIq

�A � �� i  �� ����m

express the fact that the ellipsoid fx  Zu � z j uTu 
 �g with Z � � is contained in

every one of the ellipsoids Wi� i�e�� is contained in the intersection W of these ellipsoids�

Consequently� �InEll	 is exactly the problem of maximizing �a positive power of	 the volume

of an ellipsoid over the ellipsoids contained in W �

Outer ellipsoidal approximation of a union of ellipsoids� Let

Wi 
 fx 
 Aiu ri j uTu � �g !Ai �Mnki "�

i 
 �� ���� m� be given ellipsoids in Rn� assume that the convex hull W of the union of these
ellipsoids possesses a nonempty interior� Then the problem of the best outer ellipsoidal approx�
imation of W is an explicit semide�nite program� namely� the program

t � max
s�t�

t � �Det Z	���n	����� In Zci � z ZAi

�Zci � z	T �� �i
AT
i Z �iIki

�A � �� i 
 �� ���� m�

Z � �

�OutEll	

with the design variables Z � Sn� z � Rn� �i� t � R� The smallest ellipsoid containing W 

Conv��mi��Wi	 is given by an optimal solution Z�� z�� t�� f��ig	 of �OutEll	 via the relation

E 
 fx j �x� c�	Z�
��x� c�	 � �g� c� 
 Z��� z��
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Indeed� by Proposition ���� for Z � � the LMI!s�� In Zci � z ZAi

�Zci � z	T �� �i
AT
i Z �iIki

�A � �� i  �� ����m

express the fact that the ellipsoid E  fx j �x� Z��z	TZ��x� Z��z	 
 �g contains every

one of the ellipsoids Wi� i�e�� contains the convex hull W of the union of these ellipsoids�

The volume of the ellipsoid E is �Det Z	��� consequently� �OutEll	 is exactly the problem

of maximizing a negative power �i�e�� of minimizing a positive power	 of the volume of an

ellipsoid over the ellipsoids containing W �

����� Approximating sums of ellipsoids

Let us come back to our motivating example� where we were interested to build ellipsoidal
approximation of the set XT of all states x�T 	 where a given discrete time invariant linear
system

x�t  �	 
 Ax�t	  Bu�t	� t 
 �� ���� T � �
x��	 
 �

can be driven in time T by a control u��	 satisfying the norm bound
k u�t	 k�� �� t 
 �� ���� T � ��

How could we build such an approximation recursively� Let Xt be the set of all states where
the system can be driven in time t � T � and assume that we have already built inner and outer
ellipsoidal approximations Et

in and E
t
out of the set Xt�

Et
in � Xt � Et

out�

Let also
E 
 fx 
 Bu j uTu � �g�

Then the set
F t	�
in 
 AEt

in  E 
 fx 
 Ay  z j y � Et
in� z � Eg

clearly is contained in Xt	�� so that a natural recurrent way to de�ne an inner ellipsoidal ap�
proximation of Xt	� is to take as E

t	�
in the largest volume ellipsoid contained in F t	�

in � Similarly�
the set

F t	�
out 
 AEt

out  E 
 fx 
 Ay  z j y � Et
out� z � Eg

clearly covers Xt	�� and the natural recurrent way to de�ne an outer ellipsoidal approximation
of Xt	� is to take as E

t	�
out the smallest volume ellipsoid containing F

t	�
out �

Note that the sets F t	�
in and F t	�

out are of the same structure� each of them is the arithmetic
sum fx 
 v  w j v � V� w � Wg of two ellipsoids V and W � Thus� we come to the problem
as follows� Given two ellipsoids W�V � �nd the best inner and outer ellipsoidal approximations
of their arithmetic sum W  V 
 In fact� it makes sense to consider a little bit more general
problem�

Given m ellipsoids W�� ����Wm in Rn� �nd the best inner and outer ellipsoidal
approximations of the arithmetic sum

W 
 fx 
 w�  w�  ��� wm j wi � Wi� i 
 �� ���� mg
of the ellipsoids W�� ����Wm
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In fact� we have posed two di�erent problems� the one of inner approximation of W �let this
problem be called �I		 and the other one� let it be called �O	� of outer approximation� It turns
out that both these problems are very di�cult �at least when m is not once for ever �xed	�
There exist� however� computationally tractable� approximations of both �I	 and �O	 we are
about to consider�

In considerations to follow we assume� for the sake of simplicity� that the ellipsoids W�� ����Wm

are full�dimensional �which is not a severe restriction � a �at� ellipsoid can be easily approxi�
mated by a nearly �at� full�dimensional ellipsoid	� Besides this� we may assume without loss
of generality that all our ellipsoids Wi are centered at the origin� Indeed� we have Wi 
 ci Vi�
where ci is the center of Wi and Vi 
 Wi � ci is centered at the origin� consequently�

W�  ��� Wm 
 �c�  ��� cm	  �V�  ��� Vm	�

so that the problems �I	 and �O	 for the ellipsoids W�� ����Wm can be straightforwardly reduced
to similar problems for the centered at the origin ellipsoids V�� ���� Vm�

Preliminaries� the polar of a convex set� To proceed� we need to recall an extremely
useful geometric notion � the one of the polar of a convex set� Let X be a closed convex and
containing origin set in Rn� The set

X� 
 fy � Rn j yTx � � �x � Xg
is called the polar of X � The basic properties of the polars are as follows �all sets in question
belong to certain �xed Rn	�

�� Let X be a closed convex set containing the origin� Then so is its polar X�� Moreover�
twice taken polar is the original set� �X�	� 
 X �

�� The polarity transformation reverts inclusions� if X� Y are closed convex sets containing
the origin� then X � Y if and only if Y� � X��

�� The polar of a centered at the origin full�dimensional ellipsoid X 
 fx j xTDx � �g is the
ellipsoid X� 
 fy j yTD��y � �g� in particular� for centered at the origin full�dimensional
ellipsoid one has

Vol�X	 Vol�X�	 
 ��

Given full�dimensional centered at the origin ellipsoids Wi 
 fx j xTB�
i x � �g� i 
 �� ���� m�

let us ask ourselves what is the polar W� of their arithmetic sum W 
 W�  ���  Wm� The
interest in the polar is natural� both W and its polar W� clearly are central�symmetric� so that
in problems of their inner�outer ellipsoidal approximation we loose nothing when restricting
ourselves with the ellipsoids centered at the origin� But then� by the just presented properties of
the polar the problem of best outer�inner ellipsoidal approximation for W is exactly the same
as the problem of the best inner�outer ellipsoidal approximation for W�� perhaps W� is more
convenient for processing than W�

In order to understand what is W�� note that a vector y � Rn belongs to W� if and only if

maxfyT �w�  ��� wm	 j wi �Wig � ��
i�e�� if and only if

mX
i��

maxfyTw j w �Wig � ��
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On the other hand� it is immediately seen that

maxfyTw j wTB�
i w � �g 


q
yTB��i y�

Thus� we come to the result as follows�

�W�  ��� Wm	� 
 fy j
mX
i��

q
yTB��i y � �g� ������	

Problem �O�� As we remember� the problem of the best outer ellipsoidal approximation of
W 
 W�  ��� Wm is equivalent to the problem of the best inner ellipsoidal approximation of
W�� the larger centered at the origin ellipsoid E� we are capable to inscribe into W�� the smaller
ellipsoid E 
 Polar�E�	 containing W we get� Let us try to �nd a large� ellipsoid in W� as
follows� let � 
 ���� ���� �m	 be a vector with positive entries and the sum of entries � �� We
associate with such a vector the convex set

W �
� 
 fy j yTB��i y � ��i � i 
 �� ���� mg�

By construction� W �� is intersection of the centered at the origin ellipsoids

E�
i 
 fy j yT ��iBi	

��y � �g�
by ������	� this intersection is contained in W�� We already know how to �nd the largest volume
ellipsoid E�� contained in W �� 
 �mi��E�

i � this ellipsoid is centered at the origin and is contained
in W�� Thus� we get a systematic way to produce centered at the origin and contained in W�
ellipsoids � every weight vector� � of the outlined type produces such an ellipsoid� namely�
E�� � The best �i�e�� the largest	� over all weight vectors �� ellipsoid we can get in this way
not necessarily is the largest volume ellipsoid contained in W�� but may be thought of as an
approximation� to the latter di�cult to compute� entity�

In order to implement our plan� note that a centered at the origin ellipsoid

E 
 fy j yTZ��y � �g !Z � �" ������	

is contained in the ellipsoid E�
i 
 fy j yT ��iBi	

��y � �g �i � m is �xed	 if and only if
Z�� � ��iBi	��� i�e�� if and only if Z� � ��i B

�
i � or� which is the same by the Lemma on the

Schur Complement� if and only if �
�iB

�
i Z

Z �iIn

�
� ��

We arrive at the following result�

Proposition ����� Given m centered at the origin full�dimensional ellipsoids

Wi 
 fx � Rn j xTB�
i x � �g !Bi � �"�

i 
 �� ���� m� let us associate with these ellipsoids the semide�nite program

t � max
s�t�

t � �Det Z	���n	����
�iB

�
i Z

Z �iIn

�
� �� i 
 �� ���� m�

Z � ��Pm
i�� �i � �

�1O	
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with variables t� �i � R� Z � Sn� Every feasible solution �Z� f�ig	 to this problem with positive
value of the objective produces ellipsoid

E 
 fx j xTZ�x � �g
which contains the arithmetic sum W� ��� Wm of the ellipsoidsW�� ����Wm� The largest volume
ellipsoid E one can obtain in this way is given by optimal solution to �1O	�

Problem �I�� Let us represent the given centered at the origin ellipsoids Wi as the images of
unit Euclidean balls under linear mappings�

Wi 
 fx 
 Aiu j uTu � �g !Ai � �"�
i 
 �� ���� m� A natural way to generate ellipsoids contained in the arithmetic sum W 
 W�  
��� Wm of the given ellipsoids is to note that whenever Xi are n	n matrices of spectral norms
not exceeding one� then the ellipsoid

E�X�� ���� XM	 
 fx 
 �A�X�  A�X�  ��� AmXm	u j uTu � �g
is contained in W �indeed� whenever k u k�� �� we have also k Xiu k�� �� so that AiXiu � Wi

and� consequently� �
Pm

i��AiXi	u � W 	� Thus� every collection of square matrices with spectral
norms not exceeding � produces an ellipsoid contained inW � and we could use the largest volume
ellipsoid of this form �i�e�� the one corresponding to the largest jDet�A�X�  ��� AmXm	j	 as
a surrogate of the largest volume ellipsoid contained in W � Recall that we know how to express
a bound on the spectral norm of a matrix via LMI�

jX j � t �
�
tIn �XT

�X tIn

�
� � !X �Mnn"

�item �� of Section ���	� The di�culty� however� is that the matrix
Pm

i��AiXi specifying the
ellipsoid E�X�� ���� Xm	� although being linear in the design variables� Xi� is not necessarily
symmetric positive semide�nite� and we do not know how to maximize the determinant over
general�type square matrices� We may� however� use the following fact from Linear Algebra�

Lemma ����� Let Y 
 S  C be a square matrix represented as a sum of symmetric matrix S
and skew�symmetric �i�e�� CT 
 �C matrix C� Assume that S is positive de�nite� Then

jDet�Y 	j � Det �S	�
Proof� We have Y  S � C  S����I �)	S���� where )  S����CS���� is skew�symmetric along with

C� We have jDet �Y 	j  Det �S	jDet �I �)	j� it remains to note that all eigenvalues the skew�symmetric

matrix ) are purely imaginary� so that the eigenvalues of I � ) are � � in absolute value� whence

jDet �I �)	j � ��

In view of Lemma� it makes sense to impose on X�� ���� Xm� besides the requirement that
their spectral norms are � �� also the requirement that the symmetric part�

S�X�� ���� Xm	 

�

�

�
mX
i��

AiXi  
mX
i��

XT
i Ai

�

of the matrix
P

iAiXi is positive semide�nite� and to maximize under these constraints the
quantity Det �S�X�� ���� Xm		 � a lower bound on the volume of the ellipsoid E�X�� ���� Xm	�
With this approach� we come to the following result�
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Proposition ����� Let Wi 
 fx 
 Aiu j uTu � �g� Ai � �� i 
 �� ��� m� Consider the
semide�nite program

t � max
s�t�

�a	 t �

Det


�
�

Pm
i��!X

T
i Ai  AiXi"

�����n	��
�b	

Pm
i��!X

T
i Ai  AiXi" � �

�c	

�
In �XT

i

�Xi In

�
� �� i 
 �� ���� m

with design variables X�� ���� Xm �Mnn� t � R� Every feasible solution �fXig� t	 to this problem
produces ellipsoid

E�X�� ���� Xm	 
 fx 
 �
mX
i��

AiXi	u j uTu � �g

contained in the arithmetic sum W� ��� Wm of the original ellipsoids� and the volume of this
ellipsoid is at least t�
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���� Assignments to Lecture �

������ Around positive semide�niteness� eigenvalues and ��ordering

Criteria for positive semide
niteness

Recall the criterion of positive de�niteness of a symmetric matrix�

!Sylvester" A symmetric m 	m matrix A 
 !aij "
m
i�j�� is positive de�nite if and

only if all its angular minors

Det

!aij "

k
i�j��

�
�

k 
 �� ���� n� are positive


Exercise ��� � Prove that a symmetric m	m matrix A is positive semide�nite if and only if
all its principal minors �i�e�� determinants of square sub�matrices symmetric w�r�t� the diagonal
are nonnegative�

Hint� look at the angular minors of the matrices A � In for small positive �

Demonstrate by example that nonnegativity of angular minors of a symmetric matrix is not
su�cient for the positive semide�niteness of the matrix�

Exercise ��� � !Diagonal�dominated matrices" Let A 
 !aij "mi�j�� be a symmetric matrix satis�
fying the relation

aii �
X
j �i

jaij j� i 
 �� ���� m�

Prove that A is positive semide�nite�

Diagonalization

Exercise ��� � Prove the following standard facts of Linear Algebra	
�	 If A is symmetric positive semide�nite m	m matrix and P is a n	m matrix� then the

matrix PAPT is positive semide�nite�
�	 A symmetric m	m matrix A is positive semide�nite if and only if it can be represented

as A 
 Q*QT � where Q is orthogonal� and * is diagonal with nonnegative diagonal entries�
What are these entries� What are the columns of Q�

�	 Let A�B be two symmetric matrices of the same size and let A be positive de�nite� Then
there exist nonsingular square matrix Q and diagonal matrix * such that

A 
 QQT � B 
 Q*QT �

Variational characterization of eigenvalues

The basic fact about eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix is the following

Variational Description of Eigenvalues !Weil" Let A be a symmetric m	m
matrix and ��A	 
 ����A	� ���� �m�A		 be the vector of eigenvalues of A taken with
their multiplicities and written down in the non�ascendent order�

���A	 � ���A	 � ��� � �m�A	�
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Then for every i 
 �� ���� m one has�

�i�A	 
 min
E�Ei

max
v�E�vT v��

vTAv�

where Ei is the family of all linear subspaces of Rm of dimension m� i �


Exercise ��� �� Prove the Variational Description of Eigenvalues�

Exercise ��� �� Derive from the Variational Description of Eigenvalues the following facts	
�i	 !Monotonicity of the vector of eigenvalues" If A � B� then ��A	 � ��B	�
�ii	 !Interlacing of Eigenvalues" Let A � Sm� and let E be a linear subspace of Rm of codimen�

sion k � m �i�e�� of dimension m�k� Let AE be the restriction of the operator x � Ax onto E�
i�e�� the operator x � PAx � E � E� P being the orthoprojector onto E �in terms of matrices	
let e�� ���� en�k be an orthonormal basis in E� you may think of AE as of the �n� k		 �n � k	
matrix with the entries eTi Aej � i� j 
 �� ���� n� k� Then for every i � n� k one has

�i�A	 � �i�AE	 � �i	k���A	�

Recall how a function of symmetric matrix is de�ned� Let A be a symmetric m	m matrix
and

p�t	 

kX
i��

pit
i

be a real polynomial on the axis� It is clear what is p�A	� by de�nition�

p�A	 

kX
i��

piA
i � Sm�

This de�nition is compatible with the arithmetic� when you add�multiply polynomials� you
add�multiply the values� of these polynomials at a �xed symmetric matrix�

�p q	�A	 
 p�A	  q�A	� �p � q	�A	 
 p�A	q�A	�

A nice feature of this de�nition is that

�%	 For A � Sm� the matrix p�A	 depends only on the restriction of p on
the spectrum �set of eigenvalues� of A� if p and q are two polynomials such that
p��i�A		 
 q��i�A		 for i 
 �� ���� m� then p�A	 
 q�A	


Indeed� we can represent a symmetric matrix A as A  UT,U � where U is orthogonal
and , is diagonal� the diagonal entries of , are exactly the eigenvalues of A� Since UUT  I�
we have Ai  UT,iU � consequently�

p�A	  UTp�,	U�

and since the matrix p�,	 depends on the restriction of p on the spectrum of A only� the

result follows�

As a byproduct of our reasoning� we get explicit� representation of p�A	 in
terms of the spectral decomposition A 
 UT*U �U is orthogonal� * is diagonal with
diagonal ��A		�
�%%	 The matrix p�A	 is just UT Diag�p����A		� ���� p��n�A			U 
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�%	 allows to speak about arbitrary functions of matrices� not necessarily polynomials�

Let A be symmetric matrix and f be a real�valued function de�ned at least at
the spectrum of A
 By de�nition� the matrix f�A	 is de�ned as p�A	� where p is a
polynomial coinciding with f on the spectrum of A
 �The de�nition makes sense�
by �%	� p�A	 depends only on the restriction of p on the spectrum of A� i�e�� every
polynomial continuation� p��	 of f from the spectrum of A on the entire axis results
in the same p�A		�

Calculus of functions of a symmetric matrix� we just have de�ned is fully compatible with the
usual arithmetic�

�f  g	�A	 
 f�A	  g�A	� ��f	�A	 
 �f�A	� �f � g	�A	 
 f�a	g�A	� �f  g	�A	 
 f�g�A		�

provided that the functions in question are well�de�ned on the spectrum of the corre�
sponding matrix� And of course the spectral decomposition of f�A	 is just f�A	 

UT Diag�f����A		� ���� f��m�A			U � A 
 UT Diag����A	� ���� �m�A		U being the spectral decom�
position of A�

Note that Calculus of functions of symmetric matrices� becomes very unusual when we
are trying to operate with functions of several �non�commuting	 matrices� E�g�� it is generally
not true that expfA  Bg 
 expfAg expfBg �the right hand side matrix may be even non�
symmetric�	� It is also generally not true that if f is monotone and A � B� then f�A	 � f�B	�
etc�

Exercise ��� � Demonstrate by example that the relation � � A � B not necessarily implies
that A� � B��

By the way� the relation � � A � B does imply that � � A��� � B����
Sometimes� however� we can get weak� matrix versions of usual arithmetic relations� E�g��

Exercise ��� � Let f be a nondecreasing function on the axis� and let A � B� Prove that
��f�A		 � ��f�B		�

The strongest �and surprising	 weak� matrix version of a usual inequality is as follows�
Let f�t	 be a proper convex function on the axis� by de�nition� it means that f is a function

on the axis taking real values and the value  � such that
� the set Dom f of the values of argument where f is �nite is convex and nonempty�
� if a sequence fti � Domfg converges to a point t and the sequence f�ti	 has a limit� then

t � Dom f and f�t	 � lim
i��

f�ti	 �it is called lower semicontinuity�	�

E�g�� the function f�x	 


�
�� � � t � �
 �� otherwise

is proper� In contrast to this� the functions

g�x	 


���
�� � � t � �
�� t 
 �
 �� for all remaining t

and

h�x	 


�
�� � � t � �
 �� otherwise

are not proper� although are convex� a proper function cannot jump up� at an endpoint of its
domain� as it is the case for g� and is forbidden to take value  � at a point� if it takes values
� a � � in every neighbourhood of the point� as it is the case for h�
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For a proper function f � its Legendre transformation f� is de�ned as

f��s	 
 sup
t
!ts � f�t	" �

It turns out that the Legendre transformation of a proper function also is proper� and that twice
taken Legendre transformation of a proper function is this very function�

The Legendre transformation �which� by the way� can be de�ned for convex functions on Rn

as well	 underlies a lot of standard inequalities� Indeed� by de�nition of f� we have

f��s	  f�t	 � st �s� t� �L	

Specifying somehow f and computing f�� we can get from the general inequality �L	 a lot of
useful inequalities� E�g��

� If f�t	 
 �
�t

�� then f��t	 
 �
� t

�� and �L	 becomes the standard inequality

st � �

�
t�  

�

�
t��

� If � � p � � and f�t	 


�
tp

p � t � �
 �� t � �

� then f��s	 

�

sq

q � s � �
 �� s � �

� q being given by

�
p  

�
q 
 �� and �L	 becomes the Young inequality

s� t � �! ts � tp

p
 
sq

q
� � � p� q � ��

�

p
 
�

q

 ��

Now� what happens with �L	 if s� t are symmetric matrices� Of course� both sides of �L	 still
make sense and are matrices� but we have no hope to say something reasonable about the relation
between these matrices �e�g�� the right hand side in �L	 is not necessarily symmetric	� However�

Exercise ��	 �� Let f� be a proper function with the domain Dom f� � R	� and let f be the
Legendre transformation of f � Then for every pair symmetric matrices X� Y of the same size
with the spectrum of X belonging to Dom f and the spectrum of Y belonging to Dom f� one has

��f�X		� �

Y ���XY ��� � f��Y 	

�
���

Birkho��s Theorem

Surprisingly enough� one of the most useful facts about eigenvalues of symmetric matrices is the
following� essentially combinatorial� statement �it does not mention the word eigenvalue� at
all	�

Birkho��s Theorem� Consider the set Sm of double�stochastic n	n matrices� i
e
�
square matrices !pij "

m
i�j�� satisfying the relations

pij � �� i� j 
 �� ���� m�Pm
i�� pij 
 �� j 
 �� ���� m�Pm
j�� pij 
 �� i 
 �� ���� m�

���In the scalar case� our inequality reads f�x� � y���xy��� � f��y�� which is an equivalent form of �L� for the
case of Dom f� � R��
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A matrix P belongs to Sm if and only if it can be represented as a convex combination
of n 	 n permutation matrices�

P � Sm � �f�i � ��
X
i

�i 
 �	 � P 

X
i

�i(
i�

where all (i are permutation matrices �with exactly one nonzero� namely� equal to
�� element in every row and every column�


An immediate corollary of the Birkho� Theorem is the following fact�

�%	 Let f � Rm � R � f �g be a convex symmetric function �symmetry means
that the value of the function remains unchanged when we permute the coordinates
in an argument�� let x � Dom f and P � Sm
 Then

f�Px	 � f�x	�

The proof is immediate� by Birkho�!s Theorem� Px is a convex combination of a number
of permutations xi of x� Since f is convex� we have

f�Px	 
 max
i

f�xi	  f�x	�

the concluding equality being given by the symmetry of f �

The role of �%	 in numerous questions related to eigenvalues is based upon the following
simple

Observation� Let A be a symmetric m 	m matrix
 Then the diagonal Dg�A	
of the matrix A is the image of the vector ��A	 of the eigenvalues of A under multi�
plication by a double stochastic matrix�

Dg�A	 
 P��A	 for some P � Sm

Indeed� consider the spectral decomposition of A�

A  UT Diag����A	� ���� �m�A		U

with orthogonal U  �uij�� Then

Aii 
mX
j��

u�ji�j�A	 � �P��A		i�

where the matrix P  �u�ji�
m
i�j�� is double stochastic�

Combining Observation and �%	� we conclude that if f is a convex symmetric function on Rm�
then for every m	m symmetric matrix one has

f�Dg�A		 � f���A		�

Moreover� let Om be the set of all orthogonal m 	m matrices� For every V � O� the matrix
V TAV has the same eigenvalues as A� so that for a convex symmetric f one has

f�Dg�V TAV 		 � f���V TAV 		 
 f���A		�
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whence

f���A		 � max
V �Om

f�Dg�V TAV 		�

In fact the inequality here is equality� since for properly chosen V � Om we have Dg�V TAV 	 

��A	� We have arrived at the following result�

�%%	 Let f be a symmetric convex function on Rm
 Then for every symmetric
m	m matrix A one has

f���A		 
 max
V �Om

f�Dg�V TAV 		�

Om being the set of all m	m orthogonal matrices


In particular� the function

F �A	 
 f���A		

is convex in A � Sm �as the maximum of a family of convex in A functions FV �A	 

f�Dg�V TAV 		� V � Om
�

Exercise ��� �� Let A 
 !aij " be a symmetric m	m matrix� Prove that

�i	 Whenever p � �� one has
Pm

i�� jaiijp �
Pm

i�� j�i�A	jp�
�ii	 Whenever A is positive semide�nite�

mQ
i��

aii � Det �A	�
�iii	 Let for x � Rm the function Sk�x	 be the sum of k largest entries of x �i�e�� the sum

of the �rst k entries in the vector obtained from x by writing down the coordinates of x in the
non�ascending order� Prove that Sk�x	 is a convex symmetric function of x and derive from
this observation that

Sk�Dg�A		 � Sk���A		�

Hint� note that Sk�x	  max�	i��i������ik	m
Pk

l�� xil�

�iv	 !Trace inequality" �Whenever A�B � Sm� one has

�T �A	��B	 � Tr�AB	�

Exercise ���� � Prove that if A � Sm and p� q � !���" are such that �
p  

�
q 
 �� then

max
B�Sm�k�B�kq��

Tr�AB	 
k ��A	 kp �

In particular� k ���	 kp is a norm on Sm� and the conjugate of this norm is k ���	 kq� �
p  

�
q 
 ��

Exercise ���� ��� Prove that the functions

F �X	 

Pm

i�� j�i�X	j���
G�X	 


Pm
i��max��i�X	� �	

���

of X � Sm are convex and �nd SDR�s of these functions�
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Cauchy�s inequality for matrices

Exercise ���� �� The standard Cauchy�s inequality says that

j
X
i

xiyij �
sX

i

x�i

sX
i

y�i �������	

for reals xi� yi� i 
 �� ���� n� this inequality is exact in the sense that for every collection x�� ���� xn
there exists a collection y�� ���� yn with

P
i
y�i 
 � which makes ������� an equality�

�i	 Prove that whenever Xi� Yi �Mp�q� one has

��
X
i

XT
i Yi	 � �

���X
i

XT
i Xi

�����A k �
(X

i

Y T
i Yi

)
k���� ��	

where ��A	 
 ��!AAT "���	 is the vector of singular values of a matrix A arranged in the non�
ascending order�

Prove that for every collection X�� ���� Xn � Mp�q there exists a collection Y�� ���� Yn � Mp�q

with
P
i
Y T
i Yi 
 Iq which makes �� equality�

�ii	 Prove the following �matrix version� of the Cauchy inequality	 whenever Xi� Yi � Mp�q�
one has

j
X
i

Tr�XT
i Yi	j � Tr

���X
i

XT
i Xi

�����A k ��
X
i

Y T
i Yi	 k���� � ���	

and for every collection X�� ���� Xn � Mp�q there exists a collection Y�� ���� Yn � Mp�q withP
i
Y T
i Yi 
 Iq which makes ��� an equality�

Minors of positive semide
nite matrices

A well�known fact of Linear Algebra is that a symmetric m	m matrix �Aij	 is positive semidef�
inite if and only if it is a Gram matrix�

there exists a system of m vectors fi such that

Aij 
 fTi fj

for all i� j�

The goal of the subsequent exercises is to prove the following nice extension of the if� part of
this result�

��	 Let F�� ���� Fm be p	 q rectangular matrices
 Then the m	m matrix

Aij 
 Det �F
T
i Fj	� i� j 
 �� ���� m

is positive semide�nite


��	 is an immediate consequence of the following fact�
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���	 Let B be pm 	 pm positive semide�nite symmetric matrix partitioned into m�

blocks Bij of sizes p	 p each� as in the following example�

B 


�BBBBBBB�

b�� b�� b�� b�� b�� b��
b�� b�� b�� b�� b�� b��
b�� b�� b�� b�� b�� b��
b�� b�� b�� b�� b�� b��
b�� b�� b�� b�� b�� b��
b�� b�� b�� b�� b�� b��

�CCCCCCCA
�	 � symmetric matrix and its partitioning into �	 � blocks

Then the m	m matrix Bp��

B
p��det
ij 
 Det �Bij	� i� j 
 �� ���� m

is positive semide�nite

Moreover� if � � B � C� then

� � Bp��det � Cp��det�

Exercise ���� � Prove the implication ���	���	�

In order to prove ���	� it makes sense to use the following construction� Let us �x a positive integer
k� For an integer n � k� let In denote the family of all k�element subsets )i 
 fi� � i� � ��� � ikg
of the index set f�� �� ���� ng� Now� given an n 	 n matrix A �not necessarily symmetric	� let

us de�ne

�
n
k

�
	

�
n
k

�
matrix A as follows� the rows and the columns of A are indiced by

elements of In� and A�i�j is the k 	 k minor of A formed by elements of the rows from the set
)i and the columns from the set )j� A nice property of the mapping A � A is that it preserves
multiplication and transposition�

A �B 
 AB� AT 
 �A	T ��	
Exercise ���� � �	 Verify �%	�

�	 Derive ���	 from �%	�

Hint� use the result of Exercise �� � 	

Recall that if A is an m	m matrix� then its adjoint Aadj is the m	m matrix with entries Aadj
ij

which are algebraic complements �in A	 to cells i� j�

Exercise ���� �� �	 Prove that d
dt

���
t��
Det �A tB	 
 Tr�BTAadj	�

�	 Derive from ���	 and �	 that if B is symmetric pm 	 pm positive semide�nite matrix
partitioned into m� blocks Bij of sizes p	 p each� then the pm	 pm matrix

Bp��adj 


�B� �B��	adj ��� �B�m	adj

��� ��� ���
�Bm�	adj ��� �Bmm	adj

�CA
is symmetric positive semide�nite�

�	 Derive �	 directly from ���	 and from the following observation	
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For a square matrix A� let A	 be the matrix with A	
ij being the determinant of

the matrix obtained from A by eliminating the row i and the column j� Then� in
the notation from �	�

Bp��adj 
 DTBp��	D�

Bp��	 


�B� �B��		 ��� �B�m		

��� ��� ���
�Bm�		 ��� �Bmm		

�CA �

with properly chosen diagonal matrix D independent of B�

�	 Using the same line of argument as in �	� prove that the mappings

B � Bp��	

B � Bp��adj

are ��monotone mappings of Spm	 into Spm	 	

� � B � C �
�

� � Bp��	 � Cp��	

� � Bp��adj � Cp��adj

Note that already the ��monotonicity of the mapping
A � Aadj � Sp	 � S

p
	

�stated by �	 as applied with m 
 �	 is a rather surprising fact� Indeed� the mapping A � A�� �
int Sp	 � int Sp	 which is very close� to the mapping A � Aadj �since A�� 
 !det�A	"���Aadj	T �
for symmetric A� you may omit the transposition	 is ��antimonotone�

� � A � B � A�� � B���

������ SD representations of epigraphs of convex polynomials

Mathematically speaking� the central question concerning expressive abilities� of Semide�nite
Programming is how wide is the family of convex sets which are SDr� By de�nition� an SDr set
is the projection of the inverse image of Sm	 under a�ne mapping� In other words� every SDr set
is a projection of a convex set given by a number of polynomial inequalities� indeed� the cone
Sm is a convex set given by a number of polynomial inequalities saying that all principal minors
of matrix are nonnegative� Consequently� the inverse image of Sm	 under an a�ne mapping also
is a convex set given by a number of �non�strict	 polynomial inequalities� And it is known that
every projection of such a set also is given by a number of polynomial inequalities �both strict
and non�strict	� We conclude that

A SD�representable set always is a convex set given by �nitely many polynomial
inequalities �strict and non�strict�


A natural �and seemingly very di�cult	 question is whether the inverse is true � whether a
convex set given by a number of polynomial inequalities always is SDr� This question can be
simpli�ed in many ways � we may �x the dimension of the set� we may assume the polynomials
participating in inequalities to be convex� we may �x the degrees of the polynomials� etc�� to
the best of our knowledge� all these questions are open�

The goal of the subsequent exercises is to answer a�rmatively on the simplest question from
the outlined series�
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Let 	�x	 be a convex polynomial of one variable
 Then the epigraph of the
polynomial � the set

f�t� x	 � R� j t � 	�x	g
is SDr


Let us �x a nonnegative integer k and consider the curve

p�x	 
 ��� x� x�� ���� x�k	T � R�k	��

Let (k be the closure of the convex hull of values of the curve� How can one describe (k�
A convenient way to answer this problem is to pass to matrix representation of all objects

involved� Namely� let us associate with a vector � 
 ���� ��� ���� ��k	 � R�k	� the �k �		 �k �	
symmetric matrix

M��	 


�BBBBBBBB�

�� �� �� �� ��� �k
�� �� �� �� ��� �k	�
�� �� �� �� ��� �k	�
�� �� �� �� ��� �k	�

��� ��� ��� ���
� � � ���

�k �k	� �k	� �k	� ��� ��k

�CCCCCCCCA
�

so that
!M��	"ij 
 �i	j � i� j 
 �� ���� k�

Transformation � � M��	 � R�k	� � Sk	� is a linear embedding� the image of (k under this
embedding is the closure of the convex hull of values of the curve

P �x	 
M�p�x		�

It follows that the image b(k of (k under the mapping M possesses the following properties�
�i	 b(k belongs to the image of M� i�e�� to the subspace Hk of S

�k	� comprised of Hankel
matrices � matrices with entries depending on the sum of indices only�

Hk 

n
X � S�k	�ji j 
 i�  j� � Xij 
 Xi�j�

o
�

�ii	 b(k � Sk	�	 �indeed� every matrix M�p�x		 is positive semide�nite	�

�iii	 For every X � b(k one has X�� 
 ��
It turns out that properties �i	 � �iii	 characterize b(k�

��	 A symmetric �k �		 �k �	 matrix X belongs to b(k if and only if it possesses
the properties �i	 � �iii	� its entries depend on sum of indices only �i
e
� X � Hk�� X
is positive semide�nite and X�� 
 �


��	 is a particular case of the classical results related to the so called moment problem�� The
goal of the subsequent exercises is to give a simple alternative proof of this statement�

Note that the mapping M� � Sk	� � R�k	� conjugate to the mapping M is as follows�

�M�X	l 

lX

i��

Xi�l�i� l 
 �� �� ���� �k�

and we know something about this mapping� namely� Example ��a �Lecture �	 says that
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�%	 The image of the cone Sk	�	 under the mapping M� is exactly the cone of coef�
�cients of nonnegative on the entire axis polynomials of degree � �k


Exercise ���� �� Derive ��	 from �%	�

��	� among other useful things� implies the result we need�

Let 	�x	 
 	�  	�x 	�x
�  ��� 	�kx

�k be a convex polynomial on the axis of
degree �k
 Then the epigraph of 	 is SDr�

f�t� x	 � R� j t � p�x	g 
 X !	"� �������	

where

X �		 � f�t� x�j�x�� ���� x�k �

�BBBBB�
� x x� x� ��� xk
x x� x� x� ��� xk��
x� x� x� x� ��� xk��
x� x� x� x� ��� xk��

��� ��� ��� ���
� � � ���

xk xk�� xk�� xk�� ��� x�k

�CCCCCA � ��

	� � 	�x � 	�x� � 	�x� � ���� 	�kx�k � tg

����

Exercise ���� � Prove �������	�

Note that the set X !	" makes sense for an arbitrary polynomial 	� not necessary for a convex
one� What is the projection of this set onto the �t� x	�plane� The answer is surprisingly nice�
this is the convex hull of the epigraph of the polynomial 	�

Exercise ���	 � Let 	�x	 
 	�  	�x ��� 	�kx
�k with 	�k � �� and let

G!	" 
 Convf�t� x	 � R� j t � p�x	g
be the convex hull of the epigraph of 	 �the set of all convex combinations of points from the
epigraph of 	�

�	 Prove that G!	" is a closed convex set�
�	 Prove that

G!	" 
 f�t� x	 � R� j �x�� ���� x�k � �tx� x�� ���� x�k	 � X !	"g�

������ Around the Lovasz capacity number

Recall that the Lovasz capacity number ��.	 of an n�node graph . is the optimal value in the
following semide�nite program�

�� min j �In � L�x	 � � �L	

where the symmetric n	 n matrix L�x	 is de�ned as follows�
� the dimension of x is equal to the number of arcs in .� and the coordinates of x are indiced
by these arcs�

� the element of L�x	 in an empty� cell ij � such that the nodes i and j are not linked by
an arc in . � is ��
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� the elements of L�x	 in a pair of symmetric non�empty� cells ij� ji � such that the nodes
i and j are linked by an arc � are equal to the coordinate of x indiced by the corresponding
arc�

As we remember� the importance of ��.	 comes from the fact that ��.	 is a computable upper
bound on the stability number ��.	 of the graph� We have seen also that the Shor semide�nite
relaxation of the problem of �nding the stability number of . leads to a seemingly stronger�
upper bound on ��.	� namely� the optimal value ��.	 in the semide�nite program

�� min j
�

� ��
��e �	T

��
��e �	 A��� �	

�
� � �Sh	

where e 
 ��� ���� �	T � Rn and A��� �	 is the matrix as follows�

� the dimension of � is equal to the number of arcs in .� and the coordinates of � are indiced
by these arcs�

� the diagonal entries of A��� �	 are ��� ���� �n�
� the o��diagonal entries of A��� �	 corresponding to empty cells� are zeros�
� the o��diagonal entries of A��� �	 in a pair of symmetric non�empty� cells ij� ji are equal
to the coordinate of � indiced by the corresponding arc�

We have seen that �L	 can be obtained from �Sh	 when the variables �i are set to �� so that
��.	 � ��.	� Thus�

��.	 � ��.	 � ��.	� �������	

Exercise ���� �

� Prove that if ��� �� �	 is a feasible solution to �Sh	� then there exists a symmetric n 	 n
matrix A such that �In � A � � and at the same time the diagonal entries of A and the o��
diagonal entries in the �empty cells� are � �� Derive from this observation that the optimal
value in �Sh	 is not less than the optimal value ���.	 in the following semide�nite program	

� � min j �In �X � �� Xij � � whenever i� j are not adjacent in . �Sc	�

� Prove that ���.	 � ��.	�

Hint� Demonstrate that if all entries of a symmetric k � k matrix are � �� then the

maximum eigenvalue of the matrix is at least k� Derive from this observation and the

Interlacing Eigenvalues Theorem �Exercise �����ii		 that if a symmetric matrix contains a

principal k � k submatrix with entries � �� then the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix is

at least k�

The upper bound ���.	 on the stability number of . is called the Schrijver capacity of graph .�
Note that we have

��.	 � ���.	 � ��.	 � ��.	�

A natural question is which inequalities in this chain may happen to be strict� To answer it� we
have computed the quantities in question for about ����� random graphs with number of nodes
from � to ��� In our experiments� the stability number was computed � by brute force � for
graphs with � �� nodes� for no one of the latter graphs� the integral part of ��.	 was greater
than ��.	� Furthermore� ��.	 was not integer in ��� of our ����� experiments� and in �� of
these ��� cases the Schrijver capacity number ���.	 was strictly less than ��.	� The quantities
����	� ���	� ���	 for �� of these �� cases are listed in the below table�
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Graph � � of nodes � �� � �

� 
� � ����� ���� ����
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 	��� 	���
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� � ���� ���� ����
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� � ��
�� ��

� ��

�

	 �� � ����	 ����� �����

� 
� � 	���
 	���
 	���


� 
� � ����	 ����	 ����	

 
� � 	�
�	 	�
� 	�
�

� � � ����� ����� �����

�� �
 � ����� ��
�� ��
��

��  � ��
�� ����
 ����


�
 �
 � ��
�� ���� ����

�� �� � ��
�� ���� ����

Graphs � �� �left	 and � � �right	� all nodes are on circumferences�

Exercise ���� � Compute the stability numbers of the graphs � � and � �
�

Exercise ���� �� Prove that ��.	 
 ��.	�

The chromatic number ��.	 of a graph . is the minimal number of colours such that one can
color the nodes of the graph in such a way that no two adjacent �i�e�� linked by an arc	 nodes
get the same colour���� The complement ). of a graph . is the graph with the same set of nodes�
and a pair of nodes in )Gamma is linked by an arc if and only if these nodes are not linked by
an arc in .�

Lovasz proved that for every graph

��.	 � ��).	 ��	
so that

��.	 � ��.	 � ��).	

�Lovasz�s Sandwich Theorem	�

�	� E�g�� when colouring a geographic map� it is convenient not to colour similarly a pair of countries with
common border� It was observed that to meet this requirement for actual maps� � colours are su�cient� The
��
colour� Conjecture guesses that this is so for any geographic map� Mathematically� you can represent a map
by a graph� the nodes being the countries� and two nodes being linked by an arc if and only if the corresponding
countries have common border� A characteristic feature of such a graph is that it is planar � you may draw it on
�D plane in such a way that the arcs will not cross each other� meeting only at the nodes� Thus� mathematical
form of the �
colour Conjecture is that the chromatic number of any planar graph is at most �� it indeed is true�
but it took about ��� years to prove the conjecture�
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Exercise ���� �� Prove �%	�

Hint� Let us colour the vertices of � in k  ��$�	 colours in such a way that no two
vertices of the same colour are adjacent in $�� i�e�� every two nodes of the same colour are
adjacent in �� Set �  k� and let x be such that

�L�x	�ij 
���k � �	� i � j� i� j are of the same colour
�� otherwise

Prove that ��� x	 is a feasible solution to �L	�

Exercise ���� � Let A � Sm	 � Prove that

maxfxTAx j xi 
 ��� i 
 �� ���� mg
 maxf �
	

mX
i��

aij arcsin�Xij	 j X � �� Xii 
 �� i 
 �� ���� mg�

Exercise ���� �� Let A � Sm� Prove that

max
x�xi���� i�������m

xTAx � Tr�A	�

Develop an e�cient algorithm which� given A� generates a point x with coordinates �� such that
xTAx � Tr�A	�

������ Around Lyapunov Stability Analysis

A natural mathematical model of the usual swing is the linear time invariant dynamic system

y���t	 
 ���y�t	� ��y��t	 �S	

with positive �� and � � � � � �the term �y��t	 represents friction	� A general solution to this
equation is

y�t	 
 a cos���t ��	 expf��tg� �� 

q
�� � ���

with free parameters a and ��� i�e�� this is a decaying oscillation� Note that the equilibrium

y�t	 
 �
is stable � every solution to �S	 exponentially fast converges to � along with its derivative�

After stability is observed� an immediate question arises� how is it possible to swing on
a swing� Everybody known from practice that it is possible� On the other hand� since the
equilibrium is stable� it looks as if it was impossible to swing� without somebody�s assistance�
for a long time� The reason which makes swinging possible is highly nontrivial � parametric
resonance� A swinging kid does not sit on the swing in a once for ever �xed position� what he
does is shown on the picture�
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As a result� the e�ective length� of the swing l � the distance from the point where the ropes
are �xed to the center of gravity of the system � becomes varying with time� l 
 l�t	� School
mechanics says that �� 
 g�l� g being the gravity acceleration� Thus� the actual swing is a
time�varying linear dynamic system�

y���t	 
 ����t	y�t	� ��y��t	� �S�	

And it turns out that for properly varied ��t	 the equilibrium y�t	 
 � is not stable� A swinging
kid is just varying l�t	 in a way which results in instable dynamic system �S�	 and enjoys this
instability�
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Graph of y�t	

left� h  ������ this kid is too small� he should grow up���
right� h  ����� this kid already can swing���

Exercise ���� �� Assume that you are given parameters l ��nominal length of the swing rope��
h � � and � � �� and it is known that a swinging kid can vary the �e�ective length� of the rope
within the bounds l � h� i�e�� its movement is governed by the uncertain linear time�varying
system

y���t	 
 �a�t	y�t	� ��y��t	� a�t	 �



g

l  h
�

g

l� h

�
�

Try to identify the domain in the 
D�space of parameters l� �� h where the system is stable� as
well as the domain where its stability can be certi�ed by a quadratic Lyapunov function� What
is �the di�erence� between these two domains�

�����	 Around S�Lemma

Recall that S�Lemma states that if xTAx and xTBx are two homogeneous quadratic forms and
the inequality

xTAx � � �I	

is strictly feasible �i�e�� xTAx � � for some x	� then the inequality

xTBx � � �II	

is a consequence of the inequality �I	�

�x � xTAx � �� xTBx � � ��	
if and only if �II	 is a linear consequence� of �I	�

B 
 �A &� � � ��& � ��
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The form of this statement is already familiar to us� this is a kind of the Theorem on Alternative�
The strongest extension of the Theorem on Alternative for systems of scalar linear inequalities
to the case of nonlinear inequalities is the following statement�

The Lagrange Duality Theorem� Let f�� f�� ���� fm be convex functions on Rm

such that the system of inequalities

fi�x	 � �� i 
 �� ���� m �S	

is strictly feasible �i
e
� fi�)x	 � � for some )x and all i 
 �� ���� m�
 The inequality

f��x	 � �

is a consequence of the system �S	 if and only if it can be obtained� in linear fashion�
from �S	 and a �trivially� true � valid on the entire Rn � inequality� i
e
� if and only
if there exist m nonnegative weights �i such that

f��x	  
mX
i��

�ifi�x	 � � �x�

S�Lemma deals with a very speci�c setup of this type �a single and very speci�c inequality in
�S	� a very speci�c f�	� the point� however� is that the Lemma is absolutely free of any convexity
assumptions� The Lemma demonstrates an extremely useful exceptional� phenomenon �see
Exercise ���� below	�

The goal of the subsequent exercises is to prove the S�Lemma� The if� part of the Lemma
is evident� so that we will focus on the only if� part of it� Thus� in the sequel it is assumed
that we are given two quadratic forms xTAx and xTBx with symmetric matrices A�B such that
)xTA)x � � for some )x and the implication ��	 is true� Our goal is to prove that

�%	 Under outlined assumptions� there exists � � � such that B � �A


The main tool we need is the following

Theorem ������ !General Helley Theorem" Let fAg�I be a family of closed convex sets in
Rn such that

�� Every n � sets from the family have a point in common�

�� There is a �nite sub�family of the family such that the intersection of the sets from the
sub�family is bounded�

Then all sets from the family have a point in common�

Exercise ���� � Prove the General Helley Theorem�

Exercise ���� � Show that �%	 is a corollary of the following statement	

�%%	 Let xTAx� xTBx be two quadratic forms such that

xTAx � �� x �
 �� xTBx � � ���	

Then there exists � � � such that B � �A�
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Exercise ���	 �� Given data A�B satisfying the premise of �%%	� de�ne the sets

Qx 
 f� � � � xTBx � �xTAxg�
� Prove that every one of the sets Qx is a closed nonempty convex set on the axis�
� Prove that at least one of the sets Qx is bounded�

 �Prove that every two sets Qx� � Qx�� have a point in common�
� Derive �%%	 from � � 
� thus concluding the proof of the S�Lemma�

Exercise ���� � Demonstrate by example that if xTAx� xTBx� xTCx are three quadratic forms
with symmetric matrices such that

�)x � )xTA)x � �� )xTB)x � �
xTAx � �� xTBx � �� xTCx � ��

then not necessarily there exist �� � � � such that C � �A �B�

������ Around Antenna Synthesis

Consider the Antenna Synthesis problem from Example �� Section ����

Given an equidistant array of n harmonic oscillators placed along the X�axis in
the XY �plane�

d

θ

choose complex weights zj � j 
 �� ���� n� in order to get the modulus jZ��	j of the
corresponding diagram

Z��	 

n��X
l��

zl expf�il$��	g� $��	 

�	d cos��	

�

as close as possible to a given target�

Assume we are interested to get a diagram which is concentrated� in the beam ��	 � � �
�	� The natural design speci�cations in this case are as follows� we �x a ripple � � �� require
from the diagram to satisfy the inequality

�

�
� jZ��	j � �� ��	 � � � �	
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and minimize under this restriction the sidelobe attenuation level

max
���j�j��

jZ��	j�

�� � �	 being a given sidelobe angle�
To solve the problem� one may use a simpli�ed version of the approach presented in Section

���� namely� may pose the problem as

� � min
s�t�

�a	 � � R��	 
 r��	  
Pn��

l�� �r��l� �	 cos�l�	  r��l	 sin�l�		 � �� � � .�
�b	 � � R��	� � � .�
�c	 ��� � R��	 � ��� � � .�
�d	 � � R��	� � � .��

where .j � j 
 �� �� �� �� are �ne �nite grids in the segments

&� 
 !�	� �min"� �min 
 ���d
� �

&� 
 !�min� ��"� �� 

��d cos���

� �

&� 
 !��� �	"� �	 

��d cos���

� �
&� 
 !�	� 	"�

��	

Note that the lower bounds in �a	� �b	� �d	 are aimed at ensuring that R��	 is nonnegative on
!�	� 	"� which is a necessary and su�cient condition for R�$��		 to be of the form jZ��	j� for
some Z��	� Of course� the indicated lower bounds ensure nonnegativity of R only on the grid
. 
 ��

j��.j in the segment !�	� 	"� not on the segment itself� so that a solution to �%	 sometimes
should be modi�ed to yield an actual diagram� Note that the settings we dealt with in Section
��� were free of this drawback� there we were ensuring nonnegativity of R��	 by restricting
the coe�cient vector r to belong to the SDr set of coe�cients of nonnegative trigonometric
polynomials� The approximate� setting �%	� however� has a de�nite advantage � this is just an
LP program� not a semide�nite one� To utilize this advantage� we should know how to modify
a solution to �%	 in order to make the corresponding R��	 nonnegative on the entire segment�
Exercise ���� � Assume that . is an M �point equidistant grid on !�	� 	"	

. 
 f�	  �	j
M

j j 
 �� �� ����Mg

and that
M � 	n�n� �	�

Prove that if ��� r	 is a feasible solution to ��� then r��	 � � and the �regularized R��	� � the
trigonometric polynomial

R��	  
 
 r��	  
  
n��X
l��

�r��l� �	 cos�l�	  r��l	 sin�l�		�

where the �regularization� 
 is given by


 

	n�n� �	

M � 	n�n� �	 �

is nonnegative on !�	� 	"�
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Consider now the particular data as follows�

� the number of ocillators in array is n 
 ���

� the inter�element distance is d 
 ������

� the �half	 width of the beam �	 
 ��
o�

� the sidelobe angle �� 
 ��o�

� the ripple � 
 �dB 
 ������ � �������

When solving �%	 with . being the equidistant �����point grid� the following pattern function
jZnom��	j is obtained�
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The dream���

The resulting sidelobe attenuation level
p
� is ������dB 
 ����������� � ������ The result�

however� is completely instable with respect to implementation errors�� when the weights znomj

of the resulting diagram Znom��	 are perturbed as

znomj � ��  �j	z
nom
j �

where �j are independent random �complex�valued	 perturbations with zero mean and norm not
exceeding �

p
�� the pattern function of an actual� �random	 diagram may look as follows�
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The reality���
Left� perturbation level   �����

p
�

sidelobe attenuation level � �� dB � ������ actual ripple ���dB � �����

Right� perturbation level   ����
p
�

sidelobe attenuation level ����dB � ���� 
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The pattern functions below are given by a robust� design�
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Robust design� actual� pattern functions
Left� perturbation level   �����

p
�

sidelobe attenuation level ������dB � ������
Right� perturbation level   ����

p
�

sidelobe attenuation level ������dB � ��� �

Exercise ���� �� Think how to build a �robust� setting of the Antenna Synthesis problem from
Example �� Section ����

������ Around ellispoidal approximations

Exercise ���� �� Prove the L�owner � Fritz John Theorem �Theorem ������

Exercise ���� �� Consider a discrete time controlled dynamic system

x�t �	 
 Ax�t	  bu�t	� t � �
x��	 
 ��

where x�t	 � Rn is state vector and u�t	 � !��� �" is control� A centered at the origin ellipsoid

W 
 fx j xTZx � �g !Z � �"

is called invariant� if
x � W � Ax� b � W�

Prove that
� If W is an invariant ellipsoid and x�t	 � W for some t� then x�t�	 � W for all t� � t�
� Assume that the vectors b� Ab� A�b� ���� An��b are linearly independent� Prove that an

invairant ellipsoid exists if and only if A is stable �all eigenvalues of A are � � in absolute
value�


 Assuming that A is stable� prove that an ellipsoid fx j xTZx � �g !Z � �" is invariant if
and only if there exists � � � such that�

�� bTZb� � �bTZA
�ATZb �Z � ATZA

�
� ��

How could one use this fact to approximate the smallest volume invariant ellipsoid numerically�



Lecture �

Computational tractability of convex

programs

To the moment� we did not look at all how to solve optimization problems we dealt with� This
is the issue we address now�

��� Numerical solution of optimization programs 
 preliminar�

ies

	���� Mathematical Programming programs

All optimization programs we were speaking about are covered by the following universal form
of a Mathematical Programming program�

p��x	� min j x � X�p	 � Rnp� �p	

where

� n�p	 is the design dimension of problem �p	�

� X�p	 � Rn is the feasible domain of the problem�

� p�x	 � Rn � R is the objective of �p	�

The Mathematical Programming form �p	 of an optimization program is most convenient
for investigating solvability issues� in Optimization� this is why at this point we switch to
optimization programs in the form of MP� Note that the optimization programs we dealt with
to the moment � � the conic programs

cTx � min j Ax� b � K�

associated with a cone �closed� convex� pointed and with a nonempty interior	 K � Rm can be
easily converted to the MP format� it su�ces to set

X�p	 
 fx j Ax� b � Kg� p��x	 
 cTx� ������	

Note that the MP programs obtained from the conic ones possess a very important characteristic
feature� they are convex�

���
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De
nition ����� A Mathematical Programming program �p	 is called convex� if

� The domain X�p	 of the program is a convex set	 whenever x� x� � X� the segment fy 

�x ��� �	x� j � � � � �g linking the points x� x� also is contained in X�p	�

� The objective p�x	 is convex on Rnp�	

�x� x� �� � !�� �" � p��x ��� �	x�	 � �p�x	  ��� �	p�x�	�

One can immediately verify that ������	 indeed de�nes a convex optimization problem�
Our interest in convex optimization programs� as opposed to other Mathematical Program�

ming programs� comes from the following fact�

��	 Convex optimization programs are �computationally tractable�� there ex�
ist solution methods which �e�ciently solve� every convex optimization program
satisfying �very mild� computability restrictions

���	 In contrast to this� no e�cient universal solution methods for nonconvex

Mathematical Programming programs are known� and there are strong reasons to
expect that no methods of this type exist


Note that even the �rst positive� statement ��	 to the moment is just a claim� not a theorem
� we did not de�ne yet what is a solution method� and what does e�ciency� mean� The goal
of this Lecture is to de�ne all these notions and to convert ��	 to a theorem�

	���� Solution methods and e�ciency

Intuitively� a �numerical	 solution method is a computer code� when solving a particular opti�
mization program� a computer loaded with this code inputs the data of the program� executes
the code on these data and outputs the result � a real array representing the solution� or the
message no solution exists�� The e�ciency of such a solution method at a particular program
is natural to measure by the running time of the code as applied to the data of the program �
by the number of elementary operations performed by the computer when executing the code�
the less is the running time� the higher is the e�ciency�

When formalizing these intuitive considerations� we should specify a number of elements
involved� namely

� Model of computations� What our computer can do� in particular� what are its elementary
operations��

� Encoding of program instances� What are programs we intend to solve and what are the
data of particular programs� the computer works with�

� Quality of solution� Solution of what kind we expect to get� An exactly optimal or an
approximate one� Even for simple convex programs� it would be unrealistic to expect
that the data can be converted to an exactly optimal solution in �nitely many elementary
operations� so that we should ask for no more than an approximate solution� But then we
should decide how to measure the quality of an approximate solution and should somehow
inform the computer on the quality we expect to get�

Let us specify these elements in the way most convenient for our subject domain� � optimization
programs like Linear� Conic Quadratic and Semide�nite ones�
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Model of computations� What we are about to describe is called Real Arithmetic Model
of Computations�� in order to avoid boring formalities� we restrict ourselves with a kind of a
semi�formal� description� Namely� we assume that the computations are carried out by an
idealized version of the usual computer which is capable to store countably many reals and can
perform operations of the standard exact real arithmetic with these reals � the four arithmetic
operations� taking elementary functions� like cos and exp� and comparisons� Thus� as far as the
logical part of executing a code is concerned� we deal with the usual von Neuman computer�
and the idealization is that we assume the data stored in memory to be actual reals �not their
�oating point approximations	� and the operations with these reals not to be subject to any
rounding�

Families of optimization programs� We want to speak about methods for solving opti�
mization programs �p	 of a given structure�� like Linear� Conic Quadratic or Semide�nite ones�
All programs �p	 of a given structure� form certain family P � and we assume that every par�
ticular program in this family � every instance �p	 of P � is speci�ed by its particular data
Data�p	 which is simply a �nite�dimensional real vector� you may think about the entries of this
data vector as about particular values� corresponding to an instance� of coe�cients of generic�
�given by the description of P	 analytic expressions for p��x	 and X�p	� This approach is in full
accordance with our intuition� as is seen from the following examples�

�� Linear Programming LP 
 Here instances �p	 are all possible LP programs
pT� x � min j x � X�p	 
 fx � Ax � b � �g

and the data vector specifying a particular LP program �p	 can be obtained by writing
down� successively� �rst the dimensions n �number of variables	 and m �number of con�
straints	� then � n entries of the objective p� then � mn entries of the constraint matrix A
�say� row by row	� and �nally � m entries of b�

�� Conic Quadratic Programming CQP
 Here instances are all possible conic quadratic pro�
grams

pT� x � min j x � X�p	 
 fx jk Dix � di k�� eTi x � ci� i 
 �� ���� kg�
whereDi aremi	dim xmatrices� A natural way to encode the data of a particular instance
by a �nite�dimensional data vector is to write down successively the sizes n 
 dim x �design
dimension	� k �number of conic quadratic inequality constraints	� then � k dimensions of
the constraints m�� ���� mk� then � n entries of p� and �nally � the entries of �Di� di� ei� ci	�
i 
 �� ���� k�

�� Semide�nite programming SDP
 Here instances are all possible semide�nite programs

pT� x� min j x � X�p	 
 fx �
nX
i��

xiAi �B � �g

with m	m symmetric matrices A�� ���� An� B� In order to encode the data of an instance
by a �nite�dimensional vector� we write down successively n�m� then � n entries of p� and
�nally� row by row� the entries of the matrices A�� ���� An� B�

When speaking about families of optimization programs and data vectors of instances� we al�
ways assume that the �rst entry in Data�p	 is the design dimension n�p	 of the instance� The
dimension of the vector Data�p	 will be called the size of the instance�

Size�p	 
 dim Data�p	�
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Accuracy of approximate solutions� Consider a generic problem P �� and assume that we
have somehow �xed an infeasibility measure� of a vector x � Rnp� as a solution to an instance
�p	 � P � let this measure be denoted by InfeasP�x� p	� In our general considerations� all we
require from this measure is that

� InfeasP�x� p	 � �� and InfeasP�x� p	 
 � when x is feasible for �p	 �i�e�� when x � X�p		�

� InfeasP�x� p	 is a real�valued convex function of x � Rnp��

Examples�

�� LP �continued�� A natural way to measure infeasibility of an x � Rn as a candidate
solution to an LP instance

�p	 � pT� x � min j Ax� b � �

is to set

InfeasLP�x� p	 
 min ft � � j Ax te � b � �g ������	

where e is the vector of ones of appropriate dimension� It is immediately seen that

InfeasLP�x� p	 
 max


�� max

i�������m
!bi � �Ax	i"

�
� ������	

m being the dimension of the right hand side vector b� Thus� our infeasibility measure is
just the maximum of violations of the linear constraints of the program at x�

�� CQP �continued�� A natural way to measure infeasibility of an x � Rn as a candidate
solution to a CQP instance

�p	 � cTx � min k Dix� di k�� eTi x� ci� i 
 �� ���� k

is to set

InfeasCQP�x� p	 
 min
n
t � � �k Dix� di k�� eTi x� ci  t� i 
 �� ���� k

o

 max



�� max

i�������k
!k Dix� di k� �eTi x ci"

� ������	

Note that geometrically this de�nition is very similar to the one we have used in the case
of LP� in order to measure the violation of a vector inequality

Ax� b �K � �V	

at a given point� we take a central� interior point e of K and look what is the smallest
nonnegative coe�cient t such that after we add te to the left hand side of �V	� we get a valid
vector inequality� In the case of LP we haveK 
 Rm

	 � and the natural central point� of the
cone is the vector of ones� and we come to ������	� In the case of K 
 Lm�	�	 ���	Lmk	�

the natural choice of e is e 
 �e�� ���� ek	� where ei � Rmi	� has the �rst mi coordinates
equal to � and the last coordinate equal to � �i�e�� ei is the direction of the axis of symmetry
of the corresponding Lorentz cone	� and we come to ������	�

��We use the words �generic program� as a synonym of �family of optimization programs��
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�� SDP �continued�� A natural way to measure infeasibility of an x � Rn as a candidate
solution to an instance

�p	 � cTx� min j Ax �B 

nX
i��

xiAi �B � �

is to set
InfeasSDP�x� p	 
 min ft � � � Ax� B  tI � �g � ������	

I being the unit matrix of appropriate size �we again have used the above construction�
taking� as the central interior point� of a semide�nite cone Sm	 � the unit matrix of the
corresponding size	�

�� General Convex Programming problems
 Assume that the instances of a generic problem
in question are of the form

�p	 � p��x	� min j x � X�p	 
 fx � Rnp� � pi�x	 � �� i 
 �� ���� m�p	g�

where pi�x	 � R
np� � R� i 
 �� ���� m�p	� are convex functions� Here a natural infeasibility

measure is the maximum constraint violation

Infeas�x� p	 
 min ft � � � pi�x	 � t� i 
 �� ���� m�p	g
 max
�
�� max

i�������mp�
pi�x	

�
� ������	

cf� ������	� ������	�

Given an infeasibility measure� we can easily de�ne the notion of an ��solution to an instance
�p	 � P � namely� as follows� Let Opt�p	 � f��g � R � f �g be the optimal value of the
instance �i�e�� the in�mum of the values of the objective on the feasible set� if the instance is
feasible� and  � otherwise	� A point x � Rnp� is called an ��solution to �p	� if

InfeasP�x� p	 � � and p�x	�Opt�p	 � ��

i�e�� if x is both ��feasible� and ��optimal� for the instance�

Solution methods� Nowwe can easily say what is a solution methodM for a given family P of
optimization programs� By de�nition� this is a code for our idealized Real Arithmetic computer�
when solving an instance �p	 � P � the computer �rst inputs the data vector Data�p	 of the
instance and a real � � � � the accuracy to which the instance should be solved� and then executes
the code M on this input� We assume that the execution� on every input �Data�p	� � � �	 with
�p	 � P � takes �nitely many elementary operations of the computer� let this number be denoted
by ComplM�p� �	� and the resulting output

� either is an n�p	�dimensional vector ResM�p� �	 which is an ��solution to �p	�
� or is a correct message �p	 is infeasible��
� or is a correct message �p	 is below unbounded��
Now let us de�ne the central notion of the complexity of a method M� We have agreed

to measure this e�ciency on the basis of the running time ComplM�p� �	 � the number of
elementary operations performed by the method when solving instance �p	 within accuracy ��
This characteristic� however� depends on a particular choice of �p	 and �� And now comes the
crucial step in our formalization � we are ready to say what does it mean that M is 2e�cient�
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� polynomial time � on P � By de�nition� it means that there exists a polynomial 	�s� �	 such
that

ComplM�p� �	 � 	

(
Size�p	� ln

(
Size�p	 k Data�p	 k�  ��

�

))
��p	 � P �� � �� ������	

here k u k�
 Pdim u
i�� juij� This de�nition is by no means a self�evident� way to formalize the

common sense notion of an e�cient� computation method� however� there are strong reasons
�taking their roots in combinatorial optimization	 to use exactly this way of formalization� Let
us present a transparent common sense� interpretation of our de�nition� The quantity

Digits�p� �	 
 ln

(
Size�p	 k Data�p	 k�  ��

�

)
������	

may be thought of as a number of accuracy digits� in an ��solution� at least this is the case
when �p	 is �xed and � �  �� so that the numerator in the fraction under the logarithm becomes
unimportant� With this interpretation� polynomiality ofMmeans a very simple thing� when we
increase the size of an instance and the required number of accuracy digits by absolute constant
factors �say� by �	� the running time increases by no more than another absolute constant
factor� Roughly speaking� when M is polynomial time� a constant factor times progress in the
performance of our Real Arithmetic computer results in a constant factor progress in sizes of
instances and numbers of accuracy digits to which these instances can be solved in a �xed time�
In contrast to this� for a non�polynomial�time method� say� one with the complexity

ComplM�p� �	 � O �expfSize�p	gf��		

no conclusions of this type can be done� if with the computer we have had we were able to solve�
in an appropriate time� instances of� say� size ��� and now we get a �� times faster computer�
all we can hope for is the progress in sizes of available� instances from ��� to ���� Similarly� if
we are using a method with the complexity

ComplM�p� �	 
 O

�
f�Size�p		

�

�

�
�

and were able to achieve accuracy� say� � digits and now are getting a �� times faster computer�
the resulting progress in accuracy is just one digit more�

Note that for typical polynomial time methods the upper bound ������	 is just linear in the
number of accuracy digits�

ComplM�p� �	 � 	 �Size�p		Digits�p� �	 ��p	 � P �� � ��

Such a complexity bound admits even more transparent interpretation� the computational e�ort
in solving problems from P is proportional to the number of accuracy digits we want to get� the
proportionality coe�cient � the price� of an accuracy digit � being polynomial in the size of
an instance�

The �nal point in our formalization is the notion of a polynomially solvable family P of
optimization programs� P is called polynomially solvable� if it admits a polynomial time solution
method� Polynomial solvability of a generic optimization problem P is a theoretical synonym of
computational tractability� of P � As far as computational practice is concerned� polynomiality
of P is neither necessary� nor su�cient condition for practical tractability� of the instances
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of P �simply because there cannot exist conditions of this type � whatever are the complexity
bounds� the sizes of problems we can solve in practice are limited	� Not every polynomial time
method can be used in practice �think about a polynomial time method for solving LP programs
with complexity proportional to Size��p		� On the other hand� a theoretically non�polynomial
method not necessary is bad in practice �the most famous exception of this type is the Simplex
method for LP	 � the complexity is a worst�case�oriented notion� and why should we bother
that much about the worst�case in practice� The experimental fact�� however� is that for those
generic optimization problems ��rst of all� for LP	 which were for a long time routinely solved by
theoretically bad� although practically e�cient� methods� theoretically good� and practically
e�cient methods eventually were discovered� so that the theoretical complexity studies �nally
do have strong impact on computational practice�

As it was already mentioned� the main goal of this Lecture is to demonstrate that convex
optimization problems are computationally tractable�� and at this point we nearly understand
what should be proved� The proof itself� however� comes from a quite unexpected� side � from
considerations which have no straightforward connection with the above chain of complexity�
related de�nitions�

��� �Black box	�represented convex programs

Consider a convex program
f�x	� min j x � X � Rn� �C	

where f � Rn � R is a convex function and X is a closed and bounded convex set with a
nonempty interior� Moreover� assume that we know in advance that X is neither too large��
nor too �at�� namely

A� We are given in advance an R � ����	 such that X is contained in the centered at
the origin ball fx j k x k�� Rg� and an r � � such that X contains a Euclidean ball
fx j k x � )x k�� rg �Note that only the radius r of the small� ball is known� not the
center of the ball�	� ��

To proceed� we need to recall two important constructions of Convex Analysis�

The Separation Theorem states that if X is a nonempty convex set in Rn

and x � RnnX � then x can be separated from X by a hyperplane� there exists e �
 �
such that

eTx � sup
y�X

eTy� ������	

A Separation Oracle Sep�X	 for X is a routine� �a black box�	 which� given on
input a point x � Rn� checks whether this point belongs to X � if it is the case� the
routine reports that x � X � and if x �� X � Sep�X	 reports that it is the case and
returns a nonzero vector e which separates x and X in the sense of ������	�

Subgradient� Let f � Rn � R is a convex function� A vector e � Rn is called
a subgradient of f at a point x � Rn� if

f�y	 � f�x	  eT �y � x	 �y � Rn� ������	

�� We could weaken to some extent our �a priori knowledge�� however� in our further applications the �strong�
assumption A will be automatically satis�ed�
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in other words� a subgradient f at x is the slope� of an a�ne function which is � f
everywhere and is equal to f at x� The set of all subgradients of f at a point x is
denoted by �f�x	 and is called the subdi	erential of f at x� A fundamental result
of Convex Analysis is that if f � Rn � R is convex� then �f�x	 �
 � for all x ���
You can immediately verify that if f is di�erentiable at x� then �f�x	 is a singleton
comprised of the usual gradient of f at x�
A �rst order oracle O�f	 for f is a routine �a black box�	 which� given on input

a point x � Rn� returns on output the value f�x	 and a subgradient f ��x	 � �f�x	
of f at x�

Assume that we are interested to solve convex program �C	 and have an access to a separation
oracle Sep�X	 for the feasible domain of the problem and to a �rst order oracle O�f	 for the
objective� How could we act� There is an extremely transparent way to solve the problem � the
Ellipsoid method � which is nothing but a multi�dimensional extension of the usual bisection�

Ellipsoid method� the idea� Our central observation is as follows� assume that we already
have found an n�dimensional ellipsoid

E 
 fx 
 c Bu j uTu � �g !B �Mn�n� det�B	 �
 �"
which covers the optimal setX� of �C	 �note that �C	 is solvable � since its feasible set is assumed
to be compact� and the objective � to be convex on the entire Rn and therefore continuous��	�
How could we cover the same optimal set with a smaller ellipsoid�

The answer is immediate�
�	 Let us call the separation oracle Sep�X	� the center c of the current ellipsoid being the

input� There are two possible cases�
a	 Sep�X	 will say that c �� X and will return a separator e�

e �
 �� eTc � sup
y�X

eTy� ������	

Note that in this case we can replace our current localizer E of the optimal set X� by a smaller
one � namely� by the half�ellipsoid�

bE 
 fx � E j eTx � eT cg�
Indeed� by assumption X� is contained in E� when passing from E to bE� we cut o� all points x
of E where eTx � eTc� and by ������	 all these points are outside of X and therefore outside of
X� � X � Thus� X� � bE�

b	 Sep�X	 says that c � X � In this case let us call the �rst order oracle O�f	� the oracle will
return us the value f�c	 and a subgradient e�f�c	 of f at c� Now again two cases are possible�

b��	 e 
 �� In this case we are done � c is a minimizer of f on X � Indeed� c � X � and ������	
now reads

f�y	 � f�c	  �T �y � c	 
 f�c	 �y � Rn�

�� In fact� if f is only partially de�ned convex function� then �f�x� is nonempty at every point from the relative
interior of the domain of f � and you can easily prove that statement by applying the Separation Theorem to the
point �x� f�x�� and the convex set f�x� t� j t � f�x�g in Rn��� we� however� have no necessity to consider the case
of a �partially de�ned� f �

�� A simple fact �try to prove it� is that a function which is convex in a neighbourhood of a point x is continuous
in this neighbourhood
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Thus� c is a global � on the entire Rn � minimizer of f � and we are in the situation c � X � so
that c minimizes f on X as well�

b��	 e �
 �� In this case ������	 reads

eT �x� c	 � �� f�x	 � f�c	�

so that replacing the ellipsoid E with the half�ellipsoid

bE 
 fx � E j eTx � eT cg

we ensure the inclusion X� � bE� Indeed� X� � E by assumption� and when passing from E

to bE� we cut o� all points of E where eTx � eT c and� consequently� where f�x	 � f�c	� since
c � X � no one of these points may belong to the set X� of minimizers of f on X �

c	 We have seen that as a result of operations described in a	� b	 we either terminate with
an exact minimizer of f on X � or obtain a half�ellipsoid�

bE 
 fx � E j eTx � eT cg !e �
 �"

which contains X�� It remains to use the following simple geometric fact�

�%	 Let E 
 fx 
 c  Bu j uTu � �g �detB �
 �� be an n�dimensional ellipsoid
and bE 
 fx � E j eTx � eTcg �e �
 �� be a �half� of E
 If n � �� then the set bE is
covered by the ellipsoid

E	 
 fx 
 c	  B	u j uTu � �g�
c	 
 c� �

n	�Bp�

B	 
 B


np
n����In � ppT 	  n

n	�pp
T
�

 np

n���B  


n
n	� � np

n���
�
�Bp	pT �

p 
 BT ep
eTBBT e

������	
and if n 
 �� then the set bE is covered by the ellipsoid �which now is just a segment�

E	 
 fx j c	B	u j juj � �g�
c	 
 c� �

�
Be
jBej �

B	 

�
�B�

In all cases� the n�dimensional volume of the ellipsoid E	 is less than the one of E�

Vol�E		 


�
np

n� � �
�n�� n

n �
Vol�E	 � expf�����n	gVol�E	 ������	

�in the case of n 
 ��


np
n���

�n��

 ��


�%	 says that there exists � and can be explicitly written down � an ellipsoid E	 � bE with the
volume constant times less than the one of E� Since E	 covers bE� and the latter set� as we have
seen� covers X�� E	 covers X�� Now we can iterate the above construction� thus obtaining a
sequence of ellipsoids E�E	� �E			� ��� with volumes going to � at a linear rate �depending on
the dimension n only	 which collapses� to the set X� of optimal solutions of our problem �
exactly as in the usual bisection�
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Note that ��	 is just an exercise in elementary calculus� Indeed� the ellipsoid E is given as
an image of the unit Euclidean ball W  fu j uT 
 �g under the one�to�one a�ne mapping

u �	 c�Bu� the half�ellipsoid bE is then the image� under the same mapping� of the half�ballcW  fu � W j pTu 
 �g
p being the unit vector from ������	� indeed� if x  c � Bu� then eTx 
 eT c if and only if

eTBu 
 �� or� which is the same� if and only if pTu 
 �� Now� instead of covering bE by a
small in volume ellipsoid E�� we may cover with a small ellipsoid W� the half�ball cW and
then take E� to be the image of W� under our a�ne mapping�

E�  fx  c �Bu j u �W�g� ������	

Indeed� if W� contains cW � then the image of W� under our a�ne mapping u �	 c � Bu
contains the image of cW � i�e�� contains bE� And since the ratio of volumes of two bodies
remain invariant under a�ne mapping �passing from a body to its image under an a�ne
mapping u �	 c�Bu� we just multiply the volume by j detBj	� we have

Vol�E�	

Vol�E	


Vol�W�	

vol�W 	
�

Thus� the problem of �nding a 
small� ellipsoid E� containing the half�ellipsoid bE can be
reduced to the one of �nding a 
small� ellipsoid W� containing the half�ball cW � as shown
on the picture�

e

�
x�c�Bu

p

E� bE and E� W � cW and W�

Now� the problem of �nding a small ellipsoid containing cW is very simple� our 
geometric
data� are invariant with respect to rotations around the p�axis� so that we may look for W�

possessing the same rotational symmetry� Such an ellipsoidW� is given by just  parameters�
its center should belong to our symmetry axis� i�e�� should be �hp for certain h� one of the
half�axes of the ellipsoid� let its length be �� should be directed along p� and the remaining
n� � half�axes should be of the same length � and be orthogonal to p� For our  parameters
h� �� � we have � equations expressing the fact that the boundary ofW� should pass through
the 
South pole� �p of W and trough the 
equator� fu j uTu  �� pTu  �g� indeed� W�

should contain cW and thus � both the pole and the equator� and since we are looking for
W� with the smallest possible volume� both the pole and the equator should be on the
boundary of W�� Using our � equations to express � and � via h� we end up with a single

free� parameter h� and the volume of W� �i�e�� const��n��	 becomes an explicit function
of h� minimizing this function in h� we �nd the 
optimal� ellipsoidW�� check that it indeed
contains cW �i�e�� that our geometric intuition was correct	 and then convert W� into E�

according to ������	� thus coming to the explicit formulas ������	 � ������	� implementation
of the outlined scheme takes from �� to  � minutes� depending on how many miscalculations
will be done�
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It should be mentioned that although the indicated scheme is quite straightforward and

elementary� the fact that it works is not evident in advance� it might happen that the smallest

volume ellipsoid containing a half�ball is the original ball itself� This would be the death of

our idea � instead of a sequence of ellipsoids collapsing to the solution set X�� we would get

a 
stationary� sequence E�E�E���� this pitiful possibility in fact does not take place� and

this is a great favour the nature does to Convex Optimization�

Ellipsoid method� the construction� There is a small problem with implementing our idea
of trapping� the optimal set X� of �C	 by a collapsing� sequence of ellipsoids� The only thing
we can ensure is that all our ellipsoids contain X� and that their volumes rapidly � at a linear
rate � converge to �� However� the linear sizes of the ellipsoids should not necessarily go to
� � it may happen that the ellipsoids are shrinking in some directions and are not shrinking
�or even become larger	 in other directions �look what happens if we apply the construction to
minimizing a function of � variables which in fact depends only on the �rst coordinate	� Thus�
to the moment it is unclear how to build a sequence of points converging to X�� This di�culty�
however� can be easily resolved� as we shall see� we can comprise this sequence of the best
feasible solutions generated so far� Another issue which to the moment remains open is when
to terminate the method� as we shall see in a while� this issue also can be settled properly�

The precise description of the Ellipsoid method as applied to �C	 is as follows �in this
description� we assume that n � �� which of course does not restrict generality	�

The Ellipsoid Method�

Initialization
 Recall that when formulating �C	 it was assumed that the feasible
set X of the problem is contained in the ball E� 
 fx j k x k�� Rg of a given radius
R and contains an �unknown	 Euclidean ball of a known radius r � �� The ball E�

will be our initial ellipsoid� thus� we set

c� 
 �� B� 
 RI� E� 
 fx 
 c�  B�u j uTu � �g�

note that E� � X �
We also set

� 
 R� L� 
 ��

The quantities t will be the radii� of the ellipsoids to be built� i�e�� the radii of
the Euclidean balls of the same volume as the one of the ellipsoids in question� The
quantities Lt will be our guesses for the variation

VarR�f	 
 max
x�E�

f�x	� min
x�E�

f�x	

of the objective on the initial ellipsoid E�� we shall use these guesses in the termina�
tion test�
Finally� we input the accuracy � � � to which we want to solve the problem�
Step t� t 
 �� �� ���
 At the beginning of step t� we have the previous ellipsoid

Et�� 
 fx 
 ct��  Bt��u j uTu � �g !ct�� � Rn� Bt�� �Mn�n� detBt�� �
 �"

�i�e�� have ct��� Bt��	 along with the quantities Lt�� � � and

t�� 
 j detBt��j��n�
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At step t� we act as follows �cf� the preliminary description of the method	�
�	 We call the separation oracle Sep�X	� ct�� being the input� It is possible that

the oracle reports that xt�� �� X and provides us with a separator

e �
 � � eT ct�� � sup
y�X

eT y�

In this case we call step t non�productive� set

et 
 e� Lt 
 Lt��

and go to rule �	 below� Otherwise � i�e�� when ct�� � X � we call step t productive
and go to rule �	�
�	 We call the �rst order oracle O�f	� ct�� being the input� and get the value

f�ct��	 and a subgradient e � �f�ct��	 of f at the point ct��� It is possible that
e 
 �� in this case we terminate and claim that ct�� is an optimal solution to �C	�
In the case of e �
 � we set

et 
 e�

compute the quantity

�t 
 max
y�E�

!eTt y � eTt ct��" 
 R k et k� �eTt ct���

update L by setting
Lt 
 maxfLt��� �tg

and go to rule �	�
�	 We set bEt 
 fx � Et�� j eTt x � eTt ct��g

�cf� the de�nition of bE in our preliminary description of the method	 and de�ne the
new ellipsoid

Et 
 fx 
 ct  Btu j uTu � �g
by setting �see ������		

pt 

BT
t��etp

eTt Bt��BT
t��et

ct 
 ct�� � �
n	�Bt��pt�

Bt 
 np
n���Bt��  


n

n	� � np
n���

�
�Bt��pt	pTt �

������	

We also set

t 
 j detBtj��n 

�

np
n� � �

�n����n �
n

n  �

���n

t��

�see ������		 and go to rule �	�
�	 !Termination test"� We check whether the inequality

t
r
�

�

Lt  �
������	

is satis�ed� If it is the case� we terminate and output� as the result of the solution
process� the best �with the smallest value of f	 of the search points� c��� associated
with productive steps � � t �we shall see that these productive steps indeed exist�
so that the result of the solution process is well�de�ned	� If ������	 is not satis�ed�
we go to step t ��
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Just to get some feeling how the method works� here is a �D illustration� The problem is

f�x	 
 �
�������������x� �����������x�� �����������	�
 ��������������x� �����������x� �����������	� � min

�� � x�� x� � ��

the optimal solution is x�� 
 �� x�� 
 ��� and the exact optimal value is ���������������
The best �with the smallest value of the objective	 feasible solutions to the problem found

in course of �rst t steps of the method� t 
 �� �� ���� ���� are shown in the following table�

t best value t best value

� ������������ �� ������������
� ������������ ��� ���
� ������������ �� ������������
� ������������ ��� ���
� ����������� �� ������������
� ����������� ��� ���
� ����������� ��� ������������
� ����������� ��� ���
��� ��� ��� ������������

The initial phase of the process looks as follows�

0

0

1

1

2

2

3

3

15
15

Ellipses Et�� and search points ct��� t 
 �� �� �� �� ��
Arrows� gradients of the objective f�x	
Unmarked segments� tangents to the level lines of f�x	

Ellipsoid method� complexity analysis� We are about to establish our key result�

Theorem ����� Let the Ellipsoid method be applied to convex program �C	 of dimension n � �
such that the feasible set X of the problem contains a Euclidean ball of a given radius r � � and
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is contained in the ball E� 
 fk x k�� Rg of a given radius R� For every input accuracy � � ��
the Ellipsoid method terminates after no more than

NC���	 
 Ceil

�
�n�



ln

�
R

r

�
 ln

�
�  VarR�f	

�

���
 � ������	

steps� where
VarR�f	 
 max

E�

f �min
E�

f�

Vol is the n�dimensional volume and Ceil�a	 is the smallest integer � a� Moreover� the result bx
generated by the method is a feasible ��solution to �C		

bx � X and f�x	�min
X

f � �� �������	

Proof� We should prove the following pair of statements�
�i	 The method terminates in course of the �rst NC���	 steps
�ii	 The result bx is a feasible ��solution to the problem�
��� Comparing the preliminary and the �nal description of the Ellipsoid method and taking

into account the initialization rule� we see that if the method does not terminate before step t
or terminates at this step according to rule �	� then

�a	 E� � X �

�b	 E� � bE� 

n
x � E��� j eT� x � eT� c���

o
� � 
 �� ���� t�

�c	 Vol�E�	 
 n� Vol�E�	





np
n���

�n��
n

n	� Vol�E���	
� expf�����n	g vol�E���	� � 
 �� ���� t�

�������	

Note that from �c	 it follows that

� � expf�����n�	gR� � 
 �� ���� t� �������	

��� We claim that

If the Ellipsoids method terminates at certain step t� then the result bx is well�
de�ned and is a feasible ��solution to �C�


Indeed� there are only two possible reasons for termination� First� it may happen that
ct�� � X and f ��ct��	 
 � �see rule �		� From our preliminary considerations we know that in
this case ct�� is an optimal solution to �C	� which is even more that we have claimed� Second�
it may happen that at step t relation ������	 is satis�ed� Let us prove that the claim of �� takes
place in this case as well�

���a	 Let us set

� 

�

� Lt
� ��� �"�

By ������	� we have t�r � �� so that there exists �� such that

t
r
� �� � � !� �"� �������	

Let x� be an optimal solution to �C	� and X	 be the ���shrinkage� of X to x��

X	 
 x�  ���X � x�	 
 fx 
 ��� ��	x�  ��z j z � Xg� �������	
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We have

Vol�X		 
 ���	nVol�X	 �
�
r��

R

�n

Vol�E�	 �������	

�the concluding inequality is given by the fact that X contains a Euclidean ball of the radius r	�
while

Vol�Et	 


�
t
R

�n

Vol�E�	 �������	

by de�nition of t� Comparing �������	� �������	 and taking into account that r � r�� by
�������	� we conclude that Vol�Et	 � Vol�X		 and� consequently� X	 cannot be contained in
Et� Thus� there exists a point y which belongs to X

	� i�e��

y 
 ��� ��	x�  ��z !z � X "� �������	

and does not belong to Et�
���b	 Since y does not belong to Et and at the same time belongs to X � E� along with

x� and z �X is convex�	� we see that there exists a � � t such that y � E��� and y �� E� � By
��������b	� every point x from the complement of E� in E��� satis�es the relation eT� x � eT� c����
Thus� we have

eT� y � eT� c��� �������	

���c	 Observe that the step � for sure is productive� Indeed� otherwise� by construction of
the method� et would separate X from c���� and �������	 would be impossible � we know that
y � X � By the way� we have proved that if the method terminates at a step t� then at least one
of the steps �� ���� t is productive� so that the result is well�de�ned�

Since the step � is productive� e� is a subgradient of f at x� �description of the method�	�
so that

f�u	 � f�c���	  eT� �u� c���	 �u�
and in particular for u 
 x�� On the other hand� z � X � E�� so that by the de�nition of ��
and L� we have

eT� �z � c���	 � �� � L� �

Thus�
f�x�	 � f�c���	  eT� �x� � c���	
L� � eT� �z � c���	

Multiplying the �rst inequality by ��� ��	� the second � by � � and adding the results� we get

��� ��	f�x�	  ��L� � ��� ��	f�c���	  eT� �!��� ��	x�  ��z"� c���	

 ��� ��	f�c���	  eT� �y � c���	

!see �������	"
� ��� ��	f�c���	

!see �������	"

and we come to
f�c���	 � f�x�	  ��L�

����
� f�x�	  ��Lt

����
!since L� � Lt in view of � � t"

� f�x�	  �

!by de�nition of � and since �� � �"

 Opt�C	  ��
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We see that there exists a productive �i
e
� with feasible c���� step � � t such that the corre�
sponding search point c��� is ��optimal
 Since we are in the situation where the result bx is the
best �with the smallest value of f	 of the feasible search point generated in course of the �rst t
steps� bx also is feasible and ��optimal� as claimed in ���

�� It remains to verify that the method does terminate in course of the �rst N 
 NC���	
steps� Assume� on the contrary� that it is not the case� and let us lead this assumption to a
contradiction�

Observe� �rst� that for every productive step t we have

ct�� � X and et 
 f ��ct��	�

whence� by the de�nition of a subgradient and the variation VarR�f	�

u � E� � VarR�f	 � f�u	� f�ct��	 � eTt �u� ct��	�

whence

�t 
 max
u�E�

eTt �u� ct��	 � VarR�f	�

Looking at the description of the method� we conclude that

Lt � VarR�f	 �t� �������	

Since we have assumed that the method does not terminate in course of the �rst N steps� we
have

N
r

� �

�  LN
� �������	

The right hand side in this inequality is � ���� VarR�f		 by �������	� while the left hand side
is � expf�N���n�	gR by �������	� We get

expf�N���n�	gR�r � �

� VarR�f	
� N � �n�



ln

�
R

r

�
 ln

�
� VarR�f	

�

��
�

which is the desired contradiction with the de�nition of N 
 NC���	�

��� Polynomial solvability of Convex Programming

Equipped with the Ellipsoid method� we are ready to formulate the mild assumptions� under
which a family P of convex optimization programs is polynomially solvable�Our assumptions are
those of polynomial computability� polynomial growth and polynomial boundedness of feasible
sets� When formulating these assumptions� we shall associate with P a number of positive
characteristic constants�� their particular values are of no importance for us� the only thing
which counts is that these constants exist� In order to simplify notation� we denote all these
constants by the same symbol �� so that this symbol� even in di�erent places of the same
equation� may have di�erent values �cf� the usual conventions on how one interprets symbols
like o��		�
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Polynomial computability� Let P be a family of convex optimization programs� and let
InfeasP�x� p	 be the corresponding measure of infeasibility of candidate solutions� We say that
our family is polynomially computable� if there exist two codes Cobj� Ccons for the Real Arithmetic
computer such that

�� For every instance �p	 � P � the computer� given on input the data vector of the instance
�p	 along with a point x � Rnp� and executing the code Cobj� outputs the value p��x	 and a
subgradient e�x	 � �p��x	 of the objective p� of the instance at the point x� and the running
time �i�e�� total number of operations	 of this computation Tobj�x� p	 is bounded from above by
a polynomial of the size of the instance�

�

�p	 � P � x � Rnp�

�
� Tobj�x� p	 � �Size��p	 !Size�p	 
 dim Data�p	"� ������	

�� For every instance �p	 � P � the computer� given on input the data vector of the instance
�p	� a point x � Rnp� and an � � � and executing the code Ccons� reports on output whether
InfeasP�x� p	 � �� and if it is not the case� outputs a linear form e which separates the point x
from all those points y where InfeasP�y� p	 � ��

� �y� InfeasP�y� p	 � �	 � eTx � eT y� ������	

the running time Tcons�x� �� p	 of the computation being bounded by a polynomial of the size of
the instance and of the number of accuracy digits��

�

�p	 � P � x � Rnp�� � � �

�
� Tcons�x� �� p	 � � �Size�p	  Digits�p� �		� � ������	

Note that the vector e in ������	 is not supposed to be nonzero� when it is �� ������	 simply says
that there are no points y with InfeasP�y� p	 � ��

Polynomial growth� We say that a family P of convex programs equipped with an infeasi�
bility measure InfeasP�x� p	 is a family with polynomial growth� if the objectives and the infea�
sibility measures� as functions of x� grow polynomially with k x k�� the degree of the polynomial
being a power of Size�p	�

�

�p	 � P � x � Rnp�

�
�

jp��x	j InfeasP�x� p	 � �� !Size�p	 k x k�  k Data�p	 k�"	�Size
�p�� �

������	

Examples� Let us verify that the families of Linear� Conic Quadratic and Semide�nite pro�
grams equipped with the corresponding infeasibility measures �see Section �����	 are polynomi�
ally computable with polynomial growth�

�� LP �continued�� Polynomial computability means that given the data �n�m� p�� A� b	 of an
LP instance

�p	 � pT� x� min j Ax � b � � !A �m	 n"

and given an x � Rn� � � �� we are able to compute e�ciently� in the aforementioned
sense�

�a	 the value of the objective at x p��x	 
 pT� x�

�b	 the subgradient of the objective p���	 at x �which is just p� �	�
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�c	 whether

InfeasLP�x� p	 
 max


�� max

i�������m
!bi � �Ax	i"

�
is � �� and if it is not the case� to compute a vector e such that

eTx � eT y � �y � InfeasLP�y	 � �g � ������	

The straightforward implementation of �a	 and �b	 requires �n operations� and� of course�

n � Size�p	 
 dim Data�P 	 
 �  n  nm  m�

Thus� we have no problems with Cobj�
To build Ccons� let us compute straightforwardly the value of InfeasLP�x� p	 according to
the explicit formula for this particular infeasibility measure� this computation requires just
linear in Size�p	 number of arithmetic operations� If the resulting value of the infeasibility
measure is � �� so that we should compute a separator e� we also have not that much to
do� we are in the situation when the residual bbi � �Ax	bi of one of our constraints is � ��

and we can take� as e� the minus bi�th row of the constraint matrix� indeed� with this choice
eTx 
 ��Ax	bi � � � bbi�

while for every candidate solution y with InfeasLP�y� p	 � � we have

eT y 
 ��Ay	bj � � � bbi�
Thus� both Cobj and Ccons can be chosen to have running time just � Size�p	�
The fact that LP is of polynomial growth is evident�

�� CQP �continued�� Here the instances are

�p	 � pT� x � min j k Dix� di k�� eTi x� ci� i 
 �� ���� k�

and the infeasibility measure is

InfeasCQP�x� p	 
 max



�� max

i�������k
!k Dix� di k� �eTi x ci"

�

 max



�� max

i�������k
pi�x	

�
�

pi�x	 
 k Dix� di k� �eTi x ci� i 
 �� ���� k�

������	

To verify that the family is polynomially computable� let us denote by mi the number of
rows in Di and by n the dimension of x� Observe that

Size�p	 � n 
kX
i��

�mi  �	�n �	

�the right hand side is the total number of entries in p� and all collections �Di� di� ei� ci	�
i 
 �� ���� k	� Now we can build Cobj and Ccons as follows� Given x and �� we can straight�
forwardly compute the value p��x	 
 pT� x of the objective at x� the subgradient p� of
the objective� and the value of the infeasibility measure InfeasCQP�x	 at x in � Size�p	
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operations� After InfeasCQP�x� p	 is computed� we check whether this quantity is � �� If
it is the case� we should also build a separator e� To this end let us look at the largest
�at x	 of the constraints� pi�x	 �see ������		� let bi be its index� By ������	� the relation
InfeasCQP�x� p	 � �means exactly that pbi�x	 � �� while for every y with InfeasCQP�y� p	 � �

we have pbi�y	 � �� It follows that we can choose� as e� any subgradient of pbi��	 at the point
x� since then

InfeasCQP�y� p	 � � � pbi�y	 � pbi�x	� eT y � eTx�

the concluding � being given by the de�nition of a subgradient�

e � �f�y	� f�y	 � f�x	  eT �y � x	 �y � eT �x� y	 � f�x	� f�y	 �y�

On the other hand� a subgradient of every pi��	 is easy to compute� Indeed� we have
pi�x	 
k Dix� di k� �eTi x ci� If x is such that Dix� di �
 �� then pi is di�erentiable at
x� so that its subgradient at x is the usual gradient

rpi�x	 
 �ei  �

k Dix� di k�D
T
i �Dix� di	�

and it can be computed in �min � � Size�p	 operations� And if Dix� di 
 �� then� as it
is immediately seen� just �ei is a subgradient of pi�x	 at x�
Thus� CQP is easily� polynomially computable � Cobj and Ccons can be built to have
running times � Size�p	�

The fact that CQP is a family with polynomial growth is evident�

�� SDP �continued�� Here the instances are semide�nite programs

pT� x � min j x � X�p	 
 fx j Ax� B 

nX

j��

xjAj �B � �g�

and the infeasibility measure is

InfeasSDP�x� p	 
 min ft � � � Ax� B  tI � �g �

To verify that the family if polynomially computable� observe �rst that if m is the row
size of the matrices Aj � B� then

Size�p	 
 dim Data�p	 � n  �n �	m� ������	

�the right hand side is the total number of entries in p�� A�� ���� An� B	� Same as in the
previous cases� given Data�p	 and x� we have no problems with computing the value and
the subgradient �which is just p�	 of our linear objective p��x	 
 pT� x in �n � � Size�p	
operations� so that there is no problem with Cobj�
As about Ccons� let us start with the observation that there exists Linear Algebra algorithm
S which� given on input a symmetric m	m matrix A� checks in O�m�	 operations whether
A is positive semide�nite� and if it is not the case� generates a vector � such that �TA� � ��
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As a simple example of such an algorithm S� we may use the Lagrange scheme
�explained in every Linear Algebra textbook	 of representing a quadratic form �TA� as
a weighted sum of squares of �linearly independent	 linear forms�

�TA� 
mX
j��

�j�q
T
j �	

��

with m linearly independent vectors q�� ���� qm� This scheme is a simple algorithm �with
running time O�m
		 which converts A into the collection of weights �j and vectors
qj� j  �� ����m� In order to check whether a given symmetric m � m matrix A is
positive semide�nite� we may run this Lagrange algorithm on A� If all resulting �j
are nonnegative� A is positive semide�nite� And if one of �j � say� ��� turns out to be
negative� we can �nd a vector � such that qT� �  �� qTj �  �� j  �� ����m to get a

certi�cate� of the fact that A is not positive semide�nite�

�TA�  ���q
T
i �	

�  �� 	 ��

Note that to �nd � is the same as to solve the linear system qTj � 

�
�� j  �
�� j  �� ����m

with a nonsingular matrix� i�e�� this computation requires just O�m
	 operations�

Equipped with S� let us implement Ccons as follows� Given x and � � �� we compute the
matrix

A 

nX

j��

xjAj �B  �I�

Note that by the de�nition of our infeasibility measure� InfeasSDP �x� p	 � � if and only if
A is positive semide�nite� In order to check whether this indeed is the case� we apply to
A the algorithm S� If S reports that A � �� we conclude that InfeasSDP�x� p	 � � and
stop� If A is not positive semide�nite� S returns a corresponding certi�cate � a vector �
such that �TA� � �� Let us set

e 
 ���TA��� ������TAn�	
T �

we claim that e can be used as the separator Ccons should return in the case of
InfeasSDP �x� p	 � �� Indeed� we have

� � �TA� 
 �T

��X
j

xjAj � B  �I

�	 ��
i�e��

eTx � �T !�B  �I "��

On the other hand� for every y with InfeasSDP �y� p	 � � the matrix
P

j yjAj � B  �I is
positive semide�nite� so that

� � �T

��X
j

yjAj � B  �I

�	 ��
whence

eTy � �T !�B  �I "��
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Thus�
InfeasSDP �y� p	 � � � eT y � �T !�B�I "� � eTx�

and e indeed is the required separator�

It remains to note that the running time of the routine Ccons we have built is �nm�

operations to compute A� �m� operations more to run S and �nm� operations to convert
� into e� Thus� the running time of Ccons as applied to Data�p	� x� � does not exceed
��n m	m� � �Size����p	 �see ������		�

We have seen that SDP is polynomially computable� The fact that the family is of
polynomial growth is evident�

�� General Convex Programming problems �continued�� Consider a family P of convex opti�
mization programs with instances of the form

�p	 p��x	� min j x � X�p	 
 fx j pi�x	 � �� i 
 �� ��� m�p	g
�pi��	 � Rnp� � R are convex� i 
 �� ���� m�p		 equipped with the infeasibility measure
������	�

InfeasP�x� p	 
 min ft � � � pj�x	� t � �� j 
 �� ���� m�p	g

 max

h
��maxj�������mp� pj�x	

i
Assume that

I� The vector�function p�x	 
 �p��x	� ���� pmp��x		
T � �p	 � P � is polynomially

computable� there exists a code C which� given on input the data vector Data�p	
of an instance and a point x � Rnp�� returns the values pi�x	 and subgradients
p�i�x	 i 
 �� ���� m�p	 of all components of the function at x� the running time T �p	
of the computation being bounded by a polynomial of the size of the instance�

��p	 � P � T �p	 � �Size��p	

II� The vector�function p�x	 is of polynomial growth�

�

�p	 � P � x � Rnp�

�
�

k p�x	 k�� �� !Size�p	 k x k�  k Data�p	 k�"	�Size
�p�� �

We claim that under these assumptions P is polynomially computable and is of polynomial
growth� The second of these statements is evident� To verify the �rst of them� note that
Cobj is readily given by C� The code Ccons can be implemented in the same way as in
the case of Linear and Conic Quadratic programs� namely� as follows� Given Data�p	�

x � Rnp� and an � � �� we �rst run C on Data�p	� x to get p�x	 and p��x	 
 fp�i�x	gmp�
i�� �

Note that this computation� as a byproduct� gives us m�p	 �since m�p	  � is the number
of entries in the vector p�x	 we get	� besides this� we may be sure that

max!n�p	� m�p	"� �Size��p	� ������	

Indeed� the running time of executing C � which is �Size��p	 � cannot be less that the
time required to read n�p	 entries of x and to write m�p	  � entries of p�x	�

After p�x	 is obtained� we compute the quantity g�x	 
 maxi�������mp� pi�x	 and check
whether this quantity is � �� If it is the case� we report that InfeasP�x� p	 
 max!�� g�x	"
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is � � and stop� In the case of g�x	 � �� we �nd the largest � with the value g�x	 � of
the reals pi�x	� i 
 �� ���� m�p	� let the index of this real be bi� and report� as the required
separator e� the vector p�bi�x	� The fact that it indeed is a separator is immediate� if
InfeasP�y� p	 � �� then pbi�y	 � � � pbi�x	� whence� by the de�nition of a subgradient�

eT �y � x	 � pbi�y	� pbi�x	 � ��
It remains to note that all our additional to running C manipulations require O�m�p		
operations� and the latter quantity is � �Size��p	 in view of ������	�

The last assumption we need is as follows�

Polynomial boundedness of feasible sets� We say that a family of convex optimization
problems P has polynomially bounded feasible sets� if the feasible set X�p	 of every instance
�p	 � P is bounded and is contained in the centered at the origin Euclidean ball of not too
large� radius�

��p	 � P �
X�p	 �

n
x � Rnp� �k x k�� �� !Size�p	 k Data�p	 k�"	�Size

�p�
o
�

������	

Note that this assumption is not satis�ed for typical families of convex optimization programs�
E�g�� given the data of an LP instance� we cannot bound the size of the feasible set by a function
of the norm of the data vector� to understand that it indeed is the case� look at the subfamily
of LP comprised of �one�dimensional�	 instances

x � min j 
x � �
with 
 � ��

Note� however� that we can impose the property of polynomial boundedness of feasible sets
by brute force� just assuming that the description of X�p	 includes an explicit box constraint

jxj j � R�p	�n����p	� j 
 �� ���� n�p	

R�p	 being an element of the data vector Data�p	� Thus� given a family P of convex programs�
we may pass from it to the family P	 as follows� instances �p		 of P	 are pairs ��p	� R	� �p	
being an instance of P and R being a positive real� if �p	 is the optimization program

�p	 � p��x	� min j x � X�p	 � Rnp��

then �p		 
 ��p	� r	 is the optimization program

�p		 � p��x	� min j x � X�p		 
 fx � X�p	 j jxj j � Rn�����p	� j 
 �� ���� n�p	g�

and the data vector of �p		 is the data vector of p extended by the value of R�

Data�p		 
 �DataT �p	� R	T �

Note that the resulting family P	 has polynomially bounded feasible sets� by construction� for
every �p		 
 ��p	� R	 � P	 we have

X�p		 � fx � Rnp� j k x k�� R �k Data�p		 k�g�
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As applied to the families like those of Linear� Conic Quadratic and Semide�nite programming�
the outlined brute force� ensuring the property we are speaking about shrinks� the family�
adding box constraints to a Linear�Conic Quadratic�Semide�nite program� we again get a pro�
gram of the same structure� It follows that if we insist � and to get polynomial solvability results�
we do insist � on the property of polynomial boundedness of the feasible sets� we cannot deal
with the entire families LP � CQP� SDP � etc�� only with their subfamilies LP	� CQP	� SDP	����
thus restricting our subject� Note that from the viewpoint of practical computations� whatever
it means� there is no restriction at all� Indeed� when solving a real�world optimization problem�
we newer loose much when adding to the original formulation of the problem box constraints
like jxj j � ������ if not jxjj � ���� � in any case� in actual computations there is no possibility
to get a solution of that huge magnitude� not speaking on the fact that such a solution hardly
could make practical sense�

	���� Polynomial solvability of Convex Programming

We are about to establish our central result �which is the exact form of the claim ��		�

Theorem ����� Let P be a family of convex optimization programs equipped with infeasibility
measure InfeasP��� �	� Assume that the family is polynomially computable� with polynomial growth
and with polynomially bounded feasible sets� Then P is polynomially solvable�

Proof is readily given by the Ellipsoid method� Our plan is as follows� assume we are given a
positive � and the data vector of an instance �p	 � P �

�p	 � p��x	� min j x � X�p	 � Rnp�

and want to compute an ��solution to the instance or to conclude that the instance is infeasible���
Since our instances are with polynomially bounded feasible sets� we can extract from Data�p	
an a priori upper bound R�p	 on Euclidean norms of feasible solutions to the instance� thus
converting �p	 into an equivalent program

�p	 � p��x	� min j x � )X�p	 
 fx � X�p	 j k x k�� R�p	g�

Now� in order to �nd an ��solution to the latter problem� it su�ces to �nd a feasible ��solution
to the augmented� problem

�p�	 � p��x	� min j x � X 
 fx j InfeasP�x� p	 � �� k x k�� R�p	g� �������	

A feasible ��solution to the latter problem can be found by the Ellipsoid method� provided that
we can equip the problem with a separation oracle for X � a �rst order oracle for p��x	 and to
point out r 
 r�p� �	 � � such that X contains a Euclidean ball of radius r� As we shall see in a
while� our a priori assumptions on the family allow us to build all these entities in such a way
that the resulting Ellipsoid�method�based solution method will be a polynomial time one�

Let us implement our plan�

��Since all our instances are with bounded feasible sets� we should not bother about possibility for �p� to be
below unbounded�
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Specifying R�p	� Since the problems of the family are with polynomially bounded feasible
sets� X�p	 is contained in the centered at the origin Euclidean ball E� of the radius

R�p	 
 �� !Size�p	 k Data�p	 k�"	�Size
�p� � �������	

where � � � is certain characteristic constant� of P and therefore is known to us a priori�
Given Data�p	� we compute R�p	 according to �������	� which requires a polynomial in Size�p	
number of real arithmetic operations�

Specifying r�p� �	� We now need to �nd an r�p� �	 � � in such a way that the feasible set X
of the augmented problem �������	 contains a ball of the radius r�p� �	� Interpreting this target
literally� we immediately conclude that it is unachievable� since X can be empty �this is the case
when �p	 is heavily infeasible� � it does not admit even ��feasible solutions	� We� however� can
de�ne a necessary r�p� �	 for the case when �p	 is feasible� namely� as follows� To save notation�
let us set

g�x	 
 InfeasP�x� p	�

From the polynomial growth property we know that both p��x	 and g�x	 are not very large�
in E� 
 fx j k x k�� R�p	g� namely�

�a	 VarRp��p�	 � V �p	�

�b	 g�x	 � V �p	 ��x� k x k�� R�p		�

�c	 V �p	 
 �� !Size�p	  max!k x k�j k x k�� R�p	" k Data�p	 k�"	�Size
�p��




�

h
Size�p	  n����p	R�p	 k Data�p	 k�

i��Size�p��
�

�������	
� being a characteristic constant� of P and therefore being known� We compute V �p	 according
to �������	 �which again takes a polynomial in Size�p	 number of operations	 and set

r�p� �	 

�

V �p	  �
R�p	� �������	

We claim that

�%	 If �p	 is feasible� then the feasible set X of problem �������	 contains a Eu�
clidean ball of the radius r�p� �	


Indeed� by de�nition of an infeasibility measure� g�x	 is a convex nonnegative
real�valued function on Rnp�� if �p	 is feasible� then g attains value � at certain
point )x � E� 
 fx j k x k�� R�p	g� Consider the shrinkage� of E� to )x with
coe�cient � 
 r�p� �	�R�p	 �note that � � ��� �	 by �������		�

Y 
 ��� �	)x �E� 
 fx 
 ��� �	)x �z j k z k�� R�p	g�

On one hand� Y is a Euclidean ball of radius �R�p	 
 r�p� �	� On the other hand�
for every x 
 ��� �	)x �z � Y �k z k�� R�p		 we have

g�x	 � ��� �	g�)x	  �g�z	 � �g�z	 � �V �p	 � �

�recall that g is convex and satis�es ��������b		�
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Mimicking the oracles� The separation oracle Sep�X	 for the feasible set X can be built
as follows� Given x� it �rst checks whether k x k�� R�p	� If it is not the case� then already
e 
 x separates x from E� �and therefore form X � E�	� and Sep�x	 reports that x �� X and is
separated from X by e 
 x� If k x k�� R�p	� the oracle calls Ccons� forwarding to it Data�p	� x� ��
If the result returned to Sep�X	 by Ccons is the claim that g�x	 
 InfeasP�x� p	 is � � �i�e�� if
x � X	� Sep�X	 reports that x � X and stops� If the result returned to Sep�X	 by Ccons is the
claim that g�x	 � � along with a vector e such that

g�y	 � � � eTy � eTx�

Sep�X	 reports that x �� X and outputs� as the required separator� either e �if e �
 �	� or an
arbitrary vector e� �
 � �if e 
 �	� It is clear that Sep�X	 works correctly �in particular� the case
of e 
 � can arise only when X is empty� and in this case every nonzero vector separates x from
X	� Note that the running time TSep of Sep�X	 �per a single call to the oracle	 does not exceed
O�n�p		 plus the running time of Ccons� i�e�� it does not exceed Tcons�x� �� p	  O�n�p		� Since P
is polynomially computable� we have

n�p	 � �Size��p	 �������	

�indeed� n�p	 � Tobj�x� p	� since Cobj should at least read n�p	 entries of an input value of x	�
Combining �������	 and ������	� we conclude that

TSep � � �Size�p	  Digits�p� �		� � �������	

The �rst order oracle O�p�	 is readily given by Cobj� and its running time TO �per a single call
to the oracle	 can be bounded as

TO � �Size��p	� �������	

see ������	�

Running the Ellipsoid method� After we have built R�p	� r�p� �	� Sep�X	 and O�p�	� we
may apply to problem �������	 the Ellipsoid method as de�ned above� The only precaution we
should make is what will happen if X does not contain a ball of the radius r�p� �	� this may
happen only in the case when �p	 is infeasible �see �%		� but how could we know whether �p	
is or is not feasible� To resolve the di�culty� let us act as follows� If �p	 is feasible� then� by
Theorem ������ the Ellipsoid method would terminate after no more than

Ceil

(
�n��p	

�
ln

�
R�p	

r�p� �	

�
 ln

(
�  VarRp��p�	

�

)�)
 �

steps and will produce a feasible ��solution to �������	� i�e�� an ��solution to �p	� The indicated
number of steps can be bounded from above by the quantity

N�p� �	 
 Ceil

�
�n��p	



ln

�
R�p	

r�p� �	

�
 ln

�
�  V �p	

�

���
 �� �������	

since VarRp��p�	 � V �p	 by ��������a	� Let us by force� terminate the Ellipsoid method if
it intends to perform more than N 
 N�p� �	 steps� When using this emergency stop�� we
de�ne the result generated by the method as the best �with the smallest value of p���		 of the
search points ct�� associated with productive steps t � N � if there were productive steps� if no
productive steps in course of our run are encountered� the result of the solution process is the
conclusion that �p	 is infeasible�
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Correctness� We claim that the outlined implementation of the Ellipsoid method is correct
� i�e�� when the result of it is an approximate solution bx� this is an ��solution to �p	� and is
the result is the conclusion �p	 is infeasible�� this conclusion is true� Indeed� if �p	 is feasible�
then the arguments used in the previous paragraph demonstrate that bx is well�de�ned and is
an ��solution of �p	� If �p	 is infeasible� then the result� by construction� is either the correct
conclusion that �p	 is infeasible� or a point bx such that InfeasP�bx� p	 � �� such a point� in the
case of infeasible �p	� is an ��solution of �p	� since in the case in question Opt�p	 
  � and
therefore p��x	 � Opt�p	  � for every x�

Polynomiality� It remains to verify that the running time of the solution method we have
presented is as it should be for a polynomial time method� Observe� �rst� that all preliminary�
computations we need � those to specify R�p	� V �p	� r�p� �	� N�p� �	 � require no more than
�Size��p	 operations �we have already seen that this is the case for R�p	� V �p	 and r�p� �	� given
these quantities� it takes just � operations to compute N�p� �		� Thus� all we need is to get a
polynomial time bound for the running time of the Ellipsoid method� This is immediate� the
method performs no more thanN�p� �	 steps� and the arithmetic cost� of a step does not exceed
the quantity

T 
 TSep  TO  �n��p	�

the concluding term in the right hand side representing the arithmetic cost of updating ������	�
computing �t and all other out�of�oracles� operations required by the method� Thus� the overall
running time T �p� �	 of our solution method can be bounded as

T �p� �	 � �Size��p	  N�p� �	
�
TSep  TO  �n��p	

 
� �Size��p	  N�p� �	!� �Size�p	  Digits�p� �		�  �Size��p	"

!we have used �������	� �������	 and �������	"
� �Size��p	Digits��p� �	

!see ������	� �������	� �������	� �������	"

so that the method indeed is a polynomial time one�

��� Di�cult problems and NP�completeness

The most basic motivation for our convexity�oriented� approach to optimization is that� as was
announced in Preface and as we know now� Convex Optimization programs are computation�
ally tractable�� In several places we also claimed that such and such problems are hard� of
computationally intractable�� What do these words actually mean� Without answering this
question� a lot of our activity would become seemingly senseless� e�g�� why should we bother
about semide�nite relaxations of combinatorial problems like MAXCUT� What is wrong with
these problems as they are� If we claim that something � e�g�� Convex Programming � is good��
we should understand what does bad� mean� good�� at least on the Earth and in science� is
a relative notion���

To understand what does computational intractability� mean� let us outline brie�y the
basic results of CCT � Combinatorial Complexity Theory�

	���� CCT � quick introduction

A generic combinatorial problem� like a generic optimization problem� is a family P of
problem instances� each instance �p	 � P being speci�ed by a �nite�dimensional data vector
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Data�p	� However� the data vectors now are assumed to be Boolean vectors � with entries
taking values �� � only� so that the data vectors are� actually� �nite binary words�

The model of computations in CCT also is more restrictive �and� in a sense� more realistic	
that the Real Arithmetic model we dealt with� now our computer is capable to store only integers
�i�e�� �nite binary words	� and its operations are bitwise� we are allowed to multiply� add and
compare integers� but now the cost� of a single operation of this type depends on the bit length
of the operands� to add and to compare two ��bit integers� it takes O��	 bitwise� elementary
operations� and to multiply a pair of ��bit integers it costs o���	 elementary operations ��

In CCT� a solution to an instance �p	 of a generic problem P is a �nite binary word y such
that the pair �Data�p	� y	 satis�es certain veri�able condition� A��� �	� Namely� it is assumed
that there exists a codeM for the above Integer Arithmetic computer� such that executing the
code on every input pair x� y of �nite binary words� the computer after �nitely many elementary
operations terminates and outputs either yes�� if A�x� y	 is satis�ed� or no�� if A�x� y	 is not
satis�ed�

For example� the Shortest Path problem�

Given a graph with arcs assigned nonnegative integer lengths� two nodes a� b
in the graph and a positive integer d� �nd a path from a to b of total length not
exceeding d� or detect that no such path exists

or the problem Stones from Lecture ��

Given n positive integers a�� ���� an� �nd a vector x 
 �x�� ���� xn	
T with coordinates

�� such that
P

i xiai 
 �� or detect that no such vector exists

are generic combinatorial problems� Indeed� the data of instances of both problems� same as
candidate solutions to the instances� can be naturally encoded by �nite sequences of integers�
In turn� �nite sequences of integers can be easily encoded by �nite binary words � you just
encode binary digit � of an integer as ��� binary digit � � as �� and use �� and �� to represent
the commas separating integers in the sequence from each other and to represent the sign ��
respectively�

����� �� ������% &z '
������

��%&z'
�

��%&z'
�
����% &z '
�����

��%&z'
�

������% &z '
������

And of course for every one of these two problems you can easily point out a code for the Integer
Arithmetic computer� which� given on input two binary words x 
 Data�p	� y encoding the data
vector of an instance �p	 of the problem and a candidate solution� respectively� veri�es in �nitely
many bit� operations whether y represents or does not represent a solution to �p	�

A solution algorithm for a generic problem P is a code S for the Integer Arithmetic computer
which� given on input the data vector Data�p	 of an instance �p	 � P � after �nitely many
operations either returns a solution to the instance� or a �correct�	 claim that no solution exists�
The running time TS�p	 of the solution algorithm on instance �p	 is exactly the number of
elementary �i�e�� bit	 operations performed in course of executing S on Data�p	�

��In fact two �
bit integers can be multiplied in O�� ln �� bitwise operations� but for us it makes no di�erence�
the only fact we need is that the �bitwise cost� of operations with integers is at least the bit size and at most a
�xed polynomial of the bit size of the operands�
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A solvability test for a generic problem P is de�ned similarly to a solution algorithm� but
now all we want of the code is to say �correctly�	 whether the input instance is or is not solvable�
just yes� or no�� without constructing a solution in the case of the yes� answer�

The complexity of a solution algorithm�solvability test S is de�ned as

ComplS��	 
 maxfTS�p	 j �p	 � P � length�Data�p		 � �g�

where length�x	 is the bit length �i�e�� number of bits	 of a �nite binary word x� The algo�
rithm�test is called polynomial time� if its complexity is bounded from above by a polynomial
of ��

Finally� a generic problem P is called to be polynomially solvable� if it admits a polynomial
time solution algorithm� If P admits a polynomial time solvability test� we say that P is
polynomially veri�able


Classes P and NP� A generic problem P is said to belong to the class P� if it is polynomially
solvable�

A generic problem P is said to belong to the class NP� if the corresponding condition A
possesses the following two properties�

I� A is polynomially computable� i�e�� the running time T �x� y	 �measured� of
course� in elementary bit� operations	 of the associated code M is bounded from
above by a polynomial of the binary length length�x	  length�y	 of the input�

T �x� y	 � ��length�x	  length�y		� ��x� y	�

Thus� the �rst property of an NP problem states that given data Data�p	 of a
problem instance p and a candidate solution y� it is easy to check whether y is an
actual solution of �p	 � to verify this fact� it su�ces to compute A�Data�p	� y	� and
this computation requires polynomial in length�Data�p		  length�y	 time�

The second property of an NP problem makes its instances even more easier�

II� A solution to an instance �p	 of a problem cannot be too long� as compared
to the data of the instance� there exists � such that

length�y	 � 	�length�x		 
 �length��x	� A�x� y	 
 �no��

Note that there is no problem to build a brute force� solution algorithm for an NP problem�
given Data�p	� you just look successively at �nite binary words �������������������������������
and compute A�Data�p	� y	� y being the current candidate solution� to check whether y is a
solution to �p	� If it is the case� you stop� otherwise pass to the next candidate solution� After
all candidates of length � 	�length�x		 are checked and no solution is found� you conclude that
�p	 has no solution and terminate� Of course� this brute force algorithm is not polynomial � its
complexity exceeds ��
��

As it is immediately seen� both Shortest Path and Stones problems belong to NP� There
is� however� a dramatic di�erence between these two problems� the �rst one is polynomially
solvable� while for the second no polynomial time solution algorithms are known� Moreover� the
second problem is as di�cult as a problem from NP can be� � it is NP�complete�
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De
nition ����� �i	 Let P� Q be two problems from NP� Problem Q is called to be polynomi�
ally reducible to P� if there exists a polynomial time algorithm M �i�e�� a code for the Integer
Arithmetic computer with the running time bounded by a polynomial of the length of the input
with the following property� Given on input the data vector Data�q	 of an instance �q	 � Q� M
converts this data vector to the data vector Data�p!q"	 of an instance of P such that �p!q"	 is
solvable if and only if �q	 is solvable�

�ii	 A generic problem P from NP is called NP�complete� if every other problem Q from NP
is polynomially reducible to P�
One of the most basic results of Theoretical Computer Science is that NP�complete problems
do exist �the Stones problem is an example	�

The importance of the notion of an NP�complete problem comes from the following fact�

����	 If a particular NP�complete problem is polynomially veri�able �i
e
� admits
a polynomial time solvability test�� then every problem from NP is polynomially
solvable� P 
 NP


����	 is an immediate consequence of the following two observations�

�A	 If there exists an NP�complete problem P which is polynomially
veri�able� then every problem from NP is polynomially veri�able


Indeed� under the premise of our statement� we can build a polynomial time

solvability test for a problem Q from NP as follows� given an instance �q	 � Q�

we �rst apply the corresponding polynomial time 
reduction algorithm� M to

convert Data�q	 into Data�p�q�	� see item �i	 of De�nition ������ Let ���	 be

a polynomial such that the running time of algorithm M on input of length

l  �� �� ��� does not exceed ��l	� The quantity length�Data�p�q�		 is bounded

by the running time of M on the input Data�q	 � it takes one bit operation

just to write down a single output bit� Since M is polynomial� we conclude

that length�Data�p�q�		 
 ���	� where �  length�Data�q		� After Data�p�q�	 is

built� we run the polynomial time solvability test associated with P �we have

assumed that it exists�	 to check whether �p�q�	 is solvable� thus detecting

solvability(unsolvability of �q	� The running time of this latter computation is

bounded by ��length�Data�p�q�			 
 �����		� � being a polynomial� Thus� the

overall running time does not exceed ���	 � �����		� which is a polynomial in

�  length�Data�q		�

�B	 If every problem from NP is polynomially veri�able� every problem
from NP is polynomially solvable as well


The idea of the proof �we skip the technical details	 is as follows� assume we

are interested to solve an instance �p	 � P �P is in NP	 and have a polynomial

time solvability test for the problem� We �rst check in polynomial time whether

�p	 is solvable� If the answer is �no�� this is all we need� if the answer is �yes��

we should �nd a solution itself� Applying our solvability test� we can decide in

polynomial time whether �p	 has a solution with the �rst bit �� Whatever the

answer will be� we will get the �rst bit y� of �some	 solution� is the answer is


yes�� this bit is �� otherwise it is �� Since P is in NP� we can check in polynomial

time whether the single�bit word y  y� is a solution� If the answer is 
no��

we proceed in the same way� run our solvability test to check whether �p	 has

a solution with the �rst bit y� and the second bit �� thus getting the �rst two
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bits of a solution� check whether the resulting two�bit word is a solution� and so

on� Since the length of all possible solutions to �p	 is bounded from above by a

polynomial of the length of Data�p	 �P is in NP�	� we shall build a solution in

a polynomial in �  length�Data�p		 number of calls to the solvability test and

the 
veri�cation test� �the latter veri�es whether a given y solves �p		� running

time per call being bounded by a polynomial in �� and the overall running time

of building a solution to �p	 turns out to be polynomial in ��

As we have already mentioned� NP�complete problems do exist� Moreover� a throughout inves�
tigation of combinatorial problems carried out during last three decades �i�e�� after the notion of
an NP�complete problem and existence of these problems were discovered	 demonstrates that

Basically all interesting combinatorial problems are in NP� and nearly all of them
which were thought of to be �di�cult� � with no known polynomial time solution
algorithms � are NP�complete
 The list of NP�complete problems includes Integer
and Boolean Linear Programming� the Traveling Salesman problem� MAXCUT and
hundreds of other combinatorial problems� including that �simply�looking� ones as
the Stones problem


There are� essentially� just two important generic combinatorial problems from NP which were
not known to be polynomially solvable in ���� and still are not in the list of NP�complete prob�
lems� The �rst of them is the graph isomorphism problem � given two graphs� decide whether
they are isomorphic � whether there exist one�to�one correspondences between the set of nodes
and the set of arcs of the graphs which preserve the node�arc incidence� the complexity status�
of this problem is still unknown� The second one is Linear Programming over rationals �i�e��
Linear Programming with rational data	� An LP program with rational data� if solvable� admits
a rational solution� so that this family of problems can be treated as a generic combinatorial
problem� In ���� L� Khachiyan proved that LP over rationals is polynomially solvable�

Note that it still is unknown whether P
NP � whether NP�complete problems are or are not
polynomially solvable� this question �which is quali�ed as the most important open problem in
Theoretical Computer Science�	 remains open for about �� years�

Although we do not know whether P
NP � in a sense� whether there indeed exist di�cult
combinatorial problems � at the practical level� the answer seems to be clear� Indeed� there
are a lot of NP�complete problems� some of them� like Integer and Boolean Linear Programming
programs and their numerous special cases � are of huge practical importance and are therefore
subject� over decades� of intensive studies of thousands excellent researchers both in Academy
and in Industry� However� no polynomial time algorithm for any one of these problems was
found� With the discovery of the theory of NP�completeness it became clear that in a sense all
research in the area of solution methods for combinatorial programs deals with a single problem
�since polynomial time solvability of a particular NP�complete problem a researcher is focusing
on would automatically imply polynomial time solvability of the problems attacked by all other
researchers	� Given the huge total e�ort invested in this research� we should conclude that
it is highly unprobable� that NP�complete problems are polynomially solvable� Thus� at the
practical level� the fact that certain problem is NP�complete is su�cient to qualify the problem
as computationally intractable�� at least at our present level of knowledge�
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	���� From the Real Arithmetic Complexity theory to the CCT and back

The two complexity theories we have outlined � the one based on the Real Arithmetic computer
and interested in �nding ��solutions for problems with real data� and the other one based on
the Integer Arithmetic computer and interested in �nding exact solutions to problems with
binary data � are similar� but in no sense identical� To stress the di�erence� consider a simple
computational problem � just one of solving a square system of linear equations

Ax 
 b �A� b	

with n 
 n�A� b	 unknowns and a nonsingular matrix A� The Real Arithmetic Complexity
Theory will qualify the problem as follows�

�R	 The family L comprised of problem instances �A� b	 with real entries in A� b

and nonsingular A is polynomially solvable� there exists an algorithm �e
g
� the Gauss
elimination method� which� as applied to any instance� �nds the exact solution of
the instance in no more than O�n��A� b		 operations of exact real arithmetic� which
is a polynomial of the dimension Size�A� b	 
 n��A� b	 n�A� b	 of the data vector of
the instance


The CCT �rst will reject to speak about systems of linear equations with real data� since in this
case neither the data� nor candidate solutions can be encoded by �nite binary words� However�
CCT is ready to speak about systems with rational data� and will qualify these systems as
follows�

�C	 The family L comprised of problem instances �A� b	 with rational entries in
A� b and nonsingular A is polynomially solvable� there exists a solution algorithm
�e
g
� the Gauss elimination method� which� as applied to any instance� �nds an exact
solution of the instance in no more than a polynomial 	��	 of bit operations� � being
the length of the instance data � the total number of bits in binary representations
of the numerators and denominators of all entries of the data


We see that these two statements are in a general position� � they say di�erent things about
di�erent entities� and no one of them is a consequence of the other one� a priori it might happen
that one of these statements is true and another is false� or both are false� or both are true
�which indeed is the case	� The essence of the di�erence comes not from the fact that �R	
speaks about all systems� while �C	 � only about the systems with rational data � this is a
minor point� The essence of the di�erence is that in �C	 an elementary operation� is a bit
operation� while in �R	 it is an operation with reals� thus� �C	� as compared to �R	� deals with
much more restricted set of elementary operations and therefore � with much more strict�
�and more realistic	 notion of computational e�ort�� As a kind of compensation� �C	 uses a
less strict notion of a polynomial time method than �R	� for �C	� a method is polynomial if its
running time �measured in bit� operations	 is bounded by a polynomial of the total binary
length of the data� while for �R	 this running time �measured in the number of Real Arithmetic
operations	 should be bounded by a polynomial of the number of data entries � of a quantity
which is de�nitely less than the binary length of the data� E�g�� when �C	 says that systems
of linear equations are polynomially solvable� it says nothing de�nite about the complexity of
solving a system of two linear equations with two variables� the bitwise� complexity of this
simplest computational problem can be as large as you wish� provided that the coe�cients are
rationals with large numerators and denominators� In contrast to this� when �R	 says that
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systems of linear equations are polynomially solvable� it says� in particular� that a system of two
linear equations with two unknowns can be solved in O��	 operations of real arithmetic�

Although the two outlined complexity theories� as we just have seen� are in general position��
every one of them can utilize �and does utilize	 some results of its counterpart�� Sometimes a
Real Arithmetic polynomial time method�� as restricted to a family of problems with rational
data� can be converted to a CCT�polynomial time algorithm for a combinatorial problem� thus
yielding CCT�polynomial solvability of this problem� Borrowing e�cient algorithms� in the
opposite direction � from combinatorial problems to those with real data � does not make much
sense� what the Real Arithmetic Complexity Theory does borrow from CCT� are techniques
to recognize computationally intractable� computational problems� In our course we are at
the side of optimization programs with real data�� so that our primary interest is what can be
borrowed from the CCT� not given to it� It makes sense� however� to start with an example of
what can be given to the CCT�

CCT�polynomial solvability of Linear Programming over rationals

Let us start with some historical remarks� Linear Programming in all its major methodological
and computational aspects was discovered by G� Dantzig in late ���s� in particular� he proposed
the Simplex method for LP �����	 which for about �� years was the only one � and extremely
e�cient � practical tool for solving LP programs� it still is one of the most e�cient computational
techniques known for LP and the most frequently used one� The theoretical justi�cation of the
method is that in the Real Arithmetic model of computations it �nds an exact solution to any
LP program �or detects correctly that no solution exists	 in �nitely many arithmetic operations�
while its practical justi�cation is that this number of operations typically is quite moderate�
However� it was discovered that the worst�case complexity of the Simplex method is very bad�
Klee and Minty �����	 have built a sub�family of LP programs f�pn	g�n�� with the following
property� �pn	 has rational data� and the size� of the instance �pn	 is polynomial in n� whether
we measure the size as the number of data entries or as their total bit length� and the number
of arithmetic operations performed by the Simplex method as applied to �pn	 is more than
�n� Thus� the Simplex method is not polynomial time neither in the sense of Real Arithmetic
Complexity theory� nor in the sense of the CCT� For about �� years� the question whether LP
is or is not polynomially solvable� was one of the major challenges in the area of computational
complexity� The CCT�version� of this question was answered a�rmatively by L� Khachiyan in
����� and the tool he used was borrowed from convex optimization with real data� � it was
the Ellipsoid method �����	� The sketch of Khachiyan�s construction is as follows�

Linear Feasibility Problem� Let us start with the LP feasibility problem�

�FeasLP	 Given a system of linear inequalities

Ax � b �S	

with rational coe�cients� check whether the system has a solution


The polynomial time �in the sense of CCT�	 algorithm for �FeasLP	 proposed by Khachiyan is
as follows�

We may assume without loss of generality that the columns ofA are linearly independent �if it
is not the case� we do not a�ect feasibility by eliminating columns which are linear combinations
of the remaining ones� and this Linear Algebra operation takes time polynomial in the total bit
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length L of the data and results in a system of the same structure and with total bit length of the
data being polynomial in L	� Besides this� it is convenient to assume the data integer �we may
multiply all coe�cients involved in a particular inequality by their common denominator� this
equivalent transformation results in a problem with the total bit length of the data polynomial
in the one of the original problem	� Thus� we may assume that the data in �S	 are integer and
the columns in A are linearly independent� Let L be the total bit length of the data� m be the
number of inequalities� and n be the number of unknowns in �S	�

The �rst step is to get an a priori upper bound on the norm of a solution to �S	� assuming
that such a solution exists� This can be done as follows�

It is a well�known fact of Linear Programming�Convex Analysis that if A has linearly inde�
pendent columns and �S	 has a solution� then �S	 has an extreme point solution x as follows�
n of the m inequalities of �S	 at x are equalities� and the rows of A corresponding to these
inequalities are linearly independent� In other words� x is the unique solution of the square
system of linear equations bAx 
 bb
where bA is a square nonsingular n	n submatrix of A and bb is the corresponding subvector of b�
From the Cramer rules it follows that every coordinate in x is the ratio ��

� of two determinants�

with & 
 det bA and &� being the determinant of an n 	 n submatrix of the matrix ! bA�bb"� & is
a nonzero integer �all entries in A� b are integer�	� and &� is not too large � the absolute value
of a determinant does not exceed the product of Euclidean lengths of its rows �Hadamard�s
inequality expressing an evident geometric fact� the volume of a parallelotope does not exceed
the product of its edges	� Since the sum of binary lengths of all entries in A� b does not exceed
L� the above product cannot be very large� a simple computation demonstrates that it does not
exceed �O��L �all O��	�s are absolute constants	� We conclude that the absolute values of all
entries in x do not exceed �O��L� so that k x k�� �O��Lpn � �O��L �we have used the evident
fact that both n and m do not exceed L � it takes at least one bit to represent every one of the
mn entries of A	�

The second step is to look at the minimum value g� of the residual

g�x	 
 max



�� max

i�������m
!�Ax	i � bi"

�
�

note that this minimum value is � if �S	 is solvable and is � � otherwise� What we are interested
in is to understand whether g� can be positive� but very small�� The answer is no�� if g� � ��
then g� � ��O��L�

Indeed� g� is the optimal value in the feasible LP program

t � min j t � �� �Ax	i� bi � t� i 
 �� ���� m� S�

The binary length L� of the data in this problem is of oder of L� and the problem for sure is
solvable� From the theory of Linear Programming it is well�known that if an LP has a solution�
then it has an extreme point� in the aforementioned sense� solution� The coordinates of the
latter solution� in particular� its t�coordinate �i�e�� the optimal value in �S�	� i�e�� g�	 again are
ratios of determinants� now coming from the matrix !A� b� e"� e being the vector of ones� Thus�
g� is the ratio of two integers and these integers� same as above� do not exceed �O��L� 
 �O��L�
It follows that if g� � �� then g� � ��O��L � the numerator in the ratio representing g�� being
nonzero integer� should be at least one� and the denominator cannot be larger than �O��L�
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The third step� We already know that if �S	 is feasible� the minimum of g in the ball E� 


fx j k x k�� �O��Lg is zero �since then this ball contains a solution to �S		� We know also that
if �S	 is infeasible� then the minimum of g in E� is at least �� 
 �

�O��L� since in the case in
question already the minimum of g on the entire Rn admits the indicated lower bound� It follows
that in order to check feasibility of �S	 it su�ces to �nd an ��solution x� to the optimization
problem

g�x	� min j x � E�� �C	

if the value of g at x� will be � �� we will be sure that the true minimum value of g is less than
�� which� in view of the origin of �� is possible only if the true optimal value in �C	 is � and �S	
is solvable� And if g�x�	 � �� the optimal value in �C	 is � � �since x� is an ��solution to �C		�
and �S	 is infeasible�

Now� g clearly is a convex function with easily �in O��	mn arithmetic operations	 computable
value and subgradient� It follows that an ��solution to �C	 can be found by the Ellipsoid method�
Let us evaluate the complexity of this process� In the notation from Theorem ����� our case
is the one of X 
 E� �i�e�� r 
 R 
 �O��L	 and� as is easily seen� VarR�g	 � R�L� Theorem
����� therefore says that the number of steps in the Ellipsoid method is bounded from above by

O��	n� ln

�	VarRg�

�

�
� O��	n�L �note that both ��� and VarR�g	 are of order of �O��L	� The

number of arithmetic operations per step is O��	�n�  mn	� where the n��term represents the
operation cost� of the method itself and the mn�term represents the computational expenses
of computing g�x	� g��x	 at a given x and mimicking the separation oracle for the Euclidean ball
E� �when proving Theorem ������ we have built such an oracle and have evaluated its running
time � it is just O��	n	� Thus� the overall number of arithmetic operations required to �nd an
��solution to �C	 is O��	�n�  mn	n�L� which is a polynomial in L �recall that mn � L	�

We are nearly done� the only remaining problem is that the Ellipsoid method is a Real
Arithmetic procedure� so that the polynomial in L complexity bound of checking feasibility
in of �S	 counts the number of operations of real arithmetic� and what we need is an Integer
Arithmetic computer routine and a bound on the number of bit operations� Well� a quite
straightforward �although boring	 analysis demonstrates that we can obtain the same accuracy
guarantees when implementing the Ellipsoid method on an inexact arithmetic computer�� where
every elementary operation  ��� ��	�p is applied to O��	nL�digit operands and rounds the
exact result to the same O��	nL digits� Now every arithmetic operation costs� a polynomial in
L number of bit� operations� and the overall bit� complexity of the computation is polynomial
in L�

From checking feasibility to 
nding a solution� It remains to explain how a CCT�
polynomial time algorithm for checking feasibility of systems of linear inequalities with rational
data can be converted into a CCT�polynomial time algorithm for solving LP programs with
rational data� Observe� �rst� that to solve an LP problem is the same as to solve certain system
of linear inequalities �S	 �write down the constraints of the primal problem along with those of
the dual and the linear equation saying that the duality gap is �� of course� a linear equation
can be written down as a pair of opposite linear inequalities	� We already know how to check
in polynomial time the feasibility of �S	� and all we need is to understand how to �nd a feasible
solution to �S	 given that the system is feasible� The simplest way to do it is as follows� Let us
take the �rst inequality aTx � b in �S	� replace it with equality aTx 
 b and check whether the
modi�ed system we obtain is feasible� If it is not the case� we know that the hyperplane aTx 
 b

does not intersect the solution set of �S	� since this set is nonempty and convex� we conclude
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that every solution to the system �S�	 obtained from �S	 by eliminating the �rst inequality is a
solution to �S	 as well� And if the modi�ed system is feasible� let �S�	 be this modi�ed system�
Note that in both cases �S�	 is solvable� and every solution to �S�	 is a solution to �S	 as well�
Now let us look at �S�	� this system can have both inequalities and equalities� Let us take
the �rst inequality of the system� if it exists� make it equality and check whether the modi�ed
system is feasible� If it is the case� this modi�ed system will be our �S�	� and if it is not the
case� �S�	 will be obtained from �S�	 by eliminating the �rst inequality in �S�	� Note that in
both cases �S�	 is solvable� and every solution to it is a solution to �S�	 and therefore � to �S	�
Note also that the number of inequalities in �S�	 is by � less than that one in �S	� Proceeding
in the same way� we look in turn at all inequalities of the original system� check feasibility of
certain intermediate� system of equations and inequalities and� as a result� either make the
inequality we are looking at an equality� or eliminate it at all� thus getting a new intermediate
system� By construction� this system is solvable� and all its solutions are solutions to �S	 as
well� After m steps of this process �m is the number of inequalities in �S		 we terminate with a
solvable system �Sm	 of equations� and every solution to this system is a solution to �S	� Note
that all our intermediate systems are of the same total data length L as �S	� so that the overall
CCT�complexity of the outlined process is polynomial in L� It remains to note that we can use
the standard Linear Algebra routines to �nd in polynomial in L time a solution to the solvable
system of equations �Sm	� thus getting � in polynomial time � a solution to �S	�

Pay attention to the intrinsic mechanics of the outlined construction� its nucleus is a simple
Real Arithmetic polynomial time routine� and this nucleus is spoiled� by replacing Real Arith�
metic operations with their inexact counterparts and is equipped with a completely exterior�
termination rules based on the fact that we are dealing with percolated� � rational � data� Note
that the more natural �although perhaps less scienti�c�	 version of the question whether LP is
polynomially solvable� � namely� the question whether an LP program with rational�real data
can be solved exactly in the number of Real Arithmetic operations bounded by a polynomial in
the size Size�p	 
 dim Data�p	 of instance � still remains open�

Dicult convex optimization problems

As it was already mentioned� what Real Arithmetic Complexity Theory can borrow from the
Combinatorial Complexity Theory are techniques for detecting computationally intractable�
problems� Consider the situation as follows� we are given a family P of convex optimization
programs �� and want to understand whether the family is polynomially solvable� Well� Theorem
����� gives us su�cient conditions for polynomial solvability of P � but what to do if one of these
conditions is not satis�ed� To be more concrete� let us look at the following family of convex
optimization programs�

t � min j x � X 


�
x � Sn j A � x � B�max

u�Cn
uTxu � t

�
� ������	

where Cn 
 fu � Rn j juij � �� i 
 �� ���� ng is the n�dimensional unit cube and A�B are
symmetric matrices� Note that this problem is of essential interest for Robust Conic Quadratic
Optimization we have mentioned in Lecture �� We can say� in a natural way� what are data

	� We could speak about other computational problems with �real data�� in particular� nonconvex optimization
ones� but recall that our subject is convex optimization�
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vectors of instances and what is the associated infeasibility measure�

Infeas�x� p	 
 min

�
� � � � x � A �I� x � B � �I�max

u�Cn
uTxu � t  �

�
�

thus coming to a family of polynomial growth and with polynomially bounded feasible sets� The
di�culty is with polynomial computability� we do not see an easy� way to implement Ccons�
Indeed� a direct way � just to compute Infeas�x� p	 according to the de�nition of this function
� fails� since no algorithms for computing the maximum of gx�u	 
 uTxu over the unite cube
with complexity less than �n operations are known� while Size�p	 � the dimension of the data
vector � is only of order n��

Now what� Perhaps we just do not see a proper� way to implement Ccons and should think
more on this subject� For how long� Fortunately �or unfortunately� it depends on viewpoint	�
we can easily understand that our problem hardly is polynomially solvable� To explain the
reason� let us forget for a moment about our particular family of convex programs and ask

��	 How could we convince ourselves that a given generic program P is �compu�
tationally intractable��

One of the ways to answer ��	 is as follows� Assume that the objectives of the instances of P are
polynomially computable and that we can point out a generic combinatorial problem Q known
to be NP�complete which can be reduced to P in the following sense�

There exists a CCT�polynomial time algorithmM which� given on input the data
vector Data�q	 of an instance �q	 � Q� converts it into a triple Data�p!q"	� ��q	� ��q	
comprised of the data vector of an instance �p!q"	 � P � positive rational ��q	 and
rational ��q	 such that �p!q"	 is solvable and

� if �q	 is unsolvable� then the value of the objective of �p!q"	 at every ��q	�
solution to this problem is � ��q	� ��q	�

� if �q	 is solvable� then the value of the objective of �p!q"	 at every ��q	�solution
to this problem is � ��q	  ��q	


We claim that in the case in question we have all reasons to qualify P as a computationally
intractable� problem� Assume� on contrary� that P admits a polynomial time solution method
S� and let us look what happens if we apply this algorithm to solve �p!q"	 within accuracy ��q	�
Since �p!q"	 is solvable� the method must produce an ��q	�solution bx to �p!q"	� With additional
polynomial time e�ort� we may compute the value of the objective of �p!q"	 at bx �recall that
the objectives of instances from P are assumed to be polynomially computable	� Now we can
compare the resulting value of the objective with ��q	� by de�nition of reducibility� if this value
is � ��q	� q is unsolvable� otherwise q is solvable� Thus� we get a correct Real Arithmetic�
solvability test for Q� What is the �Real Arithmetic	 running time of this test� By de�nition of
a Real Arithmetic polynomial time algorithm� it is bounded by a polynomial of s�q	 
 Size�p!q"	
and

d�q	 
 Digits��p!q"	� ��q		 
 ln

(
Size�p!q"	 k Data�p!q"	 k�  ���q	

��q	

)
�

Now note that if � 
 length�Data�q		� then the total number of bits in Data�p!q"	 and in ��q	 is
bounded by a polynomial of � �since the transformation Data�q	 � �Data�p!q"	� ��q	� ��q		 takes
CCT�polynomial time	� It follows that both s�q	 and d�q	 are bounded by polynomials in �� so
that our Real Arithmetic� solvability test for Q takes polynomial in length�Data�q		 number
of arithmetic operations�



�
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Recall that Q was assumed to be an NP�complete generic problem� so that it would be
highly unprobable� to �nd a CCT�polynomial time solvability test for this problem� while we
have managed to build such a test� with the only �but important�	 di�erence that our test is
a Real Arithmetic one � it uses incomparable more powerful� elementary operations� Well� a
reasonable� Real Arithmetic algorithm � any one which we can use in actual computations �
must be tolerant to small rounding errors� �cf� what was said about the Ellipsoid algorithm in
the context of Linear Programming	� Speci�cally� such an algorithm� as applied to a pair ��p	� �	
should be capable to say� to the computer� I need to work with reals with such and such
number of binary digits before and after the dot� and I need all elementary operations with these
reals to be precise within the same number of accuracy digits�� and should preserve its perfor�
mance and accuracy guarantees� provided that the computer meets the indicated requirement�
Moreover� for a reasonable� Real Arithmetic the such and such number of digits before and
after the dot� must be polynomial in Size�p	 and Digits�p� �	 ��� and with these assumptions� our
Real Arithmetic solvability test can be easily converted into a CCT�polynomial time solvability
test for Q� which � once again � hardly could exist� Thus� a Real Arithmetic polynomial time
algorithm for P hardly could exist as well�

Since we do not know whether in fact NP�complete problems are computationally in�
tractable�� the outlined reasoning does not prove that if you can reduce a NP�complete combi�
natorial problem to a generic program P with real data� the latter program is not polynomially
solvable in the sense of Real Arithmetic Complexity theory� note� however� that ��	 asks about
convince�� not prove��

As an illustration� consider the generic convex program P� with instances ������	
and let us demonstrate that the NP�complete problem Stones can be reduced to it�
so that P� is computationally intractable�� Indeed� let �n� a 
 �a�� ���� an	

T 	 be the
data of an instance �q	 of Stones� recall that the instance is solvable� if there exist
ui 
 �� such that P

i aiui 
 �� and is unsolvable otherwise� Given �n� a	� let us
de�ne the data of the instance �p!q"	 � P� as

A 
 B 
k a k�� In � aaT �

and set

��q	 

�

��n �	
� ��q	 
 n k a k�� �

�

�
�

Let us demonstrate that this indeed is a reduction� Observe� �rst� that the conversion
Data�q	 � �Data�p!q"	� ��q	� ��q		 clearly is CCT�polynomial time� Now� since A 

B� the feasible set of �p!q"	 is

fx 
 A 
 B� t � max
u�Cn

uTxug�

and the optimal value in �p!q"	 is

Opt�p!q"	 
 max
u�Cn

g�u	� g�u	 
 uTAu�

Since A � � �check it�	� the quadratic form g is convex� and therefore its maximum
over Cn is the same as its maximum over the set of vertices of Cn �why�	� If u


�In fact� this property normally is included into the very de�nition of a Real Arithmetic polynomial time
algorithm� we prefer to skip these boring technicalities and to work with a simpli�ed de�nition�
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is a vertex of Cn �i�e�� a vector with coordinates ��	� then the value of g at u is
n k a k�� ��aTu	�� Thus�

Opt�p!q"	 
 max
n
n k a k�� ��aTu	� j ui 
 ��� i 
 �� ���� n

o
�

If �q	 is unsolvable � i�e�� aTu �
 � for all u with coordinates �� � then �aTu	� � �
for the indicated u �since for these u aTu is an integer	� and we see that Opt�p!q"	 �
n k a k�� �� 
 ��q	 � ���� On the other hand� if �q	 is solvable� then the optimal
value of the objective in �p!q"	 is equal to n k a k��
 ��q	  ���� Thus� the exact
optimal value of �p!q"	 is quite sensitive� to solvability�unsolvability of �q	� This is
nearly what we need� but not exactly� we should prove that already the value of the
objective of �p!q"	 at any ��q	�solution to the problem is sensitive� to the solvability
status of �q	� Let �bx� bt	 be an ��q	�solution to �p!q"	� In the case of unsolvable �q	 we
should have

bt � Opt�p!q"	  ��q	 � ��q	� ���  ��q	 � ��q	� ��q	� ������	

Now assume that �q	 is solvable� By de�nition of the infeasibility measure� we have

bx � A � ��q	In�bt � maxu�Cn uT bxu � ��q	

From �a	� �b	 it follows that

bt � maxu�Cn uT bxu� ��q	

� maxu�Cn
h
uTAu� ��q	uTu

i
� ��q	

� maxu�Cn uTAu� n��q	� ��q	

 Opt�p!q"	� �n �	��q	

 ��q	  ���� �n  �	��q	
� ��q	  ��q	�

Combining the resulting inequality with ������	� we see that the outlined construction
indeed is a reduction of Stones to P��

Generic convex program ������	 illustrates the most typical source of intractable� convex pro�
grams � semi�in�niteness� If we write ������	 explicitly�� we get the problem

t � min j A � x � B� uTxu � t �u � Cn�

and we see that the problem in fact has in�nitely many simple convex constraints parameterized
by a point u � Cn� Computational tractability of a problem of this type depends on the geometry
of the parameter set� if we replace the cube Cn by a simplex or an Euclidean ball� we get a
polynomially computable �and polynomially solvable	 generic program�
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Solutions to selected exercises

�� Exercises to Lecture �

Around uniform approximation�

Exercise ���� Let � � �� and assume L is ��regular� i�e�� the functions from L are continu�
ously di�erentiable and

k f � k�� � k f k� �f � L�

Assume that T � & is such that the distance from a point in & to the closest point of T does
not exceed � � ���� Prove that under these assumptions

�L�T 	 � �

�� ��
�

Solution� Let f � L� M k f k�� and let a � # be the point where jf�a	j  M � There

exists a point t � T such that jt� aj 
 �� since L is regular� we have jf�a	 � f�t	j 
M���

whence jf�t	j �M ��� ��	� and consequently k f kT��� jf�t	j �M ��� ��	�

Exercise ���� Assume that & 
 !�� �	"� and let L be a linear space of functions on & comprised
of all trigonometric polynomials of degree � k� Let also T be an equidistant M �point grid on
&�

T 
 f��l �		
M

gM��
l�� �

�	 Prove that if M � k	� then T is L�dense� with

�L�T 	 � M

M � k	
�

�	 Prove that the above inequality remains valid if we replace T with its arbitrary shift modulo
�	�� i�e�� treat & as the unit circumference and rotate T by an angle�

�	 Prove that if T is an arbitrary M �point subset of & with M � k� then �L�T 	 
��
Solution� �	� It su�ces to apply the result of Exercise �� in the case in question �  	

M
�

and� by the Bernshtein Theorem� �  k�
�	 follows from �	 due to the fact that the space of trigonometric polynomials is invariant

with respect to 
cyclic shift� of the argument by any angle�
 	 Let T  ftigMi��� The function

f�t	 
MY
i��

sin�t� ti	

is a trigonometric polynomial of degree M 
 k� this function vanishes on T �i�e�� k f kT��

�	� although its uniform norm on # is positive�
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Exercise ���� Let & 
 !��� �"� and let L be the space of all algebraic polynomials of degree
� k�

�	 Assume that �M � 	k and T is the M �point set on & comprised of the M points

ftl 
 cos
�
��l �		

�M

�
gM��
l�� �

Then T is L�dense� with

�L�T 	 � �M

�M � 	k
�

�	 Let T be an M �point set on & with M � k� Then �L�T 	 
��

Solution� �	� Let us pass from the functions f � L to the functions f���	  f�cos��		�
� � ��� ���� note that f� is a trigonometric polynomial of degree 
 k� Let

T�  f�l  ��l � �	�

�M
g�M��l�� �

According to the result of Exercise �����	� for every f � L we have

k f k�  k f� k�

 �M

�M�	k maxl��������M�� jf���l	j
 �M

�M�	k maxl��������M�� jf�cos��l		j
 �M

�M�	k maxl�������M�� jf�tl	j

�note that when � takes values in T�� the quantity cos��	 takes values in T 	�

�	� Whenever the cardinality of T is 
 k� L contains a nontrivial polynomial

f�t	 
Y
t�
T

�t � t�	

which vanishes on T �

Cubature formulas and the Gauss points�

�%	 Let & be a subset of Rk � L be a n�dimensional linear space comprised of
continuous real�valued functions on & and I�f	 � L � R be �an integral� � a linear
functional such that I�f	 � � for every f � L such that f�t	 � � everywhere on &

Assume also
� that if a function f � L is nonnegative on & and is not identically ��
then I�f	 � �
 Then there exists a precise n�point cubature formula for I � i
e
� exist
n points t�� ���� tn � & and n nonnegative weights ��� ���� �n such that

I�f	 

nX
i��

�if�ti	 �f � L�

�In fact this additional assumption is redundant
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Exercise ����� �� Prove �%	 for the case of �nite &�

Solution� We may assume that I is not identically zero � otherwise there is nothing to
prove� The sets At  ff � L j f�t	 
 �� I�f	  �g are convex sets belonging to a �xed
hyperplane� We claim that there exist n sets of this type At� � ���� Atn with empty intersection�
Indeed� in the opposite case� by the Helley theorem� there would exist an element f � L
belonging to all At� t � #� i�e�� such that f�t	 
 � everywhere on # and I�f	  �� which is
impossible�

The fact that the intersection of At� � ���� Atn is empty means that the inequality I�f	 
 �

is a corollary of the system of linear inequalities f�ti	  �� i  �� ���� n� By the Farkas Lemma�

it follows that the linear functional I is a combination� with nonnegative coe�cients� of the

n linear functionals f �	 f�ti	�

�� Prove �%	 for the general case�

Solution� Introducing the same sets At as before� it su�ces to prove that there exists

a �nite family of these sets with empty intersection� Indeed� if we know that At� � ���� AtN

have no point in common� then� by the Helley Theorem� already a properly chosen n�element

sub�family of this family of sets has empty intersection� and we may complete the proof in

the same way as in the case of �nite #� In order to prove that there exists a �nite family

of the sets At with empty intersection� assume that it is not the case� and let us lead this

assumption to a contradiction� Let t�� t�� ��� be a sequence of points from # such that every

point of this set belongs to the closure of the sequence� and let f�� ���� fn ba a basis in L�

Under our assumption� for every N there exists a function fN � L which is nonpositive at

the points t�� ���� tN and I�fN 	  �� After an appropriate normalization� we can convert fN

to a function gN � L such that gN is nonpositive at the points t�� ���� tN� I�gN 	 � � and

the Euclidean norm of the vector �N of the coe�cients of gN in the basis f�� ���� fn is ��

Passing to a subsequence fNig� we may assume that the vectors �Ni converge to a vector

� �which of course is nonzero	� Then the functions gNi pointwise converge to the function

g�t	 
Pn

j�� �jfj�t	� this function clearly is nonpositive on the sequence t�� t�� ���� and since

it is continuous on #� it is nonpositive everywhere� Since � 
 I�gNi 	 
Pn

j�� �
Ni

j I�fj	�

we conclude that I�g	 
Pn

j�� �jI�fj	 � �� Thus� g is a nonpositive on # function with

nonnegative integral I�g	� At the same time g is not identically zero �since its vector of

coe�cients in the basis f�� ���� fn is nonzero	� This is the desired contradiction�

�� Exercises to Lecture �

Around cones�

Exercise ���� Prove the following statements�

�� !stability with respect to direct multiplication" Let Ki � Rni be cones� i 
 �� ���� k� Prove
that the direct product of the cones � the set

K 
 K� 	 ���	Kk 
 f�x�� ���� xk	 j xi � Ki� i 
 �� ���� kg

is a cone in Rn�	���	nk 
 Rn� 	 ���	Rnk �

Prove that the cone dual to K is the direct product of the cones dual to Ki� i 
 �� ��� k�
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�� !stability with respect to taking inverse image" Let K be a cone in Rn and u � Au be a
linear mapping from certain Rk to Rn with trivial kernel and the image intersecting the
interior of K� Prove that the inverse image of K under the mapping � the set

K
 
 fu j Au � Kg
� is a cone in Rk�
� Prove that the cone dual to K
 is the image of K� under the mapping � � AT�

�K
	� 
 fAT� j � � K�g�
Solution� If � � K�� then AT� clearly belongs to �K�	��

u �K�Au �K� �T �Au	  �AT�	Tu � ��

Now let us prove the inverse implication� if c � �K�	�� then c  AT� for some � �K��
To this end consider the conic problem

cTx	 min j Ax �K ��

The problem is strictly feasible and below bounded �why�	� so that the dual problem

�T�	 max j AT�  c� � �K�
�

is solvable�

�� !stability with respect to taking linear image" Let K be a cone in Rn and y 
 Ax be a
linear mapping from Rn onto RN �i�e�� the image of A is the entire RN 	� Assume that
the intersection of KerA and K is the singleton f�g�
�Prove that then the image K� of K under the mapping A � the set

K� 
 fAx j x � Kg
is a cone in RN �
� Prove that the cone dual to K� is

�K�	� 
 f� � RN j AT� � K�g�
Solution� Let us temporarily set B  AT �note that B has trivial kernel	 and

L  f� � RN j B� �K�g�
Let us prove that the image of B intersects the interior of K�� Indeed� otherwise we
could separate the convex set int K� from the linear subspace ImB� there would exist
x � � such that

inf

int K�

xT� � sup

ImB

xT��

whence x � �K�	�  K and x � �ImB	�  KerA� which is impossible�

It remains to apply to the cone K� and the mapping B the rule on inverse image�

according to this rule� the set L is a cone� and its dual cone is the image of �K�	� K

under the mapping BT  A� Thus� K� indeed is a cone � namely� the cone dual to L�

whence the cone dual to K� is L�

� Demonstrate by example that if in the above statement the assumption KerA�K 
 f�g
is weakened to KerA� int K 
 �� then the image of K under the mapping A may happen
to be non�closed�

Look what happens when the  D ice�cream cone is projected onto its tangent plane�
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Exercise ���� Let A be a m	 n matrix of full column rank and K be a cone in Rm�

�� Prove that at least one of the following facts always takes place�

�i	 There exists a nonzero x � ImA which is �K ��
�ii	 There exists a nonzero � � KerAT which is �K� ��
Geometrically� given a primal�dual pair of conesK�K� and a pair L� L	 of linear subspaces
which are orthogonal complements of each other� we either can �nd a nontrivial ray in the
intersection L �K� or in the intersection L	 �K�� or both�

�� Prove that the strict� version of �ii	 takes place �i�e�� there exists � � KerAT which is
�K �	 if and only if �i	 does not take place� and vice versa� the strict version of �i	 takes
place if and only if �ii	 does not take place�

Geometrically� ifK�K� is a primal�dual pair of cones and L� L	 are linear subspaces which
are orthogonal complements of each other� then the intersection L � K is trivial �is the
singleton f�g	 if and only if the intersection L	 � int K� is nonempty� And vice versa� if
the strict� version of �ii	 takes place� than �i	 does not take place�

Solution� �	� Assuming that �ii	 does not take place� note that ATK� is a cone in Rn

�Exercise ���	� and the dual of this latter cone is the inverse image of K under the mapping
A� Since the dual must contain nonzero vectors� �i	 takes place�

�	� see the proof of the 
linear image� part of Exercise ����

Feasible and level sets of conic problems�

Exercise ����� Let the problem

cTx � min j Ax� b �K � �CP	

be feasible �A is of full column rank	� Then the following properties are equivalent to each other�
�i	 the feasible set of the problem is bounded�
�ii	 the set of primal slacks K 
 fy �K �� y 
 Ax� bg is bounded���
�iii	 ImA �K 
 f�g
�iv	 the system of vector inequalities

AT� 
 �� � �K� �

is solvable�
Corollary� The property of �CP	 to have bounded feasible set is independent of the particular

value of b such that �CP	 is feasible�

Solution� �i	 � �ii	� this is an immediate consequence of A�
�ii	� �iii	� If there exists � � y  Ax �K �� then the set of primal slacks contains� along

with any of its points $y� the entire ray f$y � ty j t � �g� so that the set of primal slacks is
unbounded �recall that it is nonempty � �CP	 is feasible�	� Thus� �iii	 follows from �ii	 �by
contradiction	�

�iii	 � �iv	� see Exercise �����	�

�iv	 � �ii	� let � be given by �iv	� For all primal slacks y  Ax � b � K one has

�Ty  �T �Ax � b�  �AT�	Tx � �T b  �T b� and it remains to use the result of Exercise

�� ��	�

���recall that we always assume that A holds�
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Exercise ����� Let the problem

cTx � min j Ax� b �K � �CP	

be feasible �A is of full column rank	� Prove that the following two conditions are equivalent to
each other�

�i	 �CP	 has bounded level sets
�ii	 The dual problem

bT�� max j AT� 
 c� � �K� �
is strictly feasible�

Corollary� The property of �CP	 to have bounded level sets is independent of the particular
value of b such that �CP	 is feasible�

Solution� �i	 � �ii	� Consider the linear vector inequality

$Ax �
�

Ax
�cTx

�
� �K �

$K  f�x� t	 j x �K �� t � �g
If $x is a solution of this inequality and x is a feasible solution to �CP	� then the entire ray
fx � t$x j t � �g is contained in the same level set of �CP	 as x� Consequently� in the
case of �i	 the only solution to the inequality is the trivial solution $x  �� In other words�
the intersection of Im $A with $K is trivial � f�g� Applying the result of Exercise �����	� we
conclude that the system

$AT

�
�
�

�
� AT�� �c  ��

�
�
�

�
� �K�

�

is solvable� if ��� �	 solves the latter system� then � �K�
� and � � �� so that ���� is a

strictly feasible solution to the dual problem�
�ii	 � �i	� If � �K�

� and x is feasible for �CP	� then

�T �Ax � b	  �AT�	Tx� �T b  cTx� �T b�

We conclude that if x runs through a given level set L of �CP	� the corresponding slacks

y  Ax � b belong to a set of the form fy �K �� �Ty 
 constg� The sets of the latter type

are bounded in view of the result of Exercise �� ��	 �recall that � �K�
�	� It remains to note

that in view of A boundedness of the image of L under the mapping x �	 Ax � b implies

boundedness of L�

�� Exercises to Lecture �

Optimal control in linear discrete time dynamic system� Consider a discrete time
Linear Dynamic System

x�t	 
 A�t	x�t� �	  B�t	u�t	� t 
 �� �� ���� T �
x��	 
 x�

�S	

Here�

� t is the �discrete	 time�
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� x�t	 � Rl is the state vector� its value at instant t identi�es the state of the controlled
plant�

� u�t	 � Rk is the exogenous input at time instant t� fu�t	gTt�� is the control�
� For every t 
 �� ���� T � A�t	 is a given l 	 l� and B�t	 � a given l 	 k matrices�

A typical problem of optimal control associated with �S	 is to minimize a given functional of
the trajectory x��	 under given restrictions on the control� As a simple problem of this type�
consider the optimization model

cTx�T 	� min j �
�

TX
t��

uT �t	Q�t	u�t	 � w� �OC	

where Q�t	 are given positive de�nite symmetric matrices�
�OC	 can be interpreted� e�g�� as follows� x�t	 represents the position and the velocity of a rocket�

�cTx is the height of the rocket at a state x �so that our goal is to maximize the height of the rocket at

a given instant	� equations in �S	 represent the dynamics of the rocket� the control is responsible for the

pro�le of the �ight and and the left hand side of the constraint is the dissipated energy�

Exercise ���� �� Use �S	 to express x�T 	 via the control and convert �OC	 in a quadratically
constrained problem with linear objective w�r�t� the u�variables�

Solution� From �S	 it follows that

x��	  A��	x� � B��	u��	�
x��	  A��	x��	 �B��	u��	

 A��	A��	x� � B��	u��	 � A��	B��	u��	�
���

x�T 	  A�T 	A�T � �	���A��	x��
PT

t��A�T 	A�T � �	���A�t� �	B�t	u�t	

� A�T 	A�T � �	���A��	x��
PT

t��C�t	u�t	�
C�t	  A�T 	A�T � �	���A�t� �	B�t	�

Consequently� �OC	 is equivalent to the problem

TX
t��

dTt u�t		 min j �

�

TX
i��

uT �t	Q�t	u�t	 
 w �dt  BT
t c� ��	

�� Convert the resulting problem to a conic quadratic program

Solution� PT
t�� d

T
t u�t	 	 min

s�t� �� ����Q����t	u�t	
�� s�t	
� � s�t	

�A �Lk �� t  �� ���� TPT
t�� s�t	 
 w�

the design variables being fu�t	 � Rk� s�t	 � RgTt���

�� Pass to the resulting problem to its dual and �nd the optimal solution to the latter
problem�
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Solution� The conic dual is

�w� �PT
t�����t	 � ��t	� 	 max

s�t�
����Q����t	��t	  dt� t  �� ���� T

�� ��t	  �����Q�����t	dt�
�� � ��t	 � ��t	  �� t  �� ���� T

�� ��t	  ��t	� ��p
�T �t	��t	 � ���t	 
 ��t	� t  �� ���� T�

the variables being f��t	 � Rk� ��t	� ��t	� � � Rg� or� which is the same�

w� �
PT

t������t	� �� 	 min
s�t� p

a�t � ���t	� �	� 
 ��t	� t  �� ���� T
�a�t  ���dTt Q���t	dt�

or� which is the same�

w� �
PT

t������t	� �� 	 min
s�t�

�����t	� �	 � a�t � t  �� ���� T

or� which is the same�

w� � ���
(

TX
t��

a�t

)
	 min j � � ��

It follows that the optimal solution to the dual problem is

�� 
q
w���

PT
i�� a

�
t 	�

���t	  �
�

�
a�t�

��� � ��
 
� t  �� ���� T �

���t	  ���t	 � ��
 �

�

�
a�t�

��� � ��
 
� t  �� ���� T�

�� Assuming w � �� prove that both the primal and the dual are strictly feasible� What are
the consequences for the solvability status of the problems� Assuming� in addition� that x� 
 ��
what is the optimal value�

�� �Assume that �S	� �OC	 form a �nite�di�erence approximation to the continuous time
Optimal Control problem

cTx��	� min
s�t�

d
d� x��	 
 ���	x��	  ���	u��	� �� � � �� x��	 
 �R �

� u
T ��	���	u��	d� � w�

���	� for every � � !�� �"� being a positive de�nite symmetric matrix�
Guess what should be the optimal value�

Around stable grasp� Recall that the Stable Grasp Analysis problem is to check whether
the system of constraints

k F i k� � ��f i	T vi� i 
 �� ���� N
�vi	TF i 
 �� i 
 �� ���� NPN

i���f
i  F i	  F ext 
 �PN

i�� p
i 	 �f i  F i	  T ext 
 �

�SG	
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the variables being �D vectors F i� is or is not solvable� Here the data are given by a number of
�D vectors� namely�

� vectors vi � unit inward normals to the surface of the body at the contact points�

� contact points pi�

� vectors f i � contact forces�

� vectors F ext and T ext of the external force and torque� respectively�

� � � is a given friction coe�cient� we assume that fTi v
i � � for all i�

Exercise ���� �� Regarding �SG	 as the system of constraints of a maximization program
with trivial objective and applying the technique from Section ���� build the dual problem�

Solution�PN

i��
���f i�T vi	�i �

�PN

i��
f i � F ext

 T
%�

�PN

i��
pi 
 f i � T ext

 T
& � min

%i � �iv
i � %� pi 
& � �� i � �� ����N

k %i k� � �i� i � �� ����N�

�%�%i�& � R�� �i� �i � R	

m

min
�i�R�����R�

�
NX
i��

���f i�T vi	 k pi 
&�%� �iv
i k� �F

T%� TT&

$
�

F �
PN

i��
f i � F ext� T �

PN

i��
pi 
 f i � T ext

Around trusses� We are about to process the multi�load TTD problem ������ which we write
down now as �cf� �������		

� � min
s�ij � �tirij � i 
 �� ���� n� j 
 �� ���� k�Pn

i�� rij � �
��� j 
 �� ���� k�Pn

i�� ti � w�Pn
i�� sijbi 
 fj � j 
 �� ���� k�
ti� rij � �� i 
 �� ���� n� j 
 �� ���� k�

�Pr	

the design variables being sij � rij� ti� � � the variables �ij from �������	 are twice the new variables
rij �

Throughout this section we make the following two assumptions�

� The ground structure �n�m� b�� ���� bn	 is such that the matrix
Pn

i�� bib
T
i is positive de�nite�

� The loads of interest f�� ���� fk are nonzero� and the material resource w is positive�
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Exercise ���� �� Applying the technique from Section ���� build the dual to �Pr	 problem
�Dl	�

Check that both �Pr	 and �Dl	 are strictly feasible� What are the consequences for the
solvability status of the problems and their optimal values�

What is the design dimension of �Pr	� The one of �Dl	 �

Solution�

�w� �Pk
j�� f

T
j vj 	 max

�ij � bTi vj  �� i  �� ���� n� j  �� ���� k�
�ij � �ij � �j  �� i  �� ���� n� j  �� ���� k�Pk

j����ij � �ij�� �  �� i  �� ���� n�
�
�

Pn
j�� �j  �q

��
ij � ��ij 
 �ij� i  �� ���� n� j  �� ���� k�

�j � �� j  �� ���� k�
� � �

��ij� �ij� �ij� �j � � � R� vj � Rm�

m

w��
Pk

j�� f
T
j vj 	 minPk

j�� �
��
j �bTi vj	

� 
 ��� i  �� ���� n

��j  �j����Pk
j�� �j  ��

�j � �� j  �� ���� k�
� � ��

��� �j � R� vj � Rm

The design dimension of �Pr	 is �nk � n � ��

The design dimension of �Dl	 is  nk �mk � k � ��

Exercise ��	� Let us �x a ground structure �n�m� b�� ���� bn	 and a material resource w� and
let F be a �nite set of loads�

�� Assume that Fj � F � j 
 �� ���� k� are subsets of F with �kj��Fj 
 F � Let �j be the
optimal value in the multi�load TTD problem with the set of loads Fj and � be the optimal
value in the multi�load TTD problem with the set of loads F � Is it possible that � �

Pk
j�� �j�

Solution� The compliance Complf �t	 clearly is nonincreasing in t and Complf ��t	 

���Complf �t	 for positive �� Let tj be an optimal solution to the multi�load TTD problem

with the set of loads Fj� and let �j be positive reals with sum �� The truss t� 
Pk

j�� �jt
j

clearly satis�es the resource constraint� while for every f � Fj one has

Complf �t�	 
 Complf ��j t
j	  ���j Complf �t

j	 
 ���j �j�

Setting �j  �j�
Pk

l�� �l	
��� we get Complf �t�	 


Pm
j�� �j for all f � �kj��Fj  F � Thus�

� 
 Pk
j�� �j �

�� Assume that the ground structure includes n 
 ���� tentative bars and that you are
given a set F of N 
 ���� loads� It is known that for every subset F � of F comprised of no more
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than ��� loads the optimal value in the multi�load TTD problem� the set of loading scenarios
being F �� does not exceed �� What can be said about the optimal value in the multi�load TTD
problem with the set of scenarios F�

Answer� It does not exceed � �by the previous Exercise	�

Answer similar question in the case when F is comprised of N � 
 ����� loads�

Answer� The optimal value still does not exceed �� Indeed� let Tf � t � F � be the set

of all trusses of given volume with compliances w�r�t� f not exceeding �� Then Tf is a

convex subset in �����dimensional a�ne plane �cut o� the �����dimensional space of trusses

by linear equation 
volume of the truss is given�	� By previous answer for every subset of

F comprised of ���� loads� there exists truss of given volume with compliance w�r�t� the

subset not exceeding �� i�e�� every ���� convex sets from the family fTfgf
F have a point

in common� It follows� by Helley Theorem� that all sets from the family have a point in

common� i�e�� there exists a truss with compliance w�r�t� every load from F not exceeding ��

�� Exercises to Lecture �

Around positive semide
niteness� eigenvalues and ��ordering�

Exercise ���� !Diagonal�dominated matrices" Let A 
 !aij"
m
i�j�� be a symmetric matrix satis�

fying the relation

aii �
X
j �i

jaij j� i 
 �� ���� m�

Prove that A is positive semide�nite�

Solution� Let e be an eigenvector of A and � be the corresponding eigenvalue� We may
assume that the largest� in absolute value� of coordinates of e is equal to �� Let i be the
index of this coordinate� then

�  aii �
X
j ��i

aijej � aii �
X
j ��i

jaijj � ��

Thus� all eigenvalues of A are nonnegative� so that A is positive semide�nite�

Exercise ���� Let A 
 !aij " be a symmetric m	m matrix� Prove that
�i	 Whenever p � �� one has Pm

i�� jaiijp �
Pm

i�� j�i�A	jp�
�ii	 Whenever A is positive semide�nite�

mQ
i��

aii � Det �A	�
�iii	 Let for x � Rm the function Sk�x	 be the sum of k largest entries of x �i�e�� the sum

of the �rst k entries in the vector obtained from x by writing down the coordinates of x in the
non�ascending order	� Prove that Sk�x	 is a convex symmetric function of x and derive from
this observation that

Sk�Dg�A		 � Sk���A		�

Hint� note that Sk�x	  max�	i��i������ik	m
Pk

l�� xil �
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�iv	 !Trace inequality" Whenever B � Sm� one has

�T �A	��B	 � Tr�AB	�
Solution� Denote �  ��A	� and let A  V T Diag��	V be the spectral decomposition of

A� Setting %B  V BV T � note that �� %B	  ��B	 and Tr�AB	  Tr�Diag��	 %B	� Thus� it
su�ces to prove the Trace inequality in the particular case when A is a diagonal matrix with
the diagonal �  ��A	� Denoting by � the diagonal of B and setting


�  ��
k 
kX
i��

�i� k  �� ����m�

we have
Tr�AB	 

Pm
i�� �i�i


Pm

i�� �i�

i � 
i��	

 ���
� �
Pm��

i�� ��i � �i��	
i � �m
m


Pm��

i�� ��i � �i��	
i � �m Tr�B	


 Pm��
i�� ��i � �i��	Si����		 � �mSm����		

�since �i � �i�� and in view of �iii	�


Pm
i�� �i�i�B	

 �T �A	��B	�

Exercise ����� Prove that the functions

X	 

Pm

i�� j�i�X	j���
G�X	 


Pm
i��max��i�X	� �	

���

of X � Sm are convex and �nd SDR�s of these functions�

Solution� The convexity of F is stated by Exercise �����i	� the convexity ofG�X	 is readily
given by ���	 �set f�x	 

Pm
i���max�xi� ��	

��
	�
Note that both F and G are of the generic form

H�X	  f���X		

where f is a symmetric convex continuously di�erentiable SD�representable function on Rm�
Our goal is to prove the following

Theorem ���� Let f � Rm 	 R � f��g be a symmetric with respect to permutations of

coordinates and a SDr function�

Epiffg  f�x� t	 j �u � Ax� tB � Uu�C � �g �
Then the function

H�X	  f���X		 � Sm 	 R � f��g
also is SDr�

EpifHg 
!
�X� t	

���u� x  �x�� ���� xn	T �
Ax� tB � Uu� C � � �a	
x� � x� � ��� � xn �b	
x� � ���� xk � Sk�X	� k  �� ���� n� � �c	
x� � ���� xn  Tr�X	 �d	

"
��� ������	

��� The functions Sk�X� are known to be SDr �Example �c from Lecture ��� so that the right hand side set
indeed is SDr
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Proof� Let us denote the right hand side in ������	 by X � we should prove that X  EpifHg�
��� The inclusion EpifHg � X is evident� given X and t such that t � f���X		� let

us set x  ��X	� thus satisfying ��������b	� �d		� Since t � f�x	� there exists u such that
��������a		 is satis�ed as well� so that �X� t	 � X �

��� Now let us prove that X � EpifHg� Let �X� t	 � X � we should prove that t � f��	�
�  ��X	� Let u� x be the quantities certifying� according to ��������a	� �d		� the inclusion
�X� t	 � X �

In view of ��������a		� we have
t � f�x	� ������	

Thus� all we should prove is that ��������b	� �d		 imply that

f��	 
 f�x	� ����� 	

This is indeed true due to the following well�known fact�

Lemma ���� For a vector u � Rm� let 
k�u	 be the sum of k largest entries in u�
Let x � Rm� A point � � Rm belongs to the convex hull P �x	 of the set comprised of x

and of all vectors obtained from x by permutations of coordinates if and only if one has


k�x	� 
k��	

�� �� k 	 n
 �� k  n

� ������	

Relations ��������b	� �d		� in view of Lemma� imply that

��X	 � P �x	� ������	

Since f is symmetric� it takes the same value f�x	 at all vectors obtained from x by per�
mutations of arguments� consequently �f is convex�	� the maximum of f on P �x	 is f�x	� so
that ������	 implies ����� 	�

In order to make exposition self�contained� let us prove Lemma ������ From the de�nition
of 
k��	 it follows that


k�u	  max
�	i��i������ik	n

�ui� � ui� � ���� uik ��

so that 
k�u	 is convex �and� of course� symmetric	 function of u� From this observation�
same as at the concluding step of the proof of Theorem� it follows that if � � P �x	� then

k��	 
 
k�x	 for all k� and since 
n�u	  
n�x	 for all u � P �x	� we have also 
n��	  
n�x	�
Thus� condition ������	 is necessary for the inclusion � � P �x	�

Let us prove that ������	 is also su�cient for the inclusion � � P �x	� Assume� on contrary�
that ������	 is satis�ed and that � �� P �x	� Then there exists a linear form cTu which strictly
separates � and P �x	�

cT� � max
y
P 	x�

cT y� ������	

Since P �x	 and relations ������	� remain invariant under permutations of coordinates of
vectors x� �� we may assume without loss of generality that

�� � �� � ��� � �n�
x� � x� � ��� � xn�

Now note that when we swap a pair of coordinates of c� we do not vary the value of the
right hand side in ������	� On the other hand� if� for some pair i 	 j� we have ci 	 cj� then�
swapping the coordinates i� j in c� we do not decrease the value of the right hand side in
������	�

�cj�i � ci�j �� �ci�i � cj�j�  �cj � ci	��i � �j	 � ��
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It follows that when reordering the coordinates in c to become non�ascending� we only
strengthen ������	� Thus� we may assume that

c� � c� � ��� � cn�

Since the coordinates of both vectors x� � are in the non�ascending order� we have

cT�  c��� � ���� cn�n
 c�
���	 � c��
���	 � 
���	� � ���� cn�
n��	 � 
n����	�


Pn��
k�� �ck � ck���
k��	 � cn
n��	


 Pn��
k�� �ck � ck���
k�x	 � cn
n�x	

�by ������	 and in view of c� � c� � ����
 cTx�

which is the desired contradiction �see �����		�

Cauchy�s inequality for matrices

Exercise ����� �i	� Denote P 


�P
i
XT
i Xi

����

� Q 

P
i
Y T
i Yi �Xi� Yi � Mp�q	� We should

prove that
��

X
i

XT
i Yi	 � ��P 	 k ��Q	 k���� �

or� which is the same�
��

X
i

Y T
i Xi	 � ��P 	 k ��Q	 k���� �

By the minmax characterization of singular values� it su�ces to prove that for every k 
 �� �� ���� p
there exists a subspace Lk � Rp of codimension k � � such that

�xi � Lk � k
(X

i

XT
i Yi

)
� k��k � k� �k�P 	 k ��Q	 k���� � ��	

Let e�� ���� ep be the orthonormal eigenbasis of P � Pei 
 �i�P 	ei� and let Lk be the linear span
of ek� ek	�� ���� en� For � � Lk one has

j�T
�P

i
Y T
i Xi

�
�j � P

i
k Yi� k�k Xi� k��

rP
i
k Yi� k��

rP
i
k Xi� k��




s
�T

�P
i
Y T
i Yi

�
�

s
�T

�P
i
XT
i Xi

�
�

� �k ��Q	 k�k � k��
���� �

��k�P 	 k � k��
����


k ��Q	 k���� �k�P 	 k � k�k � k��
whence

k
(X

i

Y T
i Xi

)
� k�
 max

��k�k���
�T

(X
i

Y T
i Xi

)
� � �k�P 	 k � k��

as required in �%	�
To make �%	 equality� assume that P � � �the case of singular P is left to the reader	� and

let Yi 
 XiP
��� Then X

i

Y T
i Yi 
 P��

(X
i

XT
i Xi

)
P�� 
 I
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and X
i

XT
i Yi 


(X
i

XT
i Xi

)
P�� 
 P�

so that �%	 becomes equality�
�i	��ii	� it su�ces to prove that if A �Mp�p� then

jTr�A	j �k ��A	 k� � ���	
Indeed� we have A 
 U*V � where U� V are orthogonal matrices and * is a diagonal marix with
the diagonal ��A	� Dnoting by ei the standard basic orths in R

p� we have

jTr�A	j 
 jTr�UTAU	j 
 jTr�*�V UT 		j 
 j
X
i

eTi *�V U
T 	eij �

X
i

j�i�A	eTi �V UT 	eij �
X
i

�i�A	�

as required in �%%	�

Around Lovasz capacity number�

Exercise ����� ��.	 is the optimal value in the problem

�� min j
�

� ��
��e �	T

��
��e �	 A��� �	

�
� � �Sh	

where e 
 ��� ���� �	T � Rn and A��� �	 
 Diag��	  Z��	� where Z��	 is the matrix as follows�

� the dimension of � is equal to the number of arcs in .� and the coordinates of � are indiced
by these arcs�

� the diagonal entries of Z� same as the o��diagonal entries of Z corresponding to empty
cells� are zeros�

� the o��diagonal entries of Z in a pair of symmetric non�empty� cells ij� ji are equal to
the coordinate of � indiced by the corresponding arc�

Let ��� �� �	 be a feasible solution to �Sh	� we should prove that there exists x such that ��� x	
is a feasible solution to the Lovasz problem

�� min j �In � L�x	 � � �L	

Setting y 
 �
��e �	� we see that�

� ��
��e �	T

��
��e �	 Z��	  Diag��	

�



�
� �yT
�y Z��	  �Diag�y	� In

�
� ��

The diagonal entries of Z are zero� while the diagonal entries of Z  �diag�y	 � In must be
nonnegative� we conclude that y � �� Setting Y 
 Diag�y	� we have�

� �yT
�y Z��	  �Diag�y	� In

�
� ��

�
�

Y ��

��
� �yT
�y Z��	  �Diag�y	� In

��
�

Y ��

�
� ��

i�e�� �
� �eT
�e Y ��ZY ��  �Y �� � Y ��

�
� ��
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whence by Lemma on Schur Complement

�
h
Y ��ZY ��  �Y �� � Y ��

i
� eeT � ��

or� which is the same�

�In �
h
eeT � �Y ��ZY ��

i
� ��In � �Y ��  Y ��	 
 ��In � Y ��	��

We see that �In �
h
eeT � �Y ��ZY ��

i
� �� it remains to note that the matrix in the brackets

clearly is L�x	 for certain x�

Around S�Lemma�

Exercise ���	� Given data A�B satisfying the premise of �%%	� de�ne the sets

Qx 
 f� � � � xTBx � �xTAxg�

�	 Prove that every one of the sets Qx is a closed nonempty convex set on the axis�
�	 Prove that at least one of the sets Qx is bounded�
�	 Prove that every two sets Qx� � Qx�� have a point in common�
�	 Derive �%%	 from �	 � �	� thus concluding the proof of the S�Lemma�

Demonstration of  	� The case when x�� x�� are collinear is trivial� Assuming that x�� x��

are linearly independent� consider the quadratic forms on the �D plane�

��z	  �sx� � tx��	TA�sx� � tx��	� ��z	  �sx� � tx��	TB�sx� � tx��	� z  �s� t	T �

By their origin� we have
��z	 � �� z � �� ��z	 � �� ��	

All we need is to prove that there exists � � � such that ��z	 � ���z	 for all z � R�� such
a � clearly is a common point of Qx� and Qx�� �

As it is well�known from Linear Algebra� we can choose a coordinate system in R� in
such a way that the matrix � of the form ���	 in these coordinates� let them be called u� v�
is diagonal�

� 

�
a �
� b

�
�

let also

� 

�
p r
r q

�
be the matrix of the form ���	 in the coordinates u� v� Let us consider all possible combina�
tions of signs of a� b�

� a � �� b � �� In this case� ���	 is nonnegative everywhere� whence by ��	 ���	 � ��
Consequently� ���	 � ����	 with �  ��

� a 	 �� b 	 �� In this case the matrix of the quadratic form ���	 � ����	 is�
p� �jaj r

r q � �jbj
�
�

This matrix clearly is positive de�nite for all large enough positive �� so that here again
���	 � ����	 for properly chosen nonnegative ��
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� a  �� b 	 �� In this case ���� �	  � �the coordinates in question are u� v	� so that by
��	 p � �� The matrix of the form ���	 � ����	 is�

p r
r q � �jbj

�
�

and since p � � and jbj � �� this matrix is positive de�nite for all large enough positive
�� Thus� here again ���	 � ����	 for properly chosen � � ��

� a 	 �� b  �� This case is completely similar to the previous one�

 	 is proved�
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